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Foreword

Most, if not all, exhibitions evolve during the course of

being planned, and Virtue and Beauty is no exception.

This exhibition began, in fact, as a small show centering

on the National Gallery of Art's portrait of Ginevra de

Bend by Leonardo da Vinci. It soon became clear, how-

ever, that the broadest and most illuminating context for

Leonardo's painting could not be provided by his few sur-

viving early works. The exhibition, accordingly, offers a

survey of Renaissance portraits of women, focusing on the

phenomenal rise of female portraiture in Florence begin-

ning in the second half of the fifteenth century. Number-

ing forty-seven works, it encompasses a variety of media,

not only panel paintings but also marble busts, medals,

and drawings. And it includes many of the finest portraits

of women (and of a few men) by Filippo Lippi, Botticelli,

Verrocchio, Leonardo, Domenico Ghirlandaio, and Bron-

zino, to name only some of the artists represented. Proto-

types and parallel works from outside Florence by such

masters as Pisanello, Rogier van der Weyden, and Jacometto

Veneziano shed further light on the development of

female portraiture in the Renaissance. Our aim is to pres-

ent the portraits not simply as beautiful objects, which

they are, but also in terms of the social and cultural values

and ideals they project.

David Alan Brown, the Gallery's curator of Italian

Renaissance paintings, organized the exhibition and

wrote the catalogue entries on the fifteenth-century paint-

ings and drawings, while Eleonora Luciano, in the sculp-

ture department, prepared the entries on the medals and

marble busts. Aside from these two staff members, we

were most fortunate that the newly appointed dean of the

Gallery's Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts,

Elizabeth Cropper, arrived just in time to write the entries

on the sixteenth-century portraits. She was the perfect

choice, having written a series of pioneering essays on female

beauty in the Renaissance. We were also able to engage

other leading experts to write introductory essays on the

broader issues that the portraits pose—Dale Kent on

Florentine women, Victoria Kirkham on the literary and

cultural background, Joanna Woods-Marsden on Renais-

sance portraits of women in general, and Mary Wester-

man Bulgarella and Roberta Orsi Landini on the costumes

and jewelry worn by the women in the portraits.

Italian government officials played an important

role in obtaining loans. We are indebted to Ferdinando

Salleo, ambassador to the United States, and to Luigi Mac-

cotta, first counselor, for their help. Without the interven-

tion of Antonio Paolucci, superintendent of fine arts in

Florence, Verrocchio's Lady with a Bunch of Flowers in the

Bargello Museum would not be included in the exhibition.

It is here reunited with Leonardo's Ginevra de' Benci for

the first time since the two works were together in Verroc-

chio's shop five hundred years ago.

Our largest debt of gratitude goes to the follow-

ing directors of the lending institutions and private col-

lectors, including Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, the

Duke of Devonshire, and Baron and Baroness Thyssen,

who have so generously agreed to share their works:

Robert Anderson, Herbert Beck, Giovanna Gaeta Bertelà,

Alan Borg, Christopher Brown, Michael Conforti, Chris

Dercon, Anne d'Harnoncourt, Anne Hawley, Jan Kelch,

Tomás Llorens Serra, Neil MacGregor, Philippe de

Montebello, Edward Nygren, Annamaria Petrioli Tofani,

Samuel Sachs II, Sheldon H. Solow and The Solow Art

and Architecture Foundation, and Gary Vikan. We are also

indebted to the Samuel H. Kress Foundation for support-

ing our effort to make this exhibition catalogue elegant

yet affordable.

Without the generous support of Airbus, Virtue

and Beauty would not have been possible. We are very

happy to welcome Airbus back for their second sponsorship

at the National Gallery of Art. On behalf of the Gallery,

I would like to thank Philippe Delmas, executive vice presi-

dent of Airbus, for his efforts in establishing this relationship.

Earl A. Powell III

Directory National Gallery of Art
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Introduction

David Alan Brown



This exhibition focuses on the extraordinary flowering of

female portraiture in Florence from c. 1440 to c. 1540. It

was in Florence during this period that portraiture expanded

beyond the realm of rulers and their consorts to encom-

pass women of the merchant class, who figure in scores of

panel paintings, medals, and marble busts. Although schol-

ars have conducted considerable research on this phenome-

non, the exhibition aims to present it for the first time to

a larger audience. The independent portraits exhibited here,

as opposed to donor portraits in frescoes or altarpieces, are

autonomous, freestanding works that typically depict the

sitters bust length or half-length in profile, three-quarter, or

frontal view. The exhibition brings together nearly all the

most significant examples of the genre, with the exception

of a few panels that could not safely travel. Including several

male portraits as well, the works are presented in the exhi-
bition and the catalogue in roughly chronological order

and in subgroups by media. Aside from the panel portraits,

there are smaller numbers of medals, drawings, and busts,

together with a selection of courtly precedents, Northern

analogues, and a few works specifically related to Leonardo's

Ginevra de Benci. In this way, progressing through the

exhibition or perusing the catalogue, the viewer/reader can

observe a broad shift from the painted profile to the three-

quarter or frontal view. Over time the portraits of women

also became larger in scale, more elaborate, and more com-

municative with the viewer.

Just as the portraits represent a conjunction of the

patron, the sitter, and the artist, so the catalogue is the prod-

uct of collaboration between historians and art historians.

The first section includes two essays placing the works in

their historical and cultural context, followed by a survey

of female portraits not limited to Florence, and an analysis

of clothing and jewelry worn by women of the period. The

catalogue entries dealing with individual works explore how
portrait conventions were interpreted by different artists.
At a time when art is being studied contextually, the entries
remind us not to lose sight of the artists contribution.

Renaissance portraits differ in many ways from the
notion of portraiture commonly held today. They are
not direct likenesses completed in the sitters presence but

involve life studies (cats. 32, 34), of which only a few sur-

vive, transformed in the process of becoming portrait

images. Above all, they lack the psychological dimension—

the revelation of the inner self—characteristic of modern

portraiture. Insofar as the portraits represent the sitters

individual nature, they reflect a different conception of

identity. In the case of women in particular, the individual

was seen in light of her social status and familial role as

wife and mother. Character did not mean a unique com-

plex of psychological traits but rather moral being and

behavior which an individual shared with other women of

the same class. The female portraits in the exhibition are,

in this sense, individual variants of the society's paradigm

of the "ideal woman." Such a concept was constructed

visually as a more or less recognizable likeness of the sitter

in contemporary dress, amplified or completed by a
presentation of her character either in the form of visual

metaphors or attributes or of a portrait reverse or cover

employing mottoes or emblems. Many of the portraits in

the exhibition, both medals and paintings, have such

reverses.1 Rather than being comprehended instantly, the

portraits disclose their meaning as they are viewed first

on one side and then on the other. Unlike the small bronze

medals, held in the hand or worn around the neck, the

panel portraits did not retain their double-sidedness but

were later reframed and treated like easel paintings with

the result that the labels or seals attached to their reverses

may still be seen today.

Judging from their portraits, visitors to the exhibi-

tion might well conclude that Florentine women of the time

all had long necks, golden hair, pearly white skin, spark-

ling blue eyes, and rosy lips and cheeks. But the similarity

in their appearance is not simply a matter of cosmetics; it

reflects a canon of corporeal beauty derived from literature.

Poetic descriptions of women from Dante and Petrarch
to Lorenzo de' Medici defined an ideal subsequently codi-
fied in treatises on female beauty, such as Agnolo Firen-
zuola's Dialogo délie bellezze délie donne (1548). Petrarch's
Canzoniere, in particular two sonnets in praise of Simone
Martini's (lost) portrait of his beloved Laura, became the

primary source for depicting women in art and literature.
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The relevance of the poets' metaphors to visual representa-

tions of women has been well established by Elizabeth

Cropper and others in terms of how the images were con-

ceived and viewed.2 Portrayals of women were praised for

being both lifelike and beautiful, implying that the subjects

were truly beautiful. At the same time women, like men,

had to be worthy of commemoration in the form of a por-

trait. Renaissance attitudes toward women differed sharply.

There was, on the one hand, the deep-seated belief, going

back to Aristotle, in the biological inferiority of women,

who were weak, passive creatures composed of the basic

elements of water and earth rather than fire and air, which

animated men. An extreme view held that women were

subhuman. Women also harked back to Eve, the temptress,

and if a wife was not wily, her vanity and extravagance

would be her husband's ruin.3

Unlike the misogynists who denigrated women,

poets and artists celebrated the exemplary virtues of their

female subjects. Qualities considered appropriate to women,

as opposed to heroic male virtu, included modesty, hu-

mility, piety, constancy, charity, obedience, and, above all,

chastity, the preeminent virtue of a woman in a society

dominated by men.4 Though they may have been in ten-

sion or even in conflict in real life, female beauty and virtue

were linked in Renaissance thought and art. The classical

equation of the good and the beautiful, in particular the

Neoplatonic notion that physical beauty signified an inner

beauty of spirit, was expounded by the Florentine human-

ist Marsilio Ficino. The concept of virtuous beauty posed

a problem for the artist, however. Women who were not

beautiful still had to look so in order to appear virtuous.

The necessity of a convincing likeness had to be reconciled,

in other words, with the need to present a suitably idealized

image of the sitter. Artists asserted the moral significance
of beauty by idealizing their subjects in poetic terms, as we
have seen. Another way to express virtuous beauty was by
means of the mottoes and emblems depicted on the reverse
of medals (cats. 8, n) and paintings, like Ginevra de Bend
(cat. 16), which make an explicit connection between the
sitter's outward appearance and inner nature.5 In Leonardo's

case, the portrait reverse depicts a wreath of laurel and

palm encircling a sprig of juniper. Entwined around the

plants is a scroll with a Latin inscription meaning "Beauty

Adorns Virtue." Closely similar emblematic reverses are

found in double-sided portraits by Jacometto Veneziano,

several of which (cats. 19-21) are compared with Leo-

nardo's in the exhibition.

The images of Renaissance women confronting us

here are clearly not straightforward portraits of individuals.

And yet that is how they were seen by the great Swiss his-

torian Jacob Burckhardt, whose Civilization of the Renais-
sance in Italy of 1860 was enormously influential in shaping

modern attitudes toward the period. The book's chapter

titles, "The Development of the Individual" and "The

Discovery of the World and of Man," mirror the author's

concern with outstanding individuals, not society as a

whole. Burckhardt's concept of the individual, moreover,

was applied to women as well as men, based on his belief

that "women stood on a footing of perfect equality with

men" since "the educated woman, no less than the man,

strove naturally after a characteristic and complete indivi-

duality."7 Generalizing from a few exceptional figures like

Isabella d'Esté or Vittoria Colonna, Burckhardt exalted

women of the Renaissance, and in the English-speaking

world of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century,

his view was popularized by an outpouring of biographies

and histories with such titles as The Women of the Renais-

sance (1905), Women of Florence (1907), and The Women

of the Medici (1927).8

Burckhardt's concept of the individual was also

applied to portraiture, which, according to one author,

joined in "the search for character, amounting to a passion

that, in art, drew the individual out... and set him on a

pedestal or in a frame "9 Female portraits, no less than

those of men, were seen as quintessential expressions of
Renaissance individualism, as when one writer character-

ized the subject of Pollaiuolo's Portrait of a Lady in the
Poldi Pezzoli Museum, Milan (Woods-Marsden essay, fig. 2)

as a "shrewd, practical lady, sharp-witted... and certainly
not without passions."10 This description and others like

it suggest that, aside from Burckhardt, modern psycho-

logical novels, like Henry James's Portrait of a Lady (1881),

13



Domenico Veneziano, Saint Lucy Altar-

piece (detail), Gallería degli Uffizi,

Florence (photo: Alinari/Art Resource,

N.Y.)

Thomas Wilmer Dewing, Lady with a

Lute, National Gallery of Art, Washington,

Gift of Dr. and Mrs. Walter Timme

Wilhelm von Bode with Botticelli profile,

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Preussischer

Kulturbesitz, Kunstbibliothek (photo:

Dieter Katz)

may have played a role in "reading" Renaissance portraits

of women. Prevented like the fictional heroines of James or

Edith Wharton from participating in business or politics,

upper-class Florentine women might also have pursued in-

dividuality in private life, or so it seemed from their portraits.

The affinity felt by the Victorians and their succes-

sors for the Florentine portraits of women was not just a

matter of literary parallels, however. The female profiles in

particular exerted a direct appeal that reflected their origins.

In the early Renaissance, the profile favored for portraits

of men and women alike was practically synonymous with

virtue. Especially for medals imitating ancient coins, the

profile was universally preferred to commemorate the sitters

for posterity. In the case of painted portraits of women,
the profile had, in addition, long been adopted for donor

portraits. It also served to associate the sitter with profile

depictions of the Virgin or female saints (fig. i).n Even

without these classical and religious associations, the mod-

estly averted gaze and stiffly upright bearing of the ladies

in profile would have marked them as virtuous. The charm

of the portraits, one writer explained, was due to the "extreme

purity and simplicity of the profile seen against the sky"

and to the "fresh and innocent grace" of the sitters.12 The

Renaissance vision of the ideal young woman resonated

strongly among art lovers on both sides of the Atlantic.

American painters such as Thomas Dewing or Albert Her-
ter created profile portraits of women which, in their

content and style, echo those of the fifteenth-century Flo-

rentines. Dewings Lady with a Lute (fig. 2) of 1886, in

the National Gallery of Art, for example, uses the musical

instrument par excellence of the Renaissance, together

with the profile, to invite comparison with the past.13

The vogue for the Renaissance profiles of women,

however influential for the creation of newly minted por-

traits, had an even greater impact in the field of collecting.
Early in the nineteenth century, the English began to
acquire examples of the genre, mostly in Florence, and their
efforts proved hugely successful. Early Italian paintings
in general are scattered throughout the world, with many
still in Italy, but almost all of the female profiles found their

way north of the Alps. Only two or three remain in their

14 B R O W N » Introduction
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4

Frontispiece to Bernard Berenson,

Florentine Painters of the Renaissance

(New York, 1912), showing Antonio

del Pollaiuolo's Portrait of a Lady

place of origin; the others are concentrated in London,

Berlin, and New York. Baldovinetti s Portrait of a Lady in

Yellow (Orsi Landini and Bulgarella essay, fig. 3) in the

National Gallery, London, offers an example. Apropos of

this portrait, one writer noted how well the profile expressed

the "charm and freshness of youth."14 The painting, still

in its original frame, was purchased from a Florentine dealer

in 1866.15 Like so many of the female profiles, the London

picture was attributed to Piero della Francesca until Roger

Fry discovered its true author. The sitter, too, was fancifully

identified, on the basis of the heraldic device on her sleeve,

as a countess Palma of Urbino.16 Another artist credited

with the authorship of this and many other profile portraits

(cat. 5) was the ever-popular Paolo Uccello, but among
the quattrocento Florentines, it was Botticelli who most be-

guiled the Victorians. The Pre-Raphaelite poet and painter

Dante Gabriel Rossetti purchased Woman at a Window
(Smeralda Brandini?) (cat. 25) in 1867, when Botticelli was
being rediscovered by Ruskin and Pater.17 Championing his

work from very different points of view, these two critics

were largely responsible for the cult of the artist in nine-

teenth-century England. There and in Germany a group of

imaginary portraits of a beautiful young woman with rip-

pling hair (cat. 28), similar to Botticelli's mythologies in the

Uffizi, were eagerly sought by aesthetes and collectors. In

them Botticelli may have given tangible form to Simonetta

Vespucci, the beloved of Giuliano de' Medici, whom

Ruskin and Pater fondly believed to be the artist's mistress.

Simonetta, if it is really she whom Botticelli portrays in

these works, died of consumption at the age of twenty-three

in 1476, leaving behind a memory of her beauty which

soon became a myth. Hers is not the only portrait in the

show that is tinged with melancholy.

In its quest to acquire early Italian paintings, the

National Gallery in London had a formidable rival in Wil-

helm von Bode, director of the Kaiser Friedrich Museum

in Berlin. Bode (fig. 3), shown here with one of the "Simon-

etta Vespucci" depictions on his desk, took a keen interest

in the art of quattrocento Florence, not just painting but

sculpture and the decorative arts as well.18 He succeeded in

acquiring for Berlin another "Simonetta Vespucci" paint-

ing in 1875, Antonio Pollaiuolo's Profile of a Lady (see cat. 6)

in 1894, and Filippo Lippi's Profile Portrait of a Young

Woman (cat. 4) in 1913. A scholar/curator, Bode addressed

the attributional problems posed by the profiles in a series

of articles spanning the first two decades of the twentieth

century.19 Bode had a rival, too, in Bernard Berenson, the

American expatriate who quickly established himself as an

authority, largely through the impact of his four volumes on

the Italian painters of the Renaissance, with their lists of

pictures the author accepted as authentic.20 The frontispiece

(fig. 4) to Berenson's Florentine Painters of the Renaissance,

originally published in 1896, featured Pollaiuolo's master-

piece in Milan, which must have whetted the appetite of

American collectors. Bode and Berenson came into open

conflict over Piero Pollaiuolo's Woman in Green and Crim-
son (see cat. 6), which Isabella Stewart Gardner (1840-1924)

acquired for her museum, Fenway Court, in Boston in
1907.2I Having nearly succeeded in purchasing the picture
in Florence in the mid-i87Os, Bode obtained it for the

Hainauer collection in Berlin about 1885, only to lose it

3
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5

West Room of Pierpont Morgan's Library,

before 1913 (photo: Archives of the

Pierpont Morgan Library, New York /Art

Resource, N.Y.)

6

Interior of the Huntington mansion,

New York (photo: The Mariners' Museum,

Newport News, Va.)

again to Mrs. Gardner, who bought it from the famous art

dealer Sir Joseph Duveen, on Berenson's recommendation,

for the extraordinarily large sum of more than fifty-eight

thousand turn-of-the-century dollars.

Mrs. Gardner was upstaged by another collector,

J. Pierpont Morgan (1837-1913), who played a key role in

the reception and collecting of the Florentine female por-

traits in America. Consumed with acquiring art on a grand

scale but coming late to the task, Morgan wisely chose to

buy whole collections. He got the choice of the paintings

belonging to Rodolphe Kann, for example, when Duveen

bought the Parisian collection in 1907. Among the early

pictures, the prize was Ghirlandaio s portrait of Giovanna

Tornabuoni (cat. 30), which Morgan purchased for no less

than thirty-eight thousand English pounds (receipt on file

at the Morgan Library). Just as the inscription in the pic-

ture echoes Petrarch, so the painting itself, when in the

Pandolfini collection in Florence, was thought to represent

the poet's beloved Laura.22 The sitter was correctly identi-

fied in the nineteenth century as a posthumous likeness of

Lorenzo Tornabuoni's wife. For Morgan, the portrait may

even have had a poignant personal meaning, as the collector

had lost his own first wife, Amelia Sturges, with whom he

was deeply in love, only a few months after their marriage

in i86i.23

Before Ghirlandaio s painting was disposed of by

the Library in 1935, it was displayed on an easel in Morgans

study (fig. 5), known as the West Room. The setting of fur-

niture and decorative arts was meant to evoke the sort of

palatial interior from which the picture was believed to have

come. During this period, which has been called the Amer-

ican Renaissance, bankers and manufacturers like Morgan

spent their vast fortunes on art and in so doing considered

themselves the heirs of the Renaissance.24 For his concern

with commerce and culture Morgan was even celebrated
as an "American Medici." Far from being just an art object,
then, Ghirlandaio s painting, together with the other works

in the room, the red brocade walls, and the carved wooden
ceiling, transported its owner to an ideal past of which the
portrait was a potent symbol. The affinity with the Renais-

sance, particularly with Florence, where many art-minded

Americans visited or resided, was such that other female

profiles were similarly sought out and displayed in Renais-

sance-style interiors.25 Arabella Huntington (1850-1924),

for example, though purchasing a number of works

from the Kann collection, missed out on the Giovanna

Tornabuoni, which went to Morgan. The lady had to

content herself with a pair of male and female portraits

attributed to Ghirlandaio (cats. 31 A and B), which she

acquired from Duveen in 1913 for the astonishing sum

of $579,334.43. Now (with the receipt for their purchase)

at the Huntington Library in San Marino, California,

the portraits were originally hung on velvet-covered walls

in a néo-Renaissance room in the family mansion (fig. 6)

on the corner of Fifth Avenue and Fifty-Seventh Street

in New York.26

Another Portrait of a Lady attributed to Domenico

Ghirlandaio (cat. 29) was offered to Morgan by the Floren-

tine dealer Elia Volpi in 1911.27 Already in possession of the

Giovanna Tornabuoni, Morgan declined, allowing Singer

sewing machine heir Robert Sterling Clark (1877-1956) to

acquire the picture in Florence two years later. Clark and

his brother Stephen had engaged the American sculptor

George Gray Barnard to act as their guide on an art-buying

trip to Europe. For the portrait Clark paid the princely

sum of one hundred and ten thousand dollars, including

a commission to Barnard, who got a painted ceiling in

the bargain.28 Attributed to Botticelli in the Chigi Saracini

collection, Siena, the picture came with a puzzle attached.

Old photographs (fig. 7) reveal that it bore the attributes

of Saint Catherine: the sitter wore a coronet and halo, and

a spiked wheel was painted over her sleeve in the lower

right.29 By the time Clark bought the picture, the sanctify-

ing additions had been removed. A faithful copy, including

the saint's attributes, probably made by the master forger

Federico loni to replace the original, still belongs to the
Chigi Saracini collection today, while a modern fake, with-
out the attributes, is in the museum in Geneva.30

This account of the vogue for the Florentine female
portraits in America, however brief, would be incomplete
without mentioning a few more of the numerous works of
doubtful authenticity it inspired. To judge from the objects
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Domenico Ghirlandaio, cat. 29 as

Saint Catherine (photo: Alinari/Art

Resource, N.Y.)

or from photographs, which is how many of them are

known today, these paintings and sculpted busts are mostly

outright fakes made to satisfy the demand for such portraits

once the supply of the originals had dwindled or dried up.

Showing what it was that collectors admired in the origi-

nals, the fakes together form a minor but intriguing episode

in the history of taste and collecting. American millionaire

collectors typically sought masterpieces by famous artists,

and they relied on experts like Bode or Berenson for advice.
In the case of the female portraits, however, collectors
coveted a certain type of image with a different appeal: the

youthful sitters, usually shown in profile, are charming,
richly dressed, and elaborately coiffed. If these works look
flagrantly inauthentic today, how do they betray them-

selves? The Portrait of a Lady (fig. 8) in the Museum of

Fine Arts, Boston, was acquired in 1940 as a work by Piero

della Francesca because of its resemblance to the artist s

hieratic profile of Battista Sforza before a landscape (Woods-

Marsden essay, fig. 10) in the Uffizi.31 Deceptively painted

in the Renaissance medium of tempera on panel, the

portrait actually replicates the head of an attendant of the

queen of Sheba in Piero's fresco cycle of the True Cross

in the church of San Francesco, Arezzo.32 Another portrait

of A Young Woman (fig. 9), acquired by the Detroit Insti-

tute of Arts in 1936 as a work by Verrocchio or Leonardo,

is revealed as a probable forgery by its anachronistic materials

and unorthodox construction. The Institute's director W.R.

Valentiner, who made a special study of the young Leonar-

do in Verrocchio's workshop, compared the portrait, par-

ticularly the sitter's curls, to Ginevra de Bend (cat. 16), now

in the National Gallery of Art, and to the Bust of a Lady

(cat. 23) in the Frick Collection.33 Later scholars either sup-

ported this attribution or proposed an alternative.34 But

after a recent technical examination, the picture turns out

to have been painted on what appears to be photographic

paper applied to a wood panel that was repaired before it

was readied for painting.35 And at least one of the pigments

employed—zinc white—is modern. Further investiga-

tion might reveal that the small-scale portrait was actually

painted over a photograph of the Frick bust, formerly in

the Dreyfus collection, Paris, in profile to the left. A poly-

chromed bust from the same collection (fig. 10), formerly

called a portrait of Giovanna Albizzi by Desiderio da

Settignano, now in the National Gallery of Art, has been

recognized as a characteristic product of Giovanni Bastia-

nini (1830-1868), the Florentine forger of Renaissance

sculpture.36

When the profile portraits of women began to be

collected in the nineteenth century, nearly all of them

were attributed, first, to Piero della Francesca, whose profile
of Battista Sforza, already mentioned, graces the Uffizi,
and, later, to Domenico Veneziano or Paolo Uccello.37 Like

the pictures, the women portrayed also needed names, for
while the portraits were painted to preserve their memory
for posterity, their identities had been lost with the passage

of time. Vasari's mention of portraits of Medici women,
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Imitator of Piero della Francesca,

Portrait of a Lady, Museum of Fine Arts,

Boston, Lucy Houghton Eaton Fund,

1940

9
ImitatorofVerrocchio.d Young Woman,

Detroit Institute of Arts, Founders

Society Purchase, Edsel B. Ford Fund

and General Membership Fund

© 1996 The Detroit Institute of Arts

10

Giovanni Bastianini, Portrait of a Lady,

"Giovanna Albizzi," National Gallery

of Art, Washington, Andrew W. Mellon

Collection
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identified as Lucrezia Tornabuoni and Simonetta Vespucci,

by Botticelli offered two candidates.38 Another was Isotta

da Rimini, well known for her romance with Sigismondo

Malatesta.39 Though the names of famous artists and

women attached to the portraits obviously served a market

function, the misattributions and fanciful identifications

were eventually abandoned in a process of critical decon-

struction that has continued to the present day. The more

accurate connoisseurship reflected in Berenson's lists and

in monographs on Renaissance artists demonstrated that

the portraits were by different hands.40 Sober reassessment

also showed that the sitters, lacking any real clues to their

identity, are mostly anonymous. Subsequent scholarship,

culminating in John Pope-Hennessy's 77?^ Portrait in the

Renaissance of 1966, further demonstrated that the female

profiles, hitherto treated as a group, are actually a series

dating over more than half a century.41 The portraits were

linked artistically as the artists who painted them responded

to the solutions of their predecessors and contemporaries.

This was especially the case with Mona Lisa, in which

Leonardo established a compelling precedent for nearly

all early sixteenth-century portraiture of men and women

(see cat. 36).

Stylistic analyses, no matter how perceptive, did

little to alter Burckhardt's century-old assumptions about

the individualism of Renaissance portraiture. It was not

until the advent of feminism and its application to histori-

cal studies in the 19705 that a radically new approach to

the female portraits arose. In a seminal article of 1977, femi-

nist historian Joan Kelly reexamined the position of women

in the Renaissance and concluded that, contrary to Burck-

hardt, they did not enjoy equality with men.42 Kelly's inves-

tigation and those of other feminist scholars showed that,

while women of the period were the center of the home and

family, they were systematically excluded from the public
sphere. The ideal celebrated by Burckhardt masked the
reality of the vast majority of women's separate but unequal

status. It would not be too much to say that the feminists
rediscovered the Renaissance woman, and their revisionist
view was soon applied to representations of women in the

visual arts. The fact that the Florentine portraits depicted

ordinary and now mostly forgotten women made them

ideally suited to the task. The leading exponent of the femi-

nist viewpoint is Patricia Simons who, in a series of impor-

tant articles published between 1987 and 1997, analyzed the

female profiles in the context of contemporary attitudes

toward women and their (limited) role in society.43 Observ-

ing the lack of individuality in the profiles, Simons took

their stereotyped quality as a sign of the privileged but un-

empowered status of the sitters in a male-dominated society.

The women were not just portrayed as decorative objects,
moreover; reflecting the relation between the sexes, their

profiles were subjected to the voyeuristic "male gaze."

Feminist interpretations of the Florentine portraits

are open to several criticisms. Isolating female portraits

as a separate category, for example, and treating the choice

of the profile as a gender issue ignores the fact that men

were portrayed in the same manner. Nor was the audience

for the portraits exclusively male but included the sitter's

family and friends of both sexes. Likewise, the patrons,

the artists, and even the sitters may all have believed in the

subservience of women, but the portraits were surely com-

missioned to commemorate, not denigrate, their subjects.

Personal relations—ties of affection and respect about

which we know very little but which we can presume to

have existed—and not only social norms and forces must

have shaped the portrait images, which in that sense are

more than products of gender inequity. It is hard to believe,

for example, that Ghirlandaio's hauntingly beautiful por-

trait of Giovanna Tornabuoni portrays her merely as her

husband's property. Like the nearly identical image of the

lady in Ghirlandaio's fresco of the Visitation in the Torna-

buoni chapel in Santa Maria Novella in Florence, the por-

trait is a posthumous commemoration of Giovanna who

died, during her second childbirth, in 1488. A decade later

the portrait is still recorded in her husband's bedchamber

in the Tornabuoni palace, where it would have served as
a poignant reminder of his companion. As a posthumous
likeness of a young woman who succumbed to the perils

of childbirth, Ghirlandaio's portrait is by no means unique.
The art theorist Leon Battista Albert! claimed that por-

traiture made the absent present and brought the dead

to life, and his comment may well apply to other female

portraits in the show as well.44
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Viewed from a feminist perspective, the portraits

lost much of the allure they once had for earlier generations

of art lovers and collectors. And yet the feminists revolu-

tionized the understanding of these works by reexamining

them in a social context and demonstrating the concern

they exhibit with women's character and conduct. Feminists

also opened up the discussion to a younger generation of

scholars who pursue it from a less ideological standpoint.45

Interest in the female portraits presently centers on their

relation to the most important event in the life of a Renais-

sance woman—her marriage.4 Even before the function

of the portraits began to preoccupy art historians, they

were thought to be somehow connected with the sitters'

betrothal or marriage. The women portrayed in profile are

nearly all young and richly dressed. And marriage would

have provided a motive for commissioning the portraits,

just as cassoni, or wedding chests, were ordered to contain

the bride's trousseau and deschi da parto, or birth trays,

were made to carry gifts or refreshments to the mother of

a newborn child.47 The pictures are being scrutinized in

the context of marriage rituals for clues as to who might

have commissioned them—the bride's father, husband, or

father-in-law—and what role, if any, they may have played

in the different phases of the marriage alliance. The high

point of the marriage ceremonies was the procession of

the bride, dressed in all her finery, through the streets of

Florence to the new household she would manage. If the

portraits were not actually part of the marriage, they may

well mark the occasion by fixing the sitter's image at the

moment of her greatest social importance. The bride's lavish

costume and ornaments displayed the families' wealth

and status; the clothes and jewelry worn in the portraits are

being studied, accordingly, not just from a fashion stand-

point but also to determine what they signify about the

sitter's social rank.4

Virtue and beauty, as it relates to female portraiture,
is one of the main themes of the exhibition; another is the
shift from the profile to the three-quarter or frontal view.
At the very moment that the profile reached its apogee in
the work of Antonio Pollaiuolo (cat. 6), two younger artists,

both pupils of Pollaiuolo's rival Verrocchio, broke with

the profile tradition and represented their subjects in three-

quarter view. Botticelli and Leonardo were evidently re-

sponding to examples of Flemish portraiture, which

typically showed the sitter turned at an angle to the picture

plane, revealing more of the face. Both artists were also

undoubtedly impressed by one of the most innovative

female portraits of the quattrocento—Verrocchio's Lady

with a Bunch of Flowers (cat. 22) in the Bargello, Florence.

The sculptor's half-length treatment of the sitter, with

hands, was taken over by his pupils, who placed their sub-

jects, Smeralda Brandini and Ginevra de' Benci, in interior

or exterior settings. The three-quarter view, which rapidly

became de rigueur in the workshops of other artists, like

Ghirlandaio, was adopted not only for aesthetic reasons:

as Joanna Woods-Marsden explains in her essay, it lent the

subject a greater physical and psychological presence and

permitted a more intimate engagement with the viewer,

who, in effect, exchanged the sitter's glance. It was a natural

step, then, to the frontal view, widely adopted for the

large-scale portraits that became common in the sixteenth

century. The portraits from this period, catalogued by

Elizabeth Cropper, also reveal another basic change with

respect to the quattrocento profiles: while the Petrarchan

ideal of beauty still applied, the sitters appear more mature.

In an article on Mona Lisa, Frank Zollner has argued that

Lisa was portrayed to celebrate the birth of a child.49 Two

other portraits in the exhibition, by Pontormo (cat. 40) and

Bronzino (cat. 41), include likenesses of children, in the

latter case painted in after the picture was completed. These

portraits and others like them are concerned with the sec-

ond crucially important (and recurring) event in a woman's

life—motherhood—and lineage, and they further exhibit

the more courtly and aristocratic tone of Florentine society

around the time that Cosimo de' Medici became duke

of Florence in 1537. And yet despite all these changes, the

sixteenth-century portraits, like the earlier ones, still present

an ideal: they depict real women but not the intimate real-
ity of their experience. In place of the complexities and
contradictions of their private lives, the sitters are shown in
their public role as ideally beautiful and virtuous young

women. The actual and the ideal may well have been in

conflict—it can hardly have been otherwise—but of that

the portraits are silent.
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The modern conception of the Renaissance was shaped

essentially by Jacob Burckhardt s 1860 study, The Civiliza-

tion of the Renaissance in Italy. Burckhardt envisioned

Renaissance men as rejecting the corporate values that had

determined personal identity in the Middle Ages, and

Renaissance women as enjoying a new equality with men.

He characterized fifteenth-century Italy as the birthplace

of modern individualism, often seen as literally represented

in Renaissance portraits.1

In the last thirty years or so, feminist scholars have

reappraised female experience in Renaissance Italy, as else-

where. Gender is now generally viewed as a social construct

as much as a biological given, and women as universally

constructed in accordance with the male needs and ideals

of the specific societies in which they lived.2

Art historians have reassessed the representation of

women by male writers and artists of the Renaissance in the

light of psychological insights derived from critical writ-

ing on the cinema, in which males are seen to assert power

through the privileged subjective action of looking at females,

the passive, powerless objects of their controlling gaze, she

the eternal "other" to his "self."3

Social historians, studying the structure and ideol-

ogy of the male lineage and of the Florentine republic, have

explored the social and legal constraints on women and

demonstrated that female destiny was almost entirely in the

hands of men; indeed, women had very limited rights and

few opportunities for any autonomous action.4

They have also shown that, in fact, neither men

nor women were free, as Burckhardt imagined, to fashion

an individual self,5 a personal identity independent of the

values and demands of a society still structured around

the communities of family, state, and an all-pervasive Church.

Their values determined the very different roles of men

and women in a social scenario to which both sexes were
committed. Portraits, like most Renaissance images, rep-
resent a complex amalgam of real and ideal, signified by
idealized features and stylized attributes, in the presenta-
tion of a self as defined by society.6

"Don't be born a woman if you want your own

way."7 This dictum of Nannina de' Medici, from a letter

to her brother Lorenzo the Magnificent, written after an

altercation with her father-in-law, Giovanni Rucellai,

shortly after her marriage to his son Bernardo, holds true

of even the most privileged of Florentine upper-class women,

the social stratum represented in the portraits in this exhi-

bition. Indeed, Florence was among the more unlucky

places in Western Europe to be born a woman. In the prince-

ly courts a woman could inherit wealth and a measure

of power with her noble blood, and her significance might

then be as much dynastic as domestic, even political.

In Florence, inheritance was through the male

line only. The merchant republican society of that city was

committed to communal, Christian, and classical values.

These all prescribed that the honor of men should reside

in their public image and service, and in the personal vir-

tue of their wives; women were excluded from public life,

and sequestered in the home to ensure their purity and

that of the blood line through which property descended.

In their portraits women appear framed in the win-

dows of their houses (cats. 3, 25, 31 B). In 1610 a French

traveler commented after a visit to Florence that ".. .women

are more enclosed [here] than in any other part of Italy:

they see the world only from the small openings in their

windows."9 On more than one occasion a householder,

filing his tax return that had to include the name, age, and

condition of all those living under his roof, noted that

a woman, in her eagerness perhaps to extend her horizons,

had fallen from a window and been injured.10

Historians are often hard put to rescue the testi-

mony of women's experience from the silence imposed on

them by the limitations of evidence produced largely by

men. In Florence, the best documented society of early

modern times, men restricted women's lives, but as almost

obsessive record keepers kept account of them. In the

words of Renaissance laws, tax returns, and sermons, as
well as women's own letters and devotional writings, we
may still hear something of their voices.

Women's lives throughout Europe during the

Middle Ages and Renaissance were strongly shaped by the
ambivalent attitudes of a powerful Church whose moral

prescriptions were enforced not only in the confessional,
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Simone Martini, Annunciation, Gallería

degli Uffizi, Florence (photo: Aliñan /

Art Resource, N.Y.)

but also by the laws of the state.11 Eve was the villainess of

Christian history, the cause of original sin and of mans Fall.

God created her from Adams rib, subordinate. But she was

tempted by the serpent, and tempted Adam to sexual sin.

Thus Everywoman dwelt in the shadow of the fallen Eve,

justly sentenced to the pain of childbirth and the labor of

motherhood. The stereotype of woman as Eve was that she

was weak, foolish, sensual, and not to be trusted.12 Women

were the scapegoats for the physical impulses that warred

perpetually with the spiritual in men, a conflict sometimes

depicted as an allegory of marriage. Self-disgust and revul-

sion against women are typically mingled in an adage of

the humanist scholar Marsilio Ficino: "Women should be

used like chamber pots: hidden away once a man has pissed

in them."13

Conversely, Christian teaching held the potential

for an immense respect for women and specifically female

functions elevated to their highest degree in the life of the

Virgin Mary. Even if, according to an early Christian writer,

"Alone of all her sex / She pleased the Lord,"14 she who was

ultimately pure, born of an Immaculate Conception and

destined to be the virgin mother of Christ, opened the way
to a more positive view of women by redeeming the sin

of Eve. Contemplating the Annunciation, the influential

philosopher and theologian Peter Damián reflected: "That

angel who greets you with Ave' / Reverses sinful Eva's

name. / Lead us back, O holy Virgin / Whence the falling

sinner came."15

Devotional images depicted the Virgin Mary in

roles which were the common lot of womankind: the An-

nunciation of her pregnancy, giving birth in the stable

of the Nativity, the Madonna and child, the infant cradled

in his mothers arms, her grief at his death at the Crucifix-

ion. These archetypal images framed society's views of

real women, furnishing exemplars for their behavior. San
Bernardino, the most popular of Tuscan preachers in the
fifteenth century, enjoined his female listeners to model

themselves on the Virgin as depicted in Simone Martini's
Annunciation (fig. i): "Have you seen that [Virgin] Annun-
ciate that is in the Cathedral, at the altar of Sant' Ansano,

next to the sacristy?... She seems to me to strike the most

beautiful attitude, the most reverent and modest imagina-

ble. Note that she does not look at the angel but is almost

frightened. She knew that it was an angel What would

she have done had it been a man! Take this as an example,

you maidens."1

Marriage and the dowry system were the major

determinants of female destiny. Rather than the consensual

union of two individuals, marriage was a social and eco-

nomic contract between families that answered to their

interest and that of the state in replenishing a population
threatened by recurring episodes of plague.17 As Francesco
Bárbaro stressed in his famous treatise concerning wives

presented to Cosimo de' Medici's brother Lorenzo when
he married Ginevra Cavalcanti, the first duty of a man
was to marry and increase his family.1 A woman's primary

function was to serve as the vessel by which the lineage
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was maintained. A woman's secondary function was as the

means of attaching to the lineage by marriage allies from

other Florentine families with desirable attributes—wealth,

nobility, and political influence; she acted as "a sort of

social glue."19

As anthropologists have observed, the exchange

of women in traditional societies is a conversation between

men; it is also the basis of all symbolic exchange.20 The

symbolic exchanges associated with marriage were negoti-

ated in meetings between the men of the two families. Their

alliance was sealed in a series of social rituals centered on

the contracts preceding it, the exchange of gifts and rings,

and wedding banquets intended as a conspicuous display

of the grooms social position and assets.21 In a spalliem panel

painted for the marriage of Giannozzo Pucci and Lucrezia

Bini in 1483 (private collection), expensive plate is displayed

in the foreground, the coats of arms of the couple are

prominently placed on the exterior columns, and Lorenzo

de' Medici, who arranged the match, is represented by his

family arms on the central column, by the symbolic laurel

bushes and by his device of the diamond ring.

Although the new couple might receive a blessing

when they next attended Mass, the marriage celebration

did not require a priest. And while her marriage was surely

the most significant event of a young bride's life, deter-

mining the site and circumstances of the remainder of its

course, her part in the wedding ceremonies was relatively

minor. In the "triptych" of scenes representing the wed-

ding, spread over a period of up to a year, the initial negoti-

ations have been compared to the predella, and the public

meeting between the two groups of male kin, at which

no women were present, to the first panel. The bride's first

essential appearance was in the second panel, on "the ring

day" when the nuptial band was placed on her hand at her

house, gifts were exchanged, and she gave her formal con-
sent to the union; it was often consummated at this time.
In the third panel the marriage was "publicized" before the
community; the bride was removed from her father's house
and escorted by his male friends to the house of her hus-
band, where she was welcomed with festivities that might
last several days.22 A mid-fifteenth-century painted panel,

probably to decorate a bedchamber, depicts the marriage

procession in the public setting of the piazza of the Baptis-

tery; the lily of Florence on the banners attached to the

instruments of the accompanying musicians underscores

the civic significance of the union. Elaborately dressed

guests perform a dance, and preparations for a banquet

are also visible (fig. 2).

The dowry was the major component of the mar-

riage exchange, but in Florence it was augmented with

gifts from the bride's kin and counter-gifts from her hus-

band and his family.23 The expenses of contracting an

honorable union were considerable on both sides. Patrician

men postponed marriage until their early thirties, wait-

ing, perhaps, to accumulate a respectable fortune. Young

women were usually betrothed between twelve and eigh-

teen, to ensure that they came to the wedding bed as vir-

gins.24 Clerics, among them San Bernardino, attributed

to the dowry system a variety of social ills, including the

prevalence of homosexuality among bachelors, the prema-

ture widowhood of wives, and the practice of fathers using

their savings to marry off pretty daughters and consign-

ing the ugly ones to convents without benefit of vocation.25

Most upper-class women married men almost twice

their age, and there are traces in the sources of the prob-

lems this caused. One man complained that his wife called

him "a doddering old fool,"2 and many popular stories and

proverbs turned on the temptations rife in homes where a

young bride whose husband's sexual powers were failing was

surrounded by his handsome young sons of her own age.

Having married much older men, almost a quarter of Flor-

entine women were widows; their lot was a miserable one,

as preachers like San Bernardino and Savonarola pointed

out in enjoining respect and compassion for them.27

"'Birds of passage' in a no-woman's land between

the two male lineages to which they half belonged,"28

women were caught between competing kinship strate-

gies.29 At her husband's death a woman had either to return
to her natal family, which was sometimes unwilling or
unable to reshoulder the financial burden of her support,
or to remain, often under sufferance, with her in-laws;
women were considered far too dangerous and untrust-
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Lo Scheggia, Wedding Procession

(detail), Gallería dell'Accademia, Florence

(photo: Alinari / Art Resource, N.Y.)

worthy to be allowed to live alone. "It was of course the

dowry that tangled the threads of a woman's fate."30 Theo-

retically, the dowry that a woman brought her husband was

attached to her for life, to provide for their household dur-

ing his lifetime and for her after his death. But since the

potential loss if she left with her dowry threatened the eco-

nomic equilibrium of her deceased husband's household,

it was usually in the interests of his heirs to persuade her to

remain with them. If she was over forty, the unlikelihood

of finding her a new husband, due to the premium placed

on virginity at marriage and the potential to produce heirs,

and the difficulty of assembling dowries, discouraged her

own family from intervening.

If she were still young, however, a widow might

be pressured to return to her family of birth and once again

become a card to play in their matrimonial strategies. In

this case she left with her dowry, but without her children.

Some Florentine sons resented the "inconstancy" of moth-

ers who "abandoned" them as "cruel"; others expressed their

gratitude to mothers who had endured personal hardship

to devote themselves to their children's welfare, becoming,

in effect, "both mother and father" to them.31

The fifteenth century saw the extreme inflation of

the sum of money required by a bride's family to procure a
groom of suitable status. Since many fathers came to dread
the birth of daughters, not only because of their intrinsic

lack of worth, but also because of the financial burdens they

represented, to encourage the institution of marriage the

Florentine state established a dowry fund—the Monte

delle Doti.32 Some historians maintain that a comparatively

small investment matured in a period of between five and

fifteen years to provide the dowry,33 but contemporary testi-

mony suggests that it might still represent a major outlay

for the bride's family.

Complicating the financial arrangements of mar-

riage were the subsidiary exchanges it involved.34 The money

paid out by the bride's family for the dowry was accompa-

nied by the trousseau (donora), which consisted of clothes

and small personal items. This was scrupulously divided

into two parts, those items "counted" or "not counted" by

the officiating notary. Legally belonging to the bride, her

"personal property" was nevertheless not hers to dispose

of as she wished, and at the death of either spouse it was

often hotly contested. Some small everyday objects like

dolls, needles, and prayer books, often depicted in portraits

to signify a woman's possession of the female virtues (cats.

30, 31 B), might be passed on to her female descendants.

The dowry reverted to the males of her lineage after her
death, and there are few examples in Florence of its success-
ful bequest according to the woman's wishes, especially as
women had no power to execute legal acts except through

a male agent.35

Presentations to the bride from the bridegroom

and his family functioned as a "counter-dowry," returning
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equilibrium to an unbalanced economy of exchange. The

husbands gifts to the bride were also divided legally into

two parts, including a cash gift corresponding symbolically

to the dowry, addressed to the bride s kin, and the manda

("tip," in modern Italian) traditionally given to proclaim

the consummation of the marriage. The groom s gifts to the

bride appropriately consisted of body ornament, the sump-

tuous clothes and jewels—shoulder brooch, head brooch,

and pendant—displayed in portraits (cats. 3, 5, 30, 315).

"Marking" her with dresses and jewels, often bearing his

crest, by bestowing on her a ritual wedding wardrobe the

husband introduced his wife into his kin group and signaled

the rights he had acquired over her. Most of these items

remained the property of the husband, who might later

bequeath them to his wife or repossess them;36 if he needed

capital, they could be sold.37

Although sumptuary laws proved perennially

difficult to enforce, throughout the history of the republic

officials of the state made periodic attempts to restrict
extravagant private displays of wealth and honor in mar-

riage gifts, wedding banquets, baptisms, and funerals.3

Those responsible for administering the laws were known

as the Officials of the Women, since it was women against

whom many laws were explicitly directed, and who were

regularly bullied and intimidated by notaries sent out on

patrol to observe violations and impose heavy fines. Among

several possible explanations for the persistence of such

laws in the face of the acknowledged importance of display

in Florentine culture is this patriarchal society's negative

attitude toward women.39

In 1424, in Florence to preach the Lenten sermons,

San Bernardino chastised the women of the city for ask-

ing their husbands to buy them more clothes than they

needed, invoking the "thousands of young men who would

take wives if it were not for the fact that they had to spend
the entire dowry, and sometimes even more, in order
to dress the women."40 On another occasion the Sienese

preacher demanded: "By what means is a virtuous woman

recognized? By her appearance. In the same way one
recognizes the shop of the wool-merchant by his sign—

What is outside shows what is inside Concerning

this I want to say of the woman who wears whorish

clothing, I don't know her interior, but what we see out-

side seem to me filthy signs."41

While Bernardino with his mercantile metaphor

linked the decorated female body to commerce and ex-

change, in a sermon of 1490 Savonarola compared women

to beasts. Commenting on the then-fashionable Flemish

style of dresses with daring décolletage, long trains, and

pointed headdresses, he pleaded with mothers not to allow

their daughters to become like cows: "Let them go about

with their breasts covered, and let them not wear tails like

cows or have horns like cows." San Bernardino had likened

long trains to the tails of serpents.42

Framed and justified in terms of this weak and bes-

tial nature of women was the government's admission, in

approving the election in 1433 of a new group of "Women's

Officials," that women as the objects of exchange in mari-

tal commerce had a major role to play in the demographic

economy of the state. The law spoke of the need

to restrain the barbarous and irrepressible bestiality of women who, not

mindful of the weakness of their nature, forgetting that they are subject

to their husbands, and transforming their perverse sense into a reprobate

and diabolical nature, force their husbands with their honeyed poison to

submit to them. These women have forgotten that it is their duty to bear the

children sired by their husbands and, like little sacks, to hold the natural

seed which their husbands implant in them, so that children will be born....

For women were made to replenish this free city and to observe chastity

in marriage; they were not made to spend money on silver, gold, clothing

and gems. For did not God Himself, the master of nature, say this?43

Women were indeed ingenious in finding ways

to dress fashionably while avoiding prosecution, generally

observing the letter, if grossly exceeding the spirit, of the

laws. Many used their privileged social position to seek
special exemptions.44 Clearly, however, extravagant dis-
play was linked less to female vanity than to honor, which

was mostly male. As Alessandra Strozzi wrote to her son
Filippo: "Get the jewels ready, and let them be beauti-
ful, for we have found you a wife. Being beautiful and be-

longing to Filippo Strozzi, she needs beautiful jewels, for
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just as you have honor in other things, you do not want

to be lacking in this."45

Both men and women in this society were preoc-

cupied with personal appearance because dress was a way

of displaying and distinguishing status and dignity, occupa-

tion and occasion, not simply wealth. Cosimo de' Medici

pressed upon Donatello a gift of clothing appropriate to

the dignity of his artistic genius, and Machiavelli, after a
day spent hunting, gambling, gossiping, and whoring

at the tavern, shed his everyday raiment at night when he

entered his study to commune with the ancient Roman

authors whom he revered, "putting on garments regal and

courtly," appropriate to the weight of this occasion.46 At

least one woman, although not a Florentine, but rather the

learned and beautiful lover of the lord of Bologna, in 1453

made an eloquent appeal for the abolition of sumptuary

laws in similar terms. Citing Roman law that limited female

participation in the public world, she declared: "Magistra-

cies are not conceded to women; nor do they strive for

priesthoods, triumphs or the spoils of war, because these

are considered the honors of men. Ornament and apparel,

because they are our insignia of worth, we cannot suffer

to be taken from us."47

A progressive relaxation of the prescriptions of

Florentine sumptuary laws from the beginning of the fifteenth

century to the 14605 was followed in the 1470$ and 14805

by a reaction—possibly to the failures of enforcement of

the preceding half-century—and many fourteenth-century

limitations were restored. In the absence of any clearly

explanatory evidence, one might speculate that the crack-

down in the 14705 was related to a possible wish on Loren-

zo's part to curb competitive displays by his fellow oli-

garchs.48 In view of the claim that extravagance in female

dress cut into the groom's accession of capital, the spate

of bank failures that hit many upper-class families hard in

the early 14705 might also be seen as relevant.49

Much legislation insisted on the primacy of main-

taining what were seen as the traditional Florentine values
on which the republic had been built, thrift and austerity,

at a time of rapidly expanding consumerism.50 Above all,

fluctuating sumptuary law parallels the constant tension

between a view of women as objects of desire, which en-

compasses a male wish to use female bodies to display

the accumulation of wealth and power, and fear, both of

women and of God's wrath at excessive ostentation. Always

a theme of clerical comment, by the end of the century,

in a climate of increasingly intense religious observance

and awareness of sin, concern about women's appearance

climaxed in Savonarola's movement for the "self reform

of women" and in his "bonfires of the vanities."51

The obligations of marriage, in accordance with

familial and Christian expectations, were outlined in pop-

ular literature—stories, poems, sermons, and works

directed specifically toward women. Manuals on marriage,

household management, and the raising of children were

dedicated in the fifteenth century by the Dominicans

Giovanni Dominici and Archbishop, later saint, Antoninus,

to the women of the Medici, Alberti, Salviati, and Torna-

buoni families; in 1502 Caterina Bongianni had a copy

of Fra Bartolommeo's text on marriage in her trousseau.52

From the Church's point of view, the duties of a husband

were to instruct, correct, cohabit, and support; his wife

was to respect, serve, obey, and if necessary admonish.

Their reciprocal obligations were affection, fidelity, honor,

and the marital debt.53 While wifely admonitions were

to be pleasant—she might cajole him into better behavior

—if she would not listen to reason, he might resort to

"blows, or a real beating and thrashing."54

Once she had been removed to her new family,

a stranger within its ranks, a wife's identity derived entirely

from that of her husband, whose interests she was expec-

ted to put before those of father, brothers, or even children.

Her movements were circumscribed by the walls of the

family palace. A treatise on marriage of 1520 called "The

Nuptial Forest," evoking the medieval image of woods

as dark and perilous places in which one might easily lose
one's way,55 quoted a popular saying deriding women seen

in places outside the home: "Women are saints in church,
demons in the house, owls at the window, magpies at the
door, and goats in the garden."56

Within her home, the physical conditions of a

woman's life were determined by constant childbirth.
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Piero délia Francesca, Madonna

del Parto, Santa Maria a Momentana,

Monterchi (photo: Alinari/Art

Resource, N.Y.)

4

Bernardino di Antonio Detti, Madonna

delta Pergola (detail), Museo Cívico,

Pistoia (photo: Sea la/Art Resource, N.Y.)

An endless cycle of pregnancies was interrupted only by

periods of lactation, and for wealthy women who were ex-

pected to employ wet nurses rather than suckling children

themselves, not even this offered respite (see fig. 13).57 High

fertility was in the interests of the male lineage, and given

the extremely high rate of mortality (approximately half

of all children born died before the age of two, and half of

those who survived their first two years were dead before

they reached sixteen), women bore the brunt of the need to

produce male heirs. As Martin Luther observed in the early

sixteenth century: "Even if they bear themselves weary,

or bear themselves out... this is the purpose for which they

exist."58 Images of the pregnant Virgin reinforced the mes-

sage that the greatest honor a woman could enjoy was

to bring forth life. The cemetery in which Piero della Fran-

cesca's Madonna del Parto was located became an impor-

tant devotional site for pregnant women to visit (fig. 3).59

The Florentine merchant Gregorio Dati recorded

in his diary his marriages to four wives, with details of the

dowries they brought him, the birth of twenty-six child-

ren, the deaths of all but eight by the end of the diary, and

the deaths of his first three wives, one after a miscarriage,

another after the difficult birth of her eighth child, and the

third in childbirth. It should be noted that his business-

like attitude to marriage and procreation did not preclude

personal affection. Describing the death of his third wife,

Ginevra, who bore him eleven children in fifteen years,

after "lengthy suffering which she faced with remarkable

strength and patience," he observed that "her loss has sore-

ly tried me," and he chronicled the passing of the child-

ren whom God "had lent us" with expressions of love and

grief. ° Another Florentine woman, Antonia Masi, who

died in 1459 at age fifty-seven, gave birth to thirty-six

children; nine males survived her.61

Many artifacts of the Florentine household attest

to the importance of childbearing. Just as often a child was

ceremonially placed in the bride's arms during the wedding

festivities, "holy dolls," usually dressed as the Christ child

or a saint, formed part of the trousseau of young brides

like Nannina de' Medici (fig. 4).6z Apart from the childish

comfort they may have brought a twelve-year-old girl

abruptly torn from the bosom of her family, they served

several of society's purposes for women. They were intended

to lead women and children to God through play in which

they felt and relived the childhood of Jesus, acquiring at

the same time an apprenticeship in maternal attitudes; they

also served as fertility devices by which it was hoped the

young woman might magically engender a child with the

virtues of the sacred person represented by the object.63

Husbands' household inventories and diaries record

extensive expenses for many objects. Some, like birthing

chairs and swaddling clothes, were utilitarian. Most were
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Bartolomeo di Fruosino, birth tray

(recto and verso), private collection,

New York (photo: Sotheby's, New York)

intended to decorate the mother, the child, and the bed-

room in honor of the event. There were special garments

for the mother to wear during her lying in, and other, more

sumptuous ones for receiving congratulatory visits; the bed

was equipped with special sheets for the labor, and then

with rich coverings to celebrate a successful delivery. Silver

spoons were presented to the child, and decorated maiolica

dishes made to depict the event. Husbands purchased large

quantities of poultry, a luxury food considered particular-

ly good for pregnant women and nursing mothers. Sweet-

meats and wine were provided to offer after the birth. 4

The enduring symbolic object associated with

childbirth was the painted wooden tray for the ceremonial

presentation of food and drink to the mother after the

delivery; these appear in most Florentine inventories of the

bedchamber. Many trays depicted a scene of successful

and idealized childbirth, probably to allay the anxiety of

expectant mothers. On the obverse of the earliest surviving

birth tray, by Bartolomeo di Fruosino,65 the mother, wear-

ing elaborately decorated garments and sitting up in a bed

dressed with luxurious sheets, receives a tray and is enter-

tained by a female harpist, while outside a procession of

visitors bearing gifts approaches the house (fig. 5). These

visits were a duty of women to one another; the Tornabuoni

family frescoes in Santa Maria Novella also portray women

attending a confinement (see fig. 13).66 Such idealized scenes

mediated between the real and ideal worlds;67 they also

constitute some of the fullest representations of women in

their domestic environment.

Not medically understood, the process of birth

was mysterious and dangerous. A significant proportion of

the deaths of young women resulted from childbearing,

and an equally large number of newborns died within days

of birth. An expectant mother often wrote her will before
she came to term, and her relatives insured her to cover
the loss of their dowry investment if she died while giving
birth.68 Florentines employed talismans and rituals designed

to keep childbearing under control. Fearing "visual conta-
gion," they protected pregnant women from horrific scenes
and tried instead to "visually imprint" positive images,

like the beautiful naked men and women depicted on the
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insides of cassone lids for the bride to contemplate in the

hope that her child would be conceived in their likeness. 9

On the reverse of the birth tray painted by Bartolomeo di

Fruosino is a talismanic male child wearing a coral amu-

let around his neck; he is an image of fertility, with the fam-

ily arms and an inscription invoking good fortune: "May

God grant health to every woman who gives birth and to

the father.. .May [the child] be born without fatigue

or peril. I am an infant who lives on a [rock?] and I make

urine of silver and gold" (fig. 6).

While constant childbearing exhausted women

and imperiled their lives, childlessness was a fate still worse,

depriving them of worth and honor. Lists of household

expenses include payments for various remedies for infer-

tility; popular prescriptions for herbal concoctions or spices,

fertility belts with appeals to the saints inscribed on them,

disbursements for special masses for pregnant women,

and votive offerings, sometimes of silver, to give thanks if

the remedies proved successful.70

Some birth trays bore representations of the family's

aspirations for themselves and their children based on Pet-

rarch's well-known poem, which elided classical and Christ-

ian virtue in the successive triumphs of Chastity, Love, and

Fame. An image of Chastity on a birth tray underscored

the importance of a wife remaining faithful to her hus-

band and bearing children only of his blood. The Triumph

of Fame, the subject of the birth tray presented by Piero

di Cosimo de' Medici to his wife Lucrezia Tornabuoni at

the time of their son Lorenzo's birth in 1449, imaged the

ambitions of their dynasty (fig. 7). Among the other deco-

rative and didactic images in the marital chamber were

devotional paintings that served as an aid and focus for

personal prayer as well as self-improvement.71

Furniture was painted with scenes blending classical,

Christian, and familial imagery for the moral edification

of both sexes, but particularly women. Wall panels, deco-

rated backs for beds and couches, and the numerous chests

(cassoni ot forzieri) used to transport the bride's trousseau
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Florentine, Story of Lucrezia, Ashmolean

Museum, Oxford, Presented by the Revd.

Greville John Chester, 1864

and to store most household goods illustrated the lives

of exemplars drawn from Ovid and Plutarch, from novelle

like Boccaccio's Decameron,7* or from the Bible.73 Parti-

cularly popular were the Old Testament heroines Susanna,

Esther, and Judith, the last a virtuous young widow content

to remain chaste while heroically consenting to appear

sexually available to the tyrant besieging her city in order to

kill him in his chamber.74 Another favorite was the Roman

matron Lucrezia, honored by Boccaccio in his treatise

Concerning Famous Women-, she killed herself after she was

raped rather than bring dishonor to her family (fig. 8).75

Botticelli's Primavera, painted as a headboard for

Lorenzo de' Medici's uncle, and long understood as an

allegory of love, has been recently reinterpreted as a wed-

ding commission, its image of rape indicating that sub-

mission to the male by the female was necessary to guaran-

tee a stable society and the perpetuation of the species.

This was certainly the message of the many cassone panels

depicting the story of the Sabine women, whose people

had occupied the original site of Rome. Although they

properly attempted to protect their chastity by plunging

into the Tiber River, in the end they were raped by their

conquerors in order to ensure the survival of Romulus' new

settlement/6 Despite the grim, even brutal treatment of

women in these moral tales, Lucrezia Tornabuoni turned

them into devotional poetry; these examples showed women

what they needed to be, if not actually to do.

While the home was particularly the province of

women, in Florence the distinction between a private, female

realm and the public, male world is not so easily made as

some have argued. Wealthy households could be small com-

munities harboring several generations of the lineage and

many servants and slaves. Architectural evidence does not

at all support a frequent assumption that men and women

had separate rooms. On the contrary, apart from halls in-

tended for dining and entertaining large numbers of people,

the living quarters of the family consisted of a suite of

rooms comprising bedchamber, antechamber, and some-
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Sano di Pietro, Son Bernardino Preaching

in the Piazza del Campo, Cathedral,

Siena (photo: Scala/Art Resource, N.Y.)

times a study; there were no spare rooms for the exclusive

use of women. In these shared spaces the possessions
of men and women, and the swaddling clothes of infants,
were kept together in cassoni and cupboards.77

Moreover, while women undoubtedly spent a dis-
proportionate amount of time in them, bedrooms were
by no means off-limits to visitors; indeed, men customarily

entertained and consulted with relatives, allies, business

associates, and even strangers in their chambers. A well-

born Florentine woman had no place in the public life

of the streets and palaces of government, but the mistress

of a large and wealthy patrician household was far from

isolated; the world, in a sense, came to her.78 When their

husbands were absent from home—temporarily away on

business or exiled, or permanently, having died—women

like Alessandra Strozzi showed that they were strong

and shrewd enough to maintain the family's business and

political interests, with the aid of these same friends,

associates, and allies. Such cases proved what women were

capable of, but not usually allowed to do.79

Normally, a woman left her house mainly to go to

church. The sermon was almost the only sanctioned

occasion for female public appearances (fig. 9). Beyond

the portals of the family palace, female behavior was close-

ly observed. Church law decreed that "a woman ought

to cover her head since she is not the image of God. She

ought to wear this sign in order that she may be shown to

be subordinate and because error was started through

woman." Saint Antoninus, archbishop of Florence in the

mid-fifteenth century, warned against excessive church-

going by women. Many moralists feared, in the words

of one, that "A woman goes to see sermons / Often only

to show herself... .Therefore, if you don't go for God
alone / It is far better to stay at home."80

And indeed, despite their segregation by a curtain,

there is plenty of visual and verbal evidence that men

enjoyed the opportunity to look at women in church and

vice versa. Dante records in his Vita nuova how in church,

"where words about the Queen of Glory were being spoken,"

he was devastated by the vision of Beatrice. Their exchange

of gazes was the sign of their sexual commitment. This

first encounter with the beloved in church became a poetic

topos adopted by Petrarch and by Boccaccio, whose stories
were the model and standard for fifteenth-century men
recounting their own amorous fantasies and experiences.81

Some scholars argue that women were painted in profile to
disempower the erotic female gaze, liable to wound.82 No
wonder Antoninus, addressing his Rules for Living Well to

Lucrezia Tornabuoni, advised her to "go to the church and
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take good care of your sight, holding it well and mortified

so as not to mar your spirit with scandal. Walk with the

eyes so low that you do not see beyond the ground upon

which you must place your feet."83

On a more pedestrian level, both men and women

took the opportunity in church of admiring the latest

fashions in dress. Mothers went to church to observe their

sons' prospective brides. Alessandra Strozzi spoke of "going

Sunday morning to the Ave Maria in Santa Reparata (the

cathedral) for the first Mass, as I had done a few mornings

of the feast period in order to see the Adimari girl.... I

found the Tanagli girl there... she seemed to me to have a

beautiful body, and well made: she is big, like Cateriña

[her own daughter], or larger; good flesh, but not of that

white type...."84

However, many Florentine women were intensely

religious, and men often delegated to them the chief re-

sponsibility for charity and other pious works to ensure

the collective salvation of the lineage. Female instruction

focused on moral and spiritual perfection, and although

it was limited by comparison with the education given to

men, it equipped women quite well enough to read the

books of the offices of the Virgin which they often owned,

and the moral tracts with which they were presented.

Women were also significant producers of devotional lit-

erature.85 For some, among them Lucrezia Tornabuoni,

this was a means of self-expression acceptable to men.

Conversely, men sometimes regarded women as

natural conduits of divine wisdom because they were not

learned; an ability to speak wisely without human instruc-

tion was seen as proof of their miraculous converse with

God. This belief was buttressed by reference to biblical

exemplars like the active Martha and her contemplative

sister Mary, as well as the reformed sinner Mary Magda-

lene. Quite a few Florentine women, and their sisters from
elsewhere in Tuscany, were revered as religious icons,
beatified, and even canonized, the most notable example
being Saint Catherine of Siena.86

As we have seen, devotional images played a large
part in the lives of women. Men were the chief patrons
of religious art, but the order book of a workshop such as

Neri di Bicci's records many more modest commissions

from women, often widows. Giovannni Dominici, in his

advice to Diamante Salviati "On the Education of Chil-

dren," urged her to "have pictures of saintly children or

young virgins in the home, in which your child, still in

swaddling clothes, may take delight and thereby be glad-

dened by acts and signs pleasing to childhood Little

girls should be raised in the contemplation of the eleven

thousand Virgins as they discourse, pray and suffer

And other such representations as may give them, with

their milk, love of virginity."87

For all the talk of female imbecility, vanity, and

corruption in the sumptuary laws, other sources abound

with stories of female asceticism. lacopone da Todi, him-

self an author of spiritual poems, recounted how his beau-

tiful wife dutifully wore the finery that served as a mark

of family rank and status; only after her sudden death

when still very young did her husband discover that her

fashionably elegant attire had always concealed a hair

shirt.88 Religion offered women access to power that was

otherwise denied them, and since the Church and the

world were inextricably intertwined, this was by no means

a marginal prize.89

Boccaccio's treatise Concerning Famous Women—

like portraits and Castagno's pictorial cycle of nine famous

men and women for the Carducci family villa—repre-

sented society's expectations of women rather than their

real lives.90 The latter are more plainly visible in the evi-

dence relating to the well-documented Medici wives. Those

who married into what became in the fifteenth century

Florence's leading family were indubitably privileged, but

by no means atypical examples of their sex. They con-

formed closely to the standard expectations of women, and

their exercise of the power and influence they derived from

that of their menfolk was circumscribed by society's views
on the behavior appropriate to women.91

Contessina, wife of Cosimo de' Medici, was more
conventional than her more famous daughter-in-law
Lucrezia, to whom she was devoted. Her correspondence
reveals her most clearly as the competent coordinator

of her extensive household, comprising three generations
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of men and their wives and children, particularly as it

moved, according to the rhythms of the seasons, between

the urban palace and the Medici country villas where most

of the family spent the summers, and the men went to

hunt in fall and winter. She was the provisioner of these

trips, on one occasion being importuned by Cosimos secre-

tary to prepare for their arrival at Cafaggiolo not pork rinds

(then as today in the nearby Romagna a popular savory

snack) but chestnut cake, still a Florentine favorite, which

his sweet tooth preferred.92

Along with her daughters and daughters-in-law

Contessina dispensed charity to the poor, visited widows

and the sick, and participated in devotional activities of

importance to family and city. She and her brother-in-law's

widow Ginevra went to see the miracle-working image

of the Black Madonna of Impruneta when it was brought

to Florence so that citizens could pray for better fortune.93

Contessina's letters to husband and sons were often

concerned with their clothing, sending items they request-

sed or she thought they should have to Rome or Ferrara

or Venice, where the Medici bank had offices. Once when

Cosimo complained that his protective medal of Saint Elena

was missing from his luggage, she investigated the matter

and put him in touch with the servant who had packed it.

Many of her letters comment on the fragile health of

Cosimo and her sons, Piero and Giovanni, or the welfare

of their wives, left behind at home, often ill or pregnant.94

She also took an interest in her sons' first steps in

the world of business and politics, enjoining them to follow

the example of their elders, to be obedient, and do all they

could to make themselves useful. As she wrote to her younger

son Giovanni in Ferrara: "You must be happy to be there,

simply to be in the business and to learn something I

would really like to know if you are doing anything at

the bank, you or Piero, and if Cosimo is using Piero to do
anything. See that you write to me about this."95

In return for these maternal and wifely services,
Contessina commanded the evident respect and affection

of a husband as austere and taciturn as Cosimo de' Medici.
They spent quite a lot of time together, especially in his

last years, playing with their small grandson Cosimino.96

The patriarch associated her with some of his religious

patronage, and after his death her male relatives allowed

her to use the whole of her dowry to rebuild the convent

of S. Luca in Via San Gallo, just up the road from the

Medici palace.97 During Cosimos lifetime they were joint

patrons of an altarpiece by Fra Filippo Lippi for the convent

of Camaldoli in a mountainous area of the countryside

not far from where Contessina was born. The elderly couple

depicted in the Deposition of Christ on one of Donatello's

pulpits, his last commission from Cosimo, bearing wit-

ness to the holy scene, has been identified as Cosimo and

Contessina.98

Lucrezia Tornabuoni de' Medici was almost certain-

ly represented by Ghirlandaio (fig. 10); this portrait was

probably the one mentioned in the 1497 inventory of her

brother Giovanni Tornabuoni's household possessions.

A.painted panel portrait of her is also noted in the Medici

inventory made after the death of her son Lorenzo in 1492.

A marble bust of a woman by Mino da Fiesole, who made

the first portrait busts of the Renaissance, of Lucrezia's

husband Piero and his brother Giovanni, has been identi-

fied as the matching bust of Lucrezia described in the 1492

inventory as set above a doorway in the Medici palace,

opposite that of her husband.99

Bom in 1427 of a distinguished Florentine family

already bound to the Medici by marriage and business

ties, Lucrezia Tornabuoni wed Piero de' Medici in 1444.

A friend's letter offers a brief glimpse of her youthful accom-

plishments, learning to play and sing a popular ballad to

entertain house guests,100 but by 1445 she had succumbed

to the chronic illness requiring the curative baths she

frequented for the rest of her life.

For the next twenty years of her marriage there is

limited evidence of Lucrezia's life, that of a conventional

wife occupied with charity and child rearing. A letter from
Rome to her husband Piero in 1467 concerning her inspec-
tion of a bride for Lorenzo is similar in tone and content
to the several letters of Alessandra Strozzi on this subject.
Having gone to the church of San Piero to meet with the
girl and her mother, Lucrezia reported: "We stood there quite

a long while, talking As I say, she is large in stature and
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Domemco Ghirlandaio, Lucrezia

Tornabuoni, National Gallery of Art,
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white-skinned, and she has a sweet manner, though not

however as nice as our own daughters; but she is very mod-

est, and will soon adapt to our customs."101

After her husband's death in 1469 Lucrezia emerged

as one of a small number of fortunate widows freed by

wealth and the goodwill of sons and brothers to cultivate

her own concerns. These included business interests in

developing the site of the curative baths near Volterra

as a major commercial establishment, acquiring through
her charity and influence with her powerful son a patron-
age group of her own friends and clients,102 and the
production of a large corpus of sacred poems and songs.

In various ways she fulfilled the injunction to

women of Florentine clerics and educators, among them

Saint Antoninus, to emulate the Virgin. Like the mother

of Christ who interceded with him on behalf of the sin-

ners who appealed to her mercy, Lucrezia intervened with

her son, the most powerful citizen of Florence, to assist

the objects of her patronage. On account of her extensive

and imaginative charity103 and the piety of her devotional

writings, she acquired a reputation as "Mother of the

poor and merciful toward all the destitute," on occasion

described as "sainted Lucrezia."104

Lucrezia was unusually well educated, and well

connected to the leading literary figures of Florence, but

the subjects of her sacred poetry were those recommended

to all Florentine women and depicted in panel paintings

as part of their domestic furniture: Esther; the chaste

Susanna; John the Baptist, patron saint of the city of Flo-

rence, who occupied a prominent place in the altarpiece

painted by Fra Filippo Lippi for the chapel in the Medici

palace;105 and Judith, of whom Lucrezia appealingly wrote,

"I found her story written in prose, / and I was greatly

impressed by her courage: / a fearful little widow, / she had

your help, and she knew what to do and to say; / Lord,

you made her bold and helped her plan succeed. / Would

that you could grant such favor to me, / so that I may

turn her tale into rhyme, / in a manner that would please."

In the opening verses of her Life of the Baptist, she invoked

the intercession of the Virgin: "Because I want to speak

of this worthy saint, / 1 also pray to the true Mother of

God / that she help me find good matter for my writing /

and enable me to succeed in my design."10

When Lucrezia died in 1482, Lorenzo wrote to

the duchess of Ferrara that he had lost not only a mother,

"but an irreplaceable refuge from my many troubles," testi-

mony to his respect and admiration for her wisdom and

intelligence. A Florentine friend's consolation to Lorenzo

suggests that these attributes served essentially to make her

not so much a remarkable woman in her own right, but
a better mother; she "was the faithful guardian of your per-
son, nor did she think of anything else than your protec-

tion and to remove the perils and fears and intrigues that
important people face."107 Like the mother of God him-

self, Lucrezia's efficacy and identity was ancillary to that of

father, husband, and son.
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Despite male disparagement of women as "imper-

fect men" or "walking wombs,"108 and frequent expressions

of female frustration, women who conformed to the broad

parameters of what society and their families expected of

them obviously found some fulfillment in these designated

roles, especially given a measure of flexibility to manipulate

the rules along with the male relatives in whom they often

inspired deep affection. This is particularly apparent among

the coterie of influential upper-class families whose female

members are represented in the portraits in this exhibi-

tion: the Medici, Tornabuoni, Albizzi, Benci, and Salviati.

Marriage seems likely to have been the occasion

for many of these portraits, but the limited evidence avail-

able suggests that others were painted so that husbands,

fathers, or brothers would have a likeness by which to re-

member beloved wives, daughters, and sisters if they should

die young, as was eminently likely.109 Alberti, that elo-

quent and influential spokesman for the arts, observed how

through portraiture "the absent [were made] present" to

their friends, and "the faces of the dead go on living for a

very long time."110

The poet Petrarch declared himself frustrated by

the inadequacy of Simone Martini's portrait of his beloved

Laura to evoke her real self as well as his words could

do;111 Leonardo da Vinci, taking up this challenge, claimed

the painter's skill was such that "lovers are impelled toward

the portraits of the beloved, and speak to the paintings."112

In an age where life was often all too brief, especially for

women, images in the realistic likeness of living flesh could

confer immortality.
While Leonardo sought to capture beauty in all its

forms, Domenico Ghirlandaio, on the frescoed walls of

the family chapels of the Sassetti and Tornabuoni, produced

portraits of individuals embedded in the groups of kins-

men, friends, and neighbors that were their social context.
Commissioned in 1485 by Giovanni Tornabuoni, Lucre-
zia's brother, who was papal treasurer and manager of the

Medici bank, the frescoes in Santa Maria Novella repre-

sented the patron's conception of his family, distinguished
citizens offering prayers to God for the preservation of
the lineage in this world and its salvation in the next.113

Flanking the chapel window are the portraits of

the donor and his deceased wife, Francesca di Luca Pitti.

Francesca Pitti's tomb, a unique monument to a beloved

wife who died in childbirth in 1477, was the most extreme

expression by a Florentine man of uxurious love, and

grief at its loss. A marble relief for the tomb from the work-

shop of Andrea Verrocchio depicts the tragedy; the dead

child, the bereaved husband, the mourning women around

Francesca's bed (fig. n). Giovanni wrote to his nephew

Lorenzo de' Medici: "I am so oppressed by grief and pain

for the most bitter and unforeseen fate of my most sweet

wife that I myself do not know where I am."114

In the chapel, however, Giovanni and Francesca

preside eternally over an affirmation of the continuity

of life and the family and the city of Florence, represented

by scenes of the Birth of John the Baptist and from the

life of the Virgin. In these scenes, at once holy and domes-

tic, may be identified the portraits of many of the Torna-

buoni women, among them Giovanni's daughter Lodovica,

attending at the Birth of the Virgin. His sister Lucrezia

Tornabuoni, patron of a chapel dedicated to the Visitation

in the Medici parish church of San Lorenzo, may appear

in the Tornabuoni Visitation, along with both the first and

second wives of the patron's son Lorenzo (fig. 12).II5

Lorenzo's first wife, Giovanna degli Albizzi, was por-

trayed after her death in a portrait by Ghirlandaio (cat. 30),

wearing the same dress as in the fresco (fig. 12), and on a

medal in the style of Niccolô Fiorentino (cat. n). She may

be identified also in the Birth of Saint John (fig. 13), but by

contrast with the Tornabuoni men, less on the basis of her

features than by her distinctive pendant that appears in her

commemorative portrait, and in both the chapel fresco pan-

els. Lorenzo's second wife, Ginevra Gianfigliazzi, appears

in Botticelli's frescoes for Giovanni Tornabuoni's country

house, the Villa Lemmi (fig. 14). This graceful, lighthearted
scene for the decoration of a bedroom depicts a garden of
love, a courtly and classical poetic theme. Ginevra receives

flowers from Venus and her attendant graces, symbolizing
the female virtues, especially that of fertility.116 The number
and nature of the portraits commissioned by Tornabuoni

men of their womenfolk, even when these are recognizable
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as much by dress as physiognomy, indicate their value to

the lineage and a strong desire to preserve their memory.

A doggerel verse of 1536 listed "thirty-three perfec-

tions" of the ideal woman, among them: "Three long:

hair, hands, and legs; Three short: teeth, ears, and breasts:

Three wide: forehead, chest, and hips; Three narrow: waist,

knees, and where nature places all that is sweet."117 These

desiderata were similar to those expressed in the preceding

three centuries by writers from Petrarchan poets to puta-

tive mothers-in-law.

The idealism of courtly love, finding its most sub-

lime expression in Dante's meeting with Beatrice at the

gates of Paradise, envisioned the beloved guiding her lover

toward the love and knowledge of God, physical beauty

being merely the outward and visible sign of an inner virtue.
In the second half of the fifteenth century humanists set
these ideas in the more sophisticated Christian context of
Neoplatonism, which viewed the entire material world
as merely a reflection of its ideal form in the mind of God.
Marsilio Ficino, mentioned earlier as the man who com-
pared women to chamber pots, was the leader of this intel-

lectual movement in Florence and the spiritual adviser

to Lorenzo's circle. He wrote a letter of consolation to

Sigismondo della Stufa, Lorenzo's closest friend, at the death

of his beautiful fiancée Albiera degli Albizzi, sister of Gio-

vanna who also died young: "Cease looking for your Albiera

degli Albizzi in her dark shadow... she is far more lovely

in her Creator's form than in her own."11

Real Florentine women seem to have diverged

considerably from social as well as Christian ideals. Never-

theless, these powerfully influenced their behavior and

governed the decorum of their appearance in portraits. In

the early sixteenth century, as the Medici moved toward

the establishment of their family as dukes of Florence in

1534, portraits of women in their circle were presented as

icons of public virtue as well as living beings.119 It is often

observed that women are nearly always seen by men to

represent something other than themselves—ideals, sym-
bols, allegories.120 Renaissance literature and art represented
women as symbolic beings performing signifying functions
within the allegorical world of texts or paintings.121 This
was part of their exemplary effect, as Renaissance people
saw the world naturally in symbolic and allegorical terms

learned from the Bible and church liturgy.122
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Domenico Ghirlandaio, Visitation,

Tornabuoni Chapel, Santa Maria

Novella, Florence (photo: Scala/

Art Resource, N.Y.)

13
Domenico Ghirlandaio, Birth of Saint

John the Baptist, Tornabuoni Chapel,

Santa Maria Novella, Florence

(photo: Scala/Art Resource, N.Y.)

*4

Botticelli, Ginevra Gianfigliazzi Receiving

a Gift of Flowers from Venus, Musée

du Louvre, Paris (photo: Daniel Arnaudet,

Réunion des Musées Nationaux/Art

Resource, N.Y.)
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Leonardo da Vinci's Ginevra de Bend (cat. 16) fuses

real and ideal in a portrait of a woman with a historical

identity and personal attributes that lent themselves to this

process.123 The Venetian humanist Bernardo Bembo chose

her as the object of his platonic love, she was idealized in

the Petrarchan poetry of several men in the Medici circle,

her father and uncles were among the most prolific writers

and codifiers of Florentine vernacular poetry, and she her-

self enjoyed the reputation of an accomplished poet. Ginevra

is often seen as a personification of nature of which she is

a part in her portrait;124 a prickly personality, like the leaves

of the juniper bush that stands for her name, may be re-

vealed in her poetry, of which a single telling line survives:

"I ask your forgiveness and I am a mountain tiger."

Both the Renaissance ideal of women and their actual

experience were shaped by the needs and expectations of

the male lineage, the republican state, the Christian church,

and the humanist and vernacular cultures that provided

admired exempla for this society that revived and revered

the art and literature of antiquity, and whose governors, like

Lorenzo de' Medici, wrote love poetry in the "sweet style"

of the creators of the Tuscan language, the three crowns of

Florence: Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio.

All these forces combined to represent chastity

as the chief virtue of women, and their idealized beauty as

ideally residing in the possession of this virtue, essential

to the honor of their men. This is a fundamental distinction

in the representation, in either words or images, of men

and women. Notably, although the reverse of Ginevra's por-

trait bears the poet's laurel and the palm of fame, Ginevra's

motto, Virtutem Forma Décorât, derived from Bembos

Virtus et Honor, represents a crucial shift of emphasis. In

women even beauty is but the adornment of personal

virtue; honor is a public virtue that pertains only to men.

Female portraits cannot simply be used as evidence

of the real experience of women, but they do tell us much

about the context and content of Renaissance women's

actual lives. At the same time representations, either artistic

or literary, were admired in highly cultured Renaissance

Florence for inventio as well as mimesis, and were governed

by the rules of the genre and the artist's aims. What women's

portraits may ultimately best represent is the complex

and subtle dialogue between life and art in fifteenth- and

sixteenth-century Florence.
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Poetic Ideals of Love and ^Beauty

Victoria Kirkham

Marvelously

love squeezes me tight

and holds me all the time.

As a painter locks his gaze

on a model to make a painted likeness,

so, fair lady, do I,

who within my heart

carry your face.

Giacomo da Lentini, c. 1230-1240



Giacomo da Lentini lived nearly eight hundred years ago

in Palermo, where he worked drafting legal documents at

the cosmopolitan court of the "baptized Sultan," Emperor

Frederick 11. In this poem he does not identify the lady

who had invaded his heart with such visual intensity. He

tells us only that she was "the most beautiful, / the flower

of lovesome women, / blonder than beaten gold." By

contrast, his own name stands out clearly in the closing

verses, as he coaxes her with a beckoning gesture: "Your

love, which is dear, / give it to the Notary / who was born

of Lentino."1 A whimsical logic requires him to sign the

poem, so that the fair-haired beauty will know where to

reply with her favors. But his more serious motive was

surely to express pride, for "The Notary" from the little

Sicilian town of Lentini, though of amateur status, was

a master poet, credited with inventing the Italian sonnet.

Giacomo and his followers had inherited from

the troubadours a fully developed lyric corpus based on a

courtly code of love, which in the second half of the thir-

teenth century migrated from the Sicilian school to Tus-

cany, and thence via Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio into

the flourishing cultural milieu of quattrocento Florence.

By the second half of the fifteenth century, Medici adher-

ents could boast that a new golden age had dawned on the

world under Lorenzo the Magnificent, whose farsighted

patronage supported a brilliant constellation of artists,

poets, and scholars. By that time, more than two hundred

and fifty years had elapsed since the origins of Italian ver-

nacular literature, enough time for men of letters to look

back and reassess the past that conditioned their present.

As they redefined their own poetic ideals, fired by innova-

tive intellectual currents flowing from the Neoplatonism

of Marsilio Ficino, new canons of classics emerged.

Lorenzo de' Medici himself, as fine a poet as a prince,

played a key role in this development when, in 1476, with
the assistance of his palace humanist, Angelo Poliziano, he
produced an Italian lyric anthology known as the Aragonese
Collection. It was a gift to Frederic of Aragon, son of the
king of Naples—the latter an antagonist on the political
scene, with whom Lorenzo needed to jockey diplomatically.
This presentation manuscript, designed to assert the

supremacy of the Tuscan language, began with an epistle

that connected contemporaries with the revered heritage of

the ancient world. Crafted by Poliziano, the letter elevates

poetry to an art that bestows immortality. Who would

remember Achilles, the writer asks, were it not for Homer?

But not even Homer would have survived had it not been

for an enlightened ruler, Pisistratus of Athens, who col-

lected and preserved the bard's precious epics.2 In the ob-

vious modern parallel, Lorenzo now fulfills his respon-

sibility as custodian of culture by distilling the finest of

Italy's vernacular patrimony.

Although the contents of the Aragonese Collection

are uncertain, insight into this literary sampler may be

gleaned from another jewel of the period, Poliziano's Homage

to My Wet Nurse (Nutricia), a Latin poem. Lest anyone

wonder why a pioneer in philology should devise verse for

his wet nurse—a fortiori m Latin—Poliziano was not

honoring some robust country nanny, but a nurturer more

ethereal, Lady Poetry. Composed as the introductory lecture

for his 1486 series at the University of Florence, Nutricia

is a tour de force of memory and artistry. After praising the

civilizing power of poetry, Poliziano summarizes its uni-

versal history in an encyclopedia of several hundred names

from Pan, Apollo, Orpheus, Sappho, Moses, and David,

down through the ages in an unbroken chain of inspired

tradition. His inventory comes to a close with the moderns:

But I could not deprive of my tribute Dante Alighieri,

who beneath the fair eyes of the maiden Beatrice flies

into the underworld, the heavens, and along the ledges of Purgatory;

Petrarch, who goes again singing the Triumph of Love;

the man who recounts one hundred short stories in ten days;

and he who unveils the arcane causes of love;

whence to you, fertile Florence, powerful in wisdom and in wealth,

there came the vaunt of glory without end.

And you, Lorenzo, guide of Tuscany, who open before yourself a road

to eternal fame, following in the footsteps of Cosimo 3

Poliziano's genealogy articulates a modern canon of

four, each characterized by a defining work, plus one more,

a present-day poet. He is the professor's patron Lorenzo,
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privileged end point of an intellectual dynasty reaching

back into the mists of remotest times. Significantly, all five

are Florentine: Dante for the Divine Comedy; Petrarch for

his Triumphs and, more generally, his love poetry; Boccaccio

for the Decameron; Guido Cavalcanti for his esoteric philo-

sophical canzone "A Lady Asks Me"; and Lorenzo himself

for his sonnets. A common theme connects members of

this quintet, who epitomize prevailing ideals: love. Dante

appears in Poliziano's inventory with Beatrice, the lady

who leads him to heaven; "love's triumph" defines Petrarch;

Boccaccio's proem to the Decameron promises "tales of

love, both pleasant and bitter"; Cavalcanti, considered the

most subtle authority on the psychology of love, defines its

complex nature; and Poliziano's patron Lorenzo was com-

piling two collections of his own, accomplished love poetry.

Known from its expository frame as the Commen-

tary on Some of His Sonnets, Lorenzo's work uses a prose

gloss to link the forty-one lyrics in imitation of Dante's

youthful Vita nuova. An idealized diary of his love for

Beatrice, Dante's "New Life" centers paradoxically on the

lady's death. Around that earth-shaking event, the poet

narrates his experience of this "miraculous" creature, from

the time he first beheld her in childhood, through phases

of deepening understanding, until at last, when one of

his sighs floats skyward to meet her blessed soul, he vows

to write of her "that which has never been written of any

other woman." Herald of the Divine Comedy, Dante's Vita

nuova marks the transcending moment of a "Sweet New

Style," forged a generation earlier by Guido Guinizelli and

Cavalcanti. If the troubadours, living in a northern feudal

society, had sung of amorous vassalage to pedestaled ladies

whose identity they pretended to hide with a code name,

or senhal(ci. English "sign"), the Dolce stil nuovo enunciated

a new Tuscan ideology of love, set forth aphoristically in

the first verse of Guinizelli's famous canzone, "Love repairs
to the gentle heart." Woman, elevated to angelic status,
fosters the nobility of spirit that conjoins true lovers, who
are no longer an aristocracy of blood, but a "genteel" elite
set apart by their virtue, which, as if by a natural force,

compels love to inhabit their hearts.

Dante's Vita nuova, written in the 1290$, narrates

this inner drama through a sequence of poems interspersed

with prose commentary, staging for the first time in Italian

literature a female protagonist as the agent of her lover's

redemption. Yet, strangely, he reveals practically nothing

about her appearance or the settings of their rare encoun-

ters. He first meets her as a nine-year-old girl dressed

in "blood red," then again nine years later garbed in white;

he will see her a total of nine times. One day she grants

him her "salutation"; another she denies it, a privation

that devastates him. Once she walks in the city preceded

by Cavalcanti's lady, Giovanna, whose poetic nickname

was Primavera or "spring." Dante's prophetic vision of her

death, in the delirium of a nine-day illness, is apocalyptic:

shrieks of mourning fill the air, the sky goes black, the

earth quakes. From the beginning, mysterious signs sur-

round Beatrice. Dante will finally understand that Beatrice

is accompanied by the number nine, whose root three is

the number of the miraculous Trinity, in order to signify

that she herself is "a miracle." She descended from heaven

and for a time, before returning to God, lived among

men to save all those whom her beneficence touched. No

wonder her "salutation" was so fraught; it prefigures his

"salvation" (the two words are the same in Italian, "salute"):

...where she goes

Love drives a killing frost into base hearts

that freezes and destroys what they are thinking,

should such a one insist on looking at her,

he is changed to something noble or he dies.

And if she finds one worthy to behold her,

that man will feel her power for salvation

when she accords to him her salutation.4

If "her color is the pallor of the pearl... the best that Nature

can achieve," that, like the white gown she wore at eigh-
teen, must point to her purity. Far more meaningful than any

tangible clothing are her moral vestments of chastity and
humility. All important are her eyes, which shower grace
upon her beholders. Her very name is a sign, for it illustrates

a medieval axiom, "Names are the consequence of things."

Beatrice is Dante's "blessed lady," his "beatitude."
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1

Dante and Beatrice in the Heaven of

the Moon (Paradisos), from a series made

for the Divine Comedy, The Newberry

Library, Chicago

2

Lorenzo di Niccolô, Episodes from

the Comedia délie Ninfe Florentine, birth

salver, The Metropolitan Museum

of Art, New York, Rogers Fund. All rights

reserved

For all that Dante reveals, however, he conceals

still more. His discerning reader must loosen the knots of

more abstruse symbolism. Why, for example, does Gio-

vanna-Primavera walk ahead of Beatrice? It will not do to

say, as one modern annotator did, that the women stroll in

single file because "in the narrow streets of Florence, with

their even narrower sidewalks, two people cannot easily

walk abreast."5 Anyone who has visited Florence knows that

this is perfectly true, but challenged pedestrians are hardly

Dantes point here. Giovanna is the feminine form of

Giovanni, or John. Her senhal, Primavera, is a pun on the

phrase "prima verra," or, "the person who comes first." So

if a Giovanna precedes a Beatrice, their succession is that

of an archetypical Johannine figure who prepared the way

for one who followed. Giovanna and Beatrice reenact the

parts of John the Baptist and Christ. Beatrice is salvific, her

death central to Dante's "new life," because of her Christ-

like being. That similitude accounts for her "blood red"

dress in girlhood, which foreshadows the Savior's wounds

at the Crucifixion, so vividly adumbrated in Dantes halluci-

natory vision. In theological terms, Beatrice has wrought

his conversion from concupiscentia to caritas, from selfish

desire to Christian charity.

Dante's formidable powers as poet will reconvene

Beatrice for a culminating encounter in the Divine Comedy.

After his spiral descent into Hell and the arduous climb

up Mount Purgatory, he reaches Eden at its summit. There,

costumed in full color amid a "cloud of flowers" scattered

by angels, Beatrice awesomely confronts him: "olive-crowned

over a white veil a lady appeared to me, clad, under a green

mantle, with hue of living flame" (Purgatorio 30, w. 31—

33).6 These details of dress might at first make the lady seem

"real," but they are calculated for an opposite effect, to

establish her as a symbol. Again, as in the Vita nuova, the

number of the miraculous Trinity accompanies her, and
she appears in the likeness of the Lord. Dante dresses her in
the three theological virtues—white for faith, green for
hope, and red for charity. He crowns her with olive, the tree
sacred to Minerva, goddess of wisdom. Beatrice, to whom
Dante never gives a surname, may have been a Florentine

maiden (Boccaccio, his most ardent early admirer, believed

that she belonged to the Portinari family), but in the

Vita nuova and Comedy, call her what we will—Wisdom,

Salvation, Faith, Theology, or Revelation—she lives and

breathes the air of allegory.7

Lifting off into the spheres, Dante and Beatrice

rise as a twosome, her gaze turned upward, his eyes on hers.

She looks straight into the sun, even more unwaveringly

than an eagle, a Christ figure fabled in the bestiaries for just

that ability—"never did eagle so fix his gaze."8 Her physi-

cal tolerance for light alludes to her powers of metaphysical

insight, which she imparts gradually to Dante-pilgrim as

he follows her in his guided journey to the final vision of

God. Fifteenth-century readers fortunate enough to own

an illustrated copy of the Comedy could have contemplated

their traveling arrangement in woodcuts like an image that

precedes the third canto of Paradiso (fig. i). Refulgent in

a full-body halo, Beatrice precedes Dante, who wears the

squirrel-skin cape and tailed hat of a scholar. They have

reached their first station along the way, the heaven of the

Moon, a large orb at top center. Its inscribed face signals

the local planetary deity, Diana, goddess of chastity. Amid

a carpet of stars, smiling homunculi kneel, naked to indi-
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cate they are out of the body. Barely discernible to Dante,

as if reflections on water or "like a pearl against a white

forehead," these are the souls of the inconstant. Their repre-

sentatives, nuns who through no fault of their own broke

vows of chastity, betray Dante's vein of medieval misogyny.

Spokeswoman for the community is Piccarda Donati, who

gesticulates as she relates to Dante how kinsmen wrenched

her from the cloister and forced her to marry, a fate like

that of her companion in the afterlife, ironically named Co-

stanza ("Constance"), who late in her child-bearing years

gave birth to the future emperor Frederick 11.

If love poets through successive generations from

the troubadours to Dante had idealized their ladies to ever

higher degree—from woman on a pedestal, to woman

as angel, to woman as the instrument of her lover's Chris-

tian salvation, Dante's closest heir, Boccaccio, would enrich

the tradition with earthier females. Sometimes called

Ameto after its protagonist, Boccaccio's pastoral Comedy of

the Florentine Nymphs exhibits its author's fondness for

tucking a Christian truth under fiction that at surface could

hardly be more remote. The unusual plot, telescoped into

simultaneous narrative, finds visual expression in an early

fifteenth-century Florentine birth salver, a marriage object

indicative of Boccaccio's reputation as a moralist (fig. 2).

Ameto, a coarse shepherd who enjoys hunting forays in

the hills of prehistoric Tuscany ("Etruria"), one day encoun-

ters some nymphs. Each tells her story, all with the same

thrust: she abandoned Dianas strictures and cuckolded her
husband, discovering true happiness in the service of Venus.
Afterward, they wash and reclothe Ameto. Suddenly, he
realizes they are the Seven Virtues—Faith, Hope, Charity,

Wisdom, Temperance, Fortitude, and Justice. Allegorically,

Ameto's bath is a baptism, the cleansing act that opens

the way to salvation. His transformation from brute to

well-groomed man (the Florentine dandy at far right in

the salver) symbolizes his conversion from carnal lust in

a "beastly" state of existence to love as charity and "new

life" in Christ.

Rhetorical and sensual relish characterize Boccaccio's

portraits of these seductive nymphs. We view them through

Ameto's eyes in a ploy that is one of the author's favorites,

posing the lover as voyeur. Into a shaded, flowering

meadowscape, where Lia as Faith sits beside a fountain, her

sisters process at rhythmic intervals. Typical of Boccaccio's
meticulous care with these cameos is his description of the

first lady to enter Ameto's field of vision:

[He sees] that she has her hair wrapped around her head with uncommon

artistry, caught in pleasing knots from the puffs of the breeze with

delicate gold that matches it in color, and garlanded with the greenest ivy

picked from her dear oak; and below that, she displays her wide, flat,

white forehead, without any visible wrinkle, in the lower part of which he

discerns the thinnest of eyebrows, not widely separated, in the shape

of a bow the color of black Styx; from which at a suitable height there look

out caringly, neither hidden nor overly prominent, two eyes — nay, divine

lights rather; and between her round, white cheeks, diffused with a suit-

able Martian tint, he sees rise in a straight line her odoriferous nose, below

which, as far as is fitting, her fair mouth, content with little space, its

unswollen lips bright with natural vermilion, covers her small, gracefully

ordered ivory teeth, and as it presides at a decorous distance over her most

beautiful chin, which holds a small dimple, it scarcely allows Ameto's

eyes to descend to consider her white throat ringed with pleasing but not

excessive plumpness, and the delicate neck and the generous breast and

the shoulders straight and even.9

The still unbaptized Ameto approvingly continues his

visual survey, down to her "tiniest" feet. Needless to say,

the parts under wraps below the neck, like her "celestial

apples," which he can only erotically imagine as he un-
dresses her in his mind's eye, prove correspondingly entic-
ing. Boccaccio's programmatic female portraits, drawn
in solemn Ciceronian prose, exemplify ideals of beauty

that prize artful coiffures, youth, the high forehead, pale
skin, rosy cheeks, and red lips (but not cosmetically aided),

the whole combined in perfect proportions, diminutive
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Áfrico with Nymphs, from Boccaccio,

Nymphs ofFiesole (stanzas 57-59),

The Newberry Library, Chicago
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Giovanni Boccaccio, lancofiore, from

Decameron holograph (8.10), Ms.

Hamilton 90, fol. 95V, Staatliche Museen

zu Berlin, Preussischer Kulturbesitz,

Staatsbibliothek (photo: Bildarchiv Foto

Marburg/Art Resource, N.Y.)

5

Giovanni Boccaccio, Bartolomea, from

Decameron holograph (2.10), Ms.

Hamilton 90, fol. 3iv, Staatliche Museen

zu Berlin, Preussischer Kulturbesitz,

Staatsbibliothek (photo: Bildarchiv Foto

Marburg/Art Resource, N.Y.)

6

Giovanni Boccaccio, Alatiel, from Deca-

meron holograph (2.7), Ms. Hamilton 90,

fol. 23V, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,

Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Staatsbiblio-

thek (photo: Bildarchiv Foto Marburg/

Art Resource, N.Y.)

where desirable (the pencil-thin, semicircular eyebrows,

the dainty lips and miniature teeth, the small feet) and full

where physical bounty belongs (in the flesh ringing the

throat, the firm breast). Strained as the relationship may

seem, this seductive outer body reflects the nymphs inner

virtue. Attracting man with her physical beauty, woman

directs his desires beyond the flesh, to moral values that

will save his soul.

With variations, this Boccaccian moment often

repeats itself. In his Nymphs ofFiesole, a pastoral jewel writ-

ten just about four years after The Comedy of the Floren-

tine Nymphs, Boccaccio shifts register, feigning the style of

popular minstrels who sang in the piazzas, the cantastorie.

Like Ameto, young Áfrico comes upon nymphs of Diana

who sing and wade in the wild, illustrated in a fifteenth-

century woodcut series that also served Poliziano's Orpheus

(fig. 3). Áfrico hopes to find Mensola, with whom he fell

in love at first sight:

The nymph was maybe fourteen years old,

her hair blond like gold and long,

and she wore clothes of white linen;

two bright eyes shone in her head,

no one who sees them ever sorrows;

angelic of face and fleet of foot,

she held in her hand a fine sharp arrow.10

Her age and the effects of her eyes, like the "angelic" quality

of her face, are details reminiscent of Dante's Vita nuova.

They jostle pleasantly with her physical features—the color

of her hair, naturally golden; her gown, which though of

country cloth is regulation white for virginity. What Boc-

caccio has created is a false primitive. His eclectic language

hints at high literary forms, preserving the top-down order

of feminine description, but it is shot through with oral
formulas pat in their phrasing: "blond like gold," "two eyes

in her head"—where else would they be? Áfrico, inhabiting

a land more primal than Ameto s, rapes Mensola, and so
they must die, punished by Diana. Still, poetry allows them
to survive through an Ovidian metamorphosis into two

rivers that bear their names in Boccaccio's myth.

Boccaccio's first work, Dianas Hunt, had been a

nymphal. Ladies at the court of King Robert in Naples

become nymphs-for-a-day, bagging a menagerie native to

the bestiaries, including an elephant, an ostrich, a snake

with six snakelings, a leopard, a lion, and a wolf. To lasso

the unicorn, helplessly drawn to virgins, one damsel dresses

in white and waits until the animal surrenders to her. Not

until the final revelations is it learned that the narrator is

a stag—or was, before the huntresses summoned Venus,

who resuscitates all the dead animals as handsome young

lovers. He, too, in a transformation that anticipates Ameto's,

undergoes a metamorphosis, "changed from a stag into a

human creature and rational being."11

Camouflaged as seven Florentine ladies who re-

treat to the country for storytelling during the Black

Death of 1348, the Virtues appear again in Boccaccio's

masterwork, the Decameron. Sparkling eyes and tinkling

laughter, impressions only, emanate from the women,

veiled under senhals and more like icons on a gothic frieze

than living people. Here, too, but in submerged allegory,

Boccaccio orchestrates a psychomachia, or "mind-battle,"

between good and evil, setting Pampinea (Wisdom, who

leads the group) to preside over the day when stories are

told about foolishness, Filomena as Fortitude over incon-

stancy, and so on. The decorum of these narrators is a

foil to all the escapades of countless imperfect mortals in

the novelle. Boccaccio himself sketched characters from

his gallery of humanity to decorate the catchwords of a

Decameron manuscript he copied during his last years.

Madame lancofiore (fig. 4) is a high-class Palermo prosti-

tute, "one of those women most beautiful in body but

enemies of honesty," whose dubious dealings Boccaccio

suggests with a row of popping buttons. In his bust of

Bartolomea (fig. 5), shown before her rescue by a vigor-

ous pirate from marriage to a decrepit Pisan, everything
droops—her mouth, her hair, and even the oddly limp

sleeve of her dress, a humorous reminder of her dod-

dering husband's inadequacies. The word she frames,
appropriately, is "licentia" ("license"). Similar visual and
verbal punning spice Boccaccio's amusing picture of
Alatiel, the Sultan's daughter (fig. 6), who after being
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bounced around the Mediterranean from one man to

another, for "perhaps 10,000" sexual couplings, passes her-

self off as a virgin when delivered back to her father. Across

a low-cut bodice stretched over her prominent bosom,

the scribe banners his catchword "vivere" ("to live"). She

and Bartolomea both personify ravenous sexuality and

fickleness, the same female weaknesses hinted at in Dante's

heaven of the moon. They belong to the negative examples

of inconstancy whom Fortitude, the opposing virtue,

ideally conquers on the second day of storytelling.12 Boc-

caccio's own ideal is the Aristotelian mean, Temperance,

whom he embodies in Fiammetta, his poetic mistress.

Privileged to rule on the central fifth day of the Deca-

meron, Fiammetta has a senhal "Flamelet" that refers to

the "little flame" of love that burns under the moderating

influence of chastity when Diana tempers Venus. In the

first novella on her day, Boccaccio reappropriates a motif

now familiar from his Hunt and Ameto. Cimone, an in-

corrigibly loutish fellow whom his despairing father exiles

to the country to live among the beasts, one day happens

upon a sleeping beauty, Ifigenia. Thunderstruck by love,

he reforms forthwith and refashions himself as a consum-

mate gentleman.13

Poliziano was obviously remembering his Boc-

caccio, from the stag-narrator of Dianas Hunt to Cimone's

metamorphosis, when, to celebrate the tournament

of 1475, he composed his Stanzas Begun for the Joust of

the Magnificent Giuliano de Medici. To the "well-born

Laurel" (Lorenzo the Magnificent, whose senhalis "Laur"),

Poliziano dedicates this enchanted masquerade. Rare

poetic grace lifts Medici Florence into mythic Etruria,

where Giuliano haunts the forests as the mighty hunter

Julio, utterly scornful of love. A miffed Cupid reasserts his

authority, much as he had with Apollo and Daphne, by

setting an ambush with the fair Simonetta. Deep in the

woods, he fashions from thin air "the image of a haughty
and beautiful doe." She leads Julio on a breathless chase
that ends abruptly with an amorous epiphany: "He came
upon a green and flowry meadow; / Here, veiled in white,
there appeared before him / a lovely nymph, and the

doe vanished away."

White is her skin and white her dress,

though adorned with roses, flowers, and with grass;

the ringlets of her golden hair

descend on a forehead humbly proud.14

Fantasy spins gender reversals. The quarry is not a stag

but a doe; the "nymph" is not a huntress but the trophy.

As if she were springtime itself, at one with the magical

landscape, Simonetta is a picture of feminine perfection

and a font of human virtue. Allegorically, the Stanzas

describe a Neoplatonic ascent from sensual to contempla-

tive life, through the doe (fleeting, illusory vanities of the

world), to Simonetta (rational love of earthly virtue),

to the realm of Venus, depicted in the incomplete second

book of the Stanzas (angelic, intellective contemplation

of the highest good). Poliziano's virtuoso display merges

the best of many poets, from Ovid's golden age to Dante's

Eden, a medley that forecasts the Nutricia. The dominant

modern is Petrarch, whose Triumphs left their imprint

on the rising conceptual structure that runs through the

Stanzas, and whose "Scattered Rhymes" return there in bits

and pieces to shine as tiles in Poliziano's eclectic mosaic.

With equal mastery of his predecessors (as many as

were known a century before Poliziano) Francesco Petrarca

had carried Italian vernacular verse from origins already

sophisticated to a summit of refinement. Without benefit

of prose connectors or commentary, he committed a fic-

tionalized spiritual autobiography to 366 poems, the Rime

sparse—"nuggets," he calls them, and "scattered," because

each is a freestanding compositional unit. Mostly sonnets,

they form an ideal calendrical cycle, through which the poet

confesses his obsessive, unreciprocated love of Laura, for

twenty-one years while she lived and another decade after

she died. In his frustrated desire, Petrarch parallels Apollo,

lovestruck by Cupid for Daphne but unable to catch her,

who to preserve her chastity fled the god and was turned
into a laurel. So, too, Laura forever eludes Petrarch, yet her
senhal promises the "laurels" he hopes to win by writing
about her. Laura, a literary daughter of Daphne, has heav-
enly origins that put her as well in Beatrice's line of descent,
and her beauty demands a portrait, as it had for Giacomo
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Triumph of Chastity, from Francesco

Petrarca, Tríonfl e canzoniere,

The Newberry Library, Chicago

da Lentini. Petrarch wishes it might come to life, like the

female statue that Pygmalion sculpted and loved so terribly,

when he reports how his friend, the Sienese artist Simone

da Martini, painted the image:

But certainly my Simon was in Paradise,

whence comes this noble lady,

there he saw her and portrayed her on paper,

to attest down here to her lovely face.15

Simone's portrait (if it ever existed) has not been
found, but it inspired many apocryphal "Lauras," com-
panion pieces to pictures of Petrarch, both in manuscript

miniatures and panel paintings.16 Petrarch will again

enshrine her in his Triumphs, an ambitious allegory that

circulated jointly with his Rime and was widely illustrated

during the period of its vogue, in the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries. Behind enormous floatlike structures, parades

of people represent six stages of a medieval hierarchy: first

come Cupid s victims in the Triumph of Love; then exemplars

of chastity, which conquers love; then death, more power-

ful than chastity; then fame, stronger than death; then time,

which outlasts death and yields to eternity, God's final

triumph. The Triumph of Chastity in a Venetian incunable

(fig. 7) depicts a team of unicorns pulling the triumphal

cart, on which Laura towers over Cupid, submissively

bound and blindfolded. Brandishing Medusa's shield and

the palm of her victory, she comes as queen of the virtues,

demure females in decorous gowns and poses. "Honesty"

and "Shame," qualities that encompass temperance, purity,

and modesty, lead their company, as all march under

the ensign of the ermine, whose prized white fur earned

its status as a symbol of chastity.17

If Petrarch's verse scatters the moments of his ro-

mance, so also he fragments his lady, focusing on her body

piecemeal—her blond tresses, her fair face, her ivory skin,

her cheeks like roses, her lips like coral, her sweet smile,

her dainty hand, her holy feet, and above all, her mesmer-

izing eyes, source of the solar rays that brighten and tor-

ment his existence.18 He suffers a springtime enamorment,

canonical in the amatory tradition from as far back as the

troubadours, and thereafter sees her everywhere in nature's

universal theater—in his fantasies, in his dreamlife, in

a forest, under a laurel, by a river, at a fountain, in a

meadow. To capture in words this vanishing lady, Petrarch

describes her with endless, minimal variations, his lexi-

con distilled to the most elevated semantics and figurative

displacement. Laura has no such unpoetic features as a

"nose" or a "stomach" or "legs" at all, and literally speaking,
she is completely toothless, for the "roses" of lips hide a
treasure of "pearls."

Along with Poliziano, Lorenzo de' Medici gave
an influential benediction to the rarefied Petrarchan idiom

in his own sonnets, as the two men led a quattrocento

revival of Italy's classic poets. A pair of wood intarsia doors
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Giuliano da Maiano and Francione, from

figure designs attributed to Botticelli

and Filippino Lippi, Dante and Petrarch,

Sala de* Gigli, Palazzo Vecchio, Florence

(photo: courtesy of the Italian Ministry

of Culture, Superintendency for Artistic

and Historical Resources, Florence, Pisa

and Pistoia)

in the Palazzo Vecchio, with facing depictions of Dante

and Petrarch over cabinets that contain their books (fig. 8),

reflects this climate of literary preservationism, a cultural

mood that prompted the Aragonese Collection and Polizi-

ano s Homage to My Wet Nurse. Lorenzo helped recertify

the old-fashioned poets with another kind of flattery. He

parodied the courtly tradition in his Nencia da Barberino,

a rustic romp often considered his best work. Written

before 1470, this false primitive has a Tuscan antecedent

in Boccaccio's Nymphs ofFiesole, but mainly what it does,

systematically and to marvelous humorous effect, is turn

Petrarch inside out with a character called Vallera, the

bumpkin undone by a lass named Nencia, who bears all

the beauty of her tiny native Barberino. "It was in April

that you made me fall in love with you," he serenades her,

"when I saw you picking salad greens." If Petrarch views

Laura, solitary and motionless beneath a laurel, Vallera goes

looking for Nencia on errands at the village mill. Áfrico

espied nymphs bathing, but Vallera is more like a Peeping

Tom, as he finds ways to stare through the bushes at Nencia

while she beats grain on the threshing floor. A fine dancer,

Nencia can touch her hand to her shoe, "hops about like

a kid goat," and "whirls more than a millwheel." Lorenzo

mocks the tradition, as old as Pygmalion, that demands

a lover have an image of his lady, when Vallera rhapsodizes

about Nencia's very anti-Petrarchan "nose" with nostrils

that must have been bored out by an artisan's drill. As for

teeth, Nencia is admirably provided:

Her red lips look like coral,

and inside them she has two rows of teeth

that are whiter than a horse's,

and on each side she has more than twenty.19

From the Petrarchan lexicon of coral lips, we plunge jar-
ringly to comic registers in juxtapositions that skip any
middle range and exploit effects of linguistic estrangement.
With such an equine dental apparatus her mouth can

hardly be diminutive, and to have so precise a count of
its contents, Vallera must have often heard snorted giggles,
coy lip-curling whinnies, and hearty wide-open guffaws.
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In the high style, teeth can never be bared, even if the

mouth is open to indicate sweet singing. Only a mental

gaze, like that of Boccaccio's Ameto, knows they are there,

in perfect order. Stepping back, to picture the whole,

Petrarch adores Laura from a distance, pure in her pallor

and eternally unattainable. Nencia, though, is a cozier,

more malleable wench, her milky skin an excuse for similes

from the kitchen. What a catch as wife this "fleur-de-lys

without leaves" would be, her swain Vallera enthuses,

"whiter than the finest baking flour," "so soft and white

that she seems like a mass of dough," "so soft and white that

she looks like a ball of lard."

Lorenzo de' Medici's Nencia da Barberino, like a

fun-house mirror, ripples and distorts the Italian classics

to comic effect. At the same time the more serious poetry

he was writing continues the old tradition with a major

new cultural overlay, the Neoplatonism whose animator

was Marsilio Ficino. In the collected rhymes of his Can-

zoniere, Lorenzo operates a gender reversal on Petrarch,
creating a story fitted to contemporary tastes for emblem-

atic, chivalric entertainments. Lucrezia Donati, the lady

he honored in the joust of 1469 and to whom he pays

poetic court, flits chastely through his verse, sometimes a

nymph with the senhal Diana (it has the same initial "D"

as Donati), sometimes as "luce" or "light" (with letters like

those in Lucrezia). In the latter capacity, she plays Apollo,

while the part of Laura falls to Lorenzo, poetically "Laur"

and hence a laurel figure.20

Lorenzo openly formulates a Neoplatonic platform

in a second, more ambitious anthology, the Comentoy con-

jecturally assigned to three periods of activity, 1473-1474,

1482-1484, and c. 1490. Dante's Vita nuova provides a

model for its structure, sonnets encased in a prose commen-

tary that tell an ideal love story through fiction obviously

beholden to Petrarch and focused again on Lucrezia Don-
ati. In a learned proem, the author acknowledges explicitly
his literary debts, a list that solidifies the Tuscan canon:
Guinizelli for his pronouncement that "love and the noble

heart are one"; Cavalcanti for exploring the painful psy-

chology of love; Dante, the master whose language ranged

across all three stylistic registers (high, middle, and humble);

Petrarch, maker of rhymes "serious, beautiful, and sweet";

and Boccaccio, "most learned and most eloquent." To

this community of Italian forefathers, Lorenzo convokes

"the Platonists," whose views on love come to him filtered

through Ficino, striking chords in consonance with the

Sweet New Style.

Not only is love among fellow men not reprehensible, rather it is almost

the necessary and truest proof of nobility and greatness of spirit, and

above all the cause that invites men to worthy and excellent things, and

to exercise and put into act those virtues that are potentially present

in our souls. Whoever considers the matter carefully will find that the

true definition of love is the appetite for beauty.21

The Platonists, he explains, define three kinds of "true and

laudable beauty," that of the soul, the body, and the voice.

Only the mind can crave the first, which consists in the

soul's perfection through virtue. Bodily beauty, the second,

comes from a well-proportioned and pleasing appearance

and appeals to the eyes, while the third kind, harmonious

sounds of words well spoken, reaches us through the ears.

Such pleasing visual and auditory stimuli have the effect of

uplifting the mind and thus bringing us nearer to God, the

supreme good. For the human spirit to begin this ascent,

a man must love faithfully one perfecting object. Lorenzo

defines her as a woman who possesses not only natural

beauty, vulnerable to the ravages of time, but inner qualities

that do not fade—intelligence, courtesy, honesty, elegance

of manner and gesture, skill with wise and sweet words,

love, constancy, and fidelity. The more virtues a woman

has, the more beautiful her soul and the greater her trans-

humanizing power. In a radical departure from misogy-

nistic strains of thought, Florentine high culture of the

quattrocento fuses Platonism with the older lyric tradition,

declaring woman the agent of beauty that draws men to
love, and through love, to God.
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Surrounded by faces glowing from television screens, bill-

boards, and the glossy page, we have difficulty imagining

a world devoid of visual representations of the familiar

features of living people. Yet such was the case in the period

we call the Renaissance. Until the second quarter of the

fifteenth century, Italian painting was devoted almost exclu-

sively to religious ends, consisting primarily of altarpieces

and frescoes that depicted the Virgin and child with saints

and scenes from their lives. Only the features of the holy

were available for pictorial scrutiny. Thus, the invention in

the early quattrocento of an artform whose primary pur-

pose was to record—or rather construct—the features of a

living person—sinner, not saint—must have caused won-

der in its first viewers. It is hard to exaggerate the degree

of modernity informing the invention of the independent,

profane portrait in the early Renaissance.

Portraiture in this period was class-specific; only

the features of the socially and economically privileged were
recorded, most of the population lacking either the means

or the motivation to indulge in such an enterprise. The

frequent use of the somewhat old-fashioned—not to say

politically incorrect—term "lady" throughout this essay

is an attempt to reflect this factor of class and rank. From

the beginning women seem to have been depicted as fre-

quently as men, but the genders were usually portrayed at

different times in their lives. Unlike portraits of men, which

were normally commissioned after the sitter had attained

political and economic maturity, surviving likenesses of

women suggest that they were almost exclusively portrayed

in early, nubile adolescence.1 Of the key moments in the

female life cycle then—marriage, childbirth, widowhood—

only the first was commemorated in portraiture.

What were the primary values and aspirations of

the Florentine society for which these works were created?

The modern American can easily grasp the predominant
value of the place in which capitalism was invented: wealth
or, at the very least, its appearance. Patrician honor was
demonstrated through manifest expenditure of the almighty

florin. By the fifteenth century the earlier values of burgher

thrift and sobriety had given way to a culture of display,
in which one's rank in society was evaluated by the size of

ones abode and the luxury of one's dress.2 Family status

depended on an ability to project a public image of financial

success on those occasions—holidays, rites of passage—

when wealth paraded its power.3

VIRTVTEM FORMA DECORAT, "Beauty Adorns

Virtue," is inscribed on the reverse of Leonardos portrait

of Ginevra de' Benci, echoing the earlier inscription FORMA

ET VIRTVTE, "Beauty and Virtue," on the medal created

by Matteo de' Pasti for Isotta degli Atti of Rimini in I446.4

Virtue translated above all as chastity, but also included

the qualities of obedience, modesty, and silence that would

ensure sexual innocence before marriage—a "dowry of

virtue," as one contemporary put it.5 As the female role

was strictly procreative, only virginity before marriage and

fidelity after it could guarantee the purity of the husband s

lineage. To convey these qualities to the world the lady

had to demonstrate her "grave demeanor and self-restraint,"

in Leon Battista Alberti's words, by her consistently dig-

nified comportment and measured movements.

How was the female persona fashioned in the first

century of portraiture? While overt concern with the

ideology of female sexual virtue, to which the entire culture

subscribed, was consistently embodied in the iconography,

we will see that the likenesses' forms evolved very rapidly

between 1430 and 1520: from a profile view of the dowry-

bedecked woman, to Leonardo's vision of a mobile, respon-

sive human being, to Giulio Romano's eroticization of

the sitter.7 This essay considers the portrait of the dowry,

the fantasy beauty, profile and three-quarter conventions,

the portrait of the person and the princess, the lady en-

throned and eroticized, patronage and original location,

and the portrait reverse and cover. I will conclude that, since

identity for the Renaissance female resided in the male,

father or husband, who was responsible for her conduct

and demeanor, her portrait inevitably embodied the Re-
naissance social construct of the patrician female ideal.8

Marriage was the biggest event in a Renaissance
woman's life.9 The patrician family sought to arrange a

good marriage for their daughters when they were between
fourteen and twenty, with sixteen being the ideal age.10

Since most men delayed marriage until their thirties when
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they were better able to afford the cost of setting up a new

household, the groom was usually much older.11 Marriage

involved payment of a dowry, which could represent

an enormous capital debt for the brides family and capital

gain and honor for the groom's.12 The financial gift was

accompanied by the material gift of the trousseau, called

the donora, which was reciprocated by the grooms gift

to the bride of a counter-donora.

Both donora and counter-donora directly addressed

adornment of the bride's body.13 Stationed at the boundary

between the self and the other, dress, it has been observed,

marks the distinction between the private and the public,

the individual and the social.14 As it happens, Renaissance

Florentines drew a sharp distinction between how they dis-

played the self when venturing into the public piazza, where

dressing well was understood as a sign of dignity and social

prominence, and what they wore within the privacy of the

home. Saint Bernardino made the point through hyperbole:

at home women dressed "like baker-women, wearing rags";

outside, they went to the other extreme (he thought), wearing

"crimson overgarments and fine linen undergarments, of

cloth so soft and fine that [your] flesh stays smooth and fat."15

The bride quite literally carried her family's honor

on her back during the elaborate series of ritual events that

constituted marriage in the Florentine republic. Luxury

fabrics represented a huge financial investment, and the

amount spent on the bride's clothing could equal forty

percent of her natal family's worth, while the purchase of

clothes constituted one of the groom's largest expenses.16

The bride's trousseau and counter-trousseau were part of

the elaborate exchange of material goods that served as

concrete public testimony to the alliance; thus, her clothes

would be interpreted as a sign of the honor with which

she was being received into the groom's family as well as

the prestige she bore from her natal home.17

Yet in a culture in which honor depended on the

ostentatious display of material luxury, sumptuary laws
were continually being enacted to curtail that very splendor.
On more than thirty occasions in the course of the quat-
trocento, legislators limited in minute detail the number

of gems and the amount and kind of fabric that Florentine

women were permitted to display in public.1 In the early

part of the century, however, the laws pertained to older

women or matrons, and relatively few of the restrictions

applied to brides. Until married, young girls were spared

the harsh code that would regulate their corporeal decora-

tion later in the life cycle.19 Even after marriage, the sump-

tuary laws took some years to take full effect. For three

years after marriage, for instance, the bride could continue

to adorn herself in public with necklaces and at least

two brooches; for the next three years she was permitted

only one necklace and one brooch; after that, she was

not supposed to display any jewelry at all.20

Portrait of the Dowry. Renaissance preoccupation with the

mode of self-presentation to the wider community is

directly reflected in sitters' self-presentation in portraits.

No documentary evidence confirms that Florentines

commissioned likenesses when they married, but a strong

case can be made that the function of most visual repre-

sentations of women in the quattrocentro was to celebrate

the donora and counter-donora—that demonstration

of economic and social honor for both families—during

this liminal period up to six years following marriage.21

Fra Filippo Lippi's portrait of Angiola Sapiti (cat. 3),

one of the earliest surviving female likenesses, typifies

the newlywed girls ideal construction at the moment when,

no longer a virgin, she has not yet been categorized as a

matron.22 That none of these early likenesses can be asso-

ciated with the period of betrothal prior to marriage is

proven by the hairstyles: virgins and brides wore their hair

flowing and loose as a symbol of innocence, but married

women wore theirs decorously bound and restrained.

As unbound hair had erotic connotations, to conceal it

was a matter of propriety.23

Angiola is transformed by the somatic gifts of fash-

ionably cut clothes in sumptuous pearl-encrusted fabrics,
dyed in the highest quality, and therefore most expensive,

crimson (chermisi)?* Sleeves were a potential flamboyant
fashion statement, and, according to Lippi, Angiola's over-

garment (giornea) incorporated the very full sleeves a gozzi

(gathered into a wide wristband to create the bag shape of
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Antonio del Pollaiuolo, Portrait of
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a bird's crop), which allowed the contrasting dark figured

velvet of the dress (gamurra) beneath to show to particularly

fine effect.25

Angiola's opulent outfit is accompanied by rich

gems covering her head, shoulder, neck, and fingers.26 Many

patricians invested in jewels as a form of liquid capital—

forty-three percent of Luigi Martelli's movable wealth, for

instance, was concentrated in gems—and the flaunting

of jewels was another public expression of the exchange of

material goods that took place at marriage.27 The jewels

adorning the bride were read as visible proof of the size of

her dowry. To give the impression of a larger dowry—and

therefore endow the match with greater prestige—the groom

had only to adorn the bride yet further, as Marco Parent!

is known to have done when marrying Caterina Strozzi.2

Brooches and pendants, according to ricordanze,

that hybrid of diary and account book, were particularly

popular as counter-donora gifts. Recorded examples include

the gold shoulder brooch (brocchetta di spalla) with two

sapphires and three pearls, worth thirty-nine florins, that

Parenti gave his bride in 1447, and the brooch of rubies

and pearls Giovanni Rucellai acquired for his new Medici

daughter-in-law in 1466, for which he paid the huge sum

of one thousand florins.29 Angiola wears perhaps an equally

magnificent shoulder brooch of a diamond surrounded

by pearls, as well as a prominent ruby and pearl head brooch

(brocchetta di testa). Pearls were by far the costliest gems

for the quattrocento Florentine, and their reiterated use in

this portrait—pearl necklace, hundreds of seed pearls

decorating the headdress and the chivalric motto LE ALTA

(loyalty) on the sleeve, the pearl-edged close-fitting cap

(cuffia) that conceals both hair and ears—amounts to an

unmistakable pictorial statement of the wealth and splendor

of the Sapiti-Scolari alliance, and hence the social standing

of both families.30

Beyond their monetary and ornamental significance,

the gems worn were interpreted allegorically. As a well-

known symbol of purity associated with the Virgin, costly

pearls were the attributes of brides as well as saints.31

Sapphires, too, rendered the wearer chaste.32 Emeralds, said

to splinter when a virgin was violated, were seen as safe-

guarding those it adorned, and in addition to miraculously

retaining beauty, also carried good luck for happiness and

marital success.33 Along with emeralds, rubies were the

gems most frequently given to brides, as they were thought

to benefit the wearer by promoting bodily strength and

prosperity and by negating lust and tristesse?*

Most Italians have the dark coloring of those living

in Mediterranean countries, but, like most other ladies

depicted in the early Renaissance, Angiolas hair is as fair as

that of any Scandinavian. Among fashionable women in

quattrocento Italy, there was only one acceptable hair color

and it was not brown. Even in the Renaissance, it seems,

signori preferred blondes. Dye was used to color the hair so

that it would resemble the cultural ideal, familiar from the

Petrarchan poetic tradition, of the beloveds golden locks—

visually embodied in the Three Graces' golden tresses

in Botticelli's Primavera (fig. i).35 Around 1490, blonde hair

ceased to be de rigueur, especially in Northern Italy, and

portraits of women began to show them with their natural

hair color. As was customary, Angiolas hair has also been

plucked ostentatiously back at the hairline to increase the

expanse, and hence the elegance, of her forehead.

Fashions in coiffures and head coverings had changed

by the time Pollaiuolo depicted the elegant young ladies

now in Milan and Florence (figs. 2, 3).36 The fair hair

of both girls was bound with ribbons into a chignon, from

which the extreme end, often crimped, has been allowed

to escape in a kind of "ponytail." The hairstyles are

enhanced by the conspicuous restraining bridle (frenello)

of strings of pearls that culminate in pearl head brooches.

The belief that the Virgin conceived through the ear may

explain the shielding of that orifice with veils and caps

in many early portraits. While the lady in Milan wears a

string of pearls that describes an oval arc on her forehead

(lenza)y the lady in Florence sports a magnificent gold

shoulder brooch consisting of an enameled angel holding

a cluster of diamonds, rubies, and sapphires.37

In a slightly earlier portrait by the Master of the

Castello Nativity in Boston (cat. 5), the lady's hair and ear

are concealed by a tight-fitting cap encrusted with flowers

of seed pearls and gold studs.38 Her head brooch features
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Piero di Cosimo, Testa (Allegorical Head)

of Cleopatra, Musée Condé, Chantilly

(photo: Giraudon / Art Resource, N.Y.)

a magnificent ruby, and her pearl necklace, with its three

superimposed rows, outdoes in opulence the simpler ones

seen in the portraits by Pollaiuolo. Here the artist used

the "ponytail" to full decorative effect by feathering the

escaping blonde lock against a black ground.

The Fantasy Beauty. The features of the nubile adolescents

in these portraits neither could be nor were as highly

differentiated as those of mature men. Yet no matter how

idealized the likenesses, the sitters' profiles are sufficiently

idiosyncratic and—within the range of what was norma-

tive— their coiffures, dress, and jewels are sufficiently

differentiated for them to be recognizable as specific indi-

viduals. The conventions of naturalism of facial lineaments

and somatic decoration that informed mid-century dowry

portraits contrasts with the idealization of two pseudopor-

traits, attributed to Botticelli (cat. 28) and Piero di Cosimo

(fig. 4), respectively, characterized here as erotic fantasies

created to fulfill dreams of nubile glamour and princely

dowries with which no human bride could compete.39

Many images of Mary Magdalen and Venus demon-

strate the erotic connotations of ornate coiffures for the

Renaissance.40 In 1554, for instance, Luigini characterized

hair falling on the shoulders as capellifuori di legge, "unlaw-

ful" or "lawless."41 The profusion of chestnut-golden locks,

whether real or cosmetic—not dissimilar to the hairstyles

of the Three Graces in the Primavera (fig. i)—that cascade

around the bland, generalized features of the larger-than-

life Botticellian "pinup" can be read as suggesting the ulti-

mate in sex appeal for the quattrocento (cat. 28). The image

emphasizes both the erotic potential of hair—especially

that which is alternatively tightly braided and spilling wan-

tonly loose—for the culture, and the extent to which this

source of eroticism was held within decorous bounds in

the dowry portraits just considered.42

Ropes of large pearls silhouette the glamorous head
and punctuate the braids and hairpieces that would have
borne only a tenuous connection to her real hair; a pictorial

fortune in the shape of hundreds of pearls is shown as sewn
diagonally across the side of her head from braid to sup-

porting braid. Two "ponytails" erupt behind her head.43

This paragon of beauty—so much grander in scale than

contemporary likenesses of real women—is crowned by a

head brooch like a large flower with golden petals and huge

pearl stamen to which—the final touch—heron feathers

have been attached.44

Most unusual for fifteenth-century portraiture, her

breasts have been separated and her cleavage emphasized by

the meeting there of pearl-studded braids. Piero di Cosimos

testa ("head," as such images were called in inventories),

on the other hand, wears nothing other than a striped drape

carefully arranged to point up her very lack of covering

(fig. 4).45 The woman can be identified, not, as traditionally,
Simonetta Vespucci, but as Cleopatra by the snake that
alludes to the manner of her death and the two huge pearls
crowning her head brooch that were, according to Pliny,

the largest in history.46

In this erotically charged pseudo-portrait Cleopatra's
ornamented coiffure as much as her nudity openly contra-

venes the conventions of contemporary female portraiture.
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In the late Middle Ages, Cleopatra was renowned for her

lust as well as her beauty and fabulous wealth, and Piero s

image concentrates on the culture's perception of the Egyp-

tian queens dangerous—but exciting—lasciviousness in

an image that subverts the usual chaste significance of pearls.

The intricate pearl-studded braids and the crisscrossing

ropes of pearls, as sensuously intertwined as the serpent

wrapped sinuously around her neck, create a Medusa-like

image of female sexuality that sits at the opposite pole

to the inanimate, decorous profiles and chastely controlled

hair in portraits of newlyweds.47

Profile and Three-Quarter Conventions. The ladies by Lippi

and Pollaiuolo are fashioned pictorially in profile, the for-

mat used for all Italian portraits, male and female, until

around 1470.48 Powerful artistic precedents, deriving from

both late medieval and classical sources, were responsible

for the pose. Kneeling donors in religious paintings were

traditionally seen in profile praying to a centralized, frontal

Virgin or saint, and Roman coins invariably presented

the rulers, whether republican or imperial, in profile. The

weight of tradition of these artistic sources from the worlds

of Christianity and antiquity—the sanction of devotional

imagery combined with the prestige of humanist forms—

was sufficient to establish the profile presentation as the

norm for both men and women in the new artform of in-

dependent portraiture. A further benefit of showing the

female image in profile was the greater visibility of the ela-

borate coiffure and/or jeweled headdress than was possible

in a frontal pose focused on the face. In addition, since

the culture dictated that the lady give the impression that

her body was contained and protected and her limbs con-

trolled, a sideways presentation with arms circumscribed

within the torso silhouette embodied the gendered ideal.49

The profile was, of course, also eminently suited to those
warned against too much eye contact with the men they

encountered.50

With few exceptions, the likenesses portray the
profiled lady facing left.51 In pendant portraits such an

orientation located the lady to the right of the pair—the

position known as the heraldic sinister because it was

on God's left hand. The husband would thus be fittingly

placed on the hierarchically superior heraldic dexter—or

God's right hand (cat. 2 A, B). The profile to the left, as well

as being the woman's usual place in the greater scheme

of things, also revealed her left shoulder. This was the side

on which the shoulder brooch was always placed (cat. 3;

fig. 3), and when, in particularly elaborate sleeves, the em-

broidery was confined to one arm only, it was also always

the left one that was so favored (cat. 3).52 Throughout the

Middle Ages, it was commonplace to discriminate between

the two sides of the body; because the morally superior

right side was understood as guarded by God, the left could

be safely exposed. As a primary location for ornament,

then, left shoulder and sleeve were important visual sites

of meaning in art as in life.53

Elsewhere in Europe, however, the profile was not

the standard format for likenesses. In Flanders, for instance,

portraits by Robert Campin and Jan van Eyck in the 14305

habitually presented both men and women in a three-

quarter pose. Flemish paintings were greatly admired in

Florentine high society—in 1492 as many as forty-two

such works, for instance, hung in Medici properties, mostly

the Medici palace—and members of the Italian mercan-

tile community in Flanders often seized the opportunity

to commission portraits that may have been known back

in Florence from local artists.54 Soon after his marriage at

the age of thirty-eight to the fourteen-year-old Maria Mad-

dalena Baroncelli in 1470, Tommaso Portinari, manager

of the Medici bank in Bruges, commissioned a triptych

from Memling in which the (lost) Virgin and child was

flanked by pendants of the new spouses, hands clasped in

prayer, facing the central image.55 Placed on the heraldic

sinister, Maria Maddalena was portrayed in the height

of Burgundian fashion with hair concealed under a black

headdress (hennin) edged with black velvet and covered
with a gray veil, her velvet bodice trimmed with white
ermine (fig. 5). Encircling her neck is the fabulous collar
of alternating twisted gold chain and enamel roses of rubies,

sapphires, and pearls, bordered with black pearls, that she
would wear again in the triptych commissioned some

ten years later from Hugo van der Goes for the high altar
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Petrus Christus, Young Girl, Staatliche

Museen zu Berlin, Preussischer Kulturbe-

sitz, Gemaldegalerie (photo: Jórg P.
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for S. Egidio in Florence.56 Such spectacular Flemish gold-

smithery must have been famous in Florence as the center-

piece of the counter-donoraS7 Such typically ostentatious

Italian self-presentation contrasts sharply with the more

somber self-images offered by Burgundian aristocrats: the

only major adornment of the fashionably dressed court

lady painted by Van der Weyden around 1460 is the intri-

cate gold buckle on the vermilion silk belt (cat. 13).

Petrus Christus' only surviving female portrait

may have been well known in Florentine patrician circles
as a highly valued Medici possession (fig. 6).58 Whether
or not it was the same work, the "small panel with the head

of a French [Burgundian] lady in oils" by Christus which
Lorenzo de' Medici kept in his study is unlikely to have
been very different from the small likeness, probably de-

picting a member of the Talbot family of England in the

late 14605.59 In Memling's triptych Maria Baroncelli gazes

toward the central panel, and Van der Weyden's lady mod-

estly casts her eyes down, but those of Christus' alert Lo-

lita acknowledge the presence of a viewer in a manner that

must have greatly intrigued its (Italian) beholders, given

that such a pose was virtually unprecedented in Italian

painting at that date.60

Portrait of the Person. In the first half of the 14705, the very

young and very talented Botticelli and Leonardo da Vinci
each painted a female likeness that departed radically from
the prevailing conventions, in that both sitters, emulating
Flemish models, direct their gazes boldly out at their audi-
ence (cats. 25,16). The separation between depicted object
and viewing subject that had been implied by the sideways

pose was at an end. Since it is the eyes, seen from the front,
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that suggest the sitter's nature, the profile view, in which

only one eye, seen moreover from the side, is visible, had

tended to conceal rather than reveal the sitter s humanity.

The pose could be equated to an address to the world in the

third person, a distancing similar to the use of the formal

Italian Lei—presumably an advantage to an ideology of

gender that insisted on the lady's self-control and inaccessi-

bility. The new three-quarter or frontal pose in which the

sitter makes pictorial eye contact with the viewer, on the

other hand, resonates like an address in the more intimate

tuy proposing a relationship that in Renaissance Florence

was only possible between close family members.

What modification of values and self-understanding

underlay this radical shift in format, apart from the influ-

ence of Northern exemplars? The emergence of humanism

in the early Renaissance, placing a new emphasis on man's

place in the universe and the meaning of individual experi-

ence, had clearly promoted the invention and development

of portraiture.61 In addition, however, the humanists, by

fostering human agency and sanctioning subjectivity, can be

said to have further encouraged the kind of personal inter-

action represented by the frontal gaze of the new format.

Remarkably, the assertive frontal pose appeared in portraits

of the culturally passive female sitter at the same time as it

did in those of the culturally aggressive male sitter.

Botticelli had been apprenticed to Filippo Lippi,

whose portraits in the late 14305 and early 14405 also located

the female sitter within a palace interior (cats. 3, 4). Angiola

Sapiti stands in front of a beautifully molded piano nobile

(first floor) window frame giving a bird's-eye view of the

Florentine suburbs. In his next portrait, Lippi simplified the

view of the outside world from townscape to cloud-filled

sky (cat. 4) and eliminated extraneous detail to focus on

the two-toned pietra serena stonework and white intonaco

that make obvious reference to Brunelleschi's contemporary
buildings.62 Lippi's sitters luxuriate in beautifully appoint-
ed palace interiors, specifically identifiable as Florentine.

Lippi's successors greatly simplified his formula,
eliminating not only the setting but also drastically reduc-
ing the amount of the body depicted, including the hands.

Even the number of clouds in the sky was reduced in Pol-

laiuolo's portraits in Milan and Florence (figs. 2, 3), so that

the lady's bejeweled head could be isolated against a more

uniform blue ground. 3 He and other mid-century artists

may have recognized that the elaborate settings provided by

Lippi were unnecessary to—and may even have diminished

from—the central message of the dowry portrait. To con-

vey the essence of wealth and honor, all the artist needed

was the female head and bust on which to drape precious

gems and luxury fabrics. Significantly, fashions emphasized

the upper torso at the expense of the lower body, with shifts

in style focusing on the head, neckline, and sleeves.64 At

mid-century, then, the female portrait can be said to have

been reduced to its "dowry essence."

Such a context renders particularly dramatic Botti-

celli's return not only to his master's use of a complex

architectural backdrop but also the inclusion of the body

to below the waist and an expressive use of hands (cat. 25).

To the left of the lady called Smeralda, a column creates a

loggia or bifurcated window; behind her is another open-

ing to the world outside. 5 Standing as if on an upper-floor

loggia, she appears to look back into her palace through

an open window casement, on which she leans a conspicu-

ous hand. The trompe l'oeil window frame would seem to

articulate the Albertian dictum that a painting was like an

"open window."66 The background window behind Lippi's

Angiola Sapiti (cat. 3) and his Berlin lady (cat. 4) has here

been shifted by Botticelli to the foremost picture plane,

where it coincides with, and defines the margins of, the

scene depicted. Proposed by Alberti as a matrix through

which the viewer could contemplate the historia, Botticelli

here employs the liminal window casement as an opening

from which the female sitter, wedged into place by the

converging lines of quattrocento perspective construction,

can look back from her fictional loggia at the guests in-

side her real palace. Given that the culture explicitly for-
bade the lady from appearing at or near a window, Alberti's
use of the window as metaphor helps to justify Lippi's

pictorial inclusion of this charged motif in these female

likenesses. 7

Nothing could form a greater contrast with the

Euclidean geometry of Smeralda's measured architectural
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spaces than the natural setting in which Ginevra de' Benci,

who married Luigi Niccolini in 1474 at the age of sixteen,

stands (cat. 16). Woman, as microcosm of nature—a theme

reinforced by the small posy of flowers that Ginevra prob-

ably held—is surrounded by motifs from the natural world,

whether the identifying foil of juniper—yet another sym-

bol of chastity—that provides a spiky halo, or the distant

vista of water, trees, and mountains that acts as a metaphor

for the greater macrocosm of the universe.68 The artist's

interest in identifying the lady with nature is reflected by

the unity of the colors she wears, brown and blue, with

those in the landscape.69

Botticelli's pictorial fiction can be said to have been

informed by the reality of the female role in society and the

actual enclosure of women. A profound difference existed

between inside and outside of the house, the public and

private boundaries, for the respectable Renaissance female.

Just as the piazza was the customary forum for the male

oligarchs who ran the city, so the palace was the preferred

domain for their wives and daughters. Only by confining

his womenfolk, indoors, out of sight, could a woman's

father or husband ensure her chastity, the virtue on which

the family's honor depended.70

Leonardo's "portrait in nature," on the other hand,

can be read as constructing another aspect of the reality

of female existence in this period. The woman's role in

society was procreative: to give birth to sons who inherited

the family name and fortune and daughters who allied it

to other lineages. The backdrop of teeming, fertile nature

against which Ginevra is portrayed could have been read

by the contemporary viewer as an embodiment of her fertil-

ity as wife of Luigi Niccolini.71 Leonardo would further

develop this concept of nature as a metaphor for the unity

between the universe and the female generative principle

in his later portrait of Mona Lisa (fig. 13).72

Smeralda greets her interlocutor in an expensive
crimson-dyed cotta covered by a sheer, loose-fitting guar-
nello—a garment apparently only worn within the privacy
of the home.73 She wears no rings and only a modest silver
collar without gems: there was, after all, no need to up-

hold family honor by a display of wealth within the house.

Ginevra's complete lack of jewelry, however, would seem

to subvert the very raison d'être of the female portrait, to

judge by tradition. While rings may have originally adorned

Ginevra's fingers, no gemmed necklace or pendant encircles

her neck. The dress, too, that harmonizes so beautifully

with the landscape is not only devoid of ornamentation

other than minimal gold stitching at the neckline and eye-

lets but is also dyed the cheap brown-red known as mona-

chino, after the color of a monk's robe.74 In a culture in

which the newly married woman's appearance represented
the apex of economic and social honor for her natal and

conjugal families, Ginevra's image presents hers as deprived

of the usual status.

The only other quattrocento image of a woman as

plainly dressed as Ginevra is a portrait from the Botticelli

circle from the 1490$, in which the unadorned lady wears

a plain woolen gamurra of the same homely monachino

hue, an outfit that, by the standards of high fashion, was

only appropriate in the privacy of the home (fig. y).75

Hypothetically, this lady, who wears an everyday dress

without "vanities" and is posed in profile, by then old-

fashioned, may have represented a female image acceptable

to Savonarola, whose sermons, many of which included

vitriolic condemnations of female finery, greatly influenced

Botticelli's work in the 14905.

How to account for the discrepancy between Leo-

nardo's portrait of Ginevra and the dazzling, bejeweled

surfaces and play of color of figured fabrics flaunted in all

earlier portraits—although, if dated to the mid-i47Os, it

figures a sitter who was a newlywed? Should Ginevra's

"impoverished" appearance from the patron's standpoint be

read as primarily a reflection of Leonardo's known prefer-

ence for dark, monochromatic hues?7 Or should this work

be interpreted as reflecting contemporary legislation?77 In

1471/1472 (old style/new style), a few years after Lorenzo
de' Medici became the de facto political leader of Florence
on his father's death, new, draconian sumptuary legislation
was enacted. Addressing the very women who had previ-

ously been exempt from such laws, the new dress code dras-
tically revised what women under thirty were permitted to

wear in public. Reversing earlier rules that allowed brides
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to wear as much jewelry as they pleased, the new laws for-

bade, with the exception of a single brooch and three rings,

all ornaments of gold or silver, jewels, or pearls; cloth dyed

crimson; and furs.78 When fashions changed, and shoulder

brooches were increasingly worn as pendants later in the

century, these too were forbidden.79 The new sumptuary

laws raise the issue of the reflexive relationship between art

and society in the construction of historical meaning: to

what extent was legislation ostensibly effecting actual self-

presentation in the public piazza relevant to posed self-

presentation in constructed works of art that were displayed

in the privacy of the home, and were seen only by family

and friends?80

Adoption of the three-quarter-view convention

also coincided with a major shift in Florentine hairstyle and

headdress that lasted for the rest of the century, as well

as with the new prohibitions against opulent apparel. As

modeled by Smeralda and Ginevra, hair was no longer

restrained by an elaborate net of pearls and veils. Now only

the chignon was covered with a plain white cap while

the hair on either side of a central part was cut short and

crimped into curls that framed the face.

These portraits established the three-quarter view of

female face and body as the Florentine norm. While many

of the likenesses produced by Ghirlandaio's circle in the

1480$ and I49OS depict the young woman very simply—

at bust length against a neutral ground without a setting—

some, such as that of Costanza de' Medici Caetani (c. 1490),

expand the setting and multiply the lady's repertoire of

attributes while at the same time seeming to conform to

the dictates of the sumptuary code (fig. 8).Sl Framed between

two openings of a piano nobile hall, Costanza, uniquely

identified by a prominent inscription, stands at a third

opening that overlooks the viewer's world, into which she

juts an assertive elbow. 2 The parapet that borders the base-
line was a Flemish invention used extensively in Venice
as a liminal device to demarcate the boundary between the

viewers world and the pictorial space. "Feminizing" the
abstract space marker, the artist fashioned Costanza as deli-
cately resting her hands and posy amid the jewels—pen-

dant of gold, gems, and pearls and three rings on a little
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bolster—that she ostentatiously does #0iwear on her per-

son. Even the pendant, on a black silk cord, is hidden,

tucked unseen inside her bodice. The domestication of the

portrait is suggested by the cat in the background and is

confirmed by the highly original addition of five gold pins,

thimble, and threaded needle to Costanza's array of attri-

butes, items often inventoried as part of the bride s trous-

seau. Throughout the early modern period needlework

and sewing, symbols of the domestic life, were considered

synonymous with female virtue.

Two other portraits from the same workshop expand

on the repertoire of female attributes as well as proposing

a different location for their display. In Ghirlandaio's like-

ness of Giovanna degli Albizzi Tornabuoni—her upright

carriage redolent of control and chastity—she wears a

gamurra of crimson brocade and a giornea of opulent cloth

of gold, covered with a rich pendant of sapphires, rubies,

and pearls. 3 Her upper torso is beautifully framed by a

niche that contains another juxtaposed donora or counter-

donora pendant, canted to ensure full view of the large

square-cut ruby surrounded by sapphires and pearls that is

surmounted by a sapphire-encrusted winged dragon (cat.

30). 4The elegant Brunelleschian niche also contains the

coral beads that so often encircle the necks of Ghirlandaio's

sitters and a closed book, probably intended to be read as

religious.85 The donora and/or counter- donora of this sitter,

who died after only two years of marriage, can be read as

enshrined like a pictorial inventory in the niche.

In the case of Mainardi's lady (cat. 31 B), the dis-

play niche, shifted to one side, allows the sitter to flaunt

her trousseau while distancing herself from it: another

eye-catching pendant featuring the virgin huntress Diana

and a shadow-throwing nuptial ring rest on the shelves.86

The lady's modesty is implied by the simple necklace of

blue and ocher crystal beads, her chastity by the transparent
glass water vessel (often used to symbolize the Virgin's
purity), and her domestic virtue by the needle protruding
sharply into space.

Portrait of the Princess. The portraits considered hitherto

depicted women living in the Republic of Florence. Under

what circumstances was the "fair sex" pictured at the ab-

solutist courts of Ferrara, Urbino, and Milan? In general,

female portraiture at court seems to have had the same

postmarital associations as in Florence. Pisanello's portrait

of the fifteen-year-old daughter of márchese Niccolô ni

d'Esté of Ferrara, for instance, probably created to cele-

brate the alliance between Ferrara and Rimini that resulted

in her marriage to Sigismondo Malatesta in 1434, may be

read as an early quattrocento state version of the Floren-

tine dowry likeness (fig. 9). 7

The teenage princess in this earliest Italian surviv-

ing female likeness is identified as Ginevra by the sprig of

juniper embroidered on her left shoulder, and marked

dynastically as an Este by the pearl-embroidered emblem

of an urn containing branches, roots, and anchors on the

left sleeve of her giornea. Emulating the Virgin's enclosed

garden (hortus conclusus), a tapestry of animated leaves,
perfumed blossoms, and fluttering butterflies acts as a foil
for her adolescent features. With carnations as the tradi-
tional flowers of betrothal, columbines symbolizing the
passion of love, and butterflies a metaphor for the human

spirit, few more poetic evocations of love and youth were

created in the entire Italian Renaissance.88
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Pisanello, Ginevra d'Esté, Musée du

Louvre, Paris (photo: Giraudon/Art

Resource, N.Y.)

10

Pi ero délia Francesca, Pendant

Portraits of Federico da Montefettro

and Battísta Sforza, Gallería degli

Uffizi, Florence (photo: Nicolo Orsi

Battaglini/Art Resource, N.Y.)

u

Ambrogio de' Prédis, Blanca Maria

Sforza-Visconti, National Gallery of Art,

Washington, Widener Collection

What was the meaning of the profile for the abso-

lutist rulers of Ferrara and Rimini as distinct from Floren-

tine patricians? Pisanello's introduction into court culture

of humanist-inspired portrait medals emulating Roman

coins profoundly influenced portraiture conventions in

these centers. The profile pose favored by the caesars for

their coinage carried dynastic and political significance

for the condottieri-iptmcts that would have been unimag-

inable to a Florentine citizen, no matter how rich and in-

fluential. The profile embodied connotations of far-flung

empire as well as legitimacy of governance for the ruler

who sought not only to preserve, but also to enlarge, his

state. Given the princely search for political legitimacy

and hunger for land and empire, it is understandable that

territorial rulers—particularly those who, like the Sforza,

were illegitimate usurpers—should have been slow to

accept any other portrait format.89

There were no Italian precedents, iconographie or

formal, for Pisanellos portrait. Although no sumptuary

laws impinged on the life or adornment of the court lady,

ironically Pisanello chose to focus on the grace and tran-

sitory beauty of the fruits of nature as symbols of the teen-

age princess' luminous youth, rather than on Este wealth

or Malatesta honor. Inevitably, perhaps, this artistic exper-

iment had no successors. No fragrant flowers or enticing

butterflies compete for attention with the precious gems

featured in the state portraits of Battista Sforza, coun-

tess of Urbino (fig. 10), or Bianca Maria Sforza of Milan,

consort of the holy roman emperor (fig. n). Instead, each

demonstrates the honor of her respective dynasty and

state through the parade of thousands of ducats' worth of

fabulous jewels.

Painted posthumously, after twelve years of marriage,

Battista Sforza's portrait, datable c. 1473, was based on a

death mask.90 No matter how expensive the crimson-dyed
garb in which her husband, the count of Urbino, presented
himself, only the bejeweled adornment that weighs down
his consort's dead body could, it seems, supply the honorific
statement that he sought with this diptych. Piero's design

principle is based on the circle: the concentric blonde hair

around her ear, the "ponytail" fixed by a circular ruby and
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Leonardo da Vinci, Portrait of Lady

with Ermine, Princes Czartoryski Founda-

tion, Cracow

emerald brooch, the head brooch that forms a miniature

crown looming over the Montefeltro territory, the opulent

gemmed collar bordered by large round pearls, and the

pearl necklace sustaining a circular ruby pendant.

The nuptial carnation tucked into the belt of Bianca

Maria Sforza—who, at twenty-one in 1493, would barely

have been considered nubile—confirms that the work cele-

brates the alliance with which, after forty years of illegiti-

macy, her uncle the duke purchased Sforza investiture of
Milan by marrying her to his overlord, Emperor Maximil-
ian.91 Her enormous dowry amounted to more than one

hundred thousand ducats, of which the donora of jewels and
clothes was valued at seventy thousand ducats.92 The rubies,
turquoise, emeralds, diamonds, and five outsize pearls in
the heraldic device of brush (scopetta)—with which Lodo-

vico, much like our modern politicians, promised to sweep

the peninsula clean of corruption—on her headdress alone

were valued at six hundred ducats.93 Bianca Maria's jeweled

belt (a symbol of chastity), gem-encrusted hair netting,

necklace and pendants, and ropes of black and white pearls

crisscrossing the long queue of hair should be read as pro-

claiming the fabulous wealth of Sforza Milan. As a metaphor

for Milanese purchasing might, this state portrait amounts

to the ultimate "dowry" image.

Leonardo's second extant female likeness, painted

c. 1490 at this same court, depicted an individual of less

exalted rank than the duke of Milan's niece: his mistress

(fig. 12).94 Cecilia Gallerani's lack of political standing must

have been a crucial factor in allowing the artist to experi-

ment with the role of the body in portraiture. Certainly her

lesser status released him from the necessity of following

the rigid conventions of state portraiture.

Hitherto, female hands, when shown, had incon-

spicuously clasped the fabric of skirt (Angiola) or handker-

chief (Smeralda), or been placed decorously on heart or

womb (Angiola and Smeralda) (cats. 3, 25).95 Never before

Leonardo's portrait had the female hand been given such

importance. Where Flemish artists often enlarged the head,

Leonardo expanded the lady's hand. Suspended on display,

it was given the ostensible function of caressing an allegorical

animal that is also represented as larger than life. The por-

trait of the living ermine, whose fur was much sought after,

served a threefold purpose: its designation in Greek, galee,

was a pun on the sitter's family name; it was a well-known

symbol of purity because it was believed too fastidious to soil

itself; and it was a heraldic emblem of the duke of Milan.

Leonardo moved beyond the static three-quarter

view of Ginevra de' Benci that conveyed the social ideal of

the female body as upright and contained by experiment-

ing with the daring concept of that same body as flexible
and mobile.96 Cecilia is fashioned as spiraling gracefully
in contrapposto from left to right, toward the light, to greet
a visitor who approaches from the right outside the con-
fines of the painting. We are probably meant to read the
visitor as her Sforza lover, whose body she already symboli-

cally cradles in her arms. This flexed pose, unprecedented
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in European painting, locates her head on a different axis

from that of her body and adds a narrative component to

the hitherto iconic portrait.

No animal—here marker for both sitter and

patron—had previously shared the portrait limelight, and

few can have since been put to better artistic use. While

concealing the lady's heart, and its sentiments for her ducal

lover, the ermine, its own paw lifted in greeting, is in turn

protected by his lover, whose sensitive, attenuated fingers

endow the sense of touch with new significance.97 The ner-

vous charm, as well as the physical torsion, of beauty and

beast can be seen as having been assimilated the one to

the other.98

The Lady Enthroned. Leonardos likeness of Ginevra and

several other portraits had sited the sitter against a distant

landscape without a transition between the two spaces

(cats. 16; fig. 10)." In his portrait of Mona Lisa (c. 1503-

1506)—probably a depiction of twenty-four-year-old Lisa

Gherardini, wife of Francesco del Giocondo—Leonardo

rationalized this relationship, and separated Lisa from the

landscape, by locating her in a narrow loggia in front of a

low wall—a parapet behindthe figure, as it were—that

sustains the bases and shafts of two colonnettes (fig. 13).

The concept of sitter placed high in a loggia overlooking a

landscape derives from either a Flemish example, such

as Memling's portrait of Benedetto Portinari (1487), well

known in Florence, or an Italian imitation, such as Mai-

nardi's pendant portraits (cats. 3iA, B).IO° Lisa is portrayed

as locked into place between the loggia wall and the barrier

of the arm of her chair as firmly as Smeralda had been by

the perspective construction of her palace loggia (cat. 25).

How else does the portrait differ from earlier in-

stances? Probably for the first time Leonardo rendered

the seated pose explicit. Rejecting the parapet as a way of
bringing the portrait to a halt at its lower margin (as Ghir-

landaio did in cat. 29), Leonardo combined the source
of support for Lisas body with that for her hands and arms,
by locating the arm of her chair parallel to the picture

plane.101 Whereas Smeralda stands frontally before the

viewer, Lisas mobile body emulates Cecilia's spiraling per-

formance, whereby her lower body in profile shifts to a

frontal view of her face. Just as Cecilia swiveled toward her

lover, so Lisa turns in her loggia to greet the visitor approach-

ing her, ostensibly from the palace within.

Lisa's portrait is a synthesis of twenty-five years of

research, and the pose of her hands is so deceptively sim-

ple that the originality of Leonardo's solution may not be

immediately apparent. Here the artist brought Cecilia's

ermine-sustaining hands together, not tightly clasped as in

so many Netherlandish likenesses (cat. 13), but relaxed on

the arm of the chair, one resting on the wrist of the other.102

The hands and, especially, the arms bring the painting to

a halt, provide a monumentalizing base for the bust, and

form a discrete barrier that, like the old parapet, keeps the

viewer at a safe distance.

In Mediterranean cultures the image of the figure

is valued over that of nature, and the sitter's head in these

early Italian works invariably dominates over the image

of land (fig. 10; cat. 29). In Lisa's case, however, the hori-

zon line is placed not at the level of her neck but at that

of her eyes, so that her figure is linked structurally to the

universe enveloped in mist behind her. As a result, the

distinction between woman and nature is blurred so that

she seems to personify the mysterious forces embodied in

the mystical vision of untamed nature behind her—one

that belongs to a different order of reality from the domes-

ticated landscape that serves as a backdrop for Ginevra

de' Benci.103

Displayed as a beautiful work of nature, Lisa's soft,

supple hands—seen from above, not foreshortened, as in

Rogier van der Weyden's portrait (cat. 13)—create a mood

of tranquillity and serenity.104 The relaxation of the hands

reinforces the relaxation of the facial muscles above them

that is responsible for the transitory expression of friendship

and amiability that lightens her face, an intimation of
pleasure at the viewer's arrival that was adumbrated in Bot-
ticelli's portrait of Smeralda (cat. 25).IC>5 Thirty years after
Ginevra de' Benci's gaze of indifference, Leonardo introduces
the illusion of emotional warmth to the female portrait.10

Two striking anomalies in Lisa's self-presentation

were already present in Leonardo's recent portrait cartoon
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Leonardo da Vinci, Lisa Gherardini,

Wife of Francesco del Giocondo, Musée

du Louvre, Paris (photo: Lewandowski /

LeMage, Réunion des Musées Nationaux/

Art Resource, N.Y.)

14
Raphael, Lady Holding a Unicorn,

Museo Gallería di Villa Borghese, Rome

(photo: Alinari/Art Resource, N.Y.)

15

Raphael, Pendant Portrait ofMadda-

lena Strozzi, Wife of Angelo Doni,

Gallería Palatina, Palazzo Pitti, Florence

(photo: Alinari/Art Resource, N.Y.)
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for Isabella d'Esté, marchesa of Mantua, in 1499-1500:

the loose hair that tumbles indecorously down on her

shoulders and the absence of jewelry.107 As noted earlier,

only unmarried virgins wore their hair loose; wives were

expected to conceal this marker of sexuality as a matter

of decorum.108 The exception to this rule, however, were

Northern queens, who are thought to have worn their hair

loose as a sign of regality, if only on the most formal occa-

sions, and the marchesa of Man tuas conspicuously loose

locks can be interpreted as an attempt to appropriate an

ideal of regal comportment and monarchical glamour.109

Such an interpretation is obviously irrelevant to a portrait

of a private citizen who was merely the wife of a minor

Florentine merchant. Given that loose hair implied loose

morals, one wonders how Lisas unconventional—-indeed

unique—hairstyle could have been read by contemporaries

as other than a somewhat negative comment on her virtue,

despite the transparent veil that sits lightly on her head.

It is highly unlikely that Isabella d'Esté, whose gold

medal by Giancristoforo Romano is unclassically embellish-

ed with diamonds and who was in any case unconstrained

by sumptuary laws, would have accepted any finished por-

trait that denuded her of her birthright of gemmed glory

and honor. In Lisa's portrait the usual ornamentation is

restricted to minimal gold stitching on the neckline of her

dark green velvet gamurra.110 Although she came from a

family with only a modest income, and her small dowry of

170 florins may have included few jewels, it seems incon-

ceivable that any husband active, like Francesco del Gio-

condo, in the marketplace would have concurred with this

suppression of all markers of rank.111

Although profoundly influenced by some of Leo-

nardo's portrait innovations, the young Raphael nonetheless

rejected others. His Lady Holding a Unicorn (fig. 14) com-
bines elements from Leonardo's portraits of Lisa—wall and
colonnettes of loggia that here overlook a Flemish-inspired
landscape—and of Cecilia—the allegorical animal that

here nestles in the sitter's virginal lap—but without the
spiraling pose or mobility of either lady or beast.112 Leo-

nardo's newfound flexed body remained without pictorial

successors as did the artifice of pleasure in communication.

Offering a more passive construction of gender, Raphael

domesticated the older artist's inventions, rendering them

either more explicit (the architectural setting) or less in-

tensely personal (the landscape), and restoring the domi-

nant proportional relationship established earlier between

figure and nature, whereby the head is once again silhou-

etted against the sky.113

In Raphael's diptych of the Doni couple, the sump-

tuous textures and coloristic ostentation of Maddalena

Strozzi's orange-red watered-silk bodice and skirt, deep blue

damask sleeves, gold buttons, and chain belt signal a rever-

sion to the portrait's quattrocento function as a perform-

ance of high fashion that demonstrates economic honor

(fig. 15).II4 Raphael used Leonardo's motif of crossed hands

on the arm of the chair less as an artifice of relaxation

and tranquillity than to display Maddalena's nuptial rings,

linked by the double row of gold buttons to the nuptial

pendant of sapphire, ruby, and unicorn-set emerald that

sustain the very large shadow-casting pearl.115

This work is exactly contemporary with Leonardo's

Mona Lisa, but there is nothing enigmatic about Madda-

lena's stolid self-presentation to the world. If Leonardo drew

the female portrait in the direction of fantasy and poetry,

the young Raphael pulled it firmly back in that of realism

and prose. The central role that naturalism played in

Raphael's aesthetic—his interest in the specifics of Madda-

lena's somatic adornment and lineaments—underline his

different understanding of the role of the portrait. Raphael

returned the artform to Alberti's conception of it as a sign

of the sitter's role in society, in which identity was political-

ly and, in the case of women, socially determined.116 Unlike

Leonardo's female portraits, Raphael's function as signs of

the lady's position in society.

As Mona Lisa's image is as shorn as Ginevra de'

Benci's of the prestige pertaining to the display of material

wealth that is so evident in Maddalena Strozzi's, we may
speculate that Leonardo was able to impose this unadorned
state on his sitters, just as he was apparently able to impose
his preference for dark, monochromatic color schemes on

their wardrobes in a culture that favored bright colors.117

Thus, while the role of the sumptuary laws in women's lives

can speculatively be seen as reflected, on some level, in

the female portraits by the Ghirlandaio circle in the 14805
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Giulio Romano and Raphael, Dona

Isabel de Requesens i Enriquez de Cardona-

Anglesola, Musée du Louvre, Paris

(photo: Hervé Lewandowski, Réunion des

Musées Nationaux/Art Resource, N.Y.)

and 14905 (fig. 8; cats. 30, 316), the primary concerns in

Leonardo's likenesses, including that of Ginevra de' Benci,

appear to be aesthetic. Anticipating the later cinquecento,

his works would seem to embody the artist's rather than

the patron's interests. Why Leonardo never delivered his

anomalous portrait of Mona Lisa to Francesco del Giocon-

do is unknown, but comparison with other, contemporary

likenesses reveals a number of elements that may have

made the patron reluctant to accept it.

The Lady Eroticized. A new chapter in the history of Italian

female imagery is signaled by Giulio Romano's monu-

mental likeness of the vicereine of Naples (fig. i6).n8 It was

commissioned not by the sitter, her spouse, or her natal or

conjugal families, but by a prince of the church as a diplo-

matic gift for a king who collected images of female beauty

designed for his delectation. Cardinal Bibbiena, personal

friend and counselor to Pope Leo x, asked Raphael to paint

a portrait for King Francis i of the princess who, despite

nine years of marriage and two pregnancies, was still re-

puted for her beauty. The famous but overburdened artist

sent the nineteen-year-old Giulio to Naples in his stead.119

Giulio fashioned the twenty-year-old Dona Isabel de Reque-

sens (formerly identified as Joanna of Aragon) as majesti-

cally enthroned, facing left, in a splendidly appointed archi-

tectural interior. In the upper half of the composition, her

head is balanced by an opening to a loggia overlooking a

lush pleasure garden. Porphyry columns with gold capitals

sustain a vault with quotations from the classical love story

painted by Raphael in the actual Loggia di Psiche of banker

Agostino Chigi's contemporary Villa Farnesina in Rome.

The motifs quoted show a nude Venus pointing out Psyche

to Amor, and the nude lovers, Amor and Psyche, lying

side by side at their nuptial banquet.
Isabel's slender body seems lost within the many

braccia of deep red velvet, the color of love for Petrarch and
of amoroso placeré (pleasures of love) for Dolce.120 Her gold-

embroidered white camicia billows sensuously through
the slits and ample openings of the huge, gold-lined sleeves,
from which two languorous hands emerge. A marten fur

lies suggestively over one shoulder, and a red velvet hat,

its halo-simulating brim bearing precious jewels, crowns

her long, golden tresses, that otherwise float regally—

and erotically—loose.

Quoting from one of Michelangelo's ignudion

the Sistine Ceiling, one mannered hand is self-consciously

exhibited against the velvet setting of her skirt, while the

fingertips of the other toy lightly with the fur on her shoul-

der. Hitherto female hands and arms, decorously placed

together, formed a visual barrier between the female object

and the male subject/viewer.121 Isabel's widely separated

arms, on the contrary, expose her torso, rendering it vulner-

able. Furthermore, for the first time in Central Italian por-

traiture, the female body is extended below the knees; here

the pose of Isabel's legs reflects that of her arms. The knees

are unmistakably spread apart, separated by a deep, wide

trough of red velvet.

The prominent blue sleeves that frame Maddalena

Strozzi's person elegantly terminate that composition at

its lower margin (fig. I5).122 Like Mona Lisa, Maddalena

is pictorially anchored in space, close to the viewer yet

inaccessible. Interrupted at her religious devotions by the

viewer's arrival, the handsome young matron in a likeness

attributed to Bugiardini shields her body with a prayer

book (cat. 30A).I23This demarcation between (female) sitter

and (male) viewer is eliminated in Giulio's composition.

Isabel's left hand on her knee stresses the ambiguity of the

liminal area between the world of the painting and the

world of the viewer, by drawing attention to the lower mar-

gin's incapacity to either contain the represented sitter or

to bring the image to a halt. The absoluteness of the picture

surface as an imaginary boundary between the two worlds

is called into question; the regal connoisseur is invited

to take that one step past the liminal threshold that will en-

able him to place his own hand beside hers on the velvet-

encased knee.
Fashioned to undergo royal scrutiny, the poised

protagonist is shown returning her collector's gaze—the only
part of Giulio's design that Raphael, fully cognizant of
the comparisons that would be made to Leonardo's portrait
of Mona Lisa, already in the French king's collection, found

necessary to rework himself.124 Giulio can be said to have
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provided Francis i with a female pictorial presence that

was at once regal and erotic, decorous yet exposed. The

artist created a seductive object of desire in the very process

of producing another object of desire—any painting by

Raphael. The contemporary viewer cannot have failed to

recognize the pictorial eroticization of this princess—whose

real virtue was surely never in question—conveyed by the

placement of arms and legs, gestures taken from a well-

known (nude) (male) (athlete), and by the quotations from

Raphaels erotically imbued retelling of the Ovidian love

story of Amor and Psyche in the loggia, the site in which

so many of the sitter's painted predecessors had been posi-

tioned. This high-born lady is given as eroticized a pre-

sentation as that of the anonymous beauties in the pseudo-

portraits attributed to Botticelli and Fiero di Cosimo

(cat. 28; fig. 4). Of the two qualities required of the pic-

tured Renaissance lady, the rhetoric of beauty, it seems,

has overtaken the rhetoric of virtue.

Patronage and Original Location. The evidence provided

by those few identifiable female likenesses points to the

postnuptial years as the moment of commission, and hence
to the sitters husband rather than father as the typical
commissioning agent. The identified portraits of the Floren-
tines Angiola Sapiti, Maria Baroncelli, Ginevra de' Benci,
Costanza de' Medici, Giovanna degli Albizzi, Lisa Gher-
ardini, and Maddalena Strozzi, it has been argued, were all

painted after the nuptial vows were taken (cats. 3,16, 30;

figs. 5, 8,13,15). In addition, the images of Angiola Sapiti,

Maria Baroncelli, and Maddalena Strozzi present them in

the company of their husbands, that is as wives (cat. 3; figs.

5,15). The state images of Ginevra d'Esté and Bianca Maria

Sforza celebrate their respective marriage alliances, although

the latter was probably commissioned prior to the actual

wedding (figs. 9, n). Only the portrait cartoon of the mar-

chesa of Mantua can be said both to lack any nuptial asso-

ciation whatsoever (Isabella d'Esté married Francesco Gon-

zaga in 1490) and to have been commissioned by its female

sitter, empowered by her position as ruling consort. As

we have just seen, the image of the beautiful Dona Isabel

falls outside these generalizations.

Ghirlandaio's Giovanna degli Albizzi is the only

surviving identifiable female portrait of the quattrocento

whose original location is known. In 1498, ten years after

Giovanna's death, her image was hanging in the chamera

delpalcho d'oro in the Palazzo Tornabuoni, one of a suite

of rooms belonging to her husband Lorenzo.125 While there

is no way of calculating the proportional relation of sur-

viving portraits to those created in the period, portraits

were rarely recorded in inventories.126 Those that were in-

variably hung in the camera or anticamera along with the

other portable furniture and paintings, such as the daybed

(lettuccio) with painted spalliera, great chests (cassoni), birth

plates (deschi da parto), and religious tondi of the Virgin

and child or Crucifixion.127 Raphael's portraits of the Doni

couple, for instance, may have hung in their palace in the

same camera as Michelangelo's tondo of the Holy Family.128

As the engendering and symbolic center of the household,

the camera that held the marriage bed was decorated as

the richest room in the house and the place where guests

were received.129 Thus the audience addressed by portable,

independent portraits, male and female, were the sitters'

families, friends, and peers.
Many of the portraits on a smaller scale than Ghir-

landaio's Giovanna degli Albizzi were probably never hung
on the wall but kept wrapped inside a chest or studiolo
cupboard along with such precious objects as medals, gems,

and antiquities; this was almost certainly the case for most

portraits with painted reverses.130
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Piero délia Francesca, Triumphal Pro-

cessions of Federico da Montefeltro and

Battista Sforza, details of the reverses

of fig. 10, Gallería degli Uffizi, Florence

(photo: Alinari/Art Resource, N.Y.)TTh

The Portrait Reverse and Cover. The portrait reverse origi-

nated in the two-sided bronze medal, the humanist art

form that was virtually reinvented by Pisanello in Ferrara

in the 14305.131 The medal reverse provided an equivalent

space on which to expand the portrait on the obverse, by

further image or inscription. In the case of (the relatively

few) female subjects, the reverse imagery tends to focus

on the familiar themes of beauty or virtue. The reverse of

Pisanello's beautiful medal of Cecilia Gonzaga, the first to

be devoted to a woman, shows a personification of Chas-

tity seated beneath Dianas sickle moon with a unicorn,

the mythical beast that could only be caught by a virgin;

the imagery would be echoed in Raphael's portrait sixty

years later (figs. 14, 17). Emulating Botticelli's Primavera

(fig. i), the reverse of Giovanna degli Albizzi's medal, on

the other hand, focuses on that lady's charms by depicting

Venus' attendants, the Three Graces; significantly, how-

ever, the inscription above them reads CHASTITY as well

as BEAUTY and LOVE (cat. n).132

Several of the portraits considered include elements

that could have been appropriately located on the paint-

ing's reverse: the inscription identifying Costanza de' Medici

(fig. 8), for instance, or the aphorism affixed to the niche

that frames Giovanna degli Albizzi's posthumous image

(cat. 30).I33 The heraldic devices of Este urn and Sforza

brush that identify Ginevra d'Esté and Bianca Maria Sforza

(figs. 9, n) could have been translated into reverses as

elegant as that commenting on Ginevra de' Benci's virtue,

where the laurel and palm combined with motto, placed

against a simulated porphyry ground that no doubt symbol-

ized the "stony obduracy of her chastity," were standard

motifs (cat. i6).134

The best known portrait reverses of the century

depict allegorical scenes of the count and countess of

Urbino in triumphal processions (fig. 17).I35 Battista is

constructed on a float pulled by the unicorns of Chastity,

in the company of Faith, Hope, and Charity, the last-

named honoring the duchess through her black dress

of mourning and the self-sacrificing pelican, which was

supposed to feed its chicks with its own blood, in her lap.

(Similarly, Ginevra d'Este's color scheme—cream giornea,

pink sleeves, and olive belt—also proclaimed her piety

by evoking the colors of the theological virtues [fig. 9].)

Whereas a book carried by a secular male sitter in a por-

trait is seldom interpreted as religious, those in female

likenesses are usually read as signifying faith and its obser-
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Lorenzo Lotto, Portrait Cover: Allegory

of Chastity, National Gallery of Art,

Washington, Samuel H. Kress Collection

vanee. The small scale of the deceased Battista's volume sug-

gests a book of hours, similar to the one that, clearly identi-

fied by Christ's monogram on its cover, is consulted by the

pious lady in Bugiardini's portrait (cat. 36A).

The Urbinate Raphael must have recalled the count's

diptych when he came to develop the historiated reverses

for the Doni pendant portraits, although the scenes were

painted by another artist. The overt theme of fertility is

unique for a portrait reverse and the choice of iconography

—a fecundity myth recounted by Ovid—abstruse.136

Behind Angelo's portrait, Jupiter and other Olympians

hover above a classical version of the biblical deluge. Behind

Maddalena's likeness, the two survivors, Deucalion, Pro-

metheus' son, and Pyrrha, give life to a new human race

under the aegis of the earth goddess Themis; eschewing the

usual time-honored method of procreation, they throw

stones over their shoulders, producing a pile of women on

one side and men on the other. Maddalena, who had mar-

ried in 1504, may have had a series of miscarriages; in any

event the couple remained childless until the birth of Maria

in September 1507. The diptych, probably painted before

Maria's arrival, may date from early 1507.137

The custom of using a painting as a protective cover

for a portrait derives from Northern Europe and seems

to have been developed in Venice by Jacometto Veneziano

as heir to, or alternative for, the painted reverse.138 Lorenzo

Lotto's allegory of chastity (fig. 18), believed to have been

the cover for a bust-length portrait of a woman, forcefully

articulates the culture's fixation on female sexual purity.

A clear distinction is made between vice—a dark-skinned

naked satyress straddling a tree while ogling a wine-guzz-

ling satyr—and virtue—a blonde maiden swathed from

neck to ankle in white and gold, whose averted gaze

would seem to deny the very existence of female lust.139

Conclusion. One portrait cover is tellingly inscribed
s VA cviQVE P E R S O N A , "to each his own mask or role"

(cat. 36 B). The mask, persona, that signified the role or
character type of the actor in Greek drama was ever

present in Renaissance imaging. How was the role or per-

sona of woman—as represented by the upper-crust lady

and as constructed here—fashioned pictorially in the first

century of early modern portraiture?

On an iconographie level, the symbolism of chastity

prevailed through much of the period, whether taken from

the world of religion—transparent glass vessels, enclosed

gardens, impregnable architectural interiors—or the world

of allegory and myth—the unicorn's phallic symbol that

could (ironically) only be tamed by a virgin, or the special

properties attributed to particular gems. Nonetheless, on a

formal level, the female pictured presence evolved at breath-

taking speed in this period of artistic revolution: from the

Pollaiuolesque inanimate clotheshorse of material glitter to

the Leonardesque vision of a mobile, responsive human being

—involving the subject's emotional as well as physical pres-

ence—to the Giuliesque eroticization of even a regal sitter.

What role can the female sitter be said to have

played in the first century of her portraiture? Is Castiglione's

metaphor of the aristocratic sitter as a self-conscious per-

former undertaking a carefully rehearsed performance as

relevant to the female image as it seems to be to the male?

How much power ¿//¿/the female sitter have to fashion

the self in the mirror of her likeness? Recently, scholarship

has directed attention away from the style and performance

of the painter to the style and performance of the sitter

as participant in the act of portrayal.140 This emphasis on

the importance of the sitter's performance for the outcome

of the portrait fails, however, to consider adequately ques-

tions of empowerment in relation to gender difference.

Renaissance women, I would argue, were no more empow-

ered in art than in life. Rather than mediating the women's

life experiences, their portraits usually embody the Renais-

sance social construct of the patrician female ideal. Cer-

tainly, the mediating artist's power to position his (female)

sitter to his own ends is proven by the vastly differing,

although contemporary, constructions of Lisa Gherardini

by Leonardo and Maddalena Strozzi by Raphael—not to
mention Giulio's later image of the vicereine of Naples.

Isabella d'Esté is perhaps the exception who proves the rule:
the only female sitter with both the power and the knowl-
edge to effect the artistic outcome—ironically, seldom

to her satisfaction.141
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1

Antonio del Pollaiuolo, Profile Portrait

of a Young Woman, Staatliche Museen

zu Berlin, Preussischer Kulturbesitz,

Gemaldegalerie (photo: Jorg P. Anders)

2

Agnolo or Donnino del Mazziere,

Portrait of a Young Woman, Staatliche

Museen zu Berlin, Preussischer

Kulturbesitz, Gemaldegalerie

In her portrait (cat. 16) by Leonardo da Vinci, Ginevra

de' Benci is depicted in a plain, everyday dress, called a

gamurra. This type of garment conveyed modesty, an im-

portant virtue for a fifteenth-century woman to possess.

Even its color, cinnamon, denotes demureness, but that

impression is offset by closer analysis of other details. The

cloth, for example, a rich light wool, molds to her body

without constraint. A silk coverciere? the neckline and

shoulder covering prescribed by the sumptuary law of 1464,

is fastened with a small gold button or pin and veils her

décolletage. Necklines, as mandated by law, could be no

lower than V\6 of a "braccio," or about 3.3 centimeters,

from the base of the neck, and the coverciere had to be of

a plain-weave silk, linen, or wool without embroidery or

decoration. Ginevra's covering is too fine and transparent

to conceal her skin as required, but the use of such sheer

fabric rather than one more opaque seems typical of the

period (see cats. 25, 29).2 Leonardo paints every detail

of the dress with accuracy, and his choice of muted colors

conveys a subtle elegance that emphasizes quality of

material over ostentation.

Florence was one of the most important centers

for the production of wool clothing, while the most beau-

tiful silk veils, so frequently painted by Florentine artists,

were a specialty of Bolognese weavers, who could very

well have produced Ginevra's. At the time the portrait was

painted, the art of silk veil weaving was new to the city.

Cosimo Dini and his workshop, which employed at least

thirty female weavers, had practiced the skill exclusively
since 1476. He had brought this technique to Florence from

Bologna, where he had learned the secrets of the trade,3

but the production could not have been great enough to

satisfy the enormous demand for thin silk veils on the

fashionable Florentine market.

Like Ginevra, many other contemporary Florentine
women were depicted wearing a gamurra. In public, such

a garment would have been worn with an overdress, either

a giornea or a cioppa. The gamurra generally laced up the
bodice4 in a manner called accordellata and could be simple
or elaborate according to the occasion.5 The red gamurra
in the Portrait of a Lady attributed to Ghirlandaio (cat. 29)

perfectly synthesizes the garment's tailoring: squared

neckline, central opening closed with lacing, straight cut,

slightly raised waistline, and a gathered skirt. A belt em-

phasizes the joining of the skirt to the bodice. The bodice

opening might be purely decorative, ending in a point

at the waist, or functional, if placed on the sides and con-

tinued on the skirt, as illustrated in many images.6

A variety of sleeve shapes and their tailoring details

may also be observed in portraits of Florentine women.
The more important the dress, the more decorative the

sleeves. Sleeves could be partly (cat. 30) or completely sewn
to the bodice (fig. i), or detachable as depicted in the
Young Woman by Agnolo or Donnino del Mazziere (fig. 2).

There the sleeves are fastened to the bodice with ties end-
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ing in silver aglets, which pass through three metal, perhaps

silver, eyelets per sleeve. Detachable sleeves were useful

not only to ease arm movements, but also to modify and

enhance the dress. Sleeves could be cut in one or two pieces,

with decorative slits, either completely or partially at the

elbow, down the length of the arm (cats. 29, 30), or just

below the elbow to the wrist (cat. 25). The slits were gener-

ally secured with lacing but loops and buttons were also

used,7 adding to the ornamentation. Close-fitting sleeves

with decorative slits were typical during the second half

of the century. Prior to that, sleeves were more commonly

cut in two, with the upper part gathered and the lower part

fitted from the elbow to the wrist, similar to those of the

dress worn by the Scolari bride in the painting by Filippo

Lippi (cat. 3).

Between the sleeves and bodice, at the neckline

and under the lacing, the shirt—always white and often

enriched with fine lace or embroidery—was visible. Paint-

ers often dwelled on the rendering of refined shirt borders

(fig. 3; cats. 4, 25, 28). The lightest and best quality shirts

were of linen from Cambrai, Reims, or Holland, and con-

stituted an important part of a bride's dowry. From the

fifteenth century onward shirts are described in the con-

temporary documents as decorated ad reticellas, that is, with

drawn threadwork, and were sometimes embroidered in

gold or black and red silk.8 The commissioning and metic-

ulous care of shirts, as of all the personal and domestic

linens, were among the principal occupations of the mater

familias, as the letters from Alessandra Strozzi to her

children clearly tell us.9 A beautiful shirt, like those seen

in fifteenth-century Florentine portraits, indicated the

wearer's role as a perfect housekeeper.

Similar to the long shirts are the white linen dresses

that Sandro Botticelli and his followers so often painted on

their allegorical or mythological female figures.10 Though

the painter must have partially invented aspects of the dress,

the accuracy with which the tailoring construction and

details are depicted indicates that they must have derived

from real apparel (cat. 28). The trimmings are woven in

silver thread with a clear and identifiable pattern, and the

delicate needlework at the neckline, described with the

same accuracy as the shirt's lace, is immediately recogniza-

ble. The rich garment, actually an overdress, is worn atop

a fine red embroidered silk gown, which is over an exqui-

site white shirt. The "five linen shirts, or rather dresses

embroidered in gold" registered among objects confiscated

from the Medici in 1497" were perhaps garments of this

kind, or at least indicate that they did exist at that time.

There can be no doubt about the authenticity of the

transparent garment worn over a red silk gown trimmed

in gold in Woman at a Window, also by Botticelli (cat. 25).

A similar garment must have been the " cioppa di mosca-

voliere with the sleeves embroidered with gold thread"12

listed with the precious articles among the gifts to Nannina

de' Medici, betrothed to Bernardo Rucellai in 1461. The

moscavoliere was probably a very light veil, more commonly

used around beds for protection from mosquitoes and flies.

Smeralda's cioppa was clearly made from a very light silk veil

of this kind. A silk even more sheer covers her décolletage,

similar to the coverciere worn by Ginevra. Following a prac-

tice diffused in Florence in this period,13 which spread in

the following centuries, she is holding in one hand a pre-

cious handkerchief, probably of fine muslin with a thin

gold trim. Nannina de' Medici also received a linen hand-

kerchief refined with gold and another with pearls and silver

among her wedding gifts.
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3
Alessio Baldovinetti, Portrait of a Lady in

Yellow (detail), National Gallery, London

The cioppa could be substituted by the giornea, both

being overdresses worn for formal occasions and to pro-

menade. The giornea was sleeveless and opened at the sides,

as seen in Andrea del Verrocchio's marble bust of a young

woman (cat. 23) and Domenico Ghirlandaio's portrait of

Giovanna Tornabuoni (cat. 30)—and therefore more

appropriate for summer. The cioppds sleeves, on the other

hand, were ample and ornamental and the most important

part of the garment. It could be made of fine wool cloth,

the best being dyed in red (cat. 3), but also of splendid silk

velvet, and fur-lined for winter wear. The cioppa worn by

the lady in the portrait by Filippo Lippi (cat. 4) is in pale

green wool, the richness of which is suggested by the quan-

tity of cloth needed to construct it. A series of deep pleats,

starting at mid-breast and completely surrounding the

chest, are pulled into the waist by a white belt of a soft and

pliable material that curves to the waistline. The same type

of pleating and belting is visible on the red cioppa worn

by the Scolari bride (cat. 3). The sleeves of the green cioppa

widen at the cuffs to reveal the sleeve of the matching

gamurra, under which the shirt, decorated in needlework,

can be seen. The neckline is trimmed with white fur

(lattizi), which was most likely repeated at the lower hem.

The tailoring of the cioppe these two ladies wear seems

to be almost the same with the exception of the sleeves.

Those of the Scolari bride are far more important and rich,

with their "goiter" shape (agozzo) and lavish embroidery

spelling out "LEALTA" (loyalty) in precious metal.14 The

bizarre outer sleeve opening, lined with white fur, as was

probably the entire garment, exposes the opulence of the

gamurra, cut in one of the most precious velvets produced

in Florence. The velvet seems to be a pile on pile with

brocaded design and alluciolato effects, a technique limited

to only a few weavers who could produce no more than

about sixty meters a year.15 This ensemble is clearly bridal
attire, for which the groom spent a true fortune.

From the family logbooks (libri di ricordanze) held
by the Florentine paterfamilias, we know how large an

investment was made to create garments similar to the ones
depicted in the Lippi portrait. The lengthy story of the

cioppa that Francesco Castellani made for his second bride,

Lena Alamanni, is significant in this respect.16 The dress

was a "family project" involving all the husband's relatives

and friends in choosing not only the cloth (a magnificent

pile-on-pile velvet in kermes red) but also the design of

the embroidery, which was to further embellish it. The hus-

band chose the motif that would richly decorate the shoul-

ders and sleeves: a sun with long rays and an eagle that flew

toward it signifying the rebirth of the bird as well as him-

self. Every detail was discussed with the artisans. He bought

gold and the pearls necessary for the embroidery, keeping

a careful account of all the money spent in his logbook.17

It was the groom's task to dress the bride in a fashion

appropriate to his social status. Sometimes the expenses

made to dress the wife corresponded to as much as fifty per-

cent of her dowry18 and covered the manufacture of the

dress and the overdress (a gamurra or cotta and a cioppa or

giornea], as well as the purchase of precious textiles; materi-

als such as pearls, gold, and threads for the decoration; and

the services of the tailor and embroiderer. To these costs was

added that of suitable jewelry, sometimes numerous rings

with precious gems tones, two brooches—one for the head,

one for the shoulder—and a necklace, often with a pen-

dant. The apparel of the bride must have been completed

with a large number of pearls and sometimes gold decora-

tion worn on her head in a variety of headdresses (cats. 3, 4,

5), with such imaginative names as "garland" (grillanda), "sad-

dle" (sella)y "beehive" (vespaio), or "cap" (cappuccio).

In letters to her son in Naples, in 1447, Alessandra

Strozzi described the upcoming wedding of her daughter

Caterina. She stated that the groom had spent four hundred

florins for her headdress alone, a garland of peacock feathers

and pearls. He then ordered a cotta in kermes-dyed figured

velvet, and a cioppa with large sleeves lined with marten,

all embroidered in pearls.19 Referring to wedding gifts, the
mother noted in another letter: " . . . when the young bride
goes out she wears the value of her entire dowry in silks

and jewels."20

The Scolari bride wears not a garland, but rather a

sella alla fiamminga, a headdress in fashion from the second
quarter of the fifteenth century until the 14705.2I Her sella

is on a cappuccio trimmed with pearls and covered with tiny
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feathers (cat. 3). A similar decoration appears to be embroi-

dered in pearls and gold on the actual sella, which features

a large pearl head brooch at its center. From each side of

the sella hang two becchetti of different lengths richly embroi-

dered with gold threads, sequins, and probably pearls.22

A number of small objects for this kind of embroidery—

peacock eyes (occhi di pavone), spangles (tremolanti), tiny

stars (stelluzze), rays (raggi), and sequins (piastroline)—

were commissioned from goldsmiths,23 but pearls were the

preferred ornament for bridal attire.24 Here they are strung

around the sitter's neck and encircle the large diamond

shoulder brooch. Pearls, with their round shape and white

color, symbolized perfection and purity, one of the most

important virtues of the bride.

Wearing pearls and rings with precious stones testi-

fied to the marital status of the young women portrayed.25

In Florence, the gifting of rings was more than a formal

declaration of marriage, it was a wedding ceremony, even

if privately celebrated, in which the agreement between

the two families was legally sanctioned and the dowry price

and payment terms were established. During this period

the groom had time to prepare the elaborate new garments,

headdresses, and suitable jewels. After the bride's father

finished paying the dowry, the public wedding took place

and the bride was taken to the husband's home with great

celebration and fanfare. She could receive more rings from

the female members of her new family. Rings, belts, neck-

laces, or objects of circular shapes were a reminder to

the new bride of her position and duties in the new family's

circle and labeled her as one of them. The jewels, which

always remained the husband's possession, could be worn

by the new bride only for a few years, after which they

could be used as gifts to other brides in a continuous ex-

change that solidified the family ties.26 Rings are not

the only objects denoting a bride in the portraits: head

brooches or the precious necklace pendants had the same

function. The jewels, which denote honor,27 are proof

of the union and the public manifestation of the exchange

of property between families.28

The textiles, in some cases more expensive than the

jewels, had the same significance.29 Many women's portraits

of the fifteenth century displayed the most precious silks

produced by Florentine workshops, the most beautiful in

the Western world. The dress worn by a woman in a Pol-

laiuolo portrait (fig. i) is a perfect example of textiles as the

focus of the painting rather than the sitter. The sleeves

are of a gold-brocaded crimson velvet with an embroidered

ground, and the rest of the dress is a polychrome velvet on

a white ground. This precious kind of velvet was a Floren-

tine specialty.

Wool and silk were the primary sectors in the cloth

industry from which the most powerful and richest Flor-

entine families derived their wealth. The marriage was an

occasion to transform the bride into a showpiece of the

glories of their production. Textiles were actually the syn-

thesis of a very complex financial, industrial, and mercan-

tile process from which entire fortunes were created and

sustained. It is no wonder that the artist put all his skill in

visually describing figured silks and brocaded velvets;

indeed, the artists commissioned to paint the portraits may

have been asked to furnish designs for the most precious

and expensive textiles. In the case of the Medici, the artists'

patron, the banker, and the setaiolo (silk producer and

merchant), were often one and the same.

Silk patterns in the Renaissance had symbolic sig-

nificance, almost always referring to Christ, his Passion,

and Resurrection.30 For bridal wear, pinecone or pome-

granate motifs, relating to the Resurrection, fertility, and

eternity, were preferred over the curled thistle leaves re-

calling the Passion. Patterns with stylized fruits, bursting

with seeds and accompanied by blossoms and flowers, were

most auspicious for a young bride to bear many children

to carry on the family name (cats. 3, 3ib). But these expen-

sive fabrics were produced primarily for sale on the foreign

market, which took in the whole of Europe and reached

many of the Muslim countries. The Florentines used them

only on special formal occasions in which it was socially

necessary to show off the family's political and financial im-

portance and thus display their honor. A wedding was,

of course, one of these occasions.

The sumptuary laws respected such a need. During

the fifteenth century they may have changed every twenty
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years or so, in a vain attempt to control the extravagant

new fashions, but they all allowed the bride to wear her opu-

lent apparel for a limited time after the marriage. She had

to progressively diminish the wealth of her wardrobe,31

however, eventually reducing it to simple and plain dresses

that were more suited to the virtues of a married woman

and a mater familias: modesty, demureness, and decency.32

Just as the lavish dress and jewels in the Florentine

portraits denote wedding attire, so too a plain dress with

few or no jewels generally signal a wife some years after the

wedding. Even so, it seems that the patron asked the artist

to depict the important jewels he had given his bride for

their marriage even if wearing them was forbidden by the

sumptuary laws. Giovanna Tornabuoni (cat. 30),33 portrayed

a few years after her wedding, wears a superb pendant with

a diamond, ruby, and three large pearls, as well as rings; a

brooch, notable for its stones and goldsmith work, occupies

a ledge behind her. The same device is used by Sebastiano

Mainardi (cat. 3ib). Like Ghirlandaio, he placed in the

background the jewels that are reminders of both the hus-

band's and the father's gifts: an opulent brooch, a ring,

the jewelry box, a coral necklace, and a devotional book.34

In this case the wedding must have taken place some years

earlier, as the young woman, like Ginevra, wears a refined

but not particularly expensive dress with only a necklace

of crystal and gold, as well as a simple hairstyle. Other than

the displayed gifts, Giovanna's giornea of rich patterned

silk clearly testifies to the link between the two families

united through her marriage. The "L" of the husband Lor-

enzo Tornabuoni is interlaced with the eagle of the Albizzi

family. But it was usually the husband who gave his brand

to the bride's dress with his impresa, woven or embroidered

and generally placed on the left sleeve (fig. 3; cat. 3).35

On the bride's sleeve and headdress the complex

social and cultural meanings of the union were concen-

trated. Thus, brides were necessarily portrayed in profile,36

as the pose, even if only in half-bust, allowed the best view

of jewels worn on the head and sufficient exposure of the

textiles and embroidery to convey the value of the dress.

The accurate rendering of the bride's jewels, dress, and

head gear also constituted a further visual testimony of

the husband's property, which could be useful in the event

of a legal dispute for repossession should the husband pre-

decease his wife.37

In a letter of 10 November 1466, to her sons, Ales-

sandra Strozzi wrote: "Never before have people spent such

quantities of wealth for dressing women."38 Yet the jewels

and even the dresses made for them were not a woman's

possessions, but that of her husband. When the time con-

ceded by the sumptuary law to wear them had passed, he

could sell them without even consulting her. The luxurious

wedding apparel of Caterina Strozzi so admired by her

mother Alessandra ended up this way some years after the

ceremony.39 It can be surmised, therefore, that one aim
of sumptuary laws, forbidding the wife to use her wedding

gifts after a determined period, was to allow the husband to

repossess a portion of the great cost he spent for them and

give him the opportunity to invest it in a more profitable

way. The wedding was the only moment in a woman's life

when she acquired social visibility as public personification

of the ties between two families. She was only a medium,

and in her profile portrait seems to be no more than a sup-

port for the signs of her husband's power and wealth.
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Independent portraits of women are extremely rare

before the mid-fifteenth century; this example is

one of the very few such likenesses known to survive.

The portrait belongs to the International Style, whose

chief practitioner in Italy was Pisanello. It is not sur-

prising, therefore, that when the dealer Duveen sold

the picture to the American collector Clarence H.

Mackay in 1924, it was compared with Pisanello's

Portrait of an Este Princess in the Louvre and declared

the artist's masterpiece (Venturi 1925; Valentiner 1925

and 1930). Technical evidence suggests, moreover,

that the painting was deceptively restored while in

Duveen's hands in 1922-1923 to support the Pisanello

attribution: the lady's hair was extended at the back,

and her headdress was repainted to resemble a tur-

ban. In fact, much of what we see today is the result

of past restoration: the panel was enlarged and the

background repainted, and the gold of the dress and

beads was renewed (Wolff in Hand and Wolff, 1986).

Thus altered, the picture was frequently exhibited

and published as Pisanello's work in the late 19205

and early 19305. Bernard Berenson (1932) endorsed

the attribution, and the importance of the portrait

was further enhanced when Lionello Venturi (1933)

proposed to identify the sitter as Isotta degli Atti,

the mistress of Sigismondo Malatesta, lord of Rimini.

In April 1935 the painting was exhibited at Knoedler's

in New York as Pisanello's portrait of Isotta da Rimini.

The Pisanello attribution was rejected, nevertheless,

by two experts on the artist, George Hill (1929) and

Bernhard Degenhart (1945), who preferred a North-

ern origin for the picture. Erwin Panofsky (1953)

went on to compare it to the work of the Limbourg

brothers. Indeed, numerous parallels in costume and

style can be made between the profile portrait and

the miniatures in the Très riches heures in the Musée

Condé, Chantilly, dating from before 1416. Turning

the sitter's torso in three-quarter view, the artist has

rendered costume details, like the blue and gold dress

and the chain of gold beads attached at the shoulders,

with careful attention. The choker and the belt are

apparently made of metallic foil, and attached to the

collar there may once have been a pendant with a

heraldic device that would have indicated the sitter's

lineage and helped to identify her. The lady's identity

remains a mystery, but her lavish costume and hau-

teur suggest that she may have been a person of con-

siderable rank at the French court, perhaps Isabeau

or Margaret of Bavaria, Margaret of Flanders, or

Yolande of Anjou (Wolff in Hand and Wolff, 1986).

Portraits were commonly made of prospective part-

ners in marriages arranged by noble and royal fami-

lies (documented cases cited by Wolff in Hand and

Wolff 1986), and the Gallery's portrait may well have

played a role in negotiating such an alliance. The

profile view was preferred for rulers and their families

not only for its association with ancient coins and

medals, but also because it allowed the sitter to avoid

direct contact with the viewer, thus lending him or

her an air of authority. Given the importance of

likeness in presenting the potential bride, the sitter's

features were emphasized, as they are here, by the

high forehead with a fashionable plucked hairline and

by the contrast between the pale fleshtones and the

dark background. That the sitter was plain-featured

scarcely mattered; her wealth and status constituted

her attraction. Though probably never numerous,

works like the Profile of a Lady, because of their pres-

tige and the way they circulated, established the

courtly type of female portrait north and south of

the Alps. DAB
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Acquired from the Dreyfus collection, Paris, by the

dealer Duveen and sold to Samuel H. Kress in 1936,

this pair of portraits, representing Giovanni n Benti-

voglio and his wife Ginevra Sforza, was attributed in

the past to Francesco del Cossa (Venturi 1933). It is

now generally believed, however, that Ercole Roberti

(c. 1455/1456-1496) painted the portraits in the mid-

14705, when he was still under the influence of his

former teacher and when the sitters were in their thir-

ties (Manca 1992). Recent conservation treatment at

the Gallery revealed that, although the figures are

quite well preserved, the curtains and the sky in the

two paintings are abraded. With the dark repaint

removed, the curtains now display what remains of

their original color—a bright azurite blue. Essen-

tially, the portraits conform to the tradition for repre-

senting rulers and their families bust length in strict

profile, with an emphasis on the sitter's features

and elaborate dress. Also following the conventions

for portraying the wives and daughters of rulers,

Ginevra's pale complexion and blonde hair, con-

trasted with the ruddier tints employed for her hus-

band, signify her beauty and rank.

Though framed separately, the Bentivoglio portraits

must originally have formed a diptych inspired by

the one Piero della Francesca painted of Federico

da Montefeltro and his wife Battista Sforza (Woods-

Marsden essay, fig. 10). The sitters' biographies

indicate that they were bound by ties of blood and

marriage, just as the court centers of Milan, Ferrara,

Mantua, Bologna, and Urbino, over which they

ruled, were culturally interrelated. Giovanni n Benti-

voglio governed Bologna from 1462 to 1506, when

he was ousted by Pope Julius n. His wife was born

Ginevra Sforza, daughter of Alessandro Sforza,

the half-brother of Francesco Sforza, duke of Milan;

she was the half-sister of Battista Sforza. For all these

self-made men and their wives, portraits offered a

visually effective means of asserting their authority.

Piero's diptych celebrates the couple's virtues: Fede-

rico was a condottiere or mercenary commander

who created a state and ruled it wisely; Battista died

in 1472 after producing a male heir to the duchy.

Her portrait is probably posthumous.1 While male

rulers were almost invariably depicted on the more

important dexter side (viewers left), Federico is on

the right because of a disfiguring injury. In Piero's

double portrait, husband and wife are shown bust

length in profile; they face each other but do not in-

teract. Combined with the heraldic stiffness of their

poses, the couple's position high up over a distant

landscape symbolizes their elevated social status and

joint rule (Battista acted as regent while Federico was

off fighting) over the dominion pictured in the back-

ground. Their profiles are silhouetted against the sky.

Drawing on this metaphor, Ercole Roberti also por-

trays his husband-and-wife rulers in profile against

a backdrop of their territories. The landscape vistas

are mostly obscured by curtains behind the sitters,

however. The curtains are also symbolic of rulership,

but Roberti's couple lacks the compelling presence

of Piero's monumental figures towering over the land-

scape. Ginevra Sforza, in particular, as Roberti has

depicted her, appears to be a lady of fashion. The

jewels which her sister Battista was said to have worn

reluctantly may be more conspicuous, but Ginevra's

dress, with the white veil bunched in elaborate folds,

is more decorative. Roberti has not only idealized

his female sitter in the accepted manner, but, we may

believe, flattered her as well. DAB

i. The date of Piero's diptych is disputed; Ronald Lightbown

(Piero della Francesca [New York, 1992], 228-243) plausibly

dates it c. 1472-1473.
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In a pattern typical of the Florentine profiles of

women, Lippi s picture was purchased as a Masaccio

by the English collector the Reverend John Sanford

in Florence in the 18305 and sold by his descendants

to the American millionaire Henry Marquand, who

displayed it in his French Renaissance-style man-

sion in New York before donating it to the museum.1

Bernard Berenson (1932) glamorized the portrait by

identifying the sitters as a Medici married to a Porti-

nari. In reality, this is the most innovative and com-

plex portrait of a woman painted before Botticelli's

Woman at a Window (cat. 25) three decades later.

Lippi (c. 1406-1469) has enriched the type of strict

profile of the Gallery's Franco-Flemish Lady (cat. i)

by expanding the format to include not only the

woman's hands but also an interior setting that en-

compasses a likeness of her husband or suitor. The

man's hands rest on the coat of arms of the Scolari

family of Florence, and the two figures have been

plausibly identified (Breck 1913) as Lorenzo di Ranieri

Scolari and Angiola di Bernardo Sapiti, who were

married in i436.2The painting, datable stylistically

to the late 1430$ or early 14405, is thought to com-

memorate the couple's wedding or the birth of their

son in 1444.

Lippi's painting is the earliest independent female

portrait from Florence to survive.3 In creating it,

the artist was clearly aware of earlier ruler portraits,

perhaps through illuminated manuscripts. A presti-

gious source such as this, rather than the sitter's social

status, explains both the profile view Lippi chose

to represent her and probably also her proud bearing.

The young woman, lavishly dressed in the French

fashion, wears an elaborate saddle-shaped headdress

called a sella* A green and gold brocaded sleeve

appears beneath the sitter's red fur-trimmed cioppa

or overdress, the cuff of which is embroidered in

gold and pearls with the motto "lealt[a]," meaning

"loyalty." The woman also wears several rings and

a jeweled shoulder brooch.

However impressive, Lippi's picture fails, neverthe-

less, to integrate the sitter's hieratic profile with the

architectural setting the artist borrowed from his own

early religious works. The domestic interior with its

awkward perspective does not recall Flemish proto-

types so much as Lippi's placement of the Virgin and

child in an interior setting in the Tarquinia Madonna

of 1437, in the Palazzo Barberini, Rome.5 Even closer

is the interior with a landscape view in Lippi's Miracle

of Saint Ambrose m the Gemàldegalerie, Berlin, part

of the predella of the Coronation of the Virgin, com-

missioned in 1439 and completed by 1447, in the

Uffizi.6 The expanded half-length format, however,

allowed the artist to include a secondary male portrait

in the composition. The woman holds up the folds

of her dress and faces a doorway on the left as if she

were about to pass through it, while her male coun-

terpart leans through a window in the manner of

several other "intruder" portraits in Lippi's works.7

The greater prominence of the female has long puz-

zled commentators on the picture; it might suggest

that the portrait was commissioned by the woman's

family to celebrate her betrothal. In any case, the

male, shown wearing a red berretta and displaying

his lineage, is not an afterthought, as might be sup-

posed: the brown paint of the architecture continues

up to, but not under, his figure, which was left in

reserve. Also indicating that the man was part of

the artist's original conception, an underdrawing for

the contour of his profile, slightly enlarged in the

painting, has been revealed by infrared reflectography

His face is of particular interest for the shadow it

casts on the wall behind him. Ancient writers told—

and Leon Battista Alberti retold in his Treatise on

Painting of 1435/1436—the story of how the art of

painting originated with the outlining of a man's

shadow.8 Lippi, whose fame as a portraitist reached

Vasari, may well have been referring to this recently

related classical topos about the origin of painting

(and portraiture) in creating his own highly original

contribution to the genre.9 DAB
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Filippo Lippi c. 1450-1455, tempera on panel

49-5 x 32.7 (19 V z x 12 7s)

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,

Gemaldegalerie

A. Profile Portrait of a Young Woman

R E V E R S E

Fictive marbling in black and brick red
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Notorious for his liaison with a nun, Fra Filippo

Lippi also distinguished himself as the painter of

two female portraits that are the first of their kind in

Florence. In the earlier of the two portraits (cat. 3),

Lippi (c. 1406-1469) was experimenting with the

new genre; in this one he established the standard

profile type for portraying Florentine women. Like so

many of the female profiles, Lippi s was formerly

attributed to Piero della Francesca when it was auc-

tioned in London in 1912.1 Soon afterward, however,

Wilhelm von Bode (1913) recognized the paintings

true author and acquired it for the Berlin museum.

Bodes attribution has been almost universally

accepted, but scholars still disagree about the date of

the picture, which ranges from c. 1440 to c. 1465

(Ruda 1993). With the sitter unknown and no docu-

ment recording the commission, the portrait cannot

be precisely dated; close parallels can be found for it,

however, in Lippi's works of the early to mid-i45os.2

Painted on a panel that preserves its original dimen-

sions, the picture is, moreover, in excellent condition.

It exhibits a mixed technique of broad brushstrokes

and precise dots throughout the composition, even

along the edges. Little white dots and dashes are all

that define the distant landscape, for example, and in

the sitters cap, sleeve, belt, and rings, as well as in

the shell above her head, more tiny dots once glittered

with gold (the mordant gilding, and in some cases

the paint beneath it, has since come detached).

The Berlin portrait is distinctly different from its

predecessor not only in size (it is smaller) but also

in style and conception. Both works share the same

formula of a half-length figure facing left before a

window. But with the secondary male eliminated,

attention is now focused exclusively on the female

subject. Missing, too, are the narrative element and

the courtly air of the double portrait, established by

the man's coat of arms and motto and the extraordi-

narily rich costume and jewelry worn by his com-

panion. In the Berlin portrait the single figure and

the setting are unified. Significantly, a preliminary

underdrawing for both has been revealed by infrared

reflectography In particular, the Brunelleschian-

type architecture of the later portrait has been harmo-

nized with the woman's profile: the green of her dress

is even repeated in the molding. Most important,

a series of visual metaphors serve to characterize the

sitter. The shell lunette, which appears in several

of Lippi's Madonnas, including one in the National

Gallery of Art, was often used as a kind of architec-

tural halo for sacred figures in painting and sculpture.

Similarly, the open window framing the sitter's pro-

file and the view of blue sky and a remote shore

shrouded in haze, which it affords, were apparently

intended, unlike the realistic landscape in the double

portrait, to symbolize eternity. And when the young

woman raises her right hand to her breast, it is not

only to display her rings but also to draw together

her elegantly fluttering diaphanous veil in a gesture

indicative of modesty or decorum. Lippi's sophisti-

cated use of visual metaphors even extends to the

reverse of the panel, where the warm reddish marble

of the window sill behind the sitter is recalled.3 Sig-

nifying immutability, the black and brick red fictive

marble of the reverse is a direct precedent for Leo-

nardo's double-sided portrait (cat. 16) representing

Ginevra de' Benci (Brandt 1999). The modern paper

labels attached to the marbleized reverse reflect a

misunderstanding of Lippi's panel, which, when

turned around, was meant to be viewed on the back

as well as the front side. DAB
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Attributed to Paolo Uccello c. 1460/1465, tempera on panel

44.1x31.5 (173/8x123/8)

Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum,

Boston

A Young Lady of Fashion
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The aptly named Young Lady of Fashion in the

Gardner Museum belongs to a group of three female

profiles painted in Florence during the 14605. The

other similar works are the Profile Portrait of a Lady

(fig. i) in the Metropolitan Museum, New York, and

the Portrait of a Lady (fig. 2), formerly in the Lehman

collection, New York, and recently with the Sarti

Gallery in Paris. The three portraits have often been

attributed to a single artist, whether Domenico Vene-

ziano, Paolo Uccello (1397-1475), or the so-called

Master of the Castello Nativity. But what links them

is not their individual style but the flat, decorative

treatment of figure and setting. The ex-Lehman por-

trait, whose half-length format with hands seems to

echo Filippo Lippi s Young Woman (cat. 4) in Berlin,

is probably by the Castello Master.1 The other two

works are apparently by a different hand. The author

currently favored for the Gardner portrait is Paolo

Uccello, who, if both works are by the same artist,

would also have painted the one in New York.2

The two female figures, especially the long neck and

pointed face of the Gardner lady, do resemble the

diminutive profile of the princess in Uccello's Saint

George and the Dragon in the National Gallery, Lon-

don. The question is whether Uccello would have

adopted such a profile for an independent portrait or

whether the pictures in Boston and New York are not

by a follower familiar with his facial types. The attri-

bution problem is complicated by the poor condition

of all three paintings. The Gardner picture, neverthe-

less, retains (on three sides) its original dimensions,

and although the darkened blue background and the

sitter's costume are damaged and restored, her flesh-

tones and elaborate hairdress are fairly well preserved.

Combining a realistic rendering of the sitters' features

with a stiffly upright pose, the three profiles follow

the conventions for female portraiture established in

Florence by Filippo Lippi. But they also transform

the Lippi prototype. Except for the ex-Lehman Lady,

the hands are omitted, resulting in a bust-length for-

mat. The sitters' faces, moreover, are flatly modeled

with minimal shading, and they are placed on insub-

stantial busts against uniform blue backgrounds.3

Instead of Lippi s solidity and space, the portraits in

Boston, New York, and Paris all share a highly deco-

rative quality in which costume and ornament play

a major role. While not particularly beautiful them-

selves, the women are portrayed as beautiful objects

both in terms of literary notions of female pulchri-

tude, which called for fair skin and blonde hair, and

of contemporary fashion. Costly brocaded fabrics and

pearls and precious stones serve not only to display

the sitters' familial wealth and status but also to

enhance their physical appearance—in art, as in life.

In addition to a red and gold brocaded sleeve and a

giornea or sleeveless overdress, the woman portrayed

in the Gardner picture wears a brocchetta di testa or

head brooch, a pearl choker with a jeweled pendant,

and a white cuffia or cap ornamented with pearls.

This fashionable beauty, like her counterparts in

New York and Paris, looks impassive, immobile, and

immutable, as if she were outside space and time.

Her portrait image, in common with the others, has

a static, stereotyped character, in which the sitter's

individuality is almost entirely suppressed in favor

of the social ideals for which she stands. DAB
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1

Florentine, Profile Portrait of a Lady,

The Metropolitan Museum of Art,

New York, The Jules Bâche Collection,

1949. All rights reserved

2

Master of the Castello Nativity, Portrait

of a Lady, private collection, courtesy of

G. Sarti Gallery, Paris
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Antonio del Pollaiuolo c. 1475, tempera and oil on panel

48.9 x 35.2 (19y4x 137/3)

The Metropolitan Museum of Art,

New York, Bequest of Edward S.

Harkness, 1940

Portrait of a Young Woman
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This painting is one of a group of five profile por-

traits of women attributed to Antonio (1431/1432-

1498) or Piero Pollaiuolo. There is no consensus

about the authorship of these works, but a case can

be made for distinguishing four of them, including

the one exhibited here, from the fifth, which differs

in style and quality. The division reflects the differ-

ences between the two artists: the elder and more

gifted Antonio, after training as a goldsmith, headed

the shop in which Piero worked mainly on large-

scale painting commissions, either on his own or in

collaboration with his brother.1 As the creative force

behind their productions, it was Antonio who estab-

lished the portrait type represented by the Metro-

politan picture. Homogeneous in style and technique,

this and the other profiles attributed to Antonio in

the Gemaldegalerie, Berlin (fig. i), the Museo Poldi

Pezzoli, Milan (Woods-Marsden essay, fig. 2), and

the Uffizi Gallery, Florence (Woods-Marsden essay,

fig. 3), diverge significantly from earlier examples. The

affinities between the sitters, with their pearl neck-

laces, brocaded dresses with pomegranate-patterned

sleeves, and similar hairstyles, can best be explained,

as Jennifer Craven has suggested, by assuming that

Antonio created a distinctive type that his clients

wanted to emulate in their portraits.2 Most striking is

the resemblance between their features.3 Gone are

the physiognomic peculiarities that differentiated the

women painted by Filippo Lippi (cats. 3, 4) and other

masters. Instead, Pollaiuolo has approximated the

individuality of his sitters to an ideal type, and in so

doing has,transformed them into enduring symbols

of feminine allure. But it is not only through their

charm and vivacity that Pollaiuolo's women come to

life.4 His delicate yet incisive treatment of their facial

contours lends them a physical presence that is all

the more remarkable for the fact that their forms are

scarcely modeled in light and shade. The effect of

immediacy is further heightened by the artist's inno-

vative use of the new oil medium to describe and

differentiate the textures of skin, brocade, and gem-

stones: his fine impasto brushstrokes even simulate

raised strands of hair. Paradoxically, this tactile quality

makes Pollaiuolo's ideal seem more real today than

the efforts of his predecessors to capture a likeness.

As a group Antonio's female profiles differ from

Piero's Woman in Green and Crimson in the Gardner

Museum in Boston.5 Painted in a thin oil layer on

bare wood, which shows through as a brownish tone

in the shadows, this work lacks the elegant contours

and details that make Antonio's portraits so impres-

sive. The sitter, in addition, has an almost carica-

tural quality shared with the figures in Piero's signed

Coronation of the Virgin of 1483 in the church of

Sant'Agostino in San Gimignano.6 Despite the same-

ness of Antonio's profiles, by contrast to that of

Piero, the pictures in Berlin, Milan, Florence, and

New York differ sufficiently from each other to be

arranged in a series showing the evolution of the

artist's concept. The earliest in the series is the Profile

Portrait of a Young Woman in Berlin, in which the

sitter is shown against a marble balustrade and a blue

sky background borrowed from the brothers' Three

Saints altarpiece of 1467 in the Uffizi.7 The woman's

head is in strict profile, as in the other examples, but

her bust is turned in three-quarter view to display

the splendid brocades of her dress and sleeves. Her

hair is simply dressed. In the captivating portrait in

Milan, architecture is omitted and the sitter's head

and bust better integrated.8 Turned only slightly

toward the viewer, the bust is cropped at the shoul-

der, which is lowered to form a continuously flowing

contour around the pale fleshtones. The woman's

hairdress is of the elaborate type found in all three of

the later profiles; this one is datable to the early 14705.
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1
Antonio del PoUaiuolo, Profile Portrait

of a Young Woman, Staatliche Museen

zu Berlin, Preussischer Kulturbesitz,

Gemaldegalerie (photo: Jôrg P. Anders)

Despite the fact that it is damaged and extensively

repainted, Antonio's Portrait of a Lady in the Uffizi

marks a new stage in the development of the series.9

The sitters head and bust are both in pure profile,

and her shoulder is raised, giving greater prominence

to the pomegranate design of the brocaded sleeve.

Contemporaneous with the Uffizi portrait is the one

in the Metropolitan Museum, and this work, like

that one, is damaged.10 The paint surface is much

abraded and in part destroyed; the blue background,

for example, is the underpainting of the missing sky

behind the sitter. And yet the quality of Antonio's

portraiture is generally preserved. The features are

fairly intact, and the pink painted frame surrounding

the image along the top and sides of the panel has

been reconstructed from the few traces of pigment

that survive, as has the patterned dress. The sitter's

hairdress is better preserved; indeed, it is the most

elaborate of all those painted by the artist. The tresses

are fastened in zfrenello from which they emerge as

a swirling tassel in the back.11 Strings of small pearls

wind around the hair and loop down over the fash-

ionably high forehead. Demonstrating Antonio's vir-

tuoso skill as a metalworker, exquisitely crafted blue

rosettes studded with pearls dot the hair, culminating

in difermaglio, or head brooch, with larger pearls and

a ruby in a gold petal-shaped setting. This spectacular

headdress alone indicates that the picture, presently

labeled "Piero PoUaiuolo" in the museum, should be

reattributed to his brother. DAB

1. For the distinction between the two artists, see David Alan

Brown, Leonardo da Vinci. Origins of a Genius (New Haven,

1998), 10-21.

2. See Craven (1997, 245), who is the only scholar in the last

half-century to attribute all four of the profiles discussed here

to Antonio.

3. Maud Cruttwell (Antonio PoUaiuolo [London, 1907], 179)

claimed that the sitters in the Berlin and Milan portraits were

sisters, while Adolfo Venturi (Storia dell'Arte Italiana 7.1 [1911],

576-577) thought they were the same person. Pons (1994, 106)

similarly suggested that the Milan portrait sitter was also por-

trayed in the picture in New York.

4. The consistent charm of Pollaiuolo's portraits of women is

the female counterpoint to the almost brutal aggressiveness

of the muscular nude males he depicted; both are stereotyped

extremes.

5. About the portrait, attributed to Piero by comparison with

the Galeazzo Maria Sforza in the Uffizi, which he painted on

the occasion of the dukes visit to Florence in 1471, see Philip

Hendy, European and American Paintings in the Gardner

Museum (Boston, 1974), 186-188; and Pons 1994, cat. 12, 99.

The incongruity between the woman's loosely painted sleeve

and her carefully rendered bust reflects the technique of the

large paintings jointly produced in the shop.

6. Pons 1994, cat. 19,104-105.

7. About this portrait, painted in a mixed medium of tempera

and oil on a panel measuring 52.5 x 36.5 centimeters, see Cata-

logue of Paintings. itfh-iSth Century, trans. Linda B. Parshall,

2d rev. ed. (Berlin, 1978), no. 1614, 331; and Pons 1994, cat. 7,

97. For the attribution history see Hellmut Wohl, The Paint-

ings ofDomenico Veneziano (New York, 1980), cat. 50,177-178.

About the brothers' altarpiece from San Miniato al Monte,

Florence, see Pons 1994, cat. 5, 96-97.

8. About the picture, painted in tempera and oil on a panel

measuring 45.5 x 37.7 centimeters and repainted at the edges,

see Mauro Natale, Museo Poldi Pezzoli. Dipinti (Milan, 1982),

cat. 186, 151-152; and Pons 1994, cat. 16, 101, 104. For past

attributions, which have wavered between Antonio and Piero,

see Wohl 1980, cat. 58, 182-183.

9. For the picture, painted in a mixed medium on a panel

measuring 55 x 34 centimeters and still in its original engaged

frame, see Pons 1994, cat. 21, 106; for the attribution history,

see Wohl 1980, cat. 52, 179-180.

10. Acquired, following the typical pattern for these female

profiles, by an American millionaire (through a dealer who had

it) from a British collection and bequeathed to the museum in

1940, the painting was attributed, together with those in Berlin,

Milan, and Florence, to Piero PoUaiuolo by Berenson (1963)

and Zeri (1971). An old exhibition label once on the back of the

panel fancifully identified the sitter as Dante's beloved Beatrice

(Italian Renaissance Portraits [exh. cat., Knoedler and Co.]

[New York, 1940], cat. 4, 7).

11. Defined by Jacqueline Herald (Renaissance Dress in Italy

1400-1500 [London, 1981], 151, 217) as a transparent veil edged

by a fine wire and pearls.
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Pisanello 1447, lead alloy

8.6(33/s)

National Gallery of Art, Washington,

Samuel H. Kress Collection,

1957.14.609

Cecilia Gonzaga

I N S C R I P T I O N S

Obverse: around the field CICILIA •

VIRGO • FILIA • I O H A N N I S •

F R A N C I S C I • P R I M I • M A R C H I O N I S •

M A N T V E (Cecilia, virgin daughter of

Gianfrancesco, first marquis of Mantua);

Reverse: on the stele, OPVS / P I S A N /

I • P I C T / O R I S • / • M • / CCCC / XLVII

(the work of Pisano the painter, 1447)

S E L E C T E D B I B L I O G R A P H Y

de Turckheim-Pey, Sylvie. In Pisanello

[exh. cat., Musée du Louvre] (Paris,

1996), 407, no. 285.

Gasparotto, Davide. In Pisanello [exh.

cat., Museo del Castelvecchio, Verona]

(Milan, 1996), 396-397, no. 91.

Hill, George Francis. A Corpus of Italian

Medals of the Renaissance before Cellini,

n, no. 37. London, 1930.

Hill, George Francis and J. Graham

Pollard. Renaissance Medals from

the Samuel H. Kress Collection at the

National Gallery of Art, 10, no. 17.

London, 1967.

Rossi, Massimo. In / Gonzaga. Moneta

arte storia [exh. cat., Palazzo Te, Mantua]

(Milan, 1995), 396-397, no. v.3.

Rugólo, Ruggero. In Pisanello. Una

poética deWinatteso, 172-173, no. 16.

Cinisello Balsamo, 1996.

Scher, Stephen K. In The Currency of

Fame [exh. cat., National Gallery of Art]

(New York, 1994), 52-53, no. 7.

The medal is a quintessential!/ humanist form of

portraiture that emerged from a blending of the

revival of interest in ancient numismatics with the

values of the chivalric culture of the princely class.

Comprising an obverse portrait and a reverse compo-

sition, usually of a complex symbolic nature, the

medal includes inscriptions that both identify the

sitter and provide some commentary on her life and

character. About one-tenth of Renaissance medals

represent female sitters, the daughters and wives of

the ruling elite.1 Pisanello (Antonio Pisano c. 1395—

1455), the most talented artist to produce medals,

is credited with "inventing" this art form, probably

under the patronage of Leonello d'Esté and with

the input of humanists like Leon Battista Alberti.

Born in 1426, Cecilia, youngest daughter of Mar-

quis Gianfrancesco Gonzaga of Mantua and Paola

Malatesta, was educated in the classics alongside

her brothers in Vittorino da Peltres famed Scuola

'Zoiosa.2 Something of a prodigy, she was noted for

her academic achievement by all her contemporaries,

including Ambrogio Traversari who commented

on her proficiency in Greek.3 Despite her intellectual

abilities, her father intended for her to marry the

son and heir of the count of Urbino, Oddantonio da

Montefeltro. Cecilia however, challenged paternal

authority and sought to devote herself to the religious

life. Eventually Gianfrancesco relented and in his

will granted her permission to become a nun. Follow-

ing his death, in 1444, Cecilia entered the Clarissan

convent of Corpus Domini on 2 February 1445. For

the ceremony, according to an eyewitness, she wore a

white damask dress with gold decoration around the

collar and sleeves, and on her head was a garland of

juniper with gold spangles.4 By the time of her death

in 1451, Cecilia was widely regarded for her piety.

Pisanello could not have taken her likeness from life.

Besides, her elegant court dress and coiffure do not

correspond to that which she was described as hav-

ing worn for her entry into the convent. Thus, it is

likely that Pisanello used an earlier drawing as a

model, possibly one representing a different woman.

This hypothesis is also suggested by the similarity

of Cecilia's portrait with Pisanello's Portrait of Ginevra

d'Esté in the Louvre, not only in details of dress and

features, but also in the half-length depiction of the

sitter, which is highly unusual in a medal.5

The theme of Cecilia's chastity (VIRGO) on the

obverse inscription is echoed and expanded upon in

the serene and poetic reverse of a seminude classical

maiden taming a unicorn under the moon, symbol

of the chaste Diana. According to medieval lore,

first recounted in the Physiologus, only a virgin could

tame the wild unicorn.6 In this case the girl, surely

not Cecilia herself, may be an allusion to Diana, thus

melding medieval and classical myth in a celebration

of chastity. Petrarch's choice of unicorns to lead the

way in his Triumph of Chastity firmly codified this

association in the Italian Renaissance and the iconog-

raphy was even used by Leonardo (cat. 18). At the

same time, the medieval identification of the unicorn

with Christ would have been most appropriate in a

medal of a chaste princess who had pledged herself to

Christ. The placid unicorn, which anchors the fore-

ground horizontally, is based on a drawing of a goat

by Pisanello or his circle in the Louvre.7 A similar

animal, a ram, crouches in the same pose behind the

princess of Trebizond in Pisanello's fresco in Sant'-

Anastasia, Verona, of c. 1438-1439.8 The drawing

may well be related to the fresco and later reused by

the artist as an attribute for another depiction of a
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noble and virtuous princess. George Hill (1930) was

the first to suggest that the goat used for the body

of the unicorn refers to Cecilia's wisdom, though it

must be noted that in the Physiologus the unicorn is

described as a goatlike animal.9 In what is one of

Pisanello's most successful medallic creations, and the

only one to represent a woman, the artist places the

vertical element of the portrait in the middle of the

halolike legend, an opposite compositional construc-

tion to the reverse, where the two vertical elements

of the virgin and the stele are joined by the horizontal

mass of the unicorn but leave an empty space along

the vertical axis. In this space only the slim sickle

of the moon shines on a rocky and barren landscape,

echoing the circular form of the medal. EL

1. This ratio is easily determined by a quick count in George

Francis Hill, A Corpus of Medals of the Renaissance before

Cellini (London, 1930), still the definitive source in the field.

2. On the life of Cecilia Gonzaga, see Francesco Tarducci,

Cecilia Gonzaga e Oddantonio da Montefeltro (Mantua, 1897);

Giovanni Scatena, Oddantonio da Montefeltro (Rome, 1989),

31-42,108-112; Rodolfo Signorini, "AENIGMATA Disegni

d'arme e d'amore ossia imprese e motti su medaglie e monete

di principi Gonzaga e di tre personaggi coevi," in Monete e

medaglie di Mantova e dei Gonzaga dalxil al XIX secólo, 4 vols.

(Milan, 1996), 2: 67-71.

3. Traversari records Cecilia's accomplishment with wonder in

his Hodoeporicon (Florence, 1678), 34. He also noted it in a letter

of c. 1435: "Era ivi ancora una fanciulla figliuola del principe di

circa dieci anni, che scrive si bene in greco, ch'io mi vergognai

riflettendo che di quanti io ne ho istruiti, appena vi ha chi

scriva leggiadramente" (as transcribed in Mantova. Le lettere,

ed. Emilio Faccioli, 3 vols. [Mantua, 1962], 2: 25). A mark of

Cecilia's unusual achievement is the fact that fully one-third

of Vespasiano da Bisticci's life of Vittorino da Peltre is devoted

to her (Vespasiano da Bisticci, The Vespasiano Memoirs: Lives

of Illustrious Men of the XVth Century, trans. William George

and Emily Waters [Toronto, 1997], 411-412). A fellow woman

of learning, Costanza Varano, expressed her admiration for

Cecilia's "noble erudition and unique eloquence" in a letter

of c. 1444 (translated in Her Immaculate Hand. Selected Works

by and about the Women Humanists of Quattrocento Italy, ed.

Margaret King and Albert Rabil [Binghamton, N.Y., 1992],

53-54). A fellow pupil of Vittorino's, Gregorio Correr wrote in

1443 an impassioned Latin oration in support of Cecilia's reso-

lution to embrace the religious life, which gives a fascinating

glimpse into the Mantuan court and attests to Cecilia's remark-

able learning and virtue (Her Immaculate Hand 1992, 93—105).

For a description of Cecilia's appearance we turn to Francesco

Prendilacqua, also a pupil of Vittorino da Peltre: "Regularmente

maestosa per grandezza di corpo e forme di volto, per coltura

di lettere e per costumi prestantissima e degna veramente che

fosse sposata a qualche grand'uomo" (Intorno alia vita di Vit-

torino da Peltre: dialogo, trans, from Latin, Giuseppe Brambilla

[Como, 1871], 76).

4. The account of the contemporary Mantuan merchant Gian-

francesco Maloselli is transcribed by Signorini (1996, 2: 70-71).

5. On the Louvre panel, see Dominique Cordellier, Pisanello.

La princesse au brin de genévrier (Paris, 1996). Most often identi-

fied as Leonello d'Este's sister Ginevra, the sitter in the painting

may have been Leonello's first wife, and Cecilia's deceased older

sister, Margherita Gonzaga.

6. For the relevant text of the Physiologus and a clear interpre-

tation, see Margaret Freeman, The Unicorn Tapestries [exh. cat.,

The Metropolitan Museum of Art] (New York, 1976), 19, 34-35,

42—54: "Physiologus says that the unicorn has this nature. He

is a small animal, like a kid, but exceedingly fierce, with one

horn in the middle of his head; and no hunter is able to capture

him. Yet he may be taken in this manner: men lead a virgin

maiden to the place where he most resorts and they leave her

in the forest alone. As soon as the unicorn sees her he springs

into her lap and embraces her." The story of the unicorn tamed

by a virgin was mostly popular north of the Alps. Cecilia's

medal may be one of the first instances of this iconography in

Italy. On the unicorn in Renaissance art, see Lise Gotfredsen,

The Unicorn (New York, 1999), 122-130.

7. Maria Fossi Todorow, / disegni di Pisanello e délia sua cerchia

(Florence, 1966), 24, 64, no. 14; Dominique Cordellier in

Pisanello (Paris, 1996), 341-342, no. 222.

8. Monica Molteni in Pisanello. Una poética dell'inatteso, ed.

Lionello Puppi (Cinisello Balsamo, 1996), 76—89.

9. Freeman 1976,19, 34.
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Mantuan artist, possibly
Giancristoforo Romano

c. 1485, bronze

6.1(27/16)

National Gallery of Art, Washington,

Samuel H. Kress Collection,

1957.14.668

8 Giulia Astallia

I N S C R I P T I O N S

Obverse: around the field DIVA • IVLIA

ASTALLIA (the divine Giulia Astallia);

Reverse: around the field EXEMPLVM

VNICVM • FOR • ET • PVD • (unique

example of beauty and chastity)

S E L E C T E D B I B L I O G R A P H Y

Friedlànder, Julius. Die Italienischen

Schaumünzen des fünfzehnten Jahr-

hunderts, 129. Berlin, 1880.

Hill, George Francis. A Corpus of Italian

Medals of the Renaissance before Cellini,

53-54, no. 218. London, 1930.

Hill, George Francis and J. Graham

Pollard. Renaissance Medals from

the Samuel H. Kress Collection at the

National Gallery of Art, 19, no. 75.

London, 1967.

Luchs, Alison. In The Currency of Fame

fexh. cat., National Gallery of Art]

(New York, 1994), 84-85, no. 19.

One of the most graceful and engaging medals of

the Renaissance, this work is unusual in that both

the author and the sitter have not been securely

identified. The type of portrait, however, is clearly

indebted to Florentine sources.1 Originally connected

by Julius Friedlànder (1880) to the Mantuan medalist

Bartolo Talpa, the work was eventually attributed

by George Hill (1930) to the manner of Antico on the

basis of a similarity in the pose and downcast look

of the lady to those of Maddalena Mantuana in her

medal.2 While granting certain affinities between the

two medals, the rounded, relatively high-relief forms

of the Giulia Astallia portrait are at variance with the

delicate low-relief of Maddalena Mantuana. Further-

more, the confident modeling, rendering of the hair,

epigraphy and positioning of the inscriptions, and

absence of a border recall the medal of Isabella d'Esté,

not that of Maddalena, by Giancristoforo Romano

(c. 1465-1512).3 The rounded truncation of the bust,

as well as the same style of lettering, are also present

on Giancristoforo s medal of Isabella of Aragon. A

certain clarity and naturalism of the forms in the

medal of Giulia Astallia is also a constant feature of

this artist's work; it may well reflect the influence of

Roman art of the Augustan period with which he

was so familiar.4

On the obverse Giulia is shown waist length in pro-

file to the left, with her torso in three-quarter view.

As in the medal of Cecilia Gonzaga, this unusual

vantage point may result from the use of a painted

likeness as a model. Giulia's plain laced-up dress with

a decorated border along the neckline finds parallels

in portraits of Florentine women of the 14805 (see

cats. 29, 3iB). More distinctive is her elaborate hair-

style, which, together with her elongated neck and

elegant stance, recalls Botticelli's women, especially

his Young Woman in Mythological Guise of c. 14807

1485 (cat. 28). In addition, Giulia's gaze and melan-

choly air are typical of Botticelli, especially his

Madonnas, adding to the overall Florentine appear-

ance of the portrait.

Friedlànder (1880) suggested that the sitter might

be the protagonist of one of Bandello's stories: a ser-

vant girl from Gazzuolo named Giulia, in the service

of Bishop Lodovico Gonzaga, who, having been

raped, drowns herself rather than live unchaste. Ali-

son Luchs (1994), however, points out that there is

no evidence that Giulia of Gazzuolo's last name was

Astallia, nor was this name known in that region.

The only Astalli family of note is from Rome, Gian-

cristoforo Romano's city of origin and one that he

visited frequently throughout his life.5 Documented

to have executed a medal of Pope Julius n by 1507,

the artist likely could have created works for other

Roman patrons earlier in his career. The Florentine

look of the portrait could then be explained if the

painted portrait of a Roman sitter on which the

medal is modeled was by a Florentine artist, possibly

one of the group that traveled to Rome in 1481-1482

to decorate the Sistine chapel.

The sitter's downcast gaze, together with the resur-

rection iconography associated with the phoenix on

the reverse, may indicate that this is a posthumous

medal.7 The bird, with its distinctive peacocklike

crown, was said to regenerate itself from its own

aromatic funeral pyre every five hundred to one

thousand years.8 It is depicted here at the moment

of death: while looking at the sun it spreads its wings

as flames envelop its body. The inscription on the

reverse seems to be a comment on the sitter, though,

as pvo(icitia), chastity, must surely refer to Giulia.

It follows, then, that FOR must stand for forma

(beauty), and notfortitudo (fortitude), because it

appears commonly in inscriptions about female sit-

ters of the late fifteenth century, most notably

Leonardo's Ginevra de Bend (cat. i6).9 But the legend

also cleverly ties together the two sides with a des-

cription of the virtues of the lady as unique—also

one of the defining characteristics of the phoenix.10

In a typically complex blending of classical and

Christian iconography the medal then proclaims

that Giulia Astallia's redemption is assured by those

virtues, which are as unique as the phoenix. EL
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1. Evidence of the popularity and beauty of Giulia's medal is

the fact that Bastianini copied the portrait in a rectangular

marble relief; see John Pope-Hennessy, The Study and Criticism

of Italian Sculpture (New York, 1980), 259—261, fig. 61.

2. Hill 1930, no. 215.

3. On Isabella d'Este's medal of 1498, see Hill 1930, 55—56, no.

221; Andrea Morris, "Gian Cristoforo Romano: The Courtier as

Medalist," Studies in the History of Ami (1987), 133-136; Luke

Syson, "Reading Faces. Gian Cristoforo Romano's Medal of

Isabella d'Esté," in La corte di Mantova nell'età di Andrea Man-

tegna: 1450—1550, ed. Cesare Mozzarelli, Robert Oresko, and

Leandro Ventura (Rome, 1997), 281-294. Though Giulia's

medal must date to some ten years before Isabella's memorial,

it does not seem inappropriate to compare the two since Gian-

cristoforo's style remained constant. For example, his medal

of Isabella of Aragon of c. 1507 (Hill 1930, 56-57, no. 223) is

quite close to that of Isabella d'Esté.

4. Giancristoforo Romano's knowledge of Roman antiquities

is well attested to not only by his contemporaries, but also

by his frequent and erudite quotation of classical subjects in

his medals and in the tomb of Gian Galeazzo Visconti in the

Certosa of Pavia. On the artist, see Adolfo Venturi, "Gian

Cristoforo Romano," Archivio storico dell'arte i (1888), 49—59,

107-118, 148-158; Norris 1987; Andrea Norris, "Gian Cristo-

foro Romano," in The Dictionary of Art 12 (1996), 582-583.

5. On the Astalli family, see Teodoro Amayden, La storia delle

famiglie romane, éd. Carlo Augusto Bertini, 2 vols. (Rome, 1914;

reprint éd., Bologna, 1979), i: 85—88; Luchs 1994, 379, note 10.

6. For the medal of Julius, see Hill 1930, 56, no. 222; Norris

1987, 136-137-

7. The downcast look in Botticelli's portrait of Giuliano de'

Medici (cat. 27) is one reason the painting is believed to be

posthumous (Fern Rusk Shapley, Catalogue of the Italian Paint-

ings, 2 vols. [Washington, 1979], i: 83-84; 2: pi. 55). The

appellative DIVA on the obverse inscription probably derives

from its use on Roman imperial coins to indicate that the

empress is deceased. It is unclear whether fifteenth-century

humanists were aware of this usage, as DIVA occurs frequently

on medals of women who were certainly living. On this point,

see Eleonora Luciano, "Diva Isotta and the Medals of Matteo

de' Pasti," TheMedaliy (1996), 12, 17, note 62.

8. Ancient authors and medieval bestiaries give slightly varying

accounts of the story of the phoenix; for a thorough summary,

see Mary Edwards, "Petrarch and the Phoenix in the Chapel

of San Felice in the Basilica of Sant'Antonio in Padua," U santo

31 (1991), 382-389.

9. Closest to Giulia's medal legend is that on the reverse of the

medal of Lucrezia Borgia attributed to the school of Giancristo-

foro Romano: VIRTVTI • AC • FORMAE • P V D I C I T I A • PRAE-

C I O S I S S I M V M • (Hill 1930, no. 233). Formais celebrated also

in several other medals of Renaissance women: Matteo de' Pasti's

Isotta degli Attireads ISOTE • A R I M I N E N S I • F O R M A • ET •

VIRTVTE • ITALIE • DECORi • (Hill 1930, nos. 167, 170); Jacoba

Correggia's medal of the Mantuan school reads IACOBA • COR-

R I G I A • F O R M E • AC MORVM • D O M I N A (Hill 1930, no. 234); •

and Maddalena Rossi on the obverse reads MAGDALENA • RVBEA

• M O R I B • ET • F O R M A • I N C O M P A R A B I L • (Hill 1930, no. 235).

10. As noted by Edwards (1991), most sources describe the bird's

sex as male, but Lactantius in his poem "De ave phoenice"

gave it as female also using the adjective "única" (Minor Latin

Poets, trans. J. Wight Duff and Arnold Duff [London and Cam-

bridge, 1935], 652, lines 31-32). In two of his poems Petrarch

associated the phoenix with the rarity of his feelings for his

beloved, thus providing a precedent for connecting this bird

with young maidens (Petrarch's Lyric Poems [Cambridge and

London, 1976], no. 135, lines 9-15; no. 323, lines 49—60).
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Attributed to

Niccolô Fiorentino

c. 1475, bronze

9(39A)

National Gallery of Art, Washington,

Samuel H. Kress Collection,

1957.14.866

Maria de Mucini

I N S C R I P T I O N S

Obverse: around the field • M A R I A • DE

MVCINY • (Maria de' Mucini); Reverse:

on a scroll in upper field • EXPE CTO •

(I am waiting); on a scroll in lower left •

ASSIDVVS (faithful); on a scroll in lower

right MITIS • ESTO • (be humble)

S E L E C T E D B I B L I O G R A P H Y

Borner, Lore. Die italienischen Medaillen

der Renaissance und des Barock, 98-99,

no. 375. Berlin, 1997.

Hill, George Francis. A Corpus of Italian

Medals of the Renaissance before Cellini,

260, no. 991. London, 1930.

Hill, George Francis and J. Graham

Pollard. Renaissance Medals from

the Samuel H. Kress Collection at the

National Gallery of Art, 52, no. 272.

London, 1967.

From the mid-fifteenth century portrait medals

flourished in the north Italian courts. The art form

reached republican Florence only in the 14705 and

may have paralleled the newfound interest in con-

temporary biography evidenced by works like Ves-

pasiano da Bisticci s Vite di uomini illustri. The prin-

cipal medalist was Niccolô di Forzore Spinelli, known

as Niccolô Fiorentino (1430-1514), whose bold and

incisive style of portraiture, coupled with generally

coarse and repetitive reverses, dominates the produc-

tion.1 Of the 150 or so medals attributed by Hill to

Niccolô and his school, it is noteworthy that 28

depict female sitters—a ratio twice as great as that of

all Italian Renaissance medals. Of this large corpus

only five are signed,2 and none of those represent

women, but many, like the medals of Maria de' Mucini

and Giovanna degli Albizzi, are of such fine quality

that they are most probably by the master himself.

Maria de' Mucini s likeness, with her full cheeks

and prominent nose and eyes, is one of the most

expressive on any medal of a woman. The construc-

tion of the shoulder and collarbone with the very

elongated neck as well as the simplicity of the image

are similar to Botticelli's sober Portrait of a Woman

in the Galleria Palatina, Florence.3 The best clue for

dating Maria's medal is offered by her hairstyle and

dress. The laced-up bodice over a bordered chemise

is common in Florentine portraits of women of the

last quarter of the quattrocento, from Ginevra de

Bend to Giovanna degli Albizzi Tornabuom:(cats. 16,

30). The hair, modestly pulled back and secured

by thin bands, is more rare; a parallel is the young

donor on the right in Ghirlandaio's fresco of the

Madonna della Misericordia of 1472-1473 (Vespucci

Chapel, Ognissanti, Florence).4 Both the hairstyle

and dress suggest a date around 1475. Unfortunately,

the young Maria has not been identified as almost

nothing is known of the Mucini family except that

they were Florentine and a coat of arms is recorded

for them.5

Two of the main elements of the reverse, with their

accompanying mottos, are Strozzi emblems.6 Perhaps

the medal functioned as a celebration of a betrothal

to a member of that family, though probably not

a marriage as the sitter is not identified as "uxor"

(wife) in the inscription, as on that of Giovanna degli

Albizzi, for example. The first element, a molting

falcon, occurs not only on the reverse of Filippo

Strozzi's medal but also on other Florentine medals

and may proclaim the allegiance of the sitters.7 As

the old Italian word for falconer is "strozziere," the

bird is a particularly apt impresa for that family.

The falcon's shedding of plumage signifies renewal,

and the word "expecto" may refer to the expectation

of rewards for the virtues embodied in the hound

and the lamb depicted below the falcon.8 The lamb,

at right, with its Christian connotation, is the second

main emblem used by Filippo Strozzi. It does not

appear on his medal, but figures prominently in the

lavish miniatures for a manuscript of Pliny's Natural

History decorated for him by Gherardo (or Monte)

di Giovanni (Bodleian Library, Oxford).9 The playful

dog, at left, is a common symbol of fidelity, as is

noted on the scroll, and would have been especially

appropriate for the medal of a bride-to-be. Accord-

ing to Giovio the flaming structure below the falcon

was an emblem invented by Poliziano for Lorenzo

de' Medici to symbolize the ardor of his love.10

The device occurs on two other Florentine medals

and would also have been well suited for a betrothal

celebration.11 EL
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Attributed to

Niccolô Fiorentino

1485/1486, bronze

7-5(215/i6)

National Gallery of Art, Washington,

Samuel H. Kress Collection,

1957.14.891

IO Lodovica Tornabuoni

I N S C R I P T I O N S

Obverse: around the field • LVCDOVICA

• DE TOR N A B O N I S • IO • FI •

(Lodovica Tornabuoni, daughter of

Giovanni)

S E L E C T E D B I B L I O G R A P H Y

Borner, Lore. Die italienischen Medail-
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This medal, attributed to Niccolô Fiorentino

(1430- 1514), memorializes Lodovica Tornabuoni as

a nine-year-old girl. With her baby cheeks and up-

turned nose, she looks like a dressed-up child. She

was probably born in 1476, as her father Giovanni

declared that in 1480 she was four years old.1 We

know her age at the time of the portrait because a

cast of this medal in the Miinzkabinett, Berlin, bears

the inscription - A N • vim (nine years old).2 Medals

of children are rare in the Renaissance. Occasion-

ally the eldest son of a prince, like Alfonso i d'Esté,

was honored with such a portrait in celebration of

dynastic continuity,3 but it is much less clear why

a young girl would be celebrated.

Lodovica's medal is roughly the same size as that

made for her brother Lorenzo and, as suggested by

George Hill, may have been commissioned as a com-

panion piece on the occasion of his wedding in June

1486. At that time, depending on her exact date of

birth, Lodovica would have been nine or ten years

of age.4 The medal would then have served as part

of a program of family celebration that also included

the likeness of Giovanna degli Albizzi, Lodovica's

sister-in-law. Lodovica herself married Alessandro

di Francesco Nasi in 1491.5

On the obverse the girl is shown in profile to the

left. Her hair curls around her cheeks and is loosely

gathered in back with a small triangular coif A large

jeweled pendant adorns her tightly fitting bodice.

Enrico Ridolfi was the first to identify another por-

trait of Lodovica in Ghirlandaio's fresco of the Birth

of the Virgin in the Tornabuoni chapel of Santa Maria

Novella on the basis of its similarity to the medal

(fig. i).6 The identification has been widely accepted

and is supported by striking similarities in the un-

usual hairstyle as well as the likeness. Patricia Simons

has gone so far as to identify the jewel worn by

Lodovica in the fresco as a "crocettina" mentioned

in Giovanni Tornabuoni's will.7 That jewel does look

remarkably similar to the one on the medal, though

in the frescoed version large pearls have been added

to the perimeter, a common practice for Renais-

sance jewelers.

In the fresco, painted around 1489/1490, Lodovica

is depicted as an attendant to the Birth of the Virgin

and appears older than in the medal—a girl of thir-

teen or fourteen. She is resplendently clad in gold

brocade woven with an intricate pattern consisting

of the Tornabuoni device of triangles, a targetlike

motif with sun rays and an undulating scroll, and

a displayed bird on a sawed-off branch. The latter is

probably the Medici device of a falcon on a branch,

clearly proclaiming the close Tornabuoni ties to the

ruling family.8 The cloth, combining a show of family

wealth with heraldic pride, must have been woven

especially for the Tornabuoni. Its significance is

underscored by the fact that in the same fresco cycle

Giovanna degli Albizzi wears an overdress of that

fabric (cat 30, fig. i). What is of particular interest in

connection with Lodovica's medal is the Medici bird

woven into the pattern, which may also appear on

the medal reverse perched on a verdant branch in

front of the crouching unicorn. Hill (1930) identified

the bird as a dove, notable for its purity and amiabil-

ity, but it may just as plausibly be a falcon, a phoe-

nix, or a peahen. As in the medal of Cecilia Gonzaga

(cat. 7), the unicorn celebrates Lodovica's chastity,

but in this case it may be understood in the context

of her virtue and desirability as a bride.9 Whatever

its type, the bird's symbolism must be one that com-

plements the unicorn, which looks up in an unspo-

ken exchange. On a mid-fifteenth-century Florentine

cassone depicting the Judgment of Solomon, a uni-

corn with a scroll ornaments the lavish mantle worn

by the bride-to-be while a falcon appears on the

cape worn by the bridegroom.10 The cassone suggests

a particular association of the two animals in a be-

trothal or marriage context that may also be appro-

priate for the medal of Lodovica Tornabuoni.11 EL
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1
Domenico Ghirlandaio, Birth of the

Virgin (detail), Tornabuoni Chapel,

Santa Maria Novella, Florence

(photo: Scala/Art Resource, N.Y.)
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Attributed to
Ni eco lô Fiorentino

c. 1486, bronze

7.8(3Vi6)

National Gallery of Art, Washington,

Samuel H. Kress Collection,

1957.14.882

II Giovanna degli Albizzi Tornabuoni

I N S C R I P T I O N S

Obverse: around the field • VXOR •

L A V R E N T I I • DE T O R N A B O N I S •

I O A N N A • A L B I Z A • (the wife of Lorenzo

Tornabuoni, Giovanna Albizzi);

Reverse: around the field • CAS TITAS •

P V L C H R I T VDO • A MOR • (chastity,

beauty, love)

S E L E C T E D B I B L I O G R A P H Y
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Pollard, Graham. In The Currency of
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Giovanna, daughter of Maso degli Albizzi and his

second wife Caterina Soderini, was born in 1468.

None other than Lorenzo de' Medici brokered her

marriage to Lorenzo Tornabuoni, son of the enor-

mously wealthy Giovanni, on 15 June 1486.' The

sumptuous ceremony in Florence's Santa Maria

Novella marked an important alliance between the

dynastically distinguished Albizzi and the influen-

tial Tornabuoni, who owed their recent success to

their Medicean alliance. In her nuptial procession

Giovanna is said to have been attended by one hun-

dred maidens and fifteen young men in livery.2

She fulfilled her conjugal duties by giving birth to

a son, Giovanni, in October of 1487. Such good for-

tune, however, was short-lived: she died in child-

birth in October of 1488 and was buried in Santa

Maria Novella, presumably within sight of Ghirlan-

daio's frescoes.3 Poliziano, her husband Lorenzo's

tutor, wrote an epigram for her tomb summarizing

the felicity of her short life.4

Giovannas medal, one of the most graceful of the

entire Florentine production, is characterized by the

same incisive portraiture that is present on the signed

medals of Niccolô Fiorentino (1430—1514) and must

be the work of the master himself.5 Clearly a consort

portrait, that role is stressed in the obverse inscrip-

tion, which starts with the word VXOR (wife). The

medal was probably commissioned on the occasion of

her marriage in 1486, as part of a program of celebra-

tion that may have included the medals of Lorenzo

and Lodovica Tornabuoni (cat. 10) as well as the still

extant Albizzi-Tornabuoni spalliera panels.6 On the

obverse Giovanna is depicted in profile to the right,

with her hair flowing in curls down her cheek and

gathered tightly at the back of her head. She wears a

large pearl necklace with a sizable pendant. Her

plain dress, with a square-cut neckline marked by a

thin border, is similar to that worn by Ginevra de

Bend (cat. 16). Giovannas elegant and dignified

medal is the basis for the identification of her por-

traits by Ghirlandaio—the panel in Madrid (cat. 30)

and the frescoes in Santa Maria Novella.7 Though

Giovanna faces left instead of right in Ghirlandaio's

likenesses and is wearing a different style of dress,

her features are clearly recognizable, as is the hair-

style, which is identical in all her portraits.

The charming group of the Three Graces on the

reverse is copied from one of the many antique repre-

sentations of this composition, but the exact source

is not known. Shown nude, two from the front and

one from the back, the goddesses, with arms inter-

laced, appear in ancient art on coins, mirror backs,

terra-cotta lamps, as well as in frescoes and sculptural

reliefs, and as freestanding figures. George Hill

(1930) believed that the features of the central figure

on the medal reverse were intended as a portrait

of Giovanna, but this theory seems improbable both

on visual grounds and for reasons of propriety. As

in the ancient models, the Grace on the left holds

two stalks of wheat while her companion on the

right proffers a branch with long thin leaves, perhaps

from an olive tree.

The presence of the Three Graces here has Neo-

platonic connotations, as the inscription is a variant

on a text by the humanist Marsilio Ficino and the

same composition, with Ficino's original text, occurs

on the reverse of the medal of Giovanni Pico della

Mirándola.9 As interpreted by Edgar Wind, these

mythological figures represent a complex understand-

ing of love, both earthly and divine, as tripartite

involving the acts of giving, accepting, and return-

ing.10 The inscription on Pico's medal, PVLCHRI-

TU DO A M O R VOLVPTAS, a direct quotation from

Ficino, suggests that "Love is passion aroused by

beauty." In Giovannas medal CASTITAS has been

substituted for VOLVPTAS and the meaning has been

transposed to indicate that "Beauty is love combined

with chastity."11 Like Bernardo Bembos device on

the reverse of Ginevra de Bend's panel, the Three

Graces on the reverse of Giovanna degli Albizzi's medal

may be evidence of a Platonic liaison between the

newlywed lady and Pico, a nobleman as well as a

humanist.12 The relationship was meant as a compli-

ment to the lady and was formally acknowledged by

her with the acceptance of the suitor's chosen emblem.
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This portrait medal is exceptional in that it was

also cast with a reverse of an armed Venus and with

an inscription from Virgil's Aeneid^ The subject of

this reverse makes it likely that it, too, was commis-

sioned on the occasion of Giovanna's wedding. Fully

expressing the complexities of the humanist inter-

pretation of love, the marriage medals of Giovanna

degli Albizzi celebrate its subject by stressing not only

the essential wifely virtues of virginity and chastity,

but also her beauty, as evidence of platonic virtue. EL
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Bertoldo di Giovanni 1478, bronze

6.6 (2 5/8)

National Gallery of Art, Washington,

Andrew W. Mellon Fund, 1988.30.2

Lorenzo de Medici, Giuliano de Medici, and the Pazzi Conspiracy

I N S C R I P T I O N S

Obverse: around the field LAVRENTIVS
M ED i CES (Lorenzo de' Medici); across
the center S A L V S / P V B L I C A (public
safety); Reverse: around the field
IVLIANVS MEDICES (Giuliano de'
Medici); across the center LVCTVS /
P V B L I C V S (public mourning)

S E L E C T E D B I B L I O G R A P H Y
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On 26 April 1478, a group of conspirators headed

by Francesco de' Pazzi and supported by the anti-

Medicean Pope Sixtus iv attempted to murder

Lorenzo and Giuliano de' Medici during High Mass

in Santa Maria del Fiore. The twenty-five-year-old

Giuliano was stabbed nineteen times and died

in front of the cathedral choir. The elder Lorenzo,

though lightly wounded in the neck, was able to

escape behind the bronze doors of the sacristy. Popu-

lar support for the Medici and Lorenzo's leadership

ensured the failure of the plot, and in the immediate

aftermath the conspirators were brutally executed.

Many eyewitnesses reported the events, including

Angelo Poliziano, who wrote an elegant and impas-

sioned account in Latin.1 This medal is the only

visual record of the attempted coup—an extraordi-

nary function for any Renaissance work of art.

Its journalistic character must have been dictated

by the exceptional events that it commemorates.

A letter of n September 1478 from the medalist

Andrea Guacialotti to Lorenzo accompanied four

casts of the medal and indicates that it was commis-

sioned by Lorenzo himself and cast by Guacialotti

from a model by Bertoldo di Giovanni (c. 1430/1440

-I49i).2 A pupil of Donatello and one of Michelan-

gelo's teachers, Bertoldo spent his entire career in the

service of the Medici; he died in Lorenzo's villa at

Poggio a Caiano. Primarily active as a bronze sculp-

tor, the artist is credited with six medals characterized

by rather pictorial portraits and complex low-relief

reverses with numerous figures.3

In this medal the unusual obverse and reverse com-

positions are mirror images, with the profile head

of each man placed above the octagonal wooden

choir of the cathedral.4 Though small, the portraits

are lively, recognizable likenesses without any of

the exaggerated emphasis that often plagues de-

pictions of Lorenzo.5 They are probably based on

images by Botticelli, especially Giuliano's effigy,

which, though in reverse, is close to the portrait in

the National Gallery of Art (cat. 27).6

On both sides of the medal the attacks are depicted

as continuous narratives on either side of the choir,

with the celebration of Mass occurring in the east

end. Below his profile to the right, on the south side

of the choir, the cloaked Lorenzo is seen first fending

off the attackers then retreating to the wooden struc-

ture, and finally crouching just above its banister as

he makes his escape into the sacristy. Contemporary

accounts confirm that Lorenzo saved himself in just

this way by crossing through the choir. Lest there

be any doubt about his survival the inscription below

his head proclaims the public's safety, clearly equat-

ing it with that of Lorenzo. On the other side of the

medal, usually considered the reverse, Giuliano is also

shown in a cloak, first being stabbed in the chest

and then lying on the ground as the conspirators, with

raised swords, continue to attack. In the inscription

in the center, his death is declared public mourning.

In both narratives the dramatically active attackers

are shown nude, a reference to classical art and

possibly as a sign of disrespect for the traitors. The

figures recall Antonio Pollaiuolo's fierce warriors

in the engraving Battle of the Nudes (usually dated to

c. 1470-1475)7 and it is easy to see why Vasari,

who knew the medal, thought that it was by his hand.

On closer examination, however, the influence of

Donatello is equally present in the shallow relief,

reminiscent of rilievo schiacciato, and dynamic com-

position. But conceptually the artist is beholden

to no one in abandoning the traditional formula

of the medal, in which one side is subordinated to

the explication of the other. In this case, Bertoldo

exploits the intrinsic duality of the art form with

parallel compositions commemorating opposite out-

comes of the same event: death and survival. Each

side, in turn, conflates the canonical medallic form

by presenting the portrait together with its histori-

cal commentary.
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Beyond its unique significance as a visual record of

the Pazzi conspiracy, Bertoldo's medal offers evidence

of the skill and sophistication with which Lorenzo

the Magnificent used art to further Medicean hege-

mony in Florence. Lorenzo's success in consolidating

his power after the Pazzi conspiracy was such that

his de facto rule was never challenged again. EL

N O T E S

1. Lorenzo commissioned the Coniurationis Commentarium from

Poliziano immediately after the conspiracy. For this and a sum-

mary of other accounts, see Alessandro Perosa, Delia congiura

dei Pazzi (Padua, 1958); The Earthly Republic. Italian Humanists

on Government and Society, ed. Benjamin Kohl, Ronald Witt,

and Elizabeth Welles (Philadelphia, 1978), 293-322.

2. Bode (1895) was the first to establish a connection between

the medal and the letter. Relevant portions of the letter, tran-

scribed by Draper (1992, 271, no. 4), read: "Mandove per el pre-

sente aportatore, ch'è ser Bartholomeo mió cappellano, quatro

medaglie, le quali o trayetate con li mei mano, che Bertoldo à

facta la prima impronta."

3. On the life and work of Bertoldo, see Draper 1992.

4. Designed by Brunelleschi.

5. On the sculptural portraits of Lorenzo, see Alison Luchs,

"Lorenzo from Life? Renaissance Portrait Busts of Lorenzo

de' Medici," The Sculpture Journal 4 (2000), 6-23.

6. Hill (1930) was the first to suggest Botticelli as a source

for the portraits.

7. On the print and its dating, see Laurie Fusco in Early

Italian Engravings from the National Gallery of Art [exh. cat.,

National Gallery of Art] (Washington, 1973), 66-80, no. 13;

Laurie Fusco, "Pollaiuolo's Battle of the Nudes: A Sugges-

tion for an Ancient Source and a New Dating," in Scrim di

storia dell'arte in onore di Federico Zeri, ed. Mauro Natale,

2 vols. (Milan, 1984), i: 196-199.

8. Giorgio Vasari, Le Vite dé'più eccellenti pittori scultori ed

architettori, ed. Gaetano Milanesi, 9 vols. (Florence, 1906),

3: 297.
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Rogier van der Weyden €.1460, oil on panel

37x27(i4V8xio5 /8)

National Gallery of Art, Washington,

Andrew W. Mellon Collection,

1937.1.44

Portrait of a Lady

S E L E C T E D B I B L I O G R A P H Y

Campbell, Lome. Van der Weyden,

9-10. New York, 1980.

Campbell, Lome. Renaissance Portraits.

European Por trait-Painting in the i4th,

i$th, and loth Centuries, 96-97. New

Haven, 1990.

Davies, Martin. Van der Weyden, 222,

241. London, 1972.

De Vos, Dirk. Rogier van der Weyden.

The Complete Works, 116-118 and cat. 34,

328. Trans. Ted Alkins. Antwerp, 1999.

Hand, John Oliver and Martha Wolff.

Early Netherlandish Paintings, no.

1937.1.44 (44), 241-246. National

Gallery of Art. Washington, 1986.

Kemperdick, Stephan. Rogier van der

Weyden 1300/1400-1464, 98-100, 102.

Trans. Anthea Bell. Cologne, 1999.

Schneider, Norbert. The Art of the

Portrait. Masterpieces of European Por-

trait-Painting 1420-1670, 40. Cologne,

1994.

During the half-century since the Franco-Flemish

Lady (cat. i) was painted, the concept of aristocratic

portraiture in northern Europe changed dramatically.

In his smaller-scaled Portrait of a Lady, Rogier van

der Weyden (c. 1400-1464) abandoned the tradi-

tional profile to depict the sitter turned in three-quar-

ter view to the left. The formula he adopted had been

explored earlier by Robert Campin, his teacher, and

by Jan van Eyck, his predecessor as Burgundian court

painter. As Van der Weyden used it, the three-quarter

view, showing more of the face, revealed the sitter's

personality in a more intimate and directly personal

way. Once believed to be Marie de Valengin, illegiti-

mate daughter of Duke Philip the Good of Bur-

gundy, the subject has not been identified, though, to

judge from her costume and bearing, she was highly

placed at court. In the manner of Van der Weyden's

other late portraits, her figure is set against a dark

background in a boldly abstract design that appeals to

modern taste. The half-length format also permitted

the painter to include the sitter's hands, which are

held, not in prayer, as in a devotional portrait (cat.

14), but as if resting on an unseen ledge. This motif

of clasped hands, right over left, proved to be very

influential, though in Van der Weyden's case, what

we see is the woman's fingers pressed together.1 The

small hands and narrow waist are disproportionate

to her large head, which is emphasized by the cos-

tume. It is not just a matter of the woman's coif,

with the hair pulled back from her high forehead and

held in place by the black band of her bonnet; the

interlocking triangles of the headdress and neckline

also focus attention on the face. Rejecting the rich

color previously associated with aristocratic portraiture,

Van der Weyden adopts a somber scheme of dark

brown, blue, and white, broken only by the bright

red accent of the woman's waistband. Similarly, gold

is restricted to the two rings and the delicately fili-

greed belt buckle. The sitter's sober dress obviously

reflects changing fashion, but it also underscores her

introspective mood.

In Van der Weyden's portrait the sitter's spreading

headdress frames the face, which seems to emerge

from the diaphanous wimple and kerchief. Modern

writers on the painting have stressed the tension

between the woman's outwardly dignified pose and

downcast eyes, indicative of modesty, and a kind of

smoldering inner life suggested by her sensual lips

and tightly compressed hands.2 This sort of psycho-

logical interpretation is risky, even when, as in Van

der Weyden's case, it seems to be called for, but there

can be no doubt that the woman's thoughtful, self-

absorbed expression links her figure to many others

painted by the artist. In Italy, it was precisely this

quality of emotional intensity that was most admired

in Van der Weyden's works. The artist probably made

a trip to Rome in the Jubilee year of 1450, as the

humanist Bartolomeo Fazio reported in his De Vins

Illustrious, written in 1456. Citing Van der Weyden,

along with Van Eyck, as the most famous and high-

ly regarded Northern master of the day, Fazio noted

that Italian connoisseurs and patrons particularly

prized the "variety of feelings and passions" in his

paintings.3 Not just at the Este court in Ferrara, where

he seems to have sojourned, but also in Florence,

Van der Weyden's works were eagerly sought by col-

lectors such as the Medici.4 DAB

1. Lome Campbell (1990, 72-74 and fig. 82) aptly compares

the Rogierian formula for hands with later Italian portraits of

women, like the so-called Muta, attributed to Raphael, in

the Gallería Nazionale delle Marche, Urbino. Though the posi-

tion of the hands is much altered, Leonardo's Mona Lisa offers

another example. In Memlings equally influential portraits,

the sitter's left hand is usually shown resting on the right

(Campbell 1990, fig. 83).

2. No less an authority than Erwin Panofsky spoke of the

lady's "excitability" (Early Netherlandish Painting. Its Origins

and Character [Cambridge, Mass., 1953], 292).

3. Michael Baxandall, "Bartholomaeus Facius on Painting.

A Fifteenth-Century Manuscript of the De Viris Illustrious"

Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 27 (1964),

104-106.

4. Paola Nuttall, "The Medici and Netherlandish Painting,"

in The Early Medici and Their Artists, éd. Francis Ames-Lewis

(London, 1995), 135-152.
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Petrus Christus A c. 1455, oil on panel

42x21.2 (i6y2x83/8)

National Gallery of Art, Washington,

Samuel H. Kress Collection,

1961.9.10

B c. 1455, oil on panel

41.8 x 21.6 (16 y2x 8 va
National Gallery of Art, Washington,

Samuel H. Kress Collection,

1961.9.11

Portrait of a Male Donor (A) Portrait of a Female Donor (B)
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(New York, 1994), cat. 12, 131-135.

Eisler, Colin. Paintings from the Samuel

H. Kress Collection. European Schools

Excluding Italian, nos. K488A/B, 51-54.

Oxford, 1977.

Hand, John Oliver and Martha Wolff.

Early Netherlandish Paintings, nos.

1961.9.10 (1367) and 1961.9.11 (1368),

49-55. National Gallery of Art.

Washington, 1986.

Lane, Barbara G. "Petrus Christus: A

Reconstructed Triptych with an Italian

Motif." Art Bulletin 52 (December

1970), 390-393-

Schabacker, Peter H. Petrus Christus, 51,

and cat. 18,113-114. Utrecht, 1974.

Upton, Joel M. Petrus Christus. His

Place in Fifteenth-Century Painting, 85—

87. University Park, Pa., 1990.

This pair of devotional panels by Petrus Christus

(active c. 1444—1472) demonstrates the growing inter-

national character of fifteenth-century portraiture in

Italy and the North. The commission of the works

was itself an act of piety, and that is the role in which

the sitters appear. The donor and his wife are por-

trayed kneeling in three-quarter view, rather than in

profile, in a spacious interior with views of a distant

landscape. The man has removed his clogs and his

red chaperon, while the woman is at a prie-dieu with

an open prayer book. The object of their devotion

was presumably represented in a central panel,

which is either missing, as some scholars believe, or

identifiable with the artist's Madonna and Child

Enthroned with Saints Jerome and Francis of 1457, in

Frankfurt.1 Whatever the case, the composition and

relatively small scale of the Gallery's panels indicate

that they originally formed the wings of a triptych

meant for private devotion in a domestic setting

similar to the one shown in the paintings. There the

donors would have addressed their prayers to the

sacred personages venerated by their portrait images

in the altarpiece. Reinforcing this "mirror of devo-

tion" effect, Christus exploited the oil medium to

capture the sitters' likenesses, the precise textures of

their garments, and the luminous landscape.

In the Madonna Enthroned, the saints are shown

together with the Virgin and child in the manner

of an Italian sacra conversazione?" But the borrowing

of the Italian compositional type, together with the

use of single-point perspective, does not necessarily

mean that Christus painted the picture in Italy. Even

if he was in Italy—and there is no documentary

evidence recording his presence there3—he probably

completed the donor portraits in his native Bruges.

Admittedly, the sitters are Italian: the coat of arms

affixed to the wall behind the man has been tenta-

tively identified as that of the Lomellini, while the

arms suspended behind the woman are those of the

Vivaldi.4 Both families belonged to the mercantile

elite of Genoa, but they were also active throughout

the fifteenth century as merchants and bankers in

Bruges, and the subjects of the Washington panels

are, accordingly, portrayed wearing Northern dress.

Italian patrons of Netherlandish painters, like the

Lomellini, brought their works back to Italy when

they repatriated, and it is not surprising, therefore,

that the Gallery's donor portraits are said to have

come from Genoa.5 But the large number of Chris-

tus' pictures with an Italian provenance includes

some that were apparently commissioned in Italy.

In Florence, for example, the Medici owned two

works by the artist cited in the 1492 inventory of

Lorenzo de' Medici's collection—a Saint Jerome,

sometimes connected with the miniature-sized panel

plausibly attributed to Christus in Detroit, and a

female portrait that has been tentatively identified

with his Portrait of a Lady in Berlin. The latter,

or a work like it, was surely known to Leonardo

when he painted Ginevra de Bend (cat. i6).7 DAB

N O T E S

1. Opinion about the reconstruction, bringing together the

Madonna Enthroned m the Stàdelsches Kunstinstitut and

Stàdtische Galerie in Frankfurt with the Washington donor

portraits, as proposed by Lane (1970), is about evenly divided

with Eisler (1977) and Upton (1990) in favor, and Schabacker

(1974), Wolff in Hand and Wolff (1986), and Ainsworth

(1994) opposed. Further about the Frankfurt picture see Ains-

worth 1994, cat. 13, 136-141, and Jochen Sander, Niederlàn-

dische Gemàlde im Stâdel 1400—1550 (Mainz, 1993), 154—174.

2. As noted by Lane 1970.

3. The mention of a "Fiero de' Burges" and an "Antonello da

Sicilia" at the Sforza court in Milan in 1456, supposedly alluding

to Petrus Christus and Antonello da Messina, has been shown

to refer instead to the provisioning of soldiers (Ainsworth 1994,

60-62). Even so, the problem of whether Christus visited Italy

(or whether Antonello went to Flanders) remains open, because

of the close stylistic resemblance between their works.

4. For the heraldry see Wolff in Hand and Wolff 1986. The

colored woodcut representing Saint Elizabeth of Hungary,

attached to the wall behind the female sitter, helps to identify

her as an Elisabetta Vivaldi, married to a Lomellini resident

in Bruges in the mid-fifteenth century.

5. Another example of this kind of conduit for Netherlandish

art in Italy is offered by Memling's pendant portraits of the

Florentine Tommaso Portinari and his wife Maria, dated c. 1470,

shortly after the sitters' marriage, in the Metropolitan Museum,

New York. The half-length portraits of the praying donors

are clearly the wings of a small devotional triptych, the central

panel of which is lost. During his stint in Bruges, Portinari also

commissioned Hugo van der Goes' altarpiece, now in the UfBzi.

6. About these two works see Ainsworth 1994, cat. i, 68-71,

and cat. 19, 166—169.

7. For the comparison, see David Alan Brown, Leonardo da

Vinci. Origins of a Genius (New Haven, 1998), no-iii.
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Hans Memling A c. 1485/1490, oil on panel

43.2x18.7(17x73/8)

The Metropolitan Museum of Art,

New York, The Jules Bache

Collection, 1949

B c. 1485/1490, oil on panel

43-5 * 18 (17Vex 7Vs)

Museum BoijmansVan Beuningen,

Rotterdam

Young Woman with a Carnation (A) Two Horses and a Monkey in a Landscape (B)
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De Vos, Dirk. Hans Memling. The Com-

plete Works, cat. 73, 264-266. Trans.

Ted Alkins. Ghent, 1994.

De Vos, Dirk. Hans Memling. Catalogue,

cat. i, 124-127. Trans. Ted Alkins and

Marcus Cumberledge. Bruges, 1994.

Dulberg, Angelica. Privatportràts.

Geschichte und Ikonologie einer Gattung

im 15. und 16. Jahrhundert, cat. 176, 233.

Berlin, 1990.

Giltaij, Jeroen. In Van Eyck to Bruegel

1400-1550. Dutch and Flemish Painting

in the Museum Boymans-van Beuningen,

cat. 31,150-153. Rotterdam, 1994.

McFarlane, K.B. Hans Memling, 41-42,

note 51. Oxford, 1971.

Panofsky, Erwin. Early Netherlandish

Painting. Its Origins and Character, 506-

507, note 7. Cambridge, Mass., 1953.

Sprinson de Jesus, Mary. In From

Van Eyck to Bruegel. Early Netherlandish

Painting in the Metropolitan Museum

of Art. Ed. Maryan W. Ainsworth and

Keith Christiansen [exh. cat., Metropoli-

tan Museum of Art] (New York, 1998),

cat. 32, 174-176.

Long considered to be a portrait, Young Woman with

a Carnation by Memling (active c. 1465-1494) has

sometimes been doubted as his work because it failed

to meet the standard the artist set for realistic portrai-

ture in such splendid likenesses as those of Tommaso

Portinari and his wife Maria Baroncelli, also in the

Metropolitan Museum of Art.1 The most recent

and vocal detractor of the painting, Lome Campbell

(1995), objected to the woman's spindly arms and

misunderstood costume and to the schematic land-

scape background. But as Dirk De Vos (1994) has
demonstrated, the painting is, in fact, an allegorical

representation rare in Northern art of this period and

practically unique in Memling's oeuvre.2 The weak-

nesses pointed out by Campbell and others would,

for De Vos, be stylizations proper to an allegory.

Helping to clarify the status of the New York panel is

a companion piece of identical dimensions, repre-

senting two horses and a monkey in a landscape, in

the Boijmans Museum, Rotterdam. The two narrow

vertical panels are undoubtedly pendants: the land-

scape and the architectural setting are consistent in

each work, and so are the lighting and perspective.

Though the wood supports for the two images have

recently been shown to come from the same tree,

they did not form the front and back of a single

panel, as scholars once believed. Instead, the Woman
and the Horses were meant to be seen side by side,

either in the form of a fixed or folding diptych or as

the exterior wings of a triptych, viewed in this man-

ner when closed.3

Erwin Panofsky (1953) and, following him, De Vos

(1994) have convincingly explicated the imagery

depicted on the two panels, which the latter calls the

Allegory of True Love. According to their interpreta-

tion, the woman proffers a red carnation, tradition-

ally symbolizing love, betrothal, or marriage, to the
pair of horses on the right. Signifying lust, like the
monkey on its back, the white horse bends over to
quench its thirst, while the brown horse gazes faith-
fully at the woman in the adjacent panel. Together

the animals would stand for the noble and ignoble
sides of a man's amorous passion. Significantly, Mem-
ling's moralizing allegory of love and virtue has more

than a little in common with contemporary Italian

works like Botticelli's so-called Simonetta Vespucci

(cat. 28) or Leonardo's double-sided portrait of

Ginevra de' Benci (cat. 16). As with Simonetta, the

face of the woman depicted by Memling corresponds

to his ideal female type, and her old-fashioned dress

strikes a chivalric note, according to De Vos (1994),

just as Botticelli's is classicizing. And like Ginevra

de Benci, as reconstructed with the sitter's missing

hands, Memling's woman holds a symbolic flower

before a landscape.4 These and other resemblances

with Italian art suggest that the paintings in New

York and Rotterdam might possibly have been com-

pleted for an Italian patron.5 Memling frequently

worked for Italians who resided north and south of

the Alps (see notes i and 3), and the New York

panel at least has an Italian provenance, having been

acquired by Wilhelm von Bode in Florence in the

early 18705. DAB

1. About these two portraits and the realistic full-figure like-

nesses of the Portinari couple in Memling's Scenes from the

Passion of Christ in the Gallería Sabauda, Turin, see, respec-

tively, De Vos, Complete Works, 1994, cat. 9,100-103, and

cat. ii, 105-109.

2. Another example is Memling's enigmatic Allegory in the

Musée Jacquemart-André, Paris (De Vos, Complete Works,

1994, cat. 34,164-165).

3. As noted by Sprinson de Jesus (1998), the ensemble, with

the central panel and interior wings now missing, might have

resembled the so-called Pagagnotti triptych, as reconstructed

by Michael Rohlmann ("Memling's 'Pagagnotti triptych,'"

The Burlington Magazine 137 [July 1995], 438—445), with an

unusual representation of a flock of cranes on the exterior wings.

4. For the reconstruction, see David Alan Brown, Leonardo

da Vinci. Origins of a Genius (New Haven, 1998), 106-109 and

%• 94-

5. De Vos (Complete Works, 1994) aptly compares Memling's

diptych to Piero di Cosimos Allegory, with a horse symbolizing

lust and a female figure standing for virtue, in the National

Gallery of Art, Washington (Anna Forlani Tempesti and Elena

Capretti, Piero di Cosimo [Florence, 1996], cat. 9, 101).
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Leonardo da Vinci c. 1474-1478, oil on panel

38.1x37(15x149/15)

National Gallery of Art, Washington,

Ailsa Mellon Bruce Fund, 1967.6.1

16 Ginevra de Benci

Wreath of laurel, palm, and juniper

with a scroll inscribed V I R T U T E M

FORMA DECORAT
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183,187-190. Ed. Margaret W. Fergu-
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(1989), 811-816.

Garrard, Mary D. "Leonardo da Vinci:
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Art History, 59-86. Ed. Norma Broude

and Mary D. Garrard. New York, 1992.

Marani, Pietro. Leonardo. Una camera

di pittore, 38—48. Milan, 1999.

Môller, Emil. "Leonardos Bildnis der

Ginevra dei Benci." Münchner Jahrbuch
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185-209.

Walker, John. "Ginevra de'Benci by

Leonardo da Vinci." Report and Studies

in the History of Art, 1-38. National
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Since the time it was acquired by the Gallery from

the Liechtenstein collection in 1967, millions of view-

ers have admired Ginevra de Benci by Leonardo

(1452-1519). But fewer of them may be aware of the

picture's painted reverse, which complements the

portrayal of the sitters appearance by alluding to her

character. The complete portrait, in other words,

includes the back, as well as the front, of the panel.

The front side portrays the soberly dressed young

woman in a landscape, while the back depicts a

wreath of laurel and palm encircling a sprig of juni-

per. Entwined around the plants is a scroll with a

Latin inscription meaning "Beauty Adorns Virtue."

The fact that the wreath is truncated at the bottom

indicates that the panel, now measuring about fifteen

inches square, was cut down in the past. The identi-

fication of the sitter as Ginevra de' Benci is based

on the mention of such a portrait by Leonardo in

Vasari and the other early sources.1 The juniper (gine-

pro in Italian), depicted as a landscape element on

one side of the panel and emblematically on the

other, puns on the sitter's name. Ginevra was born

into a wealthy Florentine banking family in August

or September 1457.2 On 15 January 1474, at the age

of sixteen, she married Luigi Niccolini, who reported

six years later that his wife had long been sick. Soon

after Ginevra's marriage an event occurred which,

apart from Leonardo's portrait, is her chief claim to

fame. On one of his two missions to Florence, in

1475-1476 and in 1478-1480, the Venetian ambas-

sador and humanist Bernardo Bembo adopted the

local chivalric fashion and chose Ginevra as the

object of his platonic love.3 Their mutual devotion

found expression in a series of Petrarchan poems by

writers in the Medici circle, celebrating her beauty

and virtue.4

One or the other or both of the central events in

Ginevra's life (she was childless) may have provided

the motive for commissioning her portrait. If

Leonardo portrayed Ginevra as Bembo's beloved,

the painting would have to have been created in the

late 14705, when most scholars, have, in fact, dated

it. Jennifer Fletcher's discovery (1989) that the

wreath of laurel and palm on the reverse was Bem-

bo's emblem lends support to the hypothesis that he

ordered the picture. And yet if we consider Ginevra

simply as a painting, apart from the sitter's biography,

it demonstrably belongs with the Uffizi Annunciation

and the other works Leonardo completed as a pupil

in Verrocchio's shop. In the compilers monograph of

1998 the solution offered to the problem of whether

Ginevra is portrayed as a bride in 1474 or as Bembo's

innamorata in 1475-1476 or 1478-1480 was that

the front side celebrated her marriage and the reverse,

Bembo's devotion. Having already been delivered,

the painting would have been retrieved and updated

after the circumstances of her life changed, not an

uncommon practice in the Renaissance. It is, how-

ever, just possible that the front side of the panel was

completed, together with the reverse, early in 1475.5

In January of that year, the newly arrived Bembo par-

ticipated in a tournament organized by the Medici,

and he might at the same time have honored his

beloved in the form of a portrait commission.

Ginevra's portrait, the lower part of which was cut

down after suffering some damage, may originally

have included her hands. A drawing of hands (cat. 17)

by Leonardo at Windsor Castle, assuming it is a

preparatory study, aids in reconstructing the original

format (fig. i) of the picture.6 As reconstructed,

Leonardo's portrait may be seen to have broken with

the long-standing Florentine tradition of portraying

women in bust-length profile. In seeking an alterna-

tive to the static profile, Leonardo, like Botticelli

(cat. 25), seems to have turned to Verrocchio's Lady

with a Bunch of Flowers (cat. 22) in the Bargello,

Florence. Because of the sitter's beautiful hands,

which mark an advance over the earlier head-and-

shoulders type of sculpted bust, the marble has even

been attributed to Leonardo. But the highly inno-

vative conception of the half-length portrait bust is

surely Verrocchio's achievement. What young Leo-

nardo did was to translate this sculptural prototype

into a pictorial context, placing his sitter in a watery

landscape shrouded in bluish haze. Memling is often

cited as a source for the idea of showing Ginevra

in three-quarter view in a landscape, but his portraits

typically set the sitters' heads against the sky. Ex-
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land 2

Computer reconstructions of Ginevra

de'Bend, front and back, department of

imaging and visual services, National

Gallery of Art, Washington

i 2

ploiting the fluidity of the new oil medium by using

his fingers as well as the brush, Leonardo depicts

Ginevra before a juniper bush, which not only plays

on her name, but symbolizes her chastity. Far surpass-

ing contemporary botanical depictions, the juniper

is observed and painted with the same interest and

intensity as the sitter, as an intricate network of needle-

like leaves surrounded by light and atmosphere. The

plant metaphor is juxtaposed in the painting with

Ginevra's pale luminous skin and her golden curls,

which anticipate Leonardo's studies of swirling water.

The stone-colored plants and scroll on the back

of the panel (fig. 2), shown against a simulated red

porphyry background, present an emblematic por-

trait of Ginevra: the laurel and palm commonly

symbolized moral and intellectual virtue, while the

Latin word for beauty artfully twines around the

juniper. Bembos emblem of crossed laurel and palm

was originally combined with his own motto; then,

transposing the juniper from the front, he devised

one more suitable for his beloved.7 Bembo may have

encountered prototypes for the back of Ginevra's

portrait in Northern art while serving as ambassador

to the Burgundian court in H72.8 Leonardo's reverse

also resembles those combining an inscription with

simulated marble in Jacometto Veneziano's double-

sided portraits (cats. I9A, B; 20; 21). Significantly,

Jacometto is recorded as having painted a portrait

of Bembos son Carlo, datable to c. I472.9 While this

work is lost, it is possible that Bembo brought it

to Florence and indicated the reverse as a model for

Leonardo. The patron may be the link that explains

the otherwise puzzling similarity between the painted

reverses of Leonardo's and Jacometto s portraits.

If Bembo commissioned the reverse and conceived

its design, as seems most likely, he did so in the spirit

of the poems his humanist friends dedicated to him.

In their verses Ginevra's beauty and virtue, far from

being in conflict, are conjoined, as they appear on

the front and back of her portrait. In addition to the

poems, a letter entitled "A picture of a beautiful

body and a beautiful mind," which the dean of Flo-

rentine humanists, Marsilio Ficino, sent to Bembo,

might almost serve as a subtext for Leonardo's paint-

ing.10 The precise visual form that Leonardo gave to

Bembos conception was determined by the artist's

own experience, of course, in this case of Verrocchio's

Medici tomb in San Lorenzo of 1472, with its red

porphyry sarcophagus and banderoles winding around

foliate wreaths. Compared with its Jacometto ana-

logues, the reverse of Leonardo's portrait stands out

for its elaborately naturalistic character. Only he—

and not Jacometto or some other artist—could be

responsible for the organic quality of the monochro-

matic plants and for the way the scroll coils around

them.11 Leonardo portrayed Ginevra in a highly indi-

vidual way: his painting is not only a portrait but

also a picture of nature which represents the sitter in

light of his own preoccupations as an artist. DAB
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1. Brown 1998, ioi and 201, note 5.

2. For the sitters biography, see Môller 1937-1938 and

Walker 1967.

3. Bembo's biography is Nella Giannetto, Bernardo Bembo

Umanista e Politico Veneziano (Florence, 1985).

4. For transcriptions and translations of these sonnets, together

with two by Lorenzo de' Medici, see Walker 1967, as cited in

Brown 1998, 201, notes 14 and 15.

5. If the front side of Leonardo's picture is dated a year after

her marriage, the chronology proposed by the compiler in his

monograph of 1998 would have to be revised: though their

sequence would remain the same, his other early works would

each need to be dated a year or so later as well.

6. For the reconstruction, see Brown 1998, note 37, 202-203.

7. Brown 1998,119.

8. Ample precedents for Leonardo's emblematic reverse exist in

Florence, not only in the form of portrait medals but also in

painted deschi, or birth trays, with figurai scenes on the front

and personal or heraldic devices decorating the back. Neverthe-

less, the closest parallels to the Ginevra reverse are found in

Netherlandish and Netherlandish-inspired paintings, like Mem-

ling's Portrait of Benedetto Portinari, compared with Ginevra

by Dirk De Vos (Hans Memling. The Complete Works [Ghent,

1994], 49-50, 399, and cat. 79, 284-286). Leonardo knew Por-

tinari, and the triptych containing his portrait was cited as a

source for Mona Lisa by Susanne Kress ("Memlings Triptychon

des Benedetto Portinari und Leonardos Mona Lisa," in Portrât,

Landschaft, Intérieur, éd. Christiane Kruse and Felix Thiirle-

mann [Tubingen, 1999], 219-234). See also the Rogierian Por-

trait of a Man (Guillaume Pillastre?) in the Courtauld Gallery,

London, and numerous other examples discussed by Angelica

Dtilberg, Privatportrâts. Geschichte und Ikonologie einer Gat-

tungim 15. und 16. Jahrhundert (Berlin, 1990). On the backs of

two Netherlandish portraits of the Medici in Zurich are the

family arms framed by garlands in a field of fictive porphyry

(Hellmut Wohl, The Paintings ofDomenico Veneziano [New

York, 1980], cat. 81, 195). Exceedingly hard to carve, porphyry in

a female portrait context symbolizes the everlasting nature of

the patron's love or the sitter's virtue or memory. See Dulberg

1990, 116-133; E. James Mundy, "Porphyry and the 'Posthu-

mous' Fifteenth Century Portrait," Pantheon 46 (1988), 37—43;

and Suzanne B. Butters, The Triumph of Vulcan. Sculptors'Tools,

Porphyry, and the Prince in Ducal Florence, 2 vols. (Florence,

1996), i: 108—110.

9. Der Anónimo Morelliano, ed. Theodor Frimmel (Vienna,

1896), 22.

10. In the letter, datable 1477/1478, Ficino explores the re-

lationship between virtue and its "lovely form" ( The Letters of

Marsilio Ficino [London, 1975-], 4 [1988]: no. 51, 66-67).

11. The lettering of Leonardo's inscription, placed on the scroll

in a manner that is both legible and illusionistic, differs from

that found on the Jacometto portrait reverses in London and

Philadelphia, according to Christine Sperling (written commu-

nication, 4 December 2000).
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Leonardo da Vinci c. 1474, metalpoint over black

chalk with white heightening on

buff-colored paper

21.5 x 15 (S^iox 57s)

Lent by Her Majesty Queen

Elizabeth II

IV Study of Hands
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The portrait by Leonardo (1452-1519) of Ginevra de

Bend (cat. 16), the lower part of which was cut down

after suffering some damage in the past, may origi-

nally have included the sitter's hands. Scholars have

plausibly reconstructed the original format of the

painting partly on the basis of a variant (fig. i), attrib-

uted to Lorenzo di Credi, in the Metropolitan

Museum, New York.1 This portrait, which also asso-

ciates the female sitter with a juniper, is inscribed on

the reverse "Ginevera de Am.. . Benci." Though not

the same woman, the sitter in the New York panel

holds a ring, which led Wilhelm von Bode to surmise

that the missing portion of Leonardo's portrait also

included Ginevra's hands.2 These were represented, he

argued, by this beautifully expressive Study of Hands.

While allowing that the portrait may once have had

hands similar to those shown on this sheet, scholars

have tended to place the drawing somewhat later in

Leonardos career. And yet in its meticulously finished

style and technique, the drawing would seem to date

from the earlier part of Leonardo's first Florentine

period. The hands closely resemble those of the angel

in Leonardo's Uffizi Annunciation, for example. If

that is the case, then the drawing could have served as

a preparatory study for Ginevra's portrait. The hands

in the drawing are not posed one above the other, as

has often been claimed; rather they are shown resting

together at waist level. This arrangement is repeated

twice on the sheet, and in each case one hand is fully

modeled while the other is merely sketched in. To

reconstruct Ginevra's original attitude, therefore, the

two finished hands must be joined, thereby function-

ing as a base for her head and shoulders. In the half-

length image that results (see cat. 16, fig. i), both

hands and head are lit from the upper right and both

are in three-quarter view. Between the thumb and

index finger of the more finished right hand are rep-

resented stems and leaves, suggesting that the sitter

once held a sprig of a plant. Beyond its obvious suit-

ability for a betrothal or marriage painting, the motif

of holding flowers must have had a personal mean-

ing for Leonardo, who returned to it again and again

in his early works. DAB

1. About this picture, see Federico Zeri and Elizabeth Gardner,

Italian Paintings. A Catalogue of the Collection of the Metropolitan

Museum of Art. Florentine School (New York, 1971), 154-157.

2. Paul Millier-Walde (Leonardo da Vinci: Lebensskizze und

Forschungen iiber sein Verhàltniss zur Florentiner Kunst und zu

Rafael [Munich, 1889], 52) first suggested that the Windsor

drawing might have served for the painting now in Washington,

and Bode endorsed his proposal (Studien uber Leonardo da Vinci

[Berlin, 1921], 40), dating both the painting and the presumed

preparatory study to the later 1470$. A.E. Popham (The Draw-

ings of Leonardo da Vinci [New York, 1945], 17—18) and Ludwig

H. Heydenreich (Leonardo da Vinci, 2 vols. [New York, 1954],

i: 31; 2: iv) concurred, and so did Kenneth Clark, who, after

first tentatively dating the drawing, together with the portrait,

c. 1474 (Leonardo da Vinci: An Account of His Development as

an Artist [Cambridge, 1939; rev. eds. 1952,1959,1967, and 1988],

17), later placed both works c. 1478—1480 (Drawings, 1968, i:

104—105). Clark's reservations about an early date for such an

accomplished drawing were shared by Berenson (The Drawings

of the Florentine Painters, 2d rev. éd., 3 vols. [Chicago, 1938],

2: no. 1173) and many later scholars, including Jack Wasserman

(review of Clark, Drawings, 1968, The Burlington Magazine 116

[1974], 113), who preferred to connect the hands with a (quite

differently modeled) study of a female profile also at Windsor

(no. 12505). This hypothesis was further explored by Herman

T. Colenbrander ("Hands in Leonardo Portraiture," Achademia

Leonardi Vinci 5 [1992], 37-43). The grotesque profile in

the upper left of the sheet is of the kind that Leonardo drew

throughout his career.
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Leonardo da Vinci c. 1474, pen and brown ink over

stylus indentations on paper

9.4x8.i(33/4X3y4)

Visitors of the Ashmolean Museum,

Oxford, P ii 15

18 Lady with a Unicorn

Mounted on the same sheet, the

separate and somewhat later study of

a unicorn by Leonardo
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The present emblematic reverse of Ginevra de Benci

(cat. 16) may not have been the artist's original idea

for the back of the panel. Rather, Leonardo (1452-

1519) may have envisaged a figurai design connoting

female virtue (Brown 1998). The evidence for an ear-

lier version of the portrait reverse lies in this sheet

depicting a lady with a unicorn. According to legend,

the unicorn—an equine creature with a shaggy, goat-

like coat and a single horn projecting from its fore-

head—could be captured only by a chaste maiden.

The legendary beast thus became a symbol of virgin-

ity or chastity.1 Leonardo's drawing shows a maiden

pointing to a docile unicorn tethered to a tree. John

Walker noted the resemblance between Ginevra and

the female figure in the drawing, but his suggestion

that the sketch possibly served for her portrait on the

front side of the panel is unacceptable; it could be

a preparatory drawing for the reverse, however.2 The

design is enclosed within framing lines, indicating

that Leonardo meant to make a picture of it, and

the proportions agree with those of the portrait in its

original state. The severe demeanor of the maiden,

seated in three-quarter view in a landscape, is com-

parable with Ginevra's, and so are her costume and

coiffure. And the tree (a juniper?) in the drawing sets

off the maiden's head just as the juniper enhances

Ginevra's pale countenance in the painting.

Had Leonardo completed his scheme for an allegori-

cal reverse, his painting would have resembled several

contemporary portraits that associate a female sitter

with a unicorn symbolizing her chastity.3 The most

famous of these is Piero della Francesca's Montefeltro

diptych (Woods-Marsden essay, fig. 10) in the Uffizi,

in which the duke's wife is shown in half-length

profile on the front side of the portrait and as a tiny

full-length figure riding on a cart pulled by unicorns

on the reverse.4 Piero s pair of double-sided por-

traits recall such medals as the one (cat. 7) in which

Pisanello paid tribute to Cecilia Gonzaga's chastity

(she chose to enter a convent) in the form of a uni-

corn on the reverse. Less well known but closer in

some ways to Leonardo's conception is the Lady of

the Gozzadini Family in the Lehman collection, Met-

ropolitan Museum, New York, in which the sitter

appears twice, bust-length in profile and as a smaller

figure accompanied by a unicorn in the landscape

background.5 If he projected an allegorical reverse

for Ginevra's portrait, Leonardo never carried it out.

When he again took up the idea of a painted re-

verse, he appears to have briefly considered his earlier

scheme of the Lady with the Unicorn, as may be seen

in two further sketches of a unicorn of slightly later

date, one mounted on the same sheet as the sketch

in Oxford and the other in the British Museum.6

But he abandoned that solution in favor of an em-

blem with a motto. DAB

N O T E S

1. On the unicorn, see Odell Shepard, The Lore of the Unicorn

(New York, 1967); and Riidiger Robert Beer, Unicorn. Myth

and Reality, trans. Charles M. Stern (New York, 1977).

2. Raymond Stites pointed out the resemblance to Walker

("Ginevra ¿le' Benci by Leonardo da Vinci," in Report and

Studies in the History of Art, National Gallery of Art [Wash-

ington, 1967], 19-20) and elaborated on it in his The Sub-

limations of Leonardo da Vinci (Washington, 1970), 66, 68.

3. A Florentine engraving of a Lady with a Unicorn, approxi-

mately contemporary with Leonardo's drawing, involves the

animal in a marriage context, as indicated by the shields left

bare for the coats of arms of the wife and her husband (Alison

Wright in Patricia Lee Rubin, Alison Wright, and Nicholas

Penny, Renaissance Florence. The Art of the 14/05 [exh. cat.,

National Gallery] [London, 1999], cat. 92, 342).
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4. In his double-sided diptych of c. 1473 Piero depicts the

recently deceased Battista Sforza before a panoramic landscape

representing the territory over which she and her husband

ruled (Norbert Schneider, The Art of the Portrait: Masterpieces of

European Portrait-Painting 1420—1670 [Cologne, 1994], 48—51).

5. John Pope-Hennessy ( The Robert Lehman Collection, I: Ital-

ian Paintings [New York, 1987], cats. 89-90, 214-219) ascribes

the diptych, representing a member of the Gozzadini family

and his wife, to the fifteenth-century Emilian school. That the

lady is portrayed again at a smaller scale in the background is

made clear by her hairdress and costume, which are the same

as those of the bust-length effigy.

6. These drawings by Leonardo depicting the unicorn theme—

the one in the British Museum with two sketches of a lady with

the beast within frame lines (A. E. Popham and Philip Pouncey,

Italian Drawings in the Department of Prints and Drawings in the

British Museum: The Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries, 2 vols.

[London, 1950], i: cat. 98 verso, 59; 2: pi. xci); and the other at

Oxford showing the unicorn alone (White, Whistler, and Harri-

son 1992, cat. 4, 26, and Parker 1956, cat. 16,10—n and pi. vi)

—have often been associated with the Lady with the Unicorn

exhibited here and dated, together with that work, to the end

of the artist's first Florentine period (Parker 1956, 10; and Martin

Kemp in Martin Kemp and Jane Roberts, Leonardo da Vinci

[exh. cat., Hayward Gallery] (London, 1989), cats. 80 and 81,

154). Popham believed that the Oxford Lady with the Unicorn

was the final version of the design (The Drawings of Leonardo

da Vinci [New York, 1945], 18). But those authors connecting

the three drawings have admitted that they are not wholly con-

sistent in style, and Adolfo Venturi would seem to be right in

differentiating between them (/ Disegni di Leonardo da Vinci,

7 vols. [Rome, 1928-1952], i: 16—17, 2.0-21, and cats, v and

xxxii). In the Oxford Lady, which seems to be a portrait, the

unicorn is merely an attribute, while in the other two draw-

ings the focus shifts to the animal, integrated with the (generic)

maiden in the British Museum sheet and shown alone with-

out her in the second drawing at Oxford. Venturis juxtaposed

illustrations of the two versions of the lady with the unicorn

(Leonardo e la sua scuola [Novara, 1941], x and pis. 14 and 15)

make clear that the British Museum drawing (and the Oxford

study of the unicorn alone) must be later, having been made

about the same time as the studies for a Virgin with a cat on

the obverse of the sheet (Popham 1945, cat. n, 103; and Popham

and Pouncey 1950, i: cat. 98 recto, 58-59; and 2: pi. xc), which

date from the late 14705.
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JacomettoVenezîano A 0.1485-1495, oil on panel

ii.8x8.4(45/8x3y16)

The Metropolitan Museum of

Art, New York, Robert Lehman

Collection, 1975

B c. 1485-1495, oil on panel

10.2X7.1(4X2 1 3 /16)

The Metropolitan Museum of

Art, New York, Robert Lehman

Collection, 1975

Alvise Contarini (A) Portrait of a Lady (B)

chained deer (A)

female figure in a landscape (B)
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Like Ginevra de Bend (cat. 16), this pair of panel por-

traits by the Venetian painter and miniaturist Jaco-

metto Veneziano (active c. 1472-1497) have painted

reverses. The male portrait reverse, bearing an inscri-

ption and an emblem on a ground of fictive por-

phyry, is similar to Leonardos formulation. Jacometto s

sitters are shown, half-length and in three-quarter

view, facing each other against a landscape back-

ground. Though they have been attributed to Anto-

nello da Messina and Giovanni Bellini, the portraits

are now generally believed to be Jacometto s work.1

The basis for the attribution is a passage in the diary

of the Venetian connoisseur Marcantonio Michiel

describing in the house of Michèle Contarini in 1543

a "little portrait of Messer Alvise Contarini... who

died some years ago; and on the same panel there is a

portrait of a nun of San Secondo. On the cover of

these portraits there is a small deer (?) in a landscape;

and their leather case is decorated with foliage

stamped with gold. This most perfect work is by the

hand of Jacometto."2 Apart from a few discrepancies,

the portrait of Alvise Contarini and its companion

piece and their painted covers, as described by

Michiel, correspond to the miniature portraits in the

Lehman collection with their extraordinary delicacy

of execution. Michiels reference to the animal

depicted on the back of the male portrait is unclear,

but a later inventory, citing what is obviously the

same picture in the Vendramin collection, Venice,

specifies that it is a "cerva" or "deer" (Pope-Hennessy

1987). Likewise, Michiels identification of the

female sitter as a "nun of San Secondo" seems odd in

view of her costume, which has a low neckline that

bares her shoulders. The explanation is not that the

order was worldly, but that Michiel, writing half a

century after the picture was painted, mistook the

woman's coif for a Benedictine habit. In fact, similar

headdresses are found in two other female portraits

by or attributed to Jacometto in Cleveland (fig. i)

and in Philadelphia (cat. 21). These similarly dressed

sitters are surely not all nuns, and no nun, no matter

how frivolous, would have chosen to be portrayed

in such decollete. Paired portraits of men and women

facing each other invariably represent spouses (cats.

2A, B; I4A, B; 31 A, B), and so the lady depicted by

Jacometto must be Alvise Contarini s wife.

Now framed separately, the small thin panels in

the Lehman collection were originally joined, but

Michiels account of the ensemble is imprecise. Aside

from the leather case, he describes an "incontro"

or "joining" of the portraits but mentions only one

reverse, that of Alvise Contarini. The two panels did

not form a conventional diptych as their dimensions

do not exactly agree: though usually reproduced at

the same scale, the male portrait is significantly larger

in height and width than its female counterpart.

Nor can the woman's portrait have served as a cover

for that of her companion; as Angelica Dülberg

(1990) has objected, such sliding covers have armorial

or emblematic images and were larger, not smaller,

than the portraits underneath. It may be, then, that

the female portrait was nestled in the frame of the

male one. When closed, the reverse would have been

exposed (accounting, perhaps, for the fact that it is

damaged), and when opened, the lady's portrait

would have been displayed next to that of the man,

with the landscape fairly continuous from one panel

to another, as they were intended to be seen.
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1

Jacometto Veneziano, Portrait of

a Lady, Cleveland Museum of Art

As in Florence, Venetian portraiture developed from

the traditional profile to the three-quarter view, again

under Flemish influence. In Venice, however, the

shift was more abrupt because of the brief but inten-

sive activity of Antonello da Messina in 1475-1476.

A number of surviving portraits painted by Anto-

nello, all showing the (male) sitters bust length and

in three-quarter view, had a profound impact, begin-

ning with Giovanni Bellini. Jacometto's extant por-

traits, adopting the three-quarter view, must postdate

Antonello's sojourn, and, among them, the Lehman

pair is the most developed and so presumably the

latest. The obverses show the sitters half-length be-

fore a panoramic landscape, and the reverses also go

beyond the purely emblematic designs previously

depicted by the artist (cats. 2,0, 21). Like the portrait

images, the reverses are pictorial, featuring a deer

and what appears to be a female figure, both seated

on a rocky ledge. The bronze-colored female reverse

is nearly illegible, but that of Alvise Contarini depicts

a deer chained to a golden roundel with the Greek

inscription "AIEI," meaning "forever." Like the uni-

corn in the drawing associated with Leonardo's

portrait (cat. 18) and (one of) the horses in Memling's

diptych (cat. 156), the tethered deer evidently sym-

bolizes sexual continence. Jacometto's naturalistic

plant and animal depiction is set against a background

of fictive porphyry resembling the one in the Cleve-

land panel.3 The reverse imitating this hard-to-

carve and expensive red-flecked stone, together with

the inscription and the chained deer, stands for

Contarini's everlasting fidelity to his wife.4 DAB

1. For the attribution history, see Pope-Hennessy 1987.

2. Theodor von Frimmel, Der Anónimo Morelliano (Vienna,

1896), in. The English translation is from Humfrey 2000.

3. The portrait, which is painted in oil on a panel measuring

9'3/i6 x 7X8 inches and which formerly belonged to Kenneth

Clark, is clearly by the same hand as that responsible for the

Lehman panels. In its present state, the reverse, with two paper

labels and a wax seal affixed to it, lacks an emblem or inscrip-

tion referring to the sitter.

4. For an iconographie reading of the portrait reverse which

is at odds with Dulberg's (1990, 124—125), see E. James Mundy,

"Porphyry and the 'Posthumous' Fifteenth Century Portrait,"

Pantheon 46 (1988), 37—43, stressing the funerary meaning of

the stone.
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Jacometto Veneziano c. 1480/1485, oil on panel

26 x 19.1 (loV^x 7y2)

The National Gallery, London

2,0 Portrait of a Man
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Little is known about the life and work of Jacometto

Veneziano (active c. 1472-1497), yet this Venetian

painter and miniaturist enjoyed a high reputation

among contemporary collectors and connoisseurs.1

The information that we have about Jacometto

comes mostly from Marcantonio Michiel's diary,

which cites several portraits and other small-scale

works by the artist in Venetian and Paduan collec-

tions. Of these only the pair of miniature panels in

the Lehman collection (cat. I9A, B) can be identified

today. These portraits, with their painted reverses,

form the basis for attributing additional works to

Jacometto. Four other small portraits are now gener-

ally accepted as his work, including the Portrait of a

Lady m the Cleveland Museum of Art (see cat. I9A,

B, fig. i); the Portrait of a Young Man in the Metro-

politan Museum, New York; and the Portrait of a Boy

in the National Gallery, London.2 The two male

portraits are close in composition and style to those

painted by Antonello da Messina, and they presum-

ably date to the years following his Venetian sojourn

in 1475-1476.

The fourth of the additional works now widely

recognized as Jacometto's is the Portrait of a Man

in the National Gallery. Formerly attributed to

Antonello, this picture is not so close to that artist

as is Jacometto's Portrait of a Boy in the same gallery.

The forms are softer and, with more of the sitter's

bust and the background showing, there is less

emphasis on the expressive features of the head. In

both of these respects the picture is more akin to

Giovanni Bellini, who, after Antonello s departure,

became the dominant force in Venetian painting.

Also differing from the male portraits cited in note 2,

this one, like the pair in the Lehman collection,

has an emblematic reverse. Featuring a Latin inscrip-

tion above a device of crossed laurel branches tied

with a knot, Jacometto's design, more than that of

any other double-sided portrait, resembles the reverse

of Leonardo's Ginevra de Bend (cat. 16). The inscrip-

tion FELICES TER ET AMPLIVS / QUOS / IRRVPTA

TENET COPVLA, meaning "Thrice Happy and

More Are Those Bound Together," is borrowed from

Horace's Odes (Book i, Ode 13, lines 17-18). It is

painted in gold on a black ground, like the laurel,

which here symbolizes eternity rather than chastity.3

When this panel, like Leonardo's, was turned over, it

would have conveyed an amorous message about the

sitter (and his wife) to his family and friends. DAB

1. Peter Humfrey, "Jacometto Veneziano," in Encyclopedia of

Italian Renaissance and Mannerist Art, ed. Jane Turner (London,

2000), i: 821-822.

2. See Federico Zeri and Elizabeth Gardner, Italian Paintings.

A Catalogue of the Collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art

(New York, 1973), no. 49.7.3, 34-36; and Davies 1961, no. 2509,

258-259.

3. Mirella Levi d'Ancona, The Garden of the Renaissance. Botani-

cal Symbolism in Italian Painting (Florence, 1977), 201—204.
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Attributed to
Jacometto Veneziano

c. 1480/1490, oil on panel

34X27.5 (l33/8X!013/i6)

Philadelphia Museum of Art,

Philadelphia, John G. Johnson

Collection

Portrait of a Lady

R E V E R S E

Inscription and sprig of plant
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This panel, still in its original engaged frame, is

double-sided, as are the other portraits by or attrib-

uted to Jacometto Veneziano (active c. 1472-1497)

in the exhibition (cats. I9A, B; 20). The peculiar coif

worn by the sitter, covering the forehead and ex-

tending in a loop over the bust, is similar to those

found in the artist's female portraits in the Lehman

collection and in the Cleveland Museum of Art.

The woman depicted here, however, is no longer

young, and the artist has not shrunk from showing

her double chin and long nose. His unflattering por-

trayal differs from the idealized type of portraiture

prevalent at the north Italian courts (cat. 2A, B).

Bernard Berenson's tentative attribution (1913) of the

Johnson picture to the Ferrarese court artist Ercole

de' Roberti, though widely accepted, is untenable,

therefore, and was rightly rejected by Joseph Manca

(1992). The portrait is Venetian, not Ferrarese, and

the attribution, accordingly, is now divided between

Jacometto Veneziano (Sweeny 1966) and Jacopo de'

Barbari (Aikema and Brown 1999). Comparison of

this painting with de' Barbari's Old Man Embracing

a Young Woman, also in the Johnson collection, demon-

strates that both could not be by the same hand, and

the attribution to Jacometto seems more plausible.

Admittedly, the portrait lacks the minutely rendered

details and subtle modeling of the miniatures in the

Lehman collection, but it was overcleaned in the

past. Now skillfully restored, the painting provides

more clues about its original appearance. The woman's

cheeks, for example, are not ruddy but blushed.

Above all, a remarkable, finely hatched underdrawing

(fig. i), discovered using infrared reflectography dur-

ing the recent treatment of the picture, reveals not

only significant pentimenti in the sitter's features and

bodice but also the same attention to detail found

in the Lehman portraits.

The reverse of the panel has an inscription in gold

letters, together with the sprig of an unidentified

plant also painted in gold, on a dark red marbleized

ground. Though not an exact match in certain cases,

the letters are close enough, according to Christine

Sperling, to those on the back of Jacometto's Portrait

of a Man (cat. 20) in London to make it reasonable

to suppose that the same artist painted both works.1

The inscription reads:

V LLLL F / D E L I T I I S A N I M U M / EXPLE /

POST M O R T E M / N U L L A VOLUP/TAS

The first line is puzzling. Evidently an abbreviation

with four Us referring to the sitter, it is not part

of the motto, which means: "Satisfy the Soul with

Delights for after Death There is No Pleasure." The

second part of the motto is a well-known classical

epigram preceded, in the original, by the equally

familiar "Eat, Drink, and Be Merry." Significantly,

the epigram was modified to suit the sitters appar-

ent age and character. Not a typical vanitas, it does

not exhort the woman to "gather ye rosebuds while

ye may," but to experience the refined pleasures of

the spirit. DAB

N O T E S

i. Written communication of 4 December 2000.
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Reverse

Infrared reflectogram showing under-

drawing of cat. 21, Philadelphia Museum

of Art (photo: courtesy Mark Tucker and

joe Mikuliak, conservation department,

Philadelphia Museum of Art)
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Andrea del Verrocchio c. 1475, marble

60 X 48 X 25 (235/8 X l87/8 X 913/i6)

Museo Nazionale del Bargello,

Florence

Lady with a Bunch of Flowers
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A masterpiece by Verrocchio (c. 1435-1488), this bust

is the only quattrocento sculptural portrait in which

the sitter is shown half-length with her arms and

hands. The tenderness with which the lady holds the

flowers to her breast contrasts with the distant seren-

ity of her expression; the contrast underscores both

the technical and emotional complexity of the por-

trait. Wilhelm von Bode, noting a similarity with the

head of Faith in the Forteguerri monument in Pis-

toia, first assigned the sculpture to Verrocchio.1 Most

subsequent writers have agreed with this view, but

starting with Hans Mackowsky, Leonardo was also

proposed as the author of the work.2 This attribution

was suggested by the Leonardesque character of the

hands (cat. 17)3 and the lady's affinity with the por-

trait of Ginevra de Bend (cat. 16). No sculpture by

Leonardo is extant to serve as a comparison, however,

and the Lady with a Bunch of Flowers is fully compa-

tible with Verrocchio's style.4

Scholars agree in dating the work to Verrocchio's

maturity, c. 1475. The lady's hairstyle is identical to

the one worn by Ginevra de' Benci, as is the veil-like

coverciere fastened with a small button just below her

throat. The sitter's dress, a guarnello, is notable for

its simplicity; it appears to be the same type of infor-

mal garment that is worn by the sitter in Botticelli's

portrait of Smeralda Brandini (cat. 25).5 But the

way its folds are made to cling to the sitter in the

bust recalls hellenistic sculpture, which was probably

known to the artist.6 As noted by Andrew Butter-

field, ancient funerary reliefs, in which the deceased's

hands are included, may have inspired Verrocchio

to show the sitter in half-length. The Bargello lady,

however, moves beyond all ancient prototypes in being

fully developed in the round with multiple viewpoints

(fig. i).

Two women have been proposed as the possible sub-

ject of this sculpture: Ginevra de' Benci and Lucrezia

Donati, Lorenzo de' Medici's platonic lover. The first

identification was suggested to early writers by the

similarity in expression and mood with Leonardo's

portrait (cat. 16), now securely identified as Ginevra.

Jane Schuyler adduces as further evidence a poem in

which Alessandro Braccesi describes Ginevra holding

violets, but the verses hardly seem conclusive, as the

sculpted flowers do not appear to be violets.7 They

were at one time called primroses, but experts have

concluded that—though not precisely identifi-

able—the flowers most resemble dog-roses.8 Jennifer

Fletcher's observation in connection with Ginevra

and the bust that roses are the main element of

Bernardo Bembos coat of arms seems more relevant

given that he was Ginevra's platonic lover.9 But it

is also not sufficient for a positive identification.

Though a similarity in mood and facial type is unde-

niable, there are many differences in the features

between Leonardo's sitter and the Bargello lady.

Brown and Butterfield concur that the bust and the

painting do not represent the same person. The

presence in the exhibition of the two works side by

side offers an unprecedented opportunity to further

evaluate the relationship between them.

The identification with Lucrezia Donati was based

primarily on a mistaken and long-held belief that the

bust had a Medici provenance. In fact, the Uffizi

acquired the sculpture in 1825 from a local dealer who

was said to have purchased it from a Florentine fam-

ily.10 Lorenzo de' Medici is documented as having

commissioned portraits of his beloved Lucrezia in

both painting and sculpture, a painting or relief being

by Verrocchio himself.11 She was also celebrated in

contemporary literature for her beautiful hands and,

like Ginevra, was described holding flowers.12 But,
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1
Profile view of cat. 22

(photo: Alinari/Art Resource, N.Y.)

in the absence of a concrete Medici connection and

an authentic likeness it cannot be determined whether

the sculpture represents Lucrezia Donati. What seems

probable, as suggested by Butterfield, is that the Bar-

gello bust represents the patron's beloved. Her hands

and flowers have numerous counterparts in the

courtly literature that celebrates platonic mistresses

like Ginevra de' Benci and Lucrezia Donati.

In the Lady with a Bunch of Flowers Verrocchio makes

the subject startlingly tangible by means of the accu-

rate rendering of subtle asymmetries. She holds the

flowers with her left hand so that her left shoulder is

slightly higher than her right, which droops gently

as she tilts her head ever so slightly toward that side.

The resulting sense of arrested motion is so well de-

veloped that it is even evident from the fully finished

back in which the lady's left arm, the one holding

the flowers, is pressed more closely to her side, while

the right falls farther away. The bust is also innova-

tive in connecting the natural world so intimately

with a sitter, as was beginning to happen in painting.

The delicate blossoms that the lady cradles against

her chest are wrapped as if in swaddling cloths in her

belt: perhaps the cloth also serves to protect against

the thorns of the dog-roses. EL

1. Wilhelm von Bode, "Die italienischen Skulpturen der

Renaissance in den kóniglichen Museen," Jahrbuch der Konig-

lichpreussischen Kunstsammlungen 3 (1882), 103, 260.

2. For the attribution history of the work see Butterfield 1997.

Hans Mackowsky, Verrocchio (Bielefeld, 1901), 45-46. The

Leonardesque qualities of the work had already been noted by

Eugène Muntz, Histoire de l'art pendant la Renaissance, 3 vols.

(Paris, 1889—1895), 2: 503, but only a few scholars have embraced

Mackowsky's view (for a list see Butterfield 1997, 217). In later
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rocchio's shop (Wilhelm von Bode, "Italian Portrait Paintings

and Busts of the Quattrocento," Art in America 12 [December

1923], 5)-

3. Noting the similarity of the drawing with the sculpture,

Kenneth Clark rejected the notion that the two works are by

the same artist: Kenneth Clark, The Drawings of Leonardo

da Vinci in the Collection of Her Majesty the Queen at Windsor

Castle, 2 vols. (London, 1968), i: 104. See also Kathleen Weil-

Garris Brandt, "Leonardo e la scultura," Lettura vinciana 38

(1998), 15.

4. Brown 1998.

5. On the guarnello, a type of garment meant to be worn

indoors, see Jacqueline Herald, Renaissance Dress in Italy 14.00—

1500 (London, 1981), 220, who cites Botticelli's portrait (cat. 25)

as an example of the garment. Butterfield (1997, 90) calls the

lady's dress a cotta, which is, however, a rather formal garment.

6. See especially Roman reliefs of maenads, which Dobrick

has shown to have influenced Verrocchio and other Florentine

quattrocento artists: J. Albert Dobrick, "Botticelli's Sources:

A Florentine Quattrocento Tradition and Ancient Sculpture,"

Apollo no (August 1979), 120,127, fig. 19. According to Vasari,

Verrocchio decided to become a sculptor after having seen

ancient sculpture in Rome. According to the same, he had also

restored some of the ancient sculptures belonging to the

Medici (Giorgio Vasari, Le Vite de' più eccellentipittori scultori

ed architettori, éd. Gaetano Milanesi, 9 vols. [Florence, 1906],

3: 359, 366-367).

7. Jane Schuyler, Florentine Busts: Sculpted Portraiture in thé

Fifteenth Century (New York, 1976), 183-193.

8. Mackowsky (1901) and Maud Cruttwell (Verrocchio [London,

1904], 109) called the flowers primroses. Botanists were

consulted by Passavant (1969, 180) and Butterfield (1997, 218);

all came to similar conclusions.

9. Jennifer Fletcher, "Bernardo Bembo and Leonardo's Portrait

of Ginevra de' Benci," The Burlington Magazine 121 (December

1989)' 813.

10. This identification is argued most extensively by Emil Môller

(La gentildonna dalle belle mani di Leonardo da Vinci [Bologna,

1954])» who paradoxically is also the first to outline the non-

Medici provenance of the bust. A letter documenting the prove-

nance is published by Môller (1954, 6, note 2), and more exten-

sively by Paola Barocchi, "La storia della Gallería degli Uffizi e la

storiografia artistica," Annali della scuola nórmale di Pisa 12

(1982), 1503, note 431.

IL Butterfield 1997, 217-218.

12. Môller 1954.
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Andrea del Verrocchio 14805, marble

47.9 x 48.7 x 23.8

(l8 7/8X19 3/16X9 3/8)

The Frick Collection, New York,

Bequest of John D. Rockefeller, Jr.

Bust of a Lady
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Butterfield, Andrew. The Sculptures of

Andrea del Verrocchio, 16-18, 203, no. 4,

fig. 20. New Haven, 1997.

Cruttwell, Maud. Verrocchio, no-iii,

pi. 24. London, 1904.

Pope-Hennessy, John. "Deux Madones

en marbre de Verrocchio." Revue de l'art

8o (1988), 22-23, %• 12.

The first recorded Florentine portrait bust of a woman,

representing Lucrezia Tornabuoni, does not survive.

Vasari mentions it as a companion piece to that of

her husband, Piero de' Medici, whose bust was carved

by Mino da Fiesole in 1453 (Bargello, Florence).1

Alessandro Bacci wrote an epigram on another mar-

ble bust, that of Albiera degli Albizzi, as a memorial

after her death in 1473. Bacci s verses suggest that, in

addition to their function as consort portraits, busts

of women were commissioned as individual tributes.2

None of the extant Florentine sculpture of women

has an inscription identifying the sitter or the artist.

This is in contrast to busts of men, which, for the

most part, proudly proclaim at least the name of the

subject; identity, perhaps, was not of primary concern

in female portraiture. What was paramount was the

representation of beauty, considered a sign of virtue.

In other respects Florentine busts of women con-

formed to the canons used for men: subjects are por-

trayed bust length, truncated just above the elbow,

and without an integral base or border.

This bust of a young woman was originally assigned

to Verrocchio (c. 1435-1488) by Wilhelm von Bode

and accepted as his work by most writers, except Leo

Planiscig and Gunter Passavant who do not consider

it at all.3 Recently Andrew Butterfield has reaffirmed

the attribution on grounds of stylistic affinities with

Verrocchio's Lady with a Bunch of Flowers (cat. 22).

The overall treatment of the subject as well as the

execution of the bust and the weighty, detailed torso

is comparable, though clearly more developed in

the Bargello sculpture. Nicholas Penny, however, has

doubted the attribution because of "an interest in

evanescent effects" in the features and the extensive

use of drilling in the hair.4 While the Frick lady

is more softly modeled, especially in the face, and

endowed with a greater gentility of expression than

the Bargello sitter, her affinity to the latter is evi-

dent in the overall proportions of the head and torso.

Perhaps some shop intervention may account for

the less innovative character of the sculpture and the

more extensive drilling in the hair.

Butterfield proposes a date in the 14605 because the

bust is less volumetric than the Bargello lady. How-

ever, both the sitter's hairstyle and dress are not com-

parable to ones in works dated to before 1470. The

hairstyle, with elegant curls framing the face, is simi-

lar to that of Ginevra de' Benci (cat. 16) as well

as to the Bargello lady (cat. 22), and is of the same

type as that worn by a young donor in Ghirlandaio's

Madonna delta Misericordia fresco of c. 1472-1473

in the Vespucci chapel in the Ognissanti, Florence.5

As noted by John Pope-Hennessy, the rosettes, which

decorate the back of her hair, are also seen in the

Portrait of a Girl attributed to the workshop of

Ghirlandaio in the National Gallery, London.6 The

tight-fitting brocade or velvet dress is of the same

type as that worn by Giovanna degli Albizzi in

Ghirlandaio's portrait of c. 1488/1490 (cat. 30). This

evidence would support Pope-Hennessy s dating

for the bust to c. 1480.

Ulrich Middeldorf, following early writers, believed

that the sitter could be identified as Medea Colleoni,

daughter of the famed condottiere Bartolomeo,

because the pattern on her sleeves was assumed to be

a family device (fig. i).7 But Maud Cruttwell already

pointed out that our sitter bears no resemblance to

Medea's tomb effigy in Bergamo. Moreover, as noted

by Butterfield, the seven pear-shaped objects that

appear within a large thistle design on the sleeves are

unlike the three testicles of the Colleoni, as well as

greater in number. A brief look at Renaissance textiles

reveals that this stylized thistle design, with its dis-

tinctly shaped seeds, was common for textiles, mostly

cut velvets, in the second half of the fifteenth cen-

tury. While devices were often present on sleeves in

Italian Renaissance portraits of women, this practice

was by no means universal. Pollaiuolo's beautiful like-

nesses of women (cat. 6) are notable for the intricate

designs on the velvet sleeves, which are clearly not

family devices, but rather lavish displays of conspicu-

ous consumption and virtuoso painting. EL
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1
Profile view of cat. 23 showing

sleeve pattern
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Circle of Andrea
del Verrocchio

c. 1470, marble

53 x 48.8 x 19.9

(20^8x19Vex 73/4)

National Gallery of Art, Washington,

Samuel H. Kress Collection,

1939.1.326

2, A. A Lady
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Originally attributed to Desiderio da Settignano

by Wilhelm von Bode,1 the bust was first tentatively

assigned to Verrocchio (c. 1435 — 1488) by Charles

Seymour.2 Seymour was responding to William

Suidas overzealous attempt to give the work to the

young Leonardo.3 John Pope-Hennessy thought

that it recalled Benedetto da Maiano's bust of Pietro

Mellini in the Bargello, Florence, in the treatment

of the "unfinished pattern of the dress."4 When it

was exhibited in Detroit (Luchs 1985) and London

(Wright 1999), doubts were raised about its authen-

ticity by Bruce Boucher and Carl Strehlke, respec-

tively. The first noted a blending of stylistic elements

from Desiderio da Settignano, Verrocchio, and Bene-

detto da Maiano as cause for skepticism.5 Strehlke

found the "hard geometry" of the lady's face at odds

with Verrocchio's style, suggesting that this is not a

work by the artist's hand.6 However, the fact that

the bust is not by Verrocchio does not mean that it is

not a quattrocento production, especially since the

resulting strong-featured aloofness of the lady is far

from nineteenth-century canons of beauty, but true

to those of the Renaissance. And the fact, commented

upon by Strehlke, that the bust offers more than

one main view (fig. i) and is successfully completed

in the round, as is the case with busts by Mino da

Fiesole, Desiderio, and Verrocchio, is no argument

against its authenticity.

Numerous aspects of the lady's dress and hair arrange-

ment are consistent with a date of c. 1470. As noted

by Alison Wright, the sitter s cut velvet cotta is of a

style common in the 14605 and early 14705. Materials

with different pomegranate designs were used for the

sleeves and the bodice—a common feature of Flo-

rentine dress of this decade, seen in Pollaiuolo's Por-

trait of a Lady in Berlin, for example.7 Most striking

is the similarity in dress and features with the Portrait

of a Lady in Red (fig. 2) in the National Gallery, Lon-

don.8 In the latter not only does the sitter wear the

same type of garment with a relatively low neckline

in the back and a small edge of the chemise showing

in front, she also has the same hairstyle with shaved

forehead and the hair and ears snugly covered by

a stiff coif, which appears to be open in the back. In

the sculpture the coif is fastened at the bottom by

means of two laces and the hair is secured in the

back with a Y-shaped cord.9 The lady's strong features

are also alike in the two works, leading Strehlke to

further question the sculpture. But the relationship

of the two portraits is akin to that which exists be-

tween Leonardo's Ginevra de Benci and Verrocchio's

Bargello bust (cats. 16, 22). The similarity is probably

the result of portraying certain features, or even the

same sitter, in two different media.

William Suida had identified the sitter as Simonetta

Vespucci on the basis of a likeness with the por-

trait of a member of the Vespucci family in Ghirlan-

daio's fresco of the Madonna delta Misericordia in

the Ognissanti church, Florence.10 Since the identi-

fication of the fresco figure with Simonetta is highly

tentative, and because the similarity in the features

is of a general kind, as with the London painting, it

seems highly improbable that the marble bust repre-

sents Giuliano de' Medici's beloved.11

The powerful beauty of this portrait, command-

ing yet attractive, was much remarked upon by early

writers. In it the artist has abstracted the sitter's

strongly individual features into smooth geometric

volumes. A fundamental convention of Renaissance

portraiture of women, the rendering of unapolo-

getically correct physiognomy in an idealized idiom

is evidence for the Florentine fifteenth-century

origin of this sculpture. Alison Luchs notes a similar

abstracting of the features and treatment of the eyes

in Verrocchio's terra-cotta bust of Giuliano de Medici,

also in the National Gallery, Washington. And she

points out related treatment of the marble with the

edge of the dress pressing into the flesh of the shoul-

ders in figures on the Forteguerri monument in

Pistoia by Verrocchio and his workshop. A positive

reassessment of the Bust of a Lady by Luchs is forth-

coming and will address the stylistic complexities

of the work.12 EL
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Sandro Botticelli 
c. 1470/1475, tempera on panel Victoria and Albert Museum,

London

Woman at a Window (Smeralda Brandini?)

I N S C R I B E D

Smeralda di.. . Bandinelli moglie di

Vifviano] Bandinelli
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Though doubted in the past, this picture is now

universally accepted as a work by Botticelli (1444 /

1445-1510), painted during the early to mid-i47os,

when the artist, having studied with Filippo Lippi

and still influenced by Verrocchio, was not yet in pos-

session of the style for which he would later become

famous.1 The portrait obviously represents an individ-

ual, and yet the woman's facial type and arresting

outward glance resemble those of Saint Catherine in

Botticelli's Madonna and Child Enthroned with Saints

in the Uffizi.2 On the basis of the later inscription

on the windowsill, the sitter has been tentatively

identified as Smeralda Brandini, grandmother of the

sculptor Baccio Bandinelli.3 Whoever she may be,

the woman is simply dressed: over her white camicia

or chemise and her red gamurra or gown, she wears

a loose-fitting, washable cotton garment called a

guarnello, the transparency of which is a tour de force

of the artist's tempera technique.4 In a bold depar-

ture from the profile pose hitherto adopted for

Florentine portraits of women, Botticelli depicts the

sitter in three-quarter view to the left.5 Literally

recalling Alberti s concept of the picture as a window,

the woman has opened the shutter, visible on the

right, and stands before a fictive window looking out

at the viewer, with her right hand resting casually

on the frame. In this manner the sitter and the viewer

exchange glances.

There does not seem to have been any change in

the status of women during this period that would

warrant Botticelli's choice of the three-quarter view

over the traditional profile. Rather, he may have

wished to overcome the limitations of the static pro-

file in an attempt to convey the physical and psycho-

logical presence of his sitter—"lifelikeness" rather

than "likeness." The young artist's formulation can-

not be entirely original, however, and, in fact, the

portrait has sources in the work of both Lippi and

Verrocchio. The latter's marble Lady with a Bunch of

Flowers (cat. 22), particularly when viewed from the

same angle, bears a striking resemblance to Botticelli's

portrait, not only in the informal dress and hairstyle

of the sitter but also in the extended format featuring

her hands.6 Verrocchio's near life-size, sculptural

prototype was no less important in the evolution of

Leonardo's contemporary Portrait ofGinevra de' Bend

(cat. 16). At the same time Botticelli seems to have

looked back to Lippi's Woman with a Man at a

Window (cat. 3). Both works depict the half-length

sitter framed by windows in an interior setting,

though in Botticelli's case the interior serves more as

an undefined space in which the subject performs

an action.7 DAB
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burg portrait, see Robert Oertel, Frühe Italienische Malerei in

Altenburg (Berlin, 1961), cat. 100, 151-154, and Lightbown

1978, 2: cat. 031, 160, as shopwork. Like Lippi's double portrait
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have Flemish sources. Dirk Bouts' Portrait of a Man, of 1462,

in the National Gallery, London, also has a window on the

left, but is unconnected with Florence. Memling's similar Por-

trait of a Young Man in the Lehman collection, Metropolitan
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Evans of the Victoria and Albert has noted, the window device

emphasizes the domestic character of Botticelli's portrait.
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Sandro Botticelli c. 1485, tempera on panel

58.4 x 39.4 (23 x 15 y2)
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Art and Architecture Foundation

2,0 Young Man Holding a Medallion
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In his Woman at a Window (cat. 25), Botticelli

(1444/1445-1510) depicted the sitter looking directly

at the spectator. The artist employed a similar com-

municative device in his Young Man Holding a Medal-

lion, on loan from a private collection to the National

Gallery of Art. Given the superb quality and inven-

tiveness of the portrait, it is surprising how often

scholars have questioned its attribution to the master.1

Nevertheless, the picture was auctioned as Botticelli's

work in 1982, and Richard Stapleford (1987) subse-

quently established his authorship beyond a reason-

able doubt. Ascribing the portrait to Botticelli, Alfred

Scharf (1950) tried to identify the sitter as Giovanni

di Pierfrancesco de' Medici, second cousin of Lorenzo

the Magnificent. Botticelli did work for this branch

of the Medici family, but in the absence of a definite

contemporary portrait of Giovanni, Karla Langedijk

called Scharf's identification "uncertain."2 Also con-

sidering the identification plausible but unproved,

Stapleford compared Botticelli's sitter to the young

king in Filippino Lippi's Adoration of the Magi, of

1496, in the Uffizi, who served for Vasari's much later

likeness of Giovanni di Pierfrancesco in the Palazzo

Vecchio, but the two figures do not, in fact, resemble

each other.3

Portrayed half-length in three-quarter view to the

left, Botticelli's handsome young sitter gazes intently

at the beholder. His figure occupies a narrow space

between a window open to blue sky and a parapet

running along the lower edge of the picture. With

both hands projecting out into the viewer's space,

the youth holds what is the most striking feature of

the painting today—a medallion depicting an old

bearded saint in the act of blessing on a gold ground.4

Obviously not by Botticelli, the medallion, sur-

rounded by a painted frame, is a separate fragment

of a fourteenth-century altarpiece. Scholars agree

that the figure style and decorative punchmarks point

to the Sienese Bartolomeo Bulgarini as its author.

The fragment, shaped like a roundel measuring 10.6

centimeters in diameter, has been carefully inserted

into a cavity hollowed out of the panel. Stapleford

(1987) maintained that the medallion originally

belonged to the composition, inset by Botticelli to

contrast the vital young man with the hoary image

of the saint. Rejecting Stapleford s claim, Keith

Christiansen (1987) argued that the trecento medallion

is a modern addition. Though the technical evidence

is unclear, as the edges of the roundel and the frame

painted around it are damaged and restored, Chris-

tiansen preferred Longhi s forty-year-old hypothesis

that the roundel replaces a damaged stucco relief.5

Longhi had implicitly compared the portrait to Bot-

ticelli's Young Man Holding a Medal of Cosimo de

Medici (fig. i) in the Uffizi, and, in fact, this portrait,

dating to the mid-i47Os, provides the key to under-

standing the function and meaning of the later one.

In depicting the sitter in three-quarter view to the

left before an open landscape, the Uffizi portrait

is extraordinarily innovative: it appears to predate

comparable examples by Memling and other Neth-

erlandish masters.6 Botticelli's sitter has not been

identified, but he must be a Medici partisan, to

judge from the gilt gesso cast of a medal ofCosimo

Pater Patriae, which he holds up for the viewers

inspection.7 The medal featuring Cosimos profile

is not painted but an actual medallion attached to

the panel by the artist, who was trained as a gold-

smith. The portrait exhibited here may once have

had a similar construction, as Longhi first suggested,

but instead of a medal, it can be argued, the addi-

tion might have been a circular mirror. The incor-

poration of a mirror in Botticelli's portrait would be

unusual, but small glass or metal mirrors were highly

prized household objects and were commonly used

by artists in making self-portraits. Whether held

in the hand or framed on the wall, they were easily

scratched or shattered. Furthermore, with their ela-

borately carved or gessoed frames, mirrors could

themselves become works of art.8 And they were

combined with portraiture. A mirror frame from the

workshop of Neroccio de' Landi in the Victoria and

Albert Museum, London, for example, includes a

female bust above the now missing sfera or convex

glass.9 In a beautiful polychromed and gilt marble

relief (fig. 2) by Mino da Fiesole in the Bibliothèque

Nationale, Paris, a similar female bust takes prece-

dence over the mirror, which again is missing.10 The

latter work may be understood as the idealized por-

trait of a woman accompanied by a mirror presum-

ably meant to reflect the image of her lover. If Bot-
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Mino da Fiesole, Portrait of a Lady,

Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris

3
Giovanni Cariani, Man Holding a Female

Portrait, private collection (photo:

Sotheby's, London, sold April 9,1986,

lot 84)

ticelli adopted a similar construction—and this is

only conjecture—the shallow cavity surrounded by

a frame in Minos relief provides some idea of what

the panel looked like before the circular mirror was

set into it.

The examples just cited for comparison represent

women, but there is another portrait of a male sitter

that helps to visualize Botticelli's original conception

—Giovanni Cariani's Man Holding a Female Portrait

(fig. 3)." Recently on the art market, Cariani's por-

trait depicts the subject looking out at the viewer and

holding in his right hand a painted likeness of his

(deceased?) wife, which rests on the frame. A mirror

does not figure in Cariani's picture, however, and

his sitter is older, too. Botticelli's subject is not yet

middle-aged, when Renaissance men typically mar-

ried. Instead, he appears as a youthful lover whose

image may have been combined with the mirrored

reflection of his beloved. The artist's conceit, in which

the intended viewer, looking at her lover's portrait,

sees not only his image but also her own reflected in

the mirror he holds, resembles the idea behind con-

temporary mirror-medals, with a male portrait on

the obverse and a polished reverse for use as a mirror

to reflect the beloved's countenance.12 Botticelli's

portrait, as he may originally have conceived it with

its connotations of love and female beauty, thus

belongs to the aristocratic rituals of courtly love that

dominated Florentine culture and spectacle in this

period. DAB
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Sandro Botticelli c. 1478 /1480, tempera on panel

75.6 x 52.6 (293/4 X205/s)

National Gallery of Art, Washington,

Samuel H. Kress Collection,

1952.5.56

Giuliano de Medici
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Though it adopts the same spatial arrangement, with

the sitter depicted in a domestic interior, the Giuliano

de Medici in the National Gallery of Art is larger and

more monumental than other portraits by Botticelli

(1444/1445-1510). In particular, it is the largest and

most elaborate of three panel portraits of Giuliano by

the artist and his workshop. The other examples,

both limited to the sitter's head and shoulders and

measuring 54 x 36 centimeters, are in the Gemàldega-

lerie, Berlin, and the Accademia Carrara, Bergamo.1

In all three works the costume is the same, and the

window in the Washington version is repeated (with-

out the shutters) in the one in Bergamo. Scholars are

divided over which of the three paintings is or are

autograph. The Gallery's picture is in good condition,

apart from fairly extensive retouching in the hair and

bust, and the other examples are also well-enough

preserved to be reliably assessed. The Berlin and Ber-

gamo pictures appear to offer slight variations on

Botticelli's own style, the first being somewhat softer,

and the second, a bit more schematic. The presump-

tion is, therefore, that the larger and iconographically

more complex version in Washington is the proto-

type on which the other two are based.2

The Gallery's portrait, depicting Giuliano in near

profile to the right and nearly to the waist, is proba-

bly posthumous to judge from the degree of idealiza-

tion of the sitter. This and the melancholy air of

the portrait contrast with the vitality of Verrocchio's

terra-cotta bust of Giuliano, also in the National

Gallery of Art, made around the time of the giostra

or tournament he organized in January 1475.3 The

charismatic younger brother of Lorenzo the Magni-

ficent, Giuliano was just coming into his own when

on Easter Sunday, 26 April 1478, conspirators led

by members of the Pazzi family set upon the two

Medici brothers while at Mass in Florence Cathedral.

Lorenzo escaped, but Giuliano, aged only twenty-

five, was assassinated. A medal was struck to com-

memorate the event (cat. 12), and Botticelli himself

painted defamatory frescoes of the conspirators,

who were captured and hanged.4

Botticelli's posthumous portrait of the murdered

Giuliano is not only tinged with sadness; it features

two motifs that seem to refer specifically to the sitter's

death. The turtledove perched on a dead branch in

the lower left corner traditionally signifies mourning,

just as the partly opened window is a classical funer-

ary symbol adapted from Roman sarcophagi. That

Botticelli's portrait commemorates Giuliano as a mar-

tyr seems more likely than another theory, according

to which he is shown as living and lamenting the

death of his beloved Simonetta Cattaneo Vespucci,

who died in April 1476.5 The sitter's lowered eyelids

suggest, to the contrary, that the portrait was made

from a death mask or drawing of the deceased, and

there is, in addition, no indication of Simonetta's

presence in the painting. She does figure, however,

in a number of idealized images by Botticelli and

his shop, one of which is included in the exhibition

(cat. 28). DAB
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Sandro Botticelli c. 1480/1485, tempera on panel

8l.5 X 54.2 (32Vi6 X 215/i6)

Stadelsches Kunstinstitut,

Frankfurt am Main

Young Woman (Simonetta Vespucci?) in Mythological Guise
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This painting belongs to a group of depictions of

the same female type attributed to Botticelli (1444 /

1445-1510) or his workshop. Recent cleaning

of the picture reveals that, although the edges are

damaged, the figure is well preserved apart from some

discrete losses and a vertical crack through the face.

The treatment suggests, moreover, that doubts about

Botticelli's authorship (Lightbown 1978) may be

unfounded, as the painting appears to be comparable

in style and quality to the artist's Mars and Venus in

the National Gallery, London, and it may be dated

to the same time, the early 14805. As with the posthu-

mous portrait of Giuliano de' Medici (cat. 27), the

Frankfurt picture is the largest and iconographically

most complex of the group. The fact that it is much

larger than contemporary portrayals and that the

woman unconventionally faces right suggests that the

painting is not an ordinary portrait. Above all, it is

not concerned with likeness. The features and elabo-

rately coiled and flowing hair have no basis in physi-

cal reality, but correspond, rather, to Botticelli's ideal

type of female beauty. The same type recurs in Mars

and Venus, as well as in other mythologies by the

artist, such as the Birth of Venus and the Pallas and

the Centaur, both in the Uffizi. Though it is associ-

ated with him, Botticelli was not the inventor of this

type, which goes back to Verrocchio, who adopted

it for a standard he (and his pupil Leonardo) created

for the giostra or tournament held by Giuliano de'

Medici in January 1475.1 The type also echoes well-

established literary conventions for describing female

beauty. Even more than the straightforward portraits

of women, however idealized, Botticelli's lady dis-

plays the attributes of Petrarch's beloved Laura: long

golden tresses, partly loose and partly braided; high

forehead; arched eyebrows; and pearly skin.2

More than a century ago Aby Warburg argued that

Botticelli's poetic conception was an idealized por-

trait of Giuliano de' Medici's ladylove Simonetta

Vespucci.3 Of Genoese origin, Simonetta Cattaneo

married Marco Vespucci in 1468. As Giuliano's

beloved, "la bella Simonetta" was celebrated both in

the tournament he won in 1475 and> after ner death

at the age of twenty-three in 1476, in the verses of

Lorenzo de' Medici and the poets in his circle.4

A veritable cult of Simonetta grew up after her death

culminating in Poliziano's famous Stanzeper la

Giostra, in which she is the central figure.5 With no

authentic portrait of Simonetta for comparison,

Warburg based his argument in part on Vasari's

mention in his Vita of Botticelli of the profile of a

woman in the Medici guardaroba, which was said to

represent Giuliano's "innamorata." This "beloved"

is unnamed, but she is unlikely to have been an

ordinary mistress, who would not have been idealized

as a golden-haired nymph of the sort described in

Poliziano's poem.

Warburg also cited a key element in the painting

to support his identification of the subject as Simo-

netta. The woman's head is in profile, but her bust

is turned in three-quarter view to feature a cameo

medallion worn around her neck (fig. i). The

medallion is a copy in reverse of a famous antique

carnelian, representing Apollo and Marsyas, which

belonged to Lorenzo de' Medici. Listed in the in-

ventory of his possessions in 1492, the gemstone is

now in the Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Naples.7

Numerous bronze plaquettes were also made of

the gem, and, like the cameo in the painting, they

are reversed (fig. 2).8 It is not necesary to suppose,

therefore, that the picture was commissioned by

Lorenzo or that it represents his beloved Lucrezia

Donati, as the actual gem is not depicted.9 Rather,

the cameo serves to associate the subject of the

picture with the Medici. If the woman's pendant

refers to the Medici, her elaborate coiffure may offer

another clue to her identity. Knotted at the back,

in plaits and with loose curls, her golden hair is braided

with pearls. The pearl net woven through her hair

was called a "vespaio" because of its similarity to

a wasp's nest.10 The "vespe" or wasps represented in

Botticelli's Mars and Venus have been taken to refer

to the patron, since Botticelli is known to have worked

for the Vespucci family.11 It is equally possible that the

"vespaio" worn by the woman in the Frankfurt pic-

ture is a punning allusion to Marco Vespucci's wife.12
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External evidence likewise indicates that the Frank-

furt picture might in some sense be a portrait of

Simonetta. Both the large scale of the image, suggest-

ing that it may have been part of some decoration,

and the way in which the woman is idealized are

comparable to Botticelli's portrayal of Simonetta in

the guise of Pallas Athena on the standard that Giul-

iano carried in the giostra of 1475. The tournament

standard, recorded in the 1492 inventory of Lorenzo's

possessions, is lost, but literary descriptions and a

tapestry deriving from it allow us to envisage its

appearance. Simonetta-Pallas was shown in a white

dress with the warlike attributes of the goddess—a

lance and the shield with Medusa's head; in the tapes-

try she holds a helmet and an olive branch.13 The

woman in the painting is not so identified, but her

facial type and flowing hair are the same, and it is

worth noting, too, that a shiny metal corselet can

just be observed circling her breasts.

Aside from its similarity to Botticelli's lost portrayal

of Simonetta Vespucci as Pallas, the Frankfurt pic-

ture is closely related to several other representations

of the same female type. Closest to the painting is

the example now belonging to the Marubeni Corpo-

ration in Tokyo, in which the subject is represented

before an open window, as in Botticelli's posthumous

portrait of Giuliano de' Medici.14 Also facing right,

the female image in another of these depictions,

in the National Gallery, London, is completed by

a painted emblematic reverse whose significance

has not been explained.15 The fourth example in

the Gemàldegalerie, Berlin, of higher quality than

the one in London, differs from the other versions

in that the subject faces left.10 None of these works

is a portrait in the ordinary sense. Headed by the

Frankfurt picture, the group represents the same

ideally beautiful young woman mythologized as a

nymph or goddess. The mode of creation in these

pictures differs radically from the process of idealiza-

tion at work in contemporary portraits, in which

the sitter's appearance was approximated to a norm

of beauty, all the while maintaining the necessary

element of likeness. These "portraits," by contrast,

are purely imaginary. They describe a poetic ideal,

not an individual, in the manner of Lorenzo de'

Medici, who wrote, upon seeing Simonetta's corpse,

that her beauty "appeared perhaps greater even

than ever it had in life."17 DAB
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Domenico Ghirlandaio c. 1480/1490, tempera on panel

56x37.6(221/i6xi413/l6)

Sterling and Frandne Clark

Art Institute, Williamstown,

Massachusetts

Portrait of a Lady
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This picture, in which the green underpaint now

shows through the fleshtones, belongs to a group

of similar portraits attributed to Domenico Ghirlan-

daio (1449-1494).' They date from the last quarter

of the fifteenth century, when the profile pose hither-

to used to portray Florentine women was being super-

seded by the three-quarter view. The newer type,

adopted for portraits of both sexes, was of Nether-

landish origin, as seen in Rogier van der Weyden's

Lady (cat. 13) exhibited here. It was introduced into

Florence by Leonardo and Botticelli, whose Ginevra

de Bend (cat. 16) and so-called Smeralda Brandini

(cat. 25), respectively, echo the Flemish type. Like

Leonardo and Botticelli, Ghirlandaio and his shop

were firmly committed to the three-quarter view. It is

true that Ghirlandaio's great Giovanna Tornabuoni

(cat. 30) in the Thyssen Collection, Madrid, renders

the sitter in profile, but special circumstances (the

portrait is posthumous) explain the artists choice.

Though Ghirlandaio's other masterpiece of the genre,

the Old Man and His Grandson in the Louvre, adopts

the three-quarter view for the principal sitter, there

is no fully accepted independent portrait by the artist

showing a female sitter in the Flemish manner.

Acquired by Stephen Clark as a work of Domenico

Ghirlandaio in 1913 (for the provenance, see Intro-

duction), this picture, like the others in the group,

is not equal in quality to the Giovanna Tornabuoni

Nor is it entirely consistent with the other female

portraits, which differ slightly from each other in

style and treatment. The sitter in the Portrait of a

Girl m the National Gallery, London, is shown bust-

length in three-quarter view to the right against a

dark background.2 The execution of another work of

the same size and format, the Portrait of a Young

Woman in the Gulbenkian Museum, Lisbon, is more

refined, though the sitter, facing left, wears a bright

red dress, as in the previous example.3 Closest to the

Clark picture in its larger size and half-length format

is the Young Lady of the Sassetti Family in the Metro-

politan Museum, New York.4 Both paintings are

also executed somewhat more broadly, in the manner

of Ghirlandaio's frescoes, and in both the sitter

turns toward the left but looks sideways at the viewer.

Like another of these Ghirlandaiesque portraits,

the Lady by Sebastiano Mainardi in the Lindenau

Museum, Altenburg, the Clark picture has a land-

scape background, and it may be this aspect of

the painting that provides a clue to its authorship.5

Domenico ran a family shop that employed his

younger brothers Benedetto and Davide, his brother-

in-law Sebastiano Mainardi, and his son Ridolfo,

as well as a number of anonymous assistants. The

Clark portrait has, in fact, been attributed to Davide

Ghirlandaio by Géza de Francovich (1930), Raimond

Van Marie (1931), and Everett Fahy (written com-

munication, 2000). The motif of the walled cityscape

on the left in the portrait reappears in the same posi-

tion in a Madonna and Child(fig. i), which Fahy also

gives to Davide, in the Musée Conde at Chantilly.6

Though this landscape motif recurs in other works

produced in the shop, the Clark and Chantilly pic-

tures might well be by the same hand.7

The Clark portrait, in which the unidentified sitter

is shown half-length and in three-quarter view before

a landscape background, belongs to a late quattro-

cento type established, as far as female portraiture is

concerned, by Leonardo's Ginevra de Bend (cat. 16).

In its reconstructed format, Leonardos sitter was

portrayed holding a flower, and this motif is common

in other depictions as well. In the case of the Clark

portrait, the sitter, resting her right hand on a

ledge covered by a typical Florentine textile, holds an

orange blossom, symbolizing the chief virtue a

woman brought to marriage, her chastity.8 The sitter

identified as Costanza de' Medici in another por-

trait associated with the Ghirlandaio workshop also

holds a posy in her right hand resting on a parapet

(Woods-Marsden essay, fig. 8).9 In two further exam-

ples the female sitter picks a flower from a bowl on

the ledge separating her from the spectator—the

former in the Pinacoteca, Forli, by Lorenzo di Credi,

and the latter, formerly in the Payson collection,

New York, ascribed to Mainardi and Davide Ghirlan-

daio, among others.10 Having abandoned the tradi-

tional profile in favor of the three-quarter view, which

lacked any connotation of virtue, the authors of

these portraits had to find another way to express the

moral character of their subjects. The solution was

a type of betrothal or marriage portrait, in which a

young woman offers a flower to her husband, who

is the implied viewer of the painting. DAB
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1
Attributed to Davide Ghirlandaio,

Madonna and Child, Musée Conde,

Chantilly (photo: Alinari/Art

Resource, N.Y.)
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Domenico Ghirlandaio c. 1488/1490, tempera on panel

77x49(305/16x195/16)

Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza,

Madrid

Giovanna degli Albizzi Tornabuoni
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Once the prize of J.P. Morgan's prestigious collection

in New York (see Introduction), this painting by

Ghirlandaio (1449-1494) is perhaps the most admired

and discussed of all the Florentine profiles of women.

During the last decade or so two issues have been of

special concern to scholars writing about the picture:

one involves its relation to a nearly identical frescoed

image of the same subject by the same artist; and the

other, the meaning of the inscription behind the sit-

ter and how it pertains to portraiture of the period.

The sitter has long been identified as Giovanna degli

Albizzi by comparison with two medals inscribed

with her name. The medals, portraying what is obvi-

ously the same woman in profile facing right, have

different reverses; the one exhibited here (cat. n)

shows the Three Graces and the inscription CASTI-

TAS P U L C H R I T U D O AMOR (Chastity, Beauty, Love).

Little is known about Giovanna, who was born into

an old and distinguished Florentine family in 1468

and who married Lorenzo Tornabuoni in 1486.

Her marriage, probably the occasion for the medals,

was short: having produced a son, Giovanna died

in her second childbirth on 7 October 1488, not yet

twenty years old. In Ghirlandaio's panel she is repre-

sented half-length in profile to the left, as if seen

through a window onto a small room with a niche in

the back wall. Like the supposed Angiola Scolari in

Filippo Lippi's portrait in the Metropolitan Museum

(cat. 3), Giovanna faces a doorway, which provides

the light source for the picture. Her stiffly erect pos-

ture, with arms bent at right angles and hands de-

murely folded, is also in the tradition established by

Lippi. Haifa century separates the two portraits,

however, and in the meantime fashion had changed.

Giovanna's hair is knotted at the back and long

curls fall at the sides of her face. She wears an orange

giornea, decorated with emblems marking her as a

Tornabuoni, over a red gamurra with the sleeves slit

to reveal the white camicia, or chemise, underneath.

A latticelike pattern of flowering plants is woven

into the brocade of the sleeves, while hanging from

a delicate cord around her neck is a gold pendant

set with a ruby and three large pearls.1

Though dressed in the finery associated with mar-

riage, Giovanna's is not a marriage or betrothal por-

trait, as it is dated to the year of her death, 1488, on

the cartellino attached to the wall behind the sitter.

A nearly identical portrait of her appears, full length,

in Ghirlandaio's fresco of the Visitation, part of the

cycle commissioned by her father-in-law Giovanni

Tornabuoni in 1485 to decorate the family chapel

in the church of Santa Maria Novella in Florence.

This stately figure (fig. i), misidentified by Vasari

as Ginevra Benci, may also be a posthumous likeness

of Giovanna, as the frescoes were completed over a

four-year period, from 1486 to 1490.2 The striking

resemblance between the two portraits has naturally

raised the question of which came first, the panel

or the fresco? Most likely the frescoed image was

the source for the panel. As Ghirlandaio and his shop

were otherwise committed to the more advanced

three-quarter view for independent portraiture (cat. 29),

only a special circumstance, such as the sitter's death,

could account for the use of the profile here. He

evidently took her image in the fresco as a model for

the panel portrait, which is considerably larger than

other female profiles of the time. Both portraits, in

any case, were probably made using a cartoon, or

full-scale preparatory drawing, that was based, in turn,

on a life study in the manner of the cartoon (cat. 33)

for another female portrait in Ghirlandaio's decora-

tion. The Visitation, to judge from its low position

on the wall, was completed toward or in 1490, so the

date inscribed on the panel, while referring to the

sitter's death, does not necessarily record the year the

picture was painted.
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1

Domenico Ghirlandaio, Visitation (detail),

Tornabuoni Chapel, Santa Maria Novella,

Florence (photo: Scala/Art Resource, N.Y.)

When Ghirlandaio transferred Giovanna's image

from fresco to panel, he changed the background.

In the Visitation the scene is set outdoors, whereas in

the panel the sitter appears before a niche contain-

ing a variety of objects. One of these, the cartellino

affixed to the wall on the right, bears the following

Latin inscription:

ARS UTINAM MORES / A N I M U M Q U E E F F I N G E R E /

POSSES P U L C H R I O R IN TER-/ RIS NULLA

TABELLA FORET / MCCCCLXXXVIII

The inscription, which has been studied by John

Shearman (1992), reads in his translation: "Art, would

that you could represent character and mind. There

would be no more beautiful painting on earth."

Adapted from an epigram by the Roman poet Mar-

tial, the inscription records a topos in the writing

on portraiture, found in Petrarch and Lorenzo de'

Medici, for example.3 Shearman noted that by a

grammatical shift Ghirlandaio has the inscription

address art itself. The inability of the painter to rep-

resent the character or conduct of his subject is a

commentary on both portraiture in general and this

portrait. Did Ghirlandaio manage to convey only

Giovanna's physical appearance and not her mind

or soul? Rather than acknowledging a shortcoming

in his picture, it would seem that the artist was

demonstrating his superior skill and issuing a chal-

lenge to other painters.4 Ghirlandaio's painting is,

in fact, exceptionally beautiful. And he succeeded

in depicting the sitter's moral character if not her

personality by showing her in the traditional profile

pose emblematic of virtue.5 In addition, two of the

objects in the niche framing Giovanna's figure may

also allude to her inner qualities. Unlike the jeweled

brooch on the left, the string of coral beads (a

rosary?) and the book, presumably a prayer book,

would have been the sitters personal property.

The way the beads and the book are juxtaposed with

the inscription underlines their role in the picture

as symbolic references to Giovanna's piety and devo-

tion. No mere likeness, then, Ghirlandaio's portrait

resolves the painter's dilemma by making the sitter's

virtue visible. Contrasting the luminous image

of the beautiful and proud woman who died young

with the dark chamber in which she appears, as in

a tomb, the painter conveys, as well as any poet

could, the survival of her spirit through his art. DAB
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Attributed to
Domenico Ghirlandaio

A c. 1490, tempera on panel

51.8x39.7(203/8x155/8)

The Arabella Huntington Memorial

Collection, The Huntington Library,

Art Collections and Botanical

Gardens, San Marino

B c. 1490, tempera on panel

51.8 x 39.7 (20 3/sx 155/8)

The Arabella Huntington Memorial

Collection, The Huntington Library,

Art Collections and Botanical

Gardens, San Marino

3 I Portrait of a Young Man (A) Portrait of a Young Woman (B)
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University of Pittsburgh, 1997.
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at Locko Park, cats. 60 and 67, 23 and

27. London, 1901.

Valentiner, W.R. A Catalogue of Early
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This portrait diptych presumably depicts a newlywed

couple, with the husband on the left and the wife

on the right, as was traditional (compare cats. 2A, B).

Though the paintings are clearly pendants (the land-

scape is continuous), the male sitter is shown in

three-quarter view to the right, while the female faces

him in profile. The discrepancy in their poses, one

being more advanced and the other old-fashioned,

is only the beginning of the mystery surrounding

the two paintings. However unusual, the panels are

not unique but form one of three such pairs of nearly

identical portraits all of the same size. The second

pair of conjugal portraits is in the Gemàldegalerie,

Berlin (figs, i, 2), while the third is in the Musée

Fabre, Montpellier.1 The latter pair, formerly in the

Arconati Visconti Collection, Paris, are lower in

quality than the other two and can safely be dismissed

as copies or variants.2 The attribution of the portrait

pairs in San Marino and Berlin wavers between

Domenico Ghirlandaio (1449-1494) and his two

principal assistants, his brother Davide and his

brother-in-law Sebastiano Mainardi. The relationship

between the two pairs is also much debated with

some scholars regarding the one in Berlin as the origi-

nal and the other in San Marino as a replica and

other writers arguing the opposite. In the case of the

Huntington panels, the nineteenth-century attribu-

tion to Domenico Ghirlandaio (Richter 1901) was

later abandoned in favor of Mainardi by W.R. Valen-

tiner (1926), Raimond Van Marie (1931), Lionello

Venturi (1933), and Bernard Berenson (1963), among

others. Recently, however, Everett Fahy (written com-

munication, 2000) has again proposed Domenico as

their author. The tangled attribution problem raised

by the two sets of related portraits, involving the

inner workings of the Ghirlandaio shop, is beyond

the scope of this entry. What can be said about the

paintings is that, while the compositions are virtually

the same in each case, they differ somewhat in style

and execution. Essentially, the Berlin portraits are

more detailed, as seen in the Gothic cityscape and the

pair of lovers behind the male sitter and the puckers

in his sleeve, as well as in the legible script in the

book on the shelf behind his spouse. And the paint

handling is correspondingly tighter. Aside from these

artistic differences, the male sitters, to judge from

their features and hair color, do not appear to be the

same person. Did the woman, who is identical in

both paintings, have two husbands? Or does one

figure represent her husband and the other a relative

or even her lover?

The odd juxtaposition of the three-quarter view for

the man and the profile for the woman has been

interpreted as having a social or psychological signi-

ficance. In this gender-based interpretation, the

male, shown before an open landscape with build-

ings, ships, and tiny figures, would represent the

active partner, while the female portrayed in a loggia

overlooking the landscape—one author calls her

"housebound" — is subordinated to her spouse, as

women were, in fact, in the Renaissance.3 But there

may be a simpler explanation for the artists choice

of disparate poses—namely, his reliance on different

visual prototypes. As has often been noted, the

female profile derives from Domenico Ghirlandaio's

Giovanna Tornabuoni (cat. 30) in the Thyssen Col-

lection, Madrid. In this work, dated 1488, the sitter

is portrayed posthumously in profile, echoing her

appearance in the artist's Visitation fresco in Santa

Maria Novella. The Madrid picture further provided

the still-life of the alcove with coral beads, a book,

and a jeweled pendant behind the sitter. The author

of the Huntington painting was also familiar with

the source for the setting in the Tornabuoni portrait

—Memling's Portrait of a Young Man in the Lehman

collection in the Metropolitan Museum, New York.

This Netherlandish portrait was already known

in Florence in the 14705, as can be deduced from an

early Madonna by Ghirlandaio in the Louvre, em-

ploying the architectural motif of the loggia with two

columns, much as in the portrait in San Marino.4

At the same time, the male half of the diptych con-

forms to the type of bust-length three-quarter-view

portraits of men against a landscape background

current in the Ghirlandaio shop.5 DAB
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Attributed to Sebastiano Mainardi,

Portrait of a Man, Staatliche Museen zu

Berlin, Preussischer Kulturbesitz,

Gemaldegalerie (photo: Jorg P. Anders)

2

Attributed to Sebastiano Mainardi,

Portrait of a Woman, Staatliche Museen

zu Berlin, Preussischer Kulturbesitz,

Gemaldegalerie (photo: Jôrg P. Anders)
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Century, Gemaldegalerie, Berlin, trans. Linda B. Parshall,

2d rev. ed. (Berlin, 1978), cats. 83, 86, 251-252.
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Mary D. Garrard (New York, 1992), 52; and Frank Zôllner,
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The Complete Works, trans. Ted Alkins (Ghent, 1994), cat. 48,

200—201; and Mary Sprinson de Jesus in From Van Eyck

to Bruegel. Early Netherlandish Painting in the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, éd. Maryan W. Ainsworth and Keith Chris-

tiansen [exh. cat., Metropolitan Museum of Art] (New York,

1998), cat. 28, 166-167. Lome Campbell ("Memling and

the Followers of Verrocchio," The Burlington Magazine 125

[November 1983], 675-676) first posited the Memling portrait

as a source for the Louvre Madonna, which also contains the

still-life-on-a-shelf motif found in the portraits in Madrid

and San Marino. In the Huntington portrait the coral beads,

crystal vase, prayerbook, ring, and needle patently refer to

the woman's wifely virtues.

5. Compare the examples in Oxford (Christopher Lloyd,

A Catalogue of the Earlier Italian Paintings in the Ashmolean

Museum [Oxford, 1977], no. A83, 73—74) and in London

(Martin Davies, National Gallery Catalogues. The Earlier Italian

Schools, 2d rev. ed. [London, 1961], no. 2489, 221 — 222).
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Pietro Perugino c. 1480/1490, metalpoint on

gray prepared paper

37.7X24.3 (14'3/16X9 9/16)

The British Museum, London,

Pp 1-26

3 2* Bust of a Young Woman
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Museum, i: cat. 191, 117. 2 vols.

London, 1950.

Perugino, Portrait of a Man, National

Gallery of Art, Washington, Widener

Collection

Though often criticized as sentimental, the figures in

paintings and drawings by Perugino (c. 1450-1523)

can also be more forceful. The artist's early work, in

particular, reveals a firm sense of realism derived

from the Florentine Andrea del Verrocchio, whom he

assisted in the 14705. Later, in the 14805 and early

14905, Perugino continued to frequent Florence;

indeed, he kept a shop there, and his works, though

unmistakably Umbrian in style and mood, have

many Florentine elements. Not surprisingly, there-

fore, this near life-size drawing of a woman's head was

formerly attributed to Domenico Ghirlandaio as a

study for a figure in his fresco of the Birth of the Bap-

tist m the church of Santa Maria Novella, Florence,

or for the artist's Portrait of a Lady of the Sassetti Fam-

ily in the Metropolitan Museum, New York.1 Oskar

Fischel (1917), nevertheless, gave the drawing to

Perugino, and Bernard Berenson (1938), Charles De

Tolnay (1943), and A.E. Popham and Philip Pouncey

(1950) fully endorsed his attribution. Fischel aptly

compared the study to Perugino s Portrait of a Youth

in the Uffizi, a work which, like the artist's other por-

traits in the same gallery—the Francesco ¿elle Opere

of 1494 and the two profile heads of monks—is full

of character. An even closer comparison is offered by

Perugino's Portrait of a Man (fig. i), otherwise called

a self-portrait of Lorenzo di Credi, in the National

Gallery of Art.2 Both works share the distinctive

backward tilt of the sitter's head and the rather mel-

ancholy outward gaze, and both probably date from

the 1480$: Perugino is recorded in Florence late in

1482 and again in 1488-1489.

The woman's hairstyle in the drawing, with curls

falling along the sides of the face, and the dress,

with slashed sleeves and a laced bodice, are typically

Florentine, while the three-quarter pose, in common

with painted portraits of the period, derives from

Flemish art. Similar portrait drawings of women

by or attributed to Rogier van der Weyden or Petrus

Christus, dating from the mid-fifteenth century,

are known, but Italian examples are rare.3 The aim

of such drawings was to record the subject's physical

appearance, particularly his or her features, as the

basis for the painted portrait, which was probably

not carried out in the presence of the sitter. More

than the finished portrait, then, the preparatory

drawing made from the living model was an unme-

diated likeness. Perugino's study typically focuses

on the head, keenly observed in contrast to the less

carefully rendered bust. The artist's technique, with

the delicate metalpoint strokes crosshatched for

the shadowed areas around the features, served him

well in characterizing his subject. DAB
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Domenico Ghirlandaio c. 1486 /1490, black chalk, pricked

for transfer (drapery study for a

standing female figure on the verso)

36.6 x 22.1 (14^16 x 8"As)

The Duke of Devonshire and

The Chatsworth Settlement Trustees,

Bakewell, Derbyshire, 885 A, B

Head of a Woman
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cat. 29, 62-63. London, 1994.

Rosenauer, Arthur. "Observations and
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Work Process." Canadian Art Review 12

(1985), 149-153-

This drawing is a full-scale preparatory study for the

head of the older woman (fig. i) standing by the stair-

case on the left in Ghirlandaio's fresco of the Birth

of the Virgin in the Tornabuoni chapel in the church

of Santa Maria Novella, Florence. Commissioned

by Giovanni Tornabuoni in September 1485, the cycle

to which the fresco belongs was completed by Dom-

enico (1449—1494) and his brother Davide between

1486 and 1490. The left wall of the chapel, facing the

altar, depicts events from the life of the Virgin, and

the right, ones from the life of John the Baptist, the

donors patron saint. Florentine fresco decorations

commonly included portraits of the donor, his family,

and his friends, but this one is exceptional in having

such a strong female presence. The women of the

family are portrayed appropriately in scenes concern-

ing childbirth—not only the Birth of the Virgin

but also the Birth of the Baptist and the Visitation.

Depicted in interior settings in the context of daily

life, the Tornabuoni women, most of them unidenti-

fied, are distinguished from the religious figures by

their contemporary dress and features. As witnesses

to the sacred events being enacted on the chapel

walls, they serve as exemplars of piety for present and

future generations. And set as they are within narra-

tives of childbirth, the women further exemplify

the female virtue of fecundity necessary for the family

to flourish.

The woman portrayed in the fresco belongs to a

group of five females who display the same dignified

demeanor but who are distinguished from each

other by costume. The foremost and youngest mem-

ber of the group, tentatively identified as the patron's

daughter Lodovica, has her hair uncovered and is

richly dressed in the manner of a young unmarried or

recently married woman. Her companions are older

and more soberly garbed. The woman depicted in the

drawing wears a high-necked dress, a robe, and a coif

over her head, marking her as a matron. While she

has an air of kindly wisdom appropriate to her famil-

ial role and status, the drawing representing her is not

a life study.1 Rather, to judge from its large scale and

perforations, it is a cartoon in which the contours

are pricked for transfer to the surface to be painted.

Though probably based on a life study, the Chats-

worth portrait performed a different function, that

Domenico Ghirlandaio, Birth of the Virgin

(detail), Tornabuoni Chapel, Santa

Maria Novella, Florence (photo: Scala/

Art Resource, N.Y.)

of indicating the outlines and modeling of the figure

to be painted on the wall. The cartoon is so well

preserved that scholars have concluded it must have

served to make another cartoon used during the

execution. If this were the case, then two steps in

the design process separated the artist's original study

recording the sitter's features from the finished por-

trait. The preparatory work leading up to the fresco,

involving repeated transfers of the design, coupled

with the possibility that the painted image was exe-

cuted by Domenico's collaborator, Davide, or another

assistant, indicates how far removed this Renaissance

portrait is from the notion of portraiture as a direct

likeness completed in the sitter's presence, commonly

held today. DAB
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Raphael Gallería degli Uffizi, Gabinetto

Disegni e Stampe, Florence, no. S/E

Young Woman in Profile
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Traditionally given to Mino da Fiesole and later in-

ventoried as "sixteenth-century Florentine," this

drawing was first attributed to Raphael (1483-1520)

by Oskar Fischel (1913) as a life study for the figure of

a woman in profile on the right in the Presentation

in the Temple, part of the predella to the artist's Coro-

nation of the Virgin in the Vatican. Raphael com-

pleted the altarpiece for the church of San Francesco

in Perugia not long before going to Florence in 1504.

If the Uffizi drawing had been made for the Presen-

tation, it would precede the change in Raphael's style

that occurred after his decisive encounter with Flo-

rentine art, but the drawing is too large in scale and

too detailed to have served for the diminutive figure

in the predella panel. In addition, it exhibits a dis-

tinct portrait character, as Pierluigi De Vecchi (1982)

and Sylvia Ferino Pagden (1982,1984) have noted.

The half-length figure (the hands were cropped when

the sheet was cut down), with long braided hair, is

slouched with the torso inclined backward and the

head tilted forward. Lending a gentle curve to the

upper body, the pose had already been adopted for

the corresponding figure in the predella, as well

as for the females depicted in another early work by

the artist—the Marriage of the Virgin in the Brera.

Once in Florence Raphael undertook the careful

study of Leonardo that would transform his art.1 In

portraiture, this phase is represented by the prep-

aratory study in the Louvre for the Maddalena Doni

of c. 1506, in the Uffizi: the painting and even more

so the drawing are clearly based on Mona Lisa? But

when he first arrived in Florence, Raphael seems to

have responded to a variety of influences. In the

case of the Uffizi drawing, he was apparently reacting

to the familiar series of Florentine profile portraits

of women. His drawing "corrects" that tradition by

eliminating the upright character of the profiles,

emblematic of the sitters' virtue, in favor of a mode

of portrayal that is both more graceful and more

natural. Equally, the style of the drawing, with the

forms lightly modeled in black chalk with white

heightening, breaks with the linearity of the Floren-

tine profile. By the early sixteenth century, profile

portraits, like Ghirlandaio s of Giovanna Tornabuoni

(cat. 30), must have seemed unnaturally stiff and

sharp to artists like the young Raphael. It seems

ironic, therefore, that another draftsman should

have betrayed Raphael's intentions, reinforcing the

woman's profile in pen and ink on the recto and

then, turning the sheet over, tracing the contour

onto the verso. DAB
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Gírolamo di Benvenuto c. 1508, tempera and oil (?) on panel

60x45.4(235/8x177/8)

National Gallery of Art, Washington,

Samuel H. Kress Collection,

1939.1.353

3 C Portrait of a Young Woman
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This bust-length, life-size portrait of a young woman

became famous in the nineteenth century, when

it was thought to be a portrait of Petrarch's beloved

Laura. The sitter wears an embroidered green dress,

its bodice cut wide and laced with fine dark brown

cords over the breast to reveal an expanse of her

embroidered chemise, which also puffs out above

the attached sleeves. Wisps of her golden hair frame

her face; otherwise her head is covered by a transpar-

ent veil bound by a fine fillet. She wears a pearl

necklace from which hangs a ruby in an ornamented

gold setting with three pendant pearls. Though the

slight turning and tilting of the head and the lines

to the sides of the mouth lend a personal quality,

the rather hard surface and flattened form link this

portrait more closely to the tradition of Sienese

fifteenth-century painting than to recent works pro-

duced in Florence, such as Raphael's portrait of

Maddalena Doni.1

In his Storia delta Scultura, first published in 1813,

Leopoldo Cicognara noted this portrait in the collec-

tion of Antonio Piccolomini Bellanti in Siena, iden-

tifying the sitter as Laura and the artist as Simone

Martini (fig. i).2 In so doing he was joining a long

and heated debate about whether a portrait of Laura

by Simone survived. Cicognara possessed a tracing

of the image, which was then used as the basis for

the engraving he published, together with two others

after the head of a woman in a niello in the Museo

Malaspina in Pavia, and two details of heads from

the frescoes in the Spanish chapel in Santa Maria

Novella in Florence, then attributed to Simone Mar-

tini. The suggestion that these two figures in the

fresco were Petrarch and Laura had been made by

Vasari, but Cicognara rightly dismissed the possibil-

ity. He may not have seen the portrait in the Picco-

lomini Bellanti collection, but thought it likely by

Simone (though he noted Giulio Mancini's objec-

tions to the idea that the elderly artist could have

gone to Avignon to paint such a portrait), and quite

possibly of Laura, describing the figure as "a young

woman nobly and richly dressed in a gentle provençal

costume." He invoked various authorities that such

a portrait of Laura had existed in Siena, but he would

take no position on whether or not the letters P.P.

originally appeared on the ruby pendant, adding

that people often read such letters where they did not

exist, as if seeing figures in clouds. In the engraving

in his book the letter P is clearly delineated, but in

the portrait the carving on the stone is too indistinct

to be read as a letter. Subsequently, in 1819, Raphael

Morghen's engraving after the Piccolomini Bellanti

portrait (fig. 2), which did not depict letters on the

pendant, served as a frontispiece for an edition of

Petrarch's poetry published in Padua.3 This engraving

identified the owner, correctly, as Cavalière Antonio

Piccolomini Bellanti, and claimed once again that

the artist was none other than the great trecento

Sienese painter Simone Martini.

The two engravings remove any suspicions that the

work is a twentieth-century fake, and the attribution

to Girolamo di Benvenuto (1470-1524), first pro-

posed by Langton Douglas in 1904, has received

general acceptance.4 The present appearance of the

portrait is adversely affected by the overpainted

black background. The gold interlace border painted

on top of this may have been intended to suggest

the gilded cover of a book of poetry, but it abuts the

shoulders and head of the sitter in a clumsy way,

compounding the awkwardness of the left arm,

which looks equally odd in the engraving in Cicog-

nara's book.

When Cicognara and Morghen associated this lady

with both Simone Martini and Laura, they were

inspired by the belief that such a portrait had existed.

Petrarch's two sonnets in praise of Simone Martinis

lost portrait of Laura (who died on Easter Sunday,

1348) provided the greatest incentive and challenge

to Renaissance painters, including Leonardo da

Vinci, to equal Simones ability to portray the be-

loved.5 In one sonnet Petrarch addresses the image

as a work produced in paradise, for it is something

unimaginable on earth "where the body is a veil to

the soul." In his second sonnet, however, he laments

that Simone has not brought Laura alive in the man-

ner of Pygmalion by endowing her with voice and

intellect, for when he speaks to the likeness of his

beloved she never replies. Petrarch's lyric poems were

devoted to keeping Laura alive in his own heart,
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1
Giuseppe Dala, engraving of cat. 35

as Laura, in Leopoldo Cicognara, Storia

delta Scultura dal suo risorgimento

in Italia fino al secólo di Canova, 2nd éd.

(Venice, 1823), pi. 43

2

Raphael Morghen, engraving of cat. 35

as Laura, from Francesco Petrarca, Le Rime

del Petrarca, 2 vols. (Padua, 1819-1820),

frontispiece (photo: Library of Congress)
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and as a result the question of the pamgone, or rivalry,

among the arts of poetry, painting, and sculpture, to

provide such immortality became a major theme in

the criticism of painted and poetic representations of

lyric beauty. In this sense almost all the portraits in

the exhibition, and especially Leonardo's Ginevra de

Bend, reflect the intense importance given to the

painted portrait of his beloved by Petrarch.6

This young woman prominently displays "una bella

ignudo mano," and her light veil, golden locks, and

hint of a smile may all be associated with the stan-

dard stock of Petrarchan imagery, though no laurel

branch points specifically to Laura's name. Very few

independent portraits of women were produced in

Siena in the Renaissance, however, and the existence

of a representation of a blond, veiled woman in a

noble collection in Simone Martini's native city was

just too tempting for antiquarians to ignore in their

search for historical evidence of Laura's beauty.7

On the other hand, Petrarch's poems on Simones

portrait were so fundamental to the whole discourse

on painting, beauty, and fame in the sixteenth

century that it is even possible that this rare Sienese

portrait was actually produced by Girolamo di

Benvenuto as a modern reconstruction of Simones

famous lost image. This would account for the

existence of the independent portrait itself, the out-

of-date green dress, the odd misalignment of

the sloping almond eyes that suggests the style of

Simone, and other retardataire features. EC
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Giulíano Bugiardini A c. 1516, oil on panel

65.1x47.9 (25Vexas7s)

Gallería degli Uffizi, Florence,

¡nv. 1890 n. 8380

Attributed to
Giuliano Bugiardini

B 0.1516, oil on panel

73x50.3 (28 3/4x193/4)

Gallería degli Uffizi, Florence,

¡nv. 1890 n. 6042

3 O Portrait of a Lady ("La Monaca") (A) Portrait Cover with Mask and Grotesques (B)
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Raphael, Portrait of a Lady ("La Grávida"),
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(photo: AUnari/Art Resource, N.Y.)

Portrait of a Lady was acquired in 1810 from the

Niccolini family by the Florentine grand duke Fer-

dinando in.1 It carried an attribution to Leonardo

da Vinci together with the suggestive, but equally

misleading, title La Monaca (the nun). Alternative

attributions have not been lacking, and among

them the names of Ridolfo Ghirlandaio, Mariotto

Albertinelli, and Giuliano Bugiardini (1475-1554)

predominate. These three names constitute a sort of

Bermuda Triangle for orphaned paintings of the ear-

lier sixteenth century. Even so, Hermann Ulmann's

attribution to Bugiardini, seconded by Bernard

Berenson, with which we tend to agree, has won all

but universal acceptance. However, in recent years

estimable scholars like Luciano Bellosi and Antonio

Natali have reopened the question, the former sug-

gesting the names of Raphael and Albertinelli, and

the latter championing Ridolfo.2

The painting is normally dated to the second decade

of the sixteenth century on the basis of its close affini-

ties with Leonardo's new invention for the half-length

female portrait, established in his Ginevra de Bend

(cat. 16), and given definitive form in the Mona Lisa,

and in particular with Raphael's adaptation of these

conventions for his Lady with the Unicorn in the

Galleria Borghese (who is posed, like La Monaca, in

an open loggia overlooking a landscape), his Portrait

ofMaddalena Doni'm Palazzo Pitti (c. 1506), and,

above all, his Portrait of a Lady, known as La Grávida

(or "the pregnant woman," c. 1508), also in Palazzo

Pitti (fig. i). So close is La Monaca to this last, which

is of virtually identical dimensions, in the line of her

neck and shoulder, the rotation of her body, in the

positioning of her right hand, and in the details of

her costume (a square-necked gamurra with attached

sleeves, enlivened by a puff of fabric from her camicia,

or undergarment, at the point of attachment), that

we might surmise that Bugiardini made use of a

cartoon or tracing of La Grávida as a template for

establishing the pose of La Monaca? A small but

significant difference between the two must be noted,

however. The bodice of La Monacas gamurra is

slightly lower, revealing more of her swelling breasts

than is normal for fashions of the period.

A striking landscape is visible through the arches to

the left and right of the sitter. The former shows

three nuns in the piazza of Santa Maria Novella before

the Ospedale di San Paolo, and the domed church

of Santo Spirito, across the Arno to the south. The

latter looks toward the Porta al Prato, the church of

the Dominican convent of San Jacopo di Ripoli, and

a luminous sunset over the mountains to the west.

In an important study of the Ospedale di San Paolo,

Richard Goldthwaite and Roger Rearick (1977) have

shown that a part of the governance of that institu-

tion was ceded to the Franciscan sisters by their

male counterparts in I534-4 They have suggested that

the painting commemorates that event, also finding

closer stylistic affinities with later works by Bugi-

ardini such as the Rape of Dinah in Vienna. Their

observations have been challenged by specialists in

Florentine art, who have objected that neither the

painting's style nor the fashion of the lady's dress

seems consistent with a date later than the second

decade of the sixteenth century. It is also significant,

as Natali has pointed out, that the view of Santo

Spirito shows no sign of the bell tower.5 The founda-

tions for this were begun in 1490, but the construc-

tion, on the design of Baccio d'Agnolo, progressed

slowly. By 1517 it is likely that the first story was

complete, and Vasari's fresco of the Siege of Florence,

showing the city as it was in 1530, depicts an incom-

plete, but unmistakable campanile. Given the

accuracy of the architectural details of the cityscape

behind La Monaca, it seems unlikely that the pic-

ture could date as late as 1530, for in 1522 expenses

were incurred for the repair of the bell known as

"Speranza Dei," or "la Piccola."
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In 1867 the Florentine galleries acquired a painting

from the dealer-collector Baron Ettore de Garriod,

who claimed that it was the cover to La Monaca,

again asserting that the latter was by Leonardo.7

This cover (called a tirelLa, that is a panel attached

by grooves or rods to the frame in such a way that

it could be pulled to one side, thereby revealing

the portrait beneath), had already been described in

detail and quite independently of the sale in the 1851

edition of Vasari's Lives, where it was also identified

as the cover to Leonardos Monaca from the Nicco-

lini collection. In recent years, following the proposal

of Natali, the paintings have been reunited in the

same room in the UfHzi, and hang close to each

other. The exhibition now provides an opportunity

to consider them side by side. The practice of pro-

viding portraits with painted covers was fashionable

throughout Europe in the first half of the sixteenth

century, but covers and portraits were quickly sepa-

rated when portraits entered the market and very

few can now be securely reunited. The provision of

covers was closely related to the convention of paint-

ing allegorical or heraldic images on the reverse

of portraits, a famous example, of course, being Leo-

nardo's Ginevra de Bend, in which the lady s exterior

beauty, or forma, portrayed in the front is presented

as an adornment to her character, or internal virtus,

emblematically expressed on the back. In the case

of the cover for La Monaca, however, the emblem

is more purposefully enigmatic in its artful dissem-

blance. For comparison one thinks, for example,

of Bronzino's Pygmalion and Galatea, painted around

1530-1532 as the cover for Pontormo's Portrait of

Francesco Guardi in the Costume of a Soldier (as Vasari

entitled it), and which carries the quizzical inscrip-

tion, HEV VI[NCIT] VENUS.9

The motto chosen for La Monaca derives from an

ancient proverb cast in the form of suum cuique mihi

meum, or "to each his own, and to me mine."10 It

was anthologized in Erasmus' Adagia, an immensely

popular collection of such Latin and Greek proverbs,

where it was cited as an example of philautia, or

the natural tendency of people to prefer what is their

own, whether their own looks, their own country,

their own family, or their own lover. Cicero was espe-

cially fond of the adage, and Erasmus accordingly

quotes from a letter to Atticus, in which Cicero

himself quotes a distich by Atilius exemplifying two

applications of it: Suam cuique sponsam, mihi meam:

I Suum cuique amorem, mihi meam ("Each loves

his own bride, and I mine; / Each prefers his own

love and I mine"). In the case of La Monaca, the motto

Sua cuique persona clearly states that the lady is play-

ing a role of her own choosing, and is wearing her

preferred theatrical mask, or persona (underscored

by the actual mask shown on the cover below the

motto). "To each his own persona," the motto reads,

its unstated but inevitable conclusion being, "and

mine for me." The enigma of this fascinating portrait

is to fathom the role the sitter had adopted, for she

is not what she appears to be.

Although La Monaca is seated in a loggia overlook-

ing the Franciscan nuns going about their work

taking care of the sick at the charitable institution of

the Ospedale di San Paolo, and though she is dressed

in black and holds to her breast a breviary inscribed

with the monogram of Christ, she is herself assuredly

not a nun. Neither her dress nor her almost com-

pletely uncovered shoulder and impressive bosom

are consistent with a religious habit. It has been sug-

gested that she may be a widow, but this has met

with skepticism for much the same reasons, especially

on the grounds of her scarcely concealed physical

allure. However, a suggestive parallel exists in Correg-

gio s Portrait of Ginevra Rangone in the Hermitage."

Ginevra's first husband died in 1517, when, as was

customary for newly widowed well-to-do women,

she became a Franciscan tertiary. She remarried in

1519. Correggio's portrait dates from the early period
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of Ginevra's widowhood, and shows her with the

girdle of a Franciscan tertiary visible at her knee, and

a scapular suspended from a gold chain at her neck.

This has puzzled scholars, who have pointed out

that one might expect widows or even tertiaries to

be more discreetly veiled, and certainly with covered

shoulders and less décolletage. They have also been

disturbed by the fact that, while Ginevra's headdress

and bodice are consistent with fashion at the mo-

ment her portrait was painted, her sleeves accord with

an earlier, and somewhat out-of-date style. In this

instance, as for La Monaca, the paradoxical conjunc-

tion of religious piety and womanly allure openly

displayed, as well as the presence of anachronistic

dissonances, suggests a desire to exhibit the sitter in

that fullness of youthful beauty that had won her

a husband s love, and at the same time her continuing

adherence to the ideals of chasteness and charitable

devotion to the Church that had made her worthy

of that love. The mask adopted by the sitter is that

of her own youthful beauty, which in her maturity

is adorned by good works and religion, without in

any way foreclosing her future in the world.

Our dating of the portrait of this unknown woman

to c. 1516 suggests a connection to a different

moment in the history of the good women of San

Paolo from that proposed by Goldthwaite and

Rearick. The Spedale de' Pinzocheri del Terz'Ordine

di San Francesco, popularly known as San Paolo, had

begun as a lay charitable organization before it was

associated with the Franciscan tertiaries. Though

the female members did not take over their share of

the government until 1534, women had an important

role to play in the work of the hospital from the four-

teenth century onward. By the early sixteenth cen-

tury all the resident charitable workers were women,

and they determined to become independent from

the Franciscan tertiaries. In 1516 they were given the

right to wear the veil and habit of cloistered nuns.

Perhaps here, then, is to be found a topical reference.

Whereas women living in the hospital (and seen

outside the portico to the left), took on the persona

of nuns (also adopted by the figures seen outside San

Jacopo di Ripoli to the right), our sitter prefers

her lay status, paradoxically earning the title of La

Monaca in later history.

The attribution of the cover to Bugiardini partly

follows from the attribution of the portrait, for, as

Natali has said, the mask seems almost to have been

modeled on the woman's face. The graphic style of

the inscription is conventional, but the characters

and final flourish are certainly in keeping with those

found in other inscriptions by Bugiardini, as in the

Birth of the Baptist in Stockholm, or the Madonna

and Child m the Galleria Colonna, Rome. The cur-

vaceous forms of the intertwining tails of the gro-

tesque griffins and dolphins, and the writhing torsion

of the forms overall, not to mention the softening

effects of chiaroscuro, all suggest a moment in the

second decade, rather than evoking the crisper forms

of the first. EC
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Bacchíacca 1520S, oil on panel

57x43.8(227/i6xi7y4)

A Lady with a Nosegay
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Bacchiacca (1494/1495-1557) belongs to the genera-

tion of Pontormo, Franciabigio, and Granacci. Vasari

reports that he was a pupil of Perugino, and this

helps to explain the oddity of his style in relation to

his more modern contemporaries. He specialized

in decorative projects, and, indeed, Cosimo i de'

Medici commissioned from him a little study painted

with animals and rare plants. Like Pontormo, Bac-

chiacca was especially fascinated by the Northern

manner of such artists as Lucas van Leyden, and he

appropriated motifs from prints by Lucas and others

in his compositions.

Bacchiacca's female heads also reflect this tendency

to appropriate models from other artists. The head

of the Madonna in the Madonna and Child in the

Baltimore Museum of Art, for example, is derived

from the drawing of an ideal head by Michelangelo

(Uffizi 599E). A similar ideal head, or testa divina,

seen in profile, and with richly ornamented headdress

and braids, appears in the Lady with a Vase of Flowers

(Museum of Fine Arts, Springfield, Massachusetts).2

In that work the juxtaposition of the woman and

the vase establishes the analogy between ideal female

beauty and the shape of a vase discussed in connec-

tion with Bronzino s A Young Woman with Her Little

Boy (cat. 41). The pinks and roses in the vase evoke

the poetic metaphors of Petrarchan poetry, in which

the colors of the cheeks and lips of a beautiful woman

are associated with these flowers.

The Lady with a Nosegay makes no reference to

Michelangelo's drawings of ideal heads, and is more

truly a portrait, in which this somewhat graceless

lady is associated with the poetic tradition through

the format of her portrait and the flowers that she

clasps. The overall condition of the work is not very

good, and abrasion compromises the appearance of

her face and hair especially. In its format the portrait

follows the model of Raphael's La Grávida, which

had already been taken up by Bugiardini in his por-

trait of "La Monaca"(cat. 3ÓA). Bacchiacca followed

a different intermediary, however, for the oddly

drawn shoulders, one in profile and the other turned

forward, suggest a closer connection to Andrea del

Sarto's Portrait of a Young Woman (Lucrezia del Fede),

in the Prado.3 Bacchiacca turned Sarto's charming

figure into a more awkward one, for the proportions

of his figure are unusual, with the head rather too

large for the torso, and the brow noticeably wide and

high, the chin somewhat square. The long neck,

which should signify the lady's ideal beauty, joins the

shoulders in an uncertain way—something the string

of gold beads only emphasizes. Taken with the dis-

jointed quality of the shoulders, all this produces a

highly idiosyncratic image, which the juxtaposition

of the purple bows on the lime green headdress with

the scarlet damask sleeves and bluish green bodice

enhances.

This serious beauty is presented as someone's be-

loved, for she clasps her flowers in the manner of Ver-

rocchio's Lady with a Bunch of Flowers (cat. 22), and

Leonardo's Ginevra de' Bend (cat. 16), according to

David Alan Brown's proposal for its reconstruction.

Lorenzo de' Medici's sonnets are full of references

to flowers, and in one poem (cix) he claims that

wherever his lady turns her eyes, the goddess Flora

makes the flowers spring up.4 Another sonnet

(CXLVIII) is addressed to the violet plucked by his

lady and given to him. Lorenzo clasps it to his bare

chest, but it seems to want to escape back into his

lady's hand. Bacchiacca was known for painting the

details of nature. The white jasmine is identifiable,

and the other flowers appear to be a species of ranun-

culus. There may be a rose in bud. The whiteness

of these flowers, echoing the whiteness of her camicia

and sleeves, points up the whiteness of her bosom

and complexion. Lorenzo de' Medici also praised

the "candido pallore," or gleaming whiteness of his

beloveds complexion (cxxvn), which he described

as providing a contrast for her other beauties in the

way that a green meadow sets off the beauty of the

flowers. Like much of Bacchiacca's work, the portrait

has an out-of-date quality, which renders the virtuous

beauty of this unknown and rather homely woman

all the more poignant. EC
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Ridolfo Ghirlandaio 0.1530-1532, oil on panel

62.9x45.7 (243/4x18)

National Gallery of Art, Washington,

Widener Collection, 1942.9.23

Lucrezia Sommaria
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Since its appearance on the Florentine art market

at the end of the last century and its subsequent

purchase in London by P. A. B. Widener, this work has

remained a mystery. Rightly called "an unassuming

masterpiece" by Shapley, the portrait has long lacked

a secure attribution.1 The intense aqueous blue-green

of the dress, contrasting with the black border of the

bodice, and the brilliant reflections in the gleaming

white chemise led several scholars, including Shapley,

to suggest the name of Brescianino, who never en-

tirely abandoned his interest in the rich colors of the

north Italian tradition after moving to Siena and

Florence. On the other hand, the names of Franci-

abigio, Domenico Fuligo, Ridolfo Ghirlandaio (1483-

1561), and of his pupil Michèle di Ridolfo Tosini have

also been proposed. The difficulty lies in the com-

plexity of the artistic situation in Florence following

the departure of Raphael in 1508, when Fra Bar-

tolomeo and Andrea del Sarto perpetuated and devel-

oped a Florentine manner that had its roots in the

religious art of the quattrocento, even as it assimi-

lated the innovations of Leonardo da Vinci. Both Fra

Bartolomeo and Sarto explored the stylistic expres-

sion of piety and devotion, something our portrait

also conveys.

Ridolfo Ghirlandaio received a series of commissions

for altarpieces in the 15105, and these reflect a close

study of Raphael's Florentine works, and of the man-

ner of Fra Bartolomeo, with whom he worked around

I5O4-2 He had a long career, however, and his later

work remains largely unstudied. Ridolfo was clearly

a fine portraitist, moving from a style close to that

of his father to a much more individual manner, as

in the portrait of an old man in the National Gallery,

London. An earlier portrait, possibly of this same

man, now in the Sterling and Francine Clark Art

Institute, employs a format similar to that seen in the

portrait of Lucrezia, with the figure set against a plain

background, and including a single hand, though

without the ledge.

Lucrezia does not look out at us, but turns to her

right. Her features are marked by her auburn hair,

wide brow, small mouth, pointed chin, and her

remarkable, almond-shaped, gray eyes. Rather than

resembling any of the recent portraits by Leonardo,

Raphael, or even Sarto, she appears more like a

Madonna, an angel (as in the central figure in the

Three Angels in Adoration in the Gallería dell'Acca-

demia, Florence, fig. i), or a female saint in one

of Ridolfo's altarpieces (such as the Magdalen in the

Way to Calvary, National Gallery, London). This

type had been made popular in Florence by Fra

Bartolomeo and his colleague Albertinelli, but in

Ridolfo's later picture the liquid quality of the paint

and quiet composure of the figure suggest the new,

cooler elegance of Pontormo and Bronzino.3 Her

large hand, with its strong fingers and pronounced

joints, is entirely in keeping with Ridolfo's style.

Lucrezia's meditative gaze, quite unusual in a Floren-

tine portrait at this date, is the strongest clue we

have to her personality or status. The inscription

on the ledge on which she rests her arm was reworked

at some point, but nothing suggests that it was

changed (with the possible exception of the abbrevi-

ation mark).

The Da Sommaia (or Sommaria), originally from

the place of the same name outside Florence, built

their palace in the sixteenth century at the corner of

via dei' Fossi and via della Spada.4 Matteoli suggested

that Lucrezia might be the daughter of Gerolamo

di Francesco di Guglielmo da Sommaia, and so sister

of Costanza da Sommaia. Costanza was married

to the writer Giovambattista Doni, and her name is

better known because Vasari records that Bronzino

included her portrait, together with that of Camilla

Tebaldi del Corno, in his Descent into Limbo, painted

for the Zanchini chapel in Santa Croce in I552.5

These two women, writes Vasari, were worthy to be

included on account of their "incredible beauty

and honorableness."6 The registers of the Baptistery

in Florence, however, document only one surviving

Lucrezia born into the Sommaia family, and to
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a different father. On 24 January 1513 a baby girl,

daughter of Giovanni del Rosso da Sommaia, was

baptized Lucrezia Romola. This child must not have

survived, for another daughter born to Giovanni

was given the same name on 2 April I5H.7 Lucrezia

Sommaria must be sixteen in this portrait, and

possibly a year or two older. Though somewhat wan,

she is certainly presented as a beauty, and her averted

gaze carries the implication of her virtue, perhaps

even piety. She wears no jewels, her only ornament

being the ring of false hair intertwined with dark blue

ribbon (in a style similar to that worn by Bronzino's

Portrait of a Lady, cat. 39); her exquisitely painted

chemise is of the simplest kind, as is the chamois

glove in her hand. Giovanni del Rosso da Sommaia

gave his daughter an ancient Roman name of great

portent. Whatever Lucrezia's fate, her portrait repre-

sents her as honest and beautiful as the ancient

heroine whose name she bore. EC
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Agnolo Bronzino c. 1533, oil on panel

90x71(353/8x28)

Stadelsches Kunstinstitut,

Frankfurt am Main, inv. no. 1136

2 Q Portrait of a Lady
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This lady in red communicates an extraordinary

combination of composure and sophisticated wit.

The wit comes from the alignment of her broad,

frank, face, with its penetrating eyes, wide-nostriled

nose, and amiable mouth, with the equally attentive

head of her little dog, whose large ears only serve to

call attention to hers. The grotesque face in gilded

bronze on the arm of the chair encourages the viewer

to read the portrait this way, for it too is a joke,

intended to remind us (as in the case of cat. 36) that

faces are masks. Whereas in portraying Ginevra de'

Benci Leonardo da Vinci sought to establish that

beauty could adorn honor, Bronzino (1503—1572)

challenges the viewer to reconsider what a face really

signifies and just what beauty might conceal in a

courtly world.

The portrait is by no means a caricature, however.

It presents a sympathetic figure with real dignity

through the skillful manipulation of pose and setting,

and this tempers the humor. The austere architec-

tural niche behind the woman establishes a Florentine

setting by juxtaposing pietra serena pilasters with the

white plaster of the curving wall. The stool is placed

almost parallel to the picture plane, but in other

respects, especially the details of the brilliant golden

knobs and the fringes, it calls to mind the elaborate

chair upon which the pope sits in Raphael's portrait

of Leo X and the Cardinals, in the Uffizi, Florence.1

This was completed in 1518, when it was sent to

Florence for the marriage of Lorenzo de' Medici, duke

of Urbino, and Maddalena de la Tour d'Auvergne,

and it immediately became one of the most renowned

works in Florence.2 Like other Medici possessions

it was under serious threat during the years of the last

republic, between April 1527 and August 1530, when

the Medici were expelled from the city. Raphael's

masterpiece would have been especially vulnerable

because it portrayed not only the former Medici

pope, but also the hated Cardinal Giulio de' Medici,

now Pope Clement vu, who enlisted the support of

Emperor Charles v to lay siege to the city and defeat

the republic. Ottaviano de' Medici stayed in Florence

throughout the siege, and he protected many works

of art from Palazzo Medici in his own house. Raphael's

portrait was still in his safekeeping in 1537, now as

honored as it had been hated.

When Bronzino returned from his two-year stay in

Urbino and Pesaro in 1532 he found the Medici

returned to power as dukes. Raphael's portrait repre-

sented that power, and his rediscovery of this almost

completely red painting may help to account for

the shocking redness of Bronzino's portrait. Bron-

zino's interest was as much in Raphael, however, as

in political alignments, even as his intense study of

Michelangelo's figure of Giuliano de' Medici in the

Medici chapel (just beginning to be evident here)

was as much about interpreting the work of a Floren-

tine artist as it was about the Medici. In the after-

math of the siege, Bronzino, in particular, explored

the idea of expressing a Florentine cultural tradition

as a way of putting to rest the horrors of the recent

past, an idea that he would share with Cosimo i

de' Medici, who became duke in I537-3

All of this denies the old attribution of the portrait

to Pontormo. That traditional attribution is a vener-

able one, for it goes back to the 1612 inventory of

the Riccardi collection in Florence, which contained

two other known portraits by Pontormo, one of

which is included in the exhibition (cat. 40).4 The

name of Bronzino was, however, substituted in the

catalogue of the Fesch collection as early as 1841,

repeated in Weizsâcker's catalogue of the Gemàldega-

lerie in 1900, and then firmly proposed by Craig

Hugh Smyth in 1955.5 Distinguishing the hands of

Pontormo or Bronzino is especially difficult in this

case because until the early 15305 the relationship

between the two artists was very close, and Bronzino

often used, or reused, drawings by his master. One

reason this portrait is so fascinating is that it com-

bines the "republican," more restrained qualities of

Pontormo's work of c. 1530 (as in the Getty Portrait of

a Halberdier] with the new courtliness that Bronzino
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Bronzino, Portrait of a Young Man,

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New

York, Bequest of Mrs. H. 0. Havemeyer,

1929. The H.O. Havemeyer Collection.

All rights reserved

would refine in portraits of the next decade, includ-

ing A Young Woman and Her Little Boy (cat. 41).

The Frankfurt portrait has for this reason often been

compared to the Portrait of a Young Man (fig. i) in

the Metropolitan Museum of Art (for which see also

cat. 41). Philippe Costamagna points out that Pon-

tormo never painted the details of finely wrought

jewelry seen here, from the golden fillet on the lady's

head, with its round centerpiece, to the unique

design of her gold chain, and her black rosary, its

red silk tassel ornamented with fine gold thread.

Costamagna also suggests that the ring on the

woman's right hand points to a connection with the

Medici, for whom the diamond was a family em-

blem, and he concludes that the portrait represents

Francesca Salviati, daughter of Lucrezia de' Medici

and Jacopo Salviati, who married Ottaviano de'

Medici in 1533 after being widowed in her first mar-

riage to Piero Gualterotti.6 This theory might very

well explain her composure and wit: as a widow she

is shown as pious, but she is also the confident de-

scendant of the most powerful family in Florence,

and the artistic and architectural associations in her

portrait link her to the family tradition. Such a bal-

ance of naturalism and wit would not long survive

in the 15405. Whoever this lady is, her portrait, like

that of the young man in New York, must date to the

I53OS when Bronzino was still following Pontormo's

model, and before the austere manners of the court

prevailed. EC
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Pontormo c. 1538, oil on panel
88x7i.3(345/8x281/16)

The Walters Art Museum, Baltimore,

inv. no. 37.596

Maria Salviati with Giulia de Medici
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In 1612 this portrait was to be seen hanging in one

of the lunettes in the courtyard of the elegant casino

of the Florentine estate known as Valfonda, which

was then owned by Riccardo Riccardi, one of the

richest men in the city. Close by, in another lunette,

hung the Portrait of a Lady now in Frankfurt (cat.

39). In the Riccardi inventory of 1612 the latter was

attributed to Pontormo (1494-1556/1557), whereas it

is now generally given to Bronzino. The identification

in the inventory of the portrait of Maria Salviati as

by Pontormo, on the other hand, is almost univer-

sally accepted. At the end of the nineteenth century,

however, the work, then in the Massarenti collection,

was briefly attributed to Sebastiano del Piombo.

This attribution may have gained support from the

fact that the portrait then looked quite different, for

the child had been painted out, and the single sitter

identified as Vittoria Colonna. The portrait was pur-

chased in this form from Massarenti by Henry Wal-

ters in 1902. Only in 1937 was the overpaint removed,

revealing the child, and Edward S. King (1940) sub-

sequently published the cleaned work as Maria Sal-

viati and Her Son Cosimo.

In a private response to King's argument, jotted on

a postcard to Melvin Ross at the Walters on 30 March

1941, Bernard Berenson commented that "the prodi-

giously learned gentleman who wrote on the Pon-

tormo portrait makes a serious mistake in the sex of

the child. This is certainly a girl and therefore not

the £0y destined to become Cosimo i."2The child is

indeed young enough for there to be some confusion

about its sex, and the paint surface is quite damaged

toward the lower edge. It was only the discovery

of the 1612 inventory of the Riccardi possessions by

Herbert Keutner in 1955 that brought support for

Berenson's view. In the inventory the picture is de-

scribed in the following way: "A painting of one and

one-half braccia of Signora Donna Maria Medici with

a little girl (una puttina), by the hand of Jacopo da

Puntormo."3 Even so, Keutner himself preferred to

continue to read the child as a boy, and the argument

that this portrait must represent the widowed Maria

Salviati with her son Cosimo has prevailed in the face

of the evidence of the inventory and indeed of the

picture itself.4 The question of the date and the cir-

cumstances of the portrait have remained uncertain,

however, with some scholars dating the portrait to

1526, soon after the death of Cosimos father (which

would make the child nearly eight), others dating it

to 1537, when Cosimo became duke (which would

make this a retrospective image of the child), and yet

others to the early 15405, suggesting that this is an

entirely retrospective image, painted after the death

of Maria Salviati in 1543, and depicting her son as a

small boy, as if at the time of his father's death.

In 1992 Gabrielle Langdon cut through this tangled

and confusing set of hypotheses, proposing not

only that the child is indeed a girl, but also that she

is Giulia de' Medici, daughter of Cosimo's cousin,

Duke Alessandro de' Medici, whose murder in 1537

led to Cosimo becoming duke. The child, she

points out, is surely younger than seven, and is,

furthermore, shown as a vulnerable being under the

protection of the dignified Maria Salviati, whose

widow's dress is unadorned by jewels. There is

every reason to believe that Maria, dedicated to the

advancement of her son's interests, would never

have allowed him to be shown as in need of her pro-

tection, especially retrospectively. Other dynastic

portraits of young children reveal the importance of

having a son resemble his father, both in appearance

and in status. This little child's vulnerability, by con-

trast, is enhanced by the low neckline of the dress,

and by the delicacy of the drapery swathed around

the shoulders. The visual connection between Maria's

bared throat and that of the child is strong, implying

shared femininity. The little curls around her brow,

and the length of the hair, even if overpainted, pro-

vide further clues that this is a young girl, probably

not more than three or four years old. Alessandro was

widely acknowledged to be the natural son of Pope

Clement vu, and his mother Simunetta was very

likely a Moorish slave. Giulia was said to resemble her

father closely, and comparison with portraits of

Alessandro suggest that they share an ancestry that

was North African in part.
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Giulia and Giulio de' Medici, whose very names

associate them with their grandfather Cardinal Giulio

(elected to the papacy as Clement vu in 1523), were

both made wards of Cosimo i after their father was

murdered. The powerful Cardinal Cibo was a descen-

dant of Cosimo il Vecchio and had the support of

the emperor Charles v. He was also related by mar-

riage to the putative mother of Alessandro's children,

and had at first hoped that power might pass to the

impossibly young Giulio, then only four years old.

He had to settle instead for a promise from Cosimo

to avenge his cousin Alessandro's death and to take

care of the two orphans. Until Cosimo had heirs

of his own, and until his power was assured, it was

greatly in his interests to do so, and, despite Cibo's

claims to the contrary, there is evidence that he

guarded them attentively and with genuine affection.

Rather than showing the widowed Maria Salviati

protecting her own son, therefore, the portrait docu-

ments her protection of Giulia. Quite possibly the

medal she holds, the surface of which can no longer

be read, once bore an image of Alessandro. Its pres-

ence would have reinforced the child's standing,

while also underlining the continuity of rule, for

Cosimo immediately adapted his murdered cousin's

medal to his own image. Until now the child's date

of birth has remained uncertain, but her marriage

in 1550 supports the view that she could have been

born no earlier than 1533 and no later than 1536. The

records of the Baptistery in Florence list a "Giulia

Romola," father unknown, as having been baptised

on 5 November 1535. Giulio is said to have been

born in 1533, and a "Giulio Giovanbattista Romolo,"

appears in the register for 5 December 1533. In any

case, the implication, as Langdon has suggested, is

that the portrait was made soon after Cosimo became

duke in 1537, and when Maria Salviati was about

thirty-eight, widowed but still vital. The sobriety of

the image and the almost monochromatic values

of the portrait associate it with Pontormo's portrait of

Giovanni délia Casa in the National Gallery of Art

of about the same date.

If indeed this portrait documents an aspect of the

Florentine dynastic crisis after the murder of Alessan-

dro de' Medici, then these special circumstances

would help to account for Pontormo's production of

a new type of portrait in Florence showing a woman

and a child.7 Cosimo I soon had his own heirs, be-

ginning with Francesco in 1541. In 1545 Bronzino was

commissioned by the duke to paint Eleanora with

a child, probably their second son Giovanni, then

two years old (see cat. 41, fig. i). Eleonora protects

her son, just as her mother-in-law had protected her

orphaned ward. The mood is quite different, how-

ever, with the jolly child now looking out as confi-

dently as his bejeweled and coolly elegant mother.

Thus transformed by Bronzino, the new type of por-

trait seems to have become so attractive that the por-

trait of A Young Woman with Her Little Boy in the

National Gallery of Art (cat. 41) was adapted to

match it. EC
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In his biography of Bronzino (1503-1572), published

in the 1568 edition of the Lives, Giorgio Vasari set out

to list the names of those Florentines whose portraits

the artist had painted in the 15305, only to tell his

reader that he was abandoning the attempt because

it would take too long. "It's enough to say," he con-

cludes, "that they were all most natural, made with

incredible diligence, and finished in such a way as

to leave nothing to be desired."1 This diligence and

ability to imitate natural truth attracted the admira-

tion of Duke Cosimo i de' Medici, and in the years

following his marriage to Eleonora of Toledo in 1539

Cosimo had the artist make portraits of the ducal

family, together with "many others" (fig. i).2 Bron-

zino's images took on the force of official court por-

traits, and as a result his representations of members

of the Medici family can usually be identified, either

by comparison with others or through documents.

Vasari's decision not to list all those other Florentines

who sat for Bronzino has, by contrast, made it very

difficult indeed to identify sitters such as this elegant

lady in red standing before a rich green drapery.

In many respects the Washington Young Woman

closely resembles Lucrezia Panciatichi (fig. 2), which,

together with the pendant Bartolomeo Panciatichi is

generally dated to around 1540. Like Lucretia, this

young woman wears her hair in a severe style with a

center part; her straight nose constitutes one-third of

her face, following the rules of Vitruvian proportion;

her brow is wide and serene; her lips curving and full,

with a little furrow above them. Her long columnar

neck sits gracefully on her full, sloping shoulders, like

that of a wide-handled vase, and this association is

subtly underlined through the lady's earrings, which

take the form of little vases with handles. These quali-

ties, especially the association of the figure of a beau-

tiful woman with that of well-proportioned vase, all

conform to contemporary codes of female beauty,

spelled out in such texts as Agnolo Firenzuolas Delle

bellezze délie donne, and given their most conspicuous

visual expression in Parmigianino's Madonna of

the Long Neck (1534, Uffizi, Florence).3 Bronzinos two

portraits are linked not only by conventions of

beauty, but also those of fashion, for the two women

are outfitted in a remarkably similar way. Both wear

simple dresses of the type known as a camora, with a

square neckline modestly, if expensively, filled in with

a finely pleated partlet.4 The puffed and gathered

sleeves are of the same fabric as the dress, with the

slashed lower sleeves of a different shade, in each case

with white ruffles at the wrist. Both women wear

two necklaces, one encircling the neck and the other

hanging across the breast from the shoulders; and

both wear elaborate chains of gold or jewels around

the waist. Many of these fashionable accessories are

to be found in Bronzinos Medici portraits, especially

Eleonora of Toledo with Her Son Giovanni, and even

in that of Cosimos little daughter Bia.5 All of these

connections suggest that our portrait represents a

woman close to the Medici court around 1540.

The National Gallery portrait once seemed to be-

long in series between the Panciatichi portrait of a

seated woman with no child and the famous portrait

of Eleonora of Toledo, richly dressed, with her child.

But the cleaning of the painting in 1976 led to the

remarkable discovery that the Washington portrait

originally depicted a standing woman holding a piece

of paper in her right hand, with no child present,

and without the gloves in her left.6 She wore a less

ambitious headdress or balzo, narrower sleeves (and

the changes here where the darker ground shows

through the newer paint are visible to the naked eye),

and a higher waistline without the belt; the crimson

fabric was probably as plain as Lucrezia Panciatichi's.

Her face also seems to have been less refined and

perfect than the waxen complexion we now see. The

reason for all these changes seems clear. Bronzinos

Eleonora of Toledo with Her Son Giovanni, completed

around 1545/1546, made fashionable a new type of

portrait of mother and child; furthermore, the rich

damask, the soft brown gloves, and the fuller, more

imposing costume, are attributable to Eleonoras in-

fluence.7 And, of course, our unknown young woman

and her husband must have had a son to include

in this sumptuous portrait, emulating the Medici's

insistence on Eleonoras fecundity and the continuity

of their family. The face of this little boy is even

more eerily masklike than that of the young Gio-

vanni de' Medici.
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1
Bronzino, Eleonora of Toledo with

Her Son Giovanni, Gallería degli

Uffizi, Florence (photo: Alinari/Art

Resource, N.Y.)

2

Bronzino, Lucrezia Panciatichi, Gallería

degli Uffizi, Florence (photo: Alinari/

Art Resource, N.Y.)

i 2 I

There is no doubt that the changes in the picture

were made by Bronzino himself.8 How much time

elapsed between the two versions is impossible

to determine, though it is tempting to read the first

portrait as that of a childless younger woman

(perhaps holding a letter from a suitor?), with the

final image completed some three or four years later

when her son could stand beside her. So fashionable

is this portrait in every respect, however, even in

its first version, that one could also imagine the

sitter's family asking Bronzino to include the child

once the portrait of Eleonora of Toledo was unveiled,

something that might not have occurred to them

months before. None of these questions will be

resolved until the identity of this imposing young

mother is known. The remarkable closeness of her

appearance to that of Lucrezia Panciatichi provides

an important starting point, for this resemblance

goes well beyond the conventions of the mask.9 EC
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Portrait Cover with Mask and Grotesques

(Bugiardini) (cat. 36), 208-212, 211

Portrait of a Female Donor (Christus) (cat. 14),

138-139, 130

Portrait of a Lady (Bronzino) (cat. 39), 08-00,

219-221, 220

Portrait of a Lady (Credi, attrib.), 148

Portrait of a Lady (Mino da Fiesole), 177, 178

Portrait of a Lady (Ghirlandaio, Domen ico)

(cat. 29), 16,186-189,187, 189

Portrait of a Lady in Red, 169, 777

Portrait of a Lady in Yellow (Baldovinetti), 15

Portrait of a Lady ("La Monaca") (Bugiardini)

(cat. 36), 208-213, 210, 213

Portrait of a Lady (Master of the Castello

Nativity), 114

Portrait of a Lady (Pollaiuolo, Antonio del), 13, 75",

¿667

Portrait of a Lady (Van der Weyden) (cat. 13), 77,

136-137, 137,186

Portrait of a Lady (Veneziano, Jacometto, attrib.)

(cat. 21), 160-161,161

Portrait of a Lady (Veneziano, Jacometto) (cat. 19),

I54-I57> iS^

Portrait of a Lady with Ermine (Leonardo da Vinci),

76, 76-77

Portrait of a Male Donor (Christus) (cat. 14),

138-139, 139

Portrait of a Man (Bouts), 174 n.7

Portrait of a Man (Mainardi), 195

Portrait of a Man (Perugino), 198

Portrait of a Man (Veneziano, Jacometto) (cat. 20),

158-159, 159,160

Portrait of a Plainly Dressed Lady (Botticelli)

(copy of), 72, 73

Portrait of a Woman (Botticelli), 124

Portrait of a Woman (Mainardi), 74, 195

Portrait of a Young Man (Bronzino), 227

Portrait of a Young Man (Ghirlandaio, Domenico,

attrib.) (cat. 31), 194-197, 196

Portrait of a Young Woman (Benvenuto) (cat. 35),

204-207, 205

Portrait of a Young Woman (Ghirlandaio, Domenico,

attrib.) (cat. 31), 194-197, 197

Portrait of a Young Woman (Mazziere), 90-91, 91

Portrait of a Young Woman (Pollaiuolo, Antonio del)

(cat. 6), 115-117, 116,166

Portrait of Ginevra Rangone (Correggio), 209, 212

Prédis, Ambrogio de', Bianca Maria Sforza-Visconti,

75,76

Primavera (Botticelli), 35, 66

Profile of a Lady (Pollaiuolo, Antonio del), 15

Profile Portrait of a Lady, 114

Profile Portrait of a Lady (cat. i), 100-101,101

Profile Portrait of a Young Woman (Lippi) (cat. 4),

70-77, 93, IIO-III, 777, 112

Profile Portrait of a Young Woman (Pollaiuolo,

Antonio del) (cat. 6), oo, 94,116, 777

Pucci, Giannozzo, 28
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Rape of Dinah (Bugiardini), 208

Raphael, 207 n.i; Dona Isabel de Requesens i Enriquez

de Cardona-Anglesola, 80-81, 81; Lady Holding a

Unicorn, 78, 78-79; Leo X and the Cardinals, 219;

Pendant Portrait ofMaddelena Strozzi, Wife of

Angelo Doni, 78, 78-79; Portrait of a Lady ("La

Grávida"), 208; Young Woman in Profile (cat. 34),

202-203, 203

Rimini, Isotta da, 20

Roberti, Ercole de', Giovanni II Bentivoglio/Ginevra

Sforza Bentivoglio (cat. 2), 102, 102-105, 104-105

Romano, Giancristoforo, 121,123 n.4

Romano, Giulio, 80—81

Rosetti, Dante Gabriel, 15

Rucellai, Giovanni, 26

S

Saint Lucy Altarpiece (Veneziano, Domenico), 14

Salviati, Francesca, 221

Salviati, Maria, 222, 224

San Bernardino, 27, 28, 30, 65

San Bernardino Preaching in the Piazza del Campo

(Pietro), 36

Sapiti, Angiola di Bernardo, 65, 106

Sarto, Andrea del, 216

Savonarola, 30, 31

Scolari, Lorenzo di Ranieri, 106

Sforza, Battista, 18

Sforza, Ginevra, 103

Simonetta Vespucci (Botticelli) (cat. 28), 140.

See also Young Woman (Simonetta Vespucci?) in

Mythological Guise

Simons, Patricia, 20

Sommaria, Lucrezia, 216, 218

Stanzas Begun for the Joust of the Magnificent

Giuliano de'Medici:(Poliziano), 56

Strozzi, Alessandra, 37, 91; on jewels for a prospectiv

daughter-in-law, 30; taking care of family busi-

ness, 36; on the wedding of her daughter, 93, 95

Strozzi, Filippo, 30, 124

Study of Hands (Leonardo da Vinci) (cat. 17),

148-149, 149

Stufa, Sigismondo della, 41

T

Talpa, Bartolo, 121

Tarquinia Madonna (Lippi), 106

Testa (Allegorical Head) of Cleopatra (Cosimo), 68

Three Angels in Adoration (Ghirlandaio, Ridolfo), 216

Tornabuoni, Giovanna degli Albizzi, 40, 131, 190.

See also Giovanna degli Albizzi Tornabuoni

Tornabuoni, Giovanni, 40

Tornabuoni, Lodovica, 127

Tornabuoni, Lorenzo, 16

Tornabuoni, Lucrezia, 38, 30, 40, 166; birth tray

given to, 34; identifying in portraits, 20; poetry

of, 35

Triumph of Chastity, 57

Triumph of Fame (Lo Scheggia), 34

Triumphal Procession of Federico da Montefeltro and

Battista Sforza (Piero della Francesca), 82, 82-83

U

Uccello, Paolo, 15; A Young Lady of Fashion (cat. 5),

88-89,112-114, H3

V

Valentiner, W.R., 18

Van der Goes, Hugh, 69

Van der Weyden, Rogier, Portrait of a Lady (cat. 13),

77,136-137, 737,186

Van Eyck, Jan, 69, 136

Veneziano, Domenico, 22 n.i9; attributions of works

of art to, ii2,114 n.i; Saint Lucy Altarpiece, 14

Veneziano, Jacometto, 13, 145; Alvise Contarini/

Portrait of a Lady (cat. 19), 154-157, 755,156;

Portrait of a Lady, 757; Portrait of a Lady, attrib.

(cat. 21), 160-161, 7<5>; Portrait of a Man (cat. 20),

158-159, i$p, 160

Verrocchio, Andrea del, 21, 172; Bust of a Lady

(cat. 23), 93, 166-168, 167, 7<5#;bust of Giuliano

de' Medici, 180; 77?^ Death of Francesca Pitti

Tornabuoni, 41; influence on Leonardo da Vinci,

142; A Lady (cat. 24), 169; Lady with a Bunch

of Flowers (cat. 22), 162-165, ¿63, 164, 165; tomb

of Francesca di Luca Pitti, 40

Vespucci, Simonetta, 15, 20, 169, 180, 182

Visitation (Ghirlandaio, Domenico), 42, 191, 193

W

Wedding Procession (Lo Scheggia), 20

Woman at a Window (Smeralda Brandini?)

(Botticelli) (cat. 25), 24-25,106, 172-175, 773,

775; compared with Leonardo da Vinci's Mona

Lisa, 77; dress in, 91,162; identity of subject,

86 n.65

Woman in Green and Crimson (Pollaiuolo, Piero), 15

Woman with a Man at a Window (Lippi) (cat. 3),

48—40,106-109, 107, iop; compared to Botticelli's

Woman at a Window (Smeralda Branding) 172,

174 n.7; compared to Ghirlandaio's Giovanna

degli Albizzi Tornabuoni, 190; dress in,

65-66, 93-94

Y

Young G7>/(Christus), 70

A Young Lady of Fashion (Uccello, attrib.) (cat. 5),

88-80,112-114, 775

Young Lady of the Sassetti Family (Ghirlandaio,

Domenico), 186

Young Man Holding a Medal of Cosimo de Medici

(Botticelli), 777

Young Man Holding a Medallion (Botticelli)

(cat. 26), 776 176-179, 77p

A Young Woman and Her Little Boy (Bronzino)

(cat. 41), 6—7, 226-229, 227, 229

Young Woman in Profile (Raphael) (cat. 34),

202-203, 205

Young Woman (Simonetta Vespucci?) in Mythological

Guise (Botticelli) (cat. 28), 68,182-185,183,184

Young Woman with a Carnation (Memling) (cat. 15),

140-141, 747,157
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